Reopening of School Survey
7/20/20
The Reopening 2020 Survey was emailed to all parents/staff and posted on the website/social
media.
There were 1,765 respondents
The majoring of respondents (80%) are parents
When asked how confident they feel about returning to school in the Fall 2020 after reading the
reopening plan:
● Very confident, 17.14%
● Confident, 20.31%
● Unsure, 28.79%
● Not confident, 27.83%
● Will not be going back to school or sending my child(ren) back to school, 5.94%
When asked if they would be using the district’s transportation services:
● Yes, 44.03%
● No, 38.34%
● Not applicable, 17.63%
When asked if there child had access to personal devices (laptop, etc.) at home:
● Yes, 89.59%
● No, 7.85%

Summary of Comments
Masks for all to be worn at all times
Face shields for all
Concerned about students/staff not cleaning their masks
Air filtration/quality in the school buildings
Hand sanitizer (touch free) usage and hand washing all day long for all. Must use sanitizer upon
entering a room
Temperature checks for all
Impact on people wearing masks on very hot days with no air conditioning
Cleaning procedures need to be shared
Need sample schedule for secondary hybrid
Need physical barriers between students
Make sure one-way hallways
At high school, the chairs and desks need to be wiped down in between classes or teachers
need to switch rooms, not students
If the two days in school on the alternate school were the same days each week, it would be
easier.
Commitment that children will be sent home when sick.
Realistic delays for drop off in AM and pickup in PM for those who are not riding the bus to
school.
Faucets in school bathrooms turn off automatically - not effective for thorough hand-washing.
Summary of Questions
What will classrooms look like?
How many kids will be in a classroom?
What are the cleaning plans/precautions for restrooms?
What are the parameters to close a building after reopening?
How does this plan impact special education services? What about IEP or 504 plans? How do
requirements affect these students? Violation of ADA rights?
How are speech services going to happen without masks/in tight quarters?
If a vaccine becomes available, will it be mandatory to attend school?
A lot of the details in the plan are vague. When will they be more specific?
How will you handle sick teachers? Online education or sub? Will subs be screened?
Why keep kids in school so long wearing masks? Why not have shortened days?
How will you ensure that masks are worn correctly throughout the day?
Who is responsible for enforcing social distancing?
Will staff be present in the halls to ensure social distancing?
How are you going to address non-compliance of masks/social distancing?
What about social/emotional issues, helping kids transition to this new idea of school?
Will teachers and staff be screened each day?
Can you provide one teacher per grade level to do online teaching for parents who don’t want to
send their kids?

If someone in a class tests positive, does the entire class need to quarantine? What is the
plan/protocols?
Will there be a virtual option for students who test positive and must be quarantined?
Will we be made aware when someone in the classroom tests positive?
Is there a testing and contact tracing plan?
Can children be with the same classmates all day long to avoid coming into contact with too
many different people?
What will you do about students not keeping up with online learning?
Will students be using the lockers? Will they be spaced apart and cleaned?
Why isn’t elementary school on the same schedule as high school? We should have alternative
days for elementary as well.
Will siblings have the same two days on the alternative schedule?
The two days on/two days off alternative schedule, what is done on the fifth day?
How will block scheduling work when teachers have received 0 training?
What is going to happen with band and orchestra, art, tech?
What about safety drills?
Will seniors be allowed to drive to school?
How do you keep younger students socially distanced (physically)? How do we expect younger
students to wear face masks the entire time?
Contact tracing and activity outside of school - how do you check?
Is there specific COVID-19 related sick time for staff?
Eating lunch in the classroom means sitting without a mask (obviously) - how do you prevent
spread then?
Already existent shortages for subs/nurses/bus drivers - how will you have adequate coverage
under COVID circumstances?
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Q1 What school are you associated with?
Answered: 1,765

Skipped: 4
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Arongen

7.37%

130

Chango

9.69%

171

Karigon

8.33%

147

Okte

5.72%

101

Orenda

8.10%

143

Shatekon

5.27%

93

Skano

8.84%

156

Tesago

5.27%

93

Acadia

10.14%

179

Gowana

12.97%

229

Koda

9.69%

171

Shen High School

36.77%

649

Other (please specify)

1.70%

30

Total Respondents: 1,765
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Q2 How do you identify yourself?
Answered: 1,768

Skipped: 1
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Parent/Guardian

80.77%

Student

3.56%

63

Teacher

12.84%

227

Counselor/Social Worker/Psychologist/Nurse/Other Student Support Provider

1.07%

19

Support Staff

6.50%

115

Administrator

0.23%

4

Other (please specify)

1.36%

24

Total Respondents: 1,768
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Q3 If you are a student/parent, select the grade level you/your child(ren)
will be in for the 2020-21 school year? Parents select all that apply.
Answered: 1,751

Skipped: 18
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K-2

28.04%

491

Gr. 3-5

33.81%

592

Gr. 6-8

28.90%

506

Gr. 9-12

33.47%

586

I am not a parent or a student

13.14%

230

Total Respondents: 1,751
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Q4 If you are a staff member, what level do you work?
Answered: 1,754

Skipped: 15
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K-5

10.38%

182

Gr. 6-8

5.76%

101

Gr. 9-12

6.39%

112

District level

1.14%

20

I am not a staff member

77.77%

Total Respondents: 1,754
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Q5 Shenendehowa is developing a plan to be in compliance with NYS
Department of Health and Education as well as the CDC guidelines to
provide a safe and healthy school environment. The summary of the plan
can be viewed here (https://www.shenet.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/Reopening-Framework-2020.pdf) How confident
will you be to go back to school/work/send your child back to school in
September 2020?
Answered: 1,768

Skipped: 1
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Very confident

17.14%

303

Confident

20.31%

359

Unsure

28.79%

509

Not confident

27.83%

492

Will not be going back to school or sending my child(ren) back to school

5.94%

105

TOTAL

1,768
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Q6 I will be taking the bus/sending my children to school on the bus.
Answered: 1,758

Skipped: 11
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Q7 Besides a school district issued technological device
(Chromebook), do you/your child have access to, a personal device such
as a computer, laptop, tablet, etc.
Answered: 1,775

Skipped: 11
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46
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Na

7/20/2020 8:49 AM

2

My middle schooler - yes, my second grader -no

7/19/2020 9:42 PM

3

not reliable

7/18/2020 11:05 PM

4

Have one ipad for two children

7/18/2020 10:43 PM

5

I do, but I need it to work from home. My children will need district provided devices.

7/18/2020 5:45 PM

6

Phone

7/17/2020 11:32 AM

7

Not all my kids do

7/17/2020 11:28 AM

8

My older child and I do. My younger child does not.

7/17/2020 11:09 AM

9

N/A

7/17/2020 10:16 AM

10

Our desktop computer crashed. Two kids have assigned chrome books. It would be good if
elementary kids were assigned a chrome book as well.

7/17/2020 10:15 AM

11

Phone

7/17/2020 9:39 AM

12

yes but my personal device is old and slow. I likely would need to get a new one.

7/17/2020 9:34 AM

13

I have four children but only one home computer

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

14

some do, some don't we're working on that

7/17/2020 8:44 AM

15

Unsure

7/17/2020 8:20 AM

16

I need my laptop for work so my kids will need their Chromebooks.

7/17/2020 7:40 AM

17

Not applicable

7/16/2020 10:50 PM

18

Do not want on-site school my children are immunocompromised

7/16/2020 10:38 PM

19

1for the family

7/16/2020 9:28 PM

20

School must give technology

7/16/2020 9:22 PM

21

We should not have to provide technology-existing taxes must cover that cost

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

22

Parents should not have to provide these devices and they should be provided out of the
existing budgeted for school taxes

7/16/2020 8:55 PM

23

that is irrelevant

7/16/2020 8:44 PM

24

special ed aide

7/16/2020 7:32 PM

25

Not for both children.

7/16/2020 4:45 PM

26

3 kids, would need chromebooks for all. We have one shared family laptop that can't do google
meets and doesn't always work..

7/16/2020 4:33 PM

27

We do not currently have a school issued Chromebook

7/16/2020 2:54 PM

28

I have a home computer, but I must work on it for MY job.

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

29

Have an adult device, could use a dedicated device for child

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

30

Have one additional laptop at home, with 2 children

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

31

A laptop that is for a parent's work.

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

32

We had to purchase a chromebook when school shut down due to COVID

7/16/2020 1:37 PM

33

I am an administrator

7/16/2020 1:17 PM

34

We have a laptop but we have three school aged children

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

35

2 of the three children yes

7/16/2020 12:52 PM
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36

we have one for 2 kids to share

7/16/2020 12:51 PM

37

Shared device with parent - parent is working from home

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

38

Smart phones only

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

39

We would likely need another device

7/16/2020 12:00 PM

40

NA

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

41

We were issued one Chromebook for three students in April, if they continue to do more virtual
learning, we would need 2 more district issued devices b/c of scheduling issues.

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

42

Yes, but child is unable to use it

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

43

Only on days I do not work. He will not be able to learn virtually at the babysitters house

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

44

have tablet but not compatible with all programs shen is using

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

45

I don't have a district issued device and have to use my own.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

46

One of two does

7/16/2020 11:17 AM
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Q8 Other than what has been listed in the summary of the plan
(https://www.shenet.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/ReopeningFramework-2020.pdf), what additional precautions would make you feel
MOST comfortable attending/working/having your children attend school?
Answered: 1,364

1 / 76

Skipped: 406
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#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Would it be better for Wednesday to be an off day for cleaning and whatever else is necessary

7/20/2020 8:49 AM

2

Enforcement of Proper Mask Wearing when 6 foot distance cannot be accomplished

7/20/2020 8:45 AM

3

I prefer full online school for all subjects excluding labs until this is over.

7/20/2020 8:42 AM

4

None. Children should learn remotely

7/20/2020 8:42 AM

5

The air quality in all rooms of the school needs to be improved. Will there be consequences for
staff and students who do not wear a mask?

7/20/2020 8:31 AM

6

More details on what a classroom would look like compare to a classroom was prior to Covid19.

7/20/2020 8:11 AM

7

Students' masks can be filthy. Some families do not clean the masks regularly. Wearing one
mask all day is problematic. Student masks do not fit properly. Disposable masks should be
available. Students should have more than 1 mask a day.

7/20/2020 8:03 AM

8

Outside tents, or other options for teaching space. The idea of being in a confined space for a
long period of time is the only thing that seems dangerous. The science states that the people
who get infected are in confined spaces for long periods of time. Health care workers can walk
in and out and they have ventilation systems that are designed for moving air. No air moves in a
school. In fact, some windows back up to a brick wall. All courtyards are locked and doors are
not allowed to be opened.

7/20/2020 8:03 AM

9

Masks

7/20/2020 8:02 AM

10

I trust that schools and jobs can reopened. The shutdown is unsustainable, the children need to
be in class. The "rules" and "guidelines" are changing on a daily basis. I am confident that we
have the ability to address this virus as we do with other concerns pertaining to the members of
the Shenendehowa community. Open the school!

7/20/2020 7:56 AM

11

How will snacks and lunch be handled? What will cleaning procedures be in bathrooms? Will
children be able to be outside for recess? Will elementary children have specials? What will be
the school hours? How will children be social distanced in the classroom? Can parents provide
additional supplies / resources to facilitate children’s experience at school? Will all teacher’s be
certified for the grades they are teaching? What is procedure for reporting COVID-19 exposure
for household members at home? Is contact tracing of staff being implemented ? Recording
what classes and other staff members And students they have come in contact with? Are staff
being asked to quarantine outside of school hours? At what frequency will staff be tested for
COVID-19? Will staff have temperature measurements taken each day before entering school?
What is procedure if child or staff member feels ill or is tested positive for COVID-19?

7/20/2020 7:54 AM

12

If someone screens kids at the door for illness, a big challenge but kids come to school sick all
the time.

7/20/2020 7:35 AM

13

How will safety be addressed in regards to lock downs? Also, alternate hybrid could there be a
sample schedule given or even schedule options as there are more than one.

7/20/2020 7:28 AM

14

Air filtration in every room with a MERV rating for Covid 19. Children and staff required to wear
masks at all times even 6 feet apart inside. Strict guidance and consequences for sending a
child to school or staff member reporting to school sick or with a sick HOUSEHOLD member.

7/20/2020 6:41 AM

15

Regular sensitization of common areas such as bus seat, restrooms and drinking fountains.

7/20/2020 6:38 AM

16

Appropriate cleaning in the classrooms through the day; finding a way to deal with kids who
have bodily fluids like runny noses And other sickness signs but no fever (I don’t want my child
getting pink eye or the flu because everyone is only checking for covid; don’t make them sit on
the bus for several minutes upon arrival like in the past, remove the ice cream and junk food
options the kids get to leave their classroom for snack, the outside learning is a great idea.
More of that should be done. Teaching kids to wear masks properly. Kids should be able to
have recess without masks though. Find a way to mark spaces around the playground for this.
Use the field as well. Teach them what 6 feet is.

7/20/2020 5:58 AM

17

Social distancing during break time, meal time will be critical as well.

7/20/2020 2:55 AM

18

I am confident that the district is covering all the bases that need to be addressed to be sure we
are returning as safely as possible.

7/20/2020 1:52 AM
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19

Mandatory wearing of masks at all times, enforcement of proper wearing, and education on
proper doffing procedures.

7/20/2020 12:11 AM

20

We feel very confident in our child attending his elementary school with the listed precautions

7/19/2020 11:45 PM

21

nothing

7/19/2020 11:14 PM

22

The best way to get around the current situation is for the students to have an virtual school
schedule at home with a combination of synchronous and asynchronous learning. It cannot be
expected from K-2 children to maintain social distancing and wear masks during full school
session.

7/19/2020 10:30 PM

23

I think you are taking the necessary precautions to ensure a safe reopening.

7/19/2020 9:50 PM

24

We would prefer NO MASK at the kindergarten level and would like to see play time scheduled
as a “precaution” for proper social development.

7/19/2020 9:42 PM

25

Children eating at their desk in lower grades and a Homeroom in middle school. Spread k-6
through the entire school , keep 7-12 home - my suggestions

7/19/2020 9:42 PM

26

In addition to the summary plan, I would feel most comfortable If I knew all children and staff
wore masks at all times during the day. And that the masks were worn properly at all times.

7/19/2020 9:38 PM

27

Children should be required to wear a mask during instruction even when seated and socially
distanced. Also all staff and students should be trained on how to properly wear a mask. Proper
use includes having the nose covered. I truly believe that it is reckless to open schools when no
other reopening of this scale has been done before with any group. We are essentially using
our children as guinea pigs. Recently the research is showing that masks are our most effective
protection. Young children are not often diligent and careful when wearing masks and I have
also seen many adults wearing masks with their noses uncovered.

7/19/2020 8:57 PM

28

I agree with the plan; however, I also believe that the online learning from home needs to hold
the student more accountable. I am thinking maybe 20 minute classes of face to face or
recorded instruction but students should have to sign in at a specific time for each class. I
believe that they lose motivation if teachers just assign work versus face to face instruction via
video or recordings.

7/19/2020 8:32 PM

29

I would be interested in clarification of the wearing of masks.

7/19/2020 8:24 PM

30

Honestly, I think the children will only be able to safely attend school in September and October.
I believe if there is a second wave as indicated by the general public, it will force the schools to
close. I think the district needs to be able to assist with contact tracing in case there is a COVID
case.

7/19/2020 8:15 PM

31

Everyone wearing masks at all times. School buildings at less than 50% student capacity.
Buses at less than 50% capacity. Physical barriers between students.

7/19/2020 7:55 PM

32

Having a vaccine or other treatment would make me the most comfortable. Classrooms are
crowded and some have temperatures that exceed 90 degrees F in the spring and fall. I cannot
imagine teaching/learning with a mask on and being subjected to that heat all day, even eating
lunch in there. It sounds like k-5 students would not really be leaving the classroom as often as
they normally would during a school day.

7/19/2020 7:32 PM

33

Comprehensive plan for Interscholastic Athletics

7/19/2020 7:23 PM

34

Make it as normal as possible.

7/19/2020 7:04 PM

35

Mandatory face mask for all staff and students.

7/19/2020 5:54 PM

36

More detailed information on how hand washing will be addressed

7/19/2020 5:44 PM

37

I would like Shen pay more attention to online learning during this time. I was greatly
disappointed by the lack of on-line video zoom/skype/hangouts sessions during last 3 months
of the past school year. I think even younger kids could actively learn on-line for short periods of
time during working week. Kids in class could be divided in smaller groups and meet on-line for
math/science/reading, etc. for periods like 40 min. I believe its difficult for younger kids to grasp
the concept of social distancing and properly wear masks while in school or on the bus. Even
with full understanding of what social distancing is and why we should wear masks, kids will not
properly follow this protocol. I really hope that during this unprecedented time school will
develop more on-line learning activities and take more advantage of technology rather than put

7/19/2020 5:08 PM
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kids and teachers at high risk while in in-person in school. I would be more comfortable with
elementary school having alternate learning. Thank you!
38

I strongly feel that students and staff should have to wear masks while inside the building at all
times. Six feet distance inside will not stop COVID-19 from spreading in the air of an enclosed
classroom, even with windows and doors open. Studies show that the amount of exposure to
the virus is critical, and we will be with each other breathing in the same air for six hours each
day. I also feel that parents should not be responsible for taking temperatures at home. While
we hope all parents would follow this protocol, we cannot be sure this will be done for every
student unless we take temperatures at school.

7/19/2020 4:50 PM

39

None

7/19/2020 4:13 PM

40

I am very uncomfortable thinking that our grandson will come in contact with the 40% of
persons having the virus but not knowing about it and showing no symptoms. And then he will
the virus home and we are 81/75 years old and have medical problems. By not having a full
internet education in HS you might contribute to our death!

7/19/2020 3:52 PM

41

The proposed guidelines are sufficient

7/19/2020 3:39 PM

42

I worry about the kids not keeping up. With the schedule being half at home and half in the
classroom, I can see my student falling behind.

7/19/2020 3:34 PM

43

Everyone needs to keep their masks ON at all times - touching the masks (as they put it on and
take it off) will defeat the purpose of wearing it.

7/19/2020 3:32 PM

44

I am concerned over so many people being under 1 roof for the period of 6 hours.

7/19/2020 3:17 PM

45

I would recommend a surplus of hand sanitizer, tissues, wipes, and other cleanliness devices to
be on hand in classrooms as well as in the students' own inventory.

7/19/2020 2:56 PM

46

Alternate attendance days for K-5 students; in the event of instruction being presented 100%
virtually allow teachers ability to be IN school to present instruction and/or record lessons
(provided they are healthy and able);

7/19/2020 2:04 PM

47

- School to provide sanitizer and mask for each student and place it on his/her desk (to make
sure that all students will have access to the same level of protection). Teachers have to
instruct and remind the students to use the hand sanitizer every 15 to 30 minutes. - Extend the
daily arrival period for students to enter the school, for example, if school starts at 9:00 AM then
students can starting entering from 8:15 AM under staff supervision. Teachers to be present in
classrooms starting at the same time. - HVAC systems need to be assessed by experts and
modified as needed in order to minimize and potentially eliminate the spreading of viruses.
Results and recommendations of this evaluation and action plan shall be shared with the public.
- Some HVAC studies that are available online recommend that recirculating and mixing of
return and fresh air shall not be allowed (i.e. 100% fresh air shall be used). It also recommends
using downward positive airflow. Displacement or mixing airflow shall not be allowed.

7/19/2020 1:56 PM

48

I would like to see school personnel testing students temperature daily. I do not feel comfortable
and trusting families to do that.

7/19/2020 1:49 PM

49

testing daily for temp as the students enter building

7/19/2020 1:21 PM

50

I am uncomfortable with Elementary students being in school every day. I think they should be
home 1-2 days per week to decrease risk.

7/19/2020 1:17 PM

51

making elementary school alternate in classroom days as opposed to full time

7/19/2020 1:11 PM

52

No

7/19/2020 1:01 PM

53

Temperature scans administered at school

7/19/2020 12:57 PM

54

Most issues seem covered

7/19/2020 12:31 PM

55

Just make sure everyone washes their hands and sanitizes. Make sure one wag hallways ARE
one way

7/19/2020 11:38 AM

56

Children and staff should be wearing face masks at all times, and not just when they're moving
around. When at their desk, even though they will have 6 feet between the surrounding desks,
they should be wearing masks. I am concerned about students at all levels (but especially
elementary) who will be sneezing, coughing, and potentially exposing others to covid without

7/19/2020 11:14 AM
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meaning to. A sneeze comes on quickly, and elementary students don't have the wherewithal to
grab a mask and cover their mouth in time. If their masks are on at their desks, this will not be
an issue. This goes for faculty and staff members as well.
57

Not comfortable. I do not think it is feasible to be able to keep all these children socially distant.
Although I really feel at my child should be in school I also feel that it is not safe for the children
at this time

7/19/2020 11:09 AM

58

NA

7/19/2020 11:05 AM

59

None, I feel the district is doing all the right things

7/19/2020 10:52 AM

60

We'd like to see the elementary students have the same type of schedule as the high school
students( alternating faculty and students, with the alternating schedules and virtually learning
options). This will helpcontrol(efficient sanitization of facility and classrooms), detect(identify
any child who may have been infected through recommended screenings) and limit( any
positive detection will quicky initiate emergency protocols set in place to prevent additional
contact and spread.

7/19/2020 10:51 AM

61

In the high school as children leave the classroom from one to the next classroom that each
child wipe down the desk and chair that they leave and get in a practice in doing so. This will
allow the next group of children to arrive in a clean space and not have to prep prior to being
seated. The schedule will also need to be adjusted for this type of disinfecting along with all
needed supplies to be purchased and available on a daily basis.

7/19/2020 10:34 AM

62

As a parent: -specific plans for addressing students’ emotional health/wellbeing -specific
information regarding my own children’s assigned schedule and learning environment -detailed,
enforceable plan for responding to noncompliance with safety measures -option for full virtual or
partial day virtual learning FROM HOME As a teacher: -ample time and support learning,
understanding, and planning for the new schedules and environments!!! -prioritized/reduced
standards for most efficient teaching and learning in these conditions -detailed assessment and
grading guidelines considering the less than ideal learning conditions -specific guidelines to
follow to best keep groups safe and healthy

7/19/2020 10:04 AM

63

Extra support for children who have issues wearing face masks.

7/19/2020 10:02 AM

64

There needs to be an online virtual curriculum to learning. I am very concerned about bringing
my children back especially with this school district being so big. Although you are trying your
best it still doesn’t set with me easily.

7/19/2020 9:46 AM

65

A vaccine needs to come out before kids can return. In Florida, every 1 out of 3 kids who are
tested , are positive yet asymptomatic. What about the teachers who are exposed to those
kids? How will kids feel if their teacher dies from COVID? This disease is out of control and
society is ignorant to that.We can't keep going like nothing is new. COVID kills.

7/19/2020 9:44 AM

66

If the 2 days on were the same each week it would be much easier to plan. Also, I have 2
children and would need them to have the same 2 days.

7/19/2020 9:41 AM

67

Being honest, I won't feel totally comfortable until the virus has a vaccine and/or treatment.

7/19/2020 9:37 AM

68

-Temp checks at school. I think leaving it up to parents opens it up for risk. -What exactly will be
the cleaning protocols, classroom set up? -Are teaches and staff being screened by a health
professional everyday?

7/19/2020 9:26 AM

69

All students NEED to be in school Monday through Friday! Use the gym & cafeteria and
auditoriums as extra room for learning. Install Plexiglass ariubd teacher desks or in front of
where teachers teach to keep teachers safe. Get the kids all back in school! 9-12 are learning
to prepare for college, and as such HAVE TO BE IN PERSON! Sports & clubs NEED to
proceed in September as they are developing resume’s for college and helps students thrive
and grow as an individual in society! Open the schools safely, It can be done FOR ALL! We pay
a ton of school taxes!

7/19/2020 9:24 AM

70

The teachers should switch rooms so the students do not have to switch classes. I would think
that it is safer to have a few teachers in the halls than many students and it will keep the
students at one desk throughout the day.

7/19/2020 9:22 AM

71

I think elementary should have split days. Either kids going half days or on a couple days a
week schedule like the higher grades. Having them all there all day no matter the precautions
will be problematic.

7/19/2020 9:16 AM
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72

No sure

7/19/2020 9:13 AM

73

I'm skeptical that there is a way to keep children distanced in a way that will make me feel
comfortable having our children attend school. I would like to see an option to choose virtual
only education without a reduction in instructional quality.

7/19/2020 9:06 AM

74

Nothing

7/19/2020 9:01 AM

75

Thorough cleaning throughout the school, student access to hand sanitizer/hand washing
stations.

7/19/2020 9:00 AM

76

● Students and staff wearing masks consistently, except when engaged in instruction and
seated at a desk that is socially distant from peers and staff. In most cases, masks appear to be
effective when one is entering a store or somewhere, they will not spend much more than say,
an hour. In this case, the kids will be confined, albeit following certain CDC protocols, but
nonetheless confined, in a smaller area with and without masks at various times throughout a
6-8 hour day. Just curious why we think this will be effective? ● Daily health screenings for
employees and students. This brings me back to the numerous cases of folks being
asymptomatic. My worry is the carrier is likely to be someone who would screen as well. ●
Parents will be asked to take their child’s temperature before coming to school every day. Ok,
but what about the variation in measuring devices and operator error? Will you really get
accurate results this way? What if I use an under the tongue and someone else uses temporal
scanning device? ● Contact tracing and coordination with local health department guidelines.
How will you track the students movements outside of school? Love the adherence to the
contact tracing, but not sure how it would work for Shen specifically. What is the plan to scale
that down to work for the specific classrooms, etc? Or is the plan that we only use this if, a big
if, the parents are following this contact tracing (which is voluntary) outside of Shen? How can
that be more strictly enforced? ● Daily cleaning and disinfecting protocols. I’ve observed the
“cleaning” in a few places and it is not very thorough. Worry that this will not be done well
enough. How will this be overseen? ● Shared books and supplies will be minimized and where
used, books (e.g., library books, trade books) supplies (e.g., science lab materials) will be
disinfected or allowed to remain untouched for 3 days between use (or length specified by
CDC). We really shouldn’t be sharing anything in this environment, to the greatest extent
possible. I’d rethink this. ● School visitors will be restricted to those required for school
business. Good. ● Grade K-6 is planned for daily, onsite, instruction. How will we get such
young kids to wear masks for these long periods? And how will we prevent them from
physically interacting the way young children do? Seems unrealistic to think we can control this
well enough considering the criticality of it. ● Kindergarten will remain a half-day program.
Could this be an outside program for as long as the weather permits? Would probably get us a
majority of the time outside before cold and weather forces the classes in. Perhaps a month or
two could be gained with far more suitable conditions for protecting the kids. ● Due to social
distancing requirements, all school spaces will be used as instructional spaces (e.g.,
classrooms, cafeteria, special area classrooms). A lot of area to keep clean and disinfected.
What is the school doing to add janitorial staff or otherwise make sure this isn’t another
checkbox activity (or worse, not done at all). I have experience with child care facilities and
know that the cleaning aspect is one of the largest challenges to make sure it is thoroughly
done. It is an end of the day activity and these teachers are already burdened with so much…
not saying they won’t do it but saying this really needs to be thought about. ● The traditional
instructional program will be modified with students learning from classroom teachers and at
other times supervised by school personnel during times of independent or remote/livestream
instrutction from within the school building. Can the day just be shorter? Do they need the
whole 6+ hours? I’d think we could accomplish a heck of a lot in a condensed period and thus
further limit the exposure and risk. Perhaps a 3 to 4 hour day? ● Potential staggered student
arrival is under consideration to accommodate for potential transportation seating limitations
and increased traffic at schools due to parent drop-offs. If there are in the same room for long
periods I am not sure what this accomplishes other than confusion. Perhaps limits the volume
of kids at one time arriving? But again, does that matter if we think masks are effective and the
parents/visitors are kept out of indoor spaces?

7/19/2020 8:59 AM

77

I can’t imagine the difficulty of keeping the younger students socially distanced. This risk makes
me extremely nervous but I’m unsure of the solution.

7/19/2020 8:50 AM

78

I can’t send a child to school that has health issues and not knowing where the parents of the
children in the classroom has traveled

7/19/2020 8:48 AM

79

Nothing additional. The plan is well detailed.

7/19/2020 8:34 AM
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80

I would be most comfortable with less time in the elementary school. A hybrid model of a few
hours at school a couple times a week combined with virtual learning would be our choice. The
students would have some interaction with teachers and friends but limit exposure, time with
masks on, and paranoia about social distancing and hand washing.

7/19/2020 8:23 AM

81

I would like the staff to be tested for Covid 19 on a regular basis to ensure they are not carriers

7/19/2020 8:16 AM

82

I would like to see an off-site option for elementary students. This would be something for
families to opt-in to for children that it is more feasible to learn from home and can still follow
the Shen curriculum. This would also help lower the number of kids on-site, so they can be
spaced out more appropriately.

7/19/2020 7:36 AM

83

I believe I read students do no need masks on while sitting at their desks. To make me more
comfortable that needs to be clarified.. If they are receiving 1:1 support at their desk , they and
teacher /staff should have mask on. Any time they can’t maintain that 6ft distance if someone is
around it needs to be on. A blanket statement that at a desk it doesn’t have to be on should not
be issued . I am also concerned with air System in our school .. older school and on regular day
the air quality / dust that blows out of those vents is not great .. what happens in winter when
we can’t open windows to help improve that.

7/19/2020 7:25 AM

84

Smaller class sizes, dividers between desks/students. Shorter instruction days.

7/19/2020 4:11 AM

85

100% Online learning needs to occur until there are no new active cases for a given amount of
time, esp. when families are returning from summer vacations in other states right before
school starts- there are too many unknowns. We cannot send our children and staff back to
school with this risk or we risk being the leaders when it comes to child or staff member illness.
We can’t even meet in person to discuss this, yet the plan includes sending hundreds of
children+ staff into poorly ventilated structures for 8 hours a day. As much as you plan, there is
room for mistakes. Who will be supervising staff and students to make sure all adhere to
guidelines? There will be outliers that don’t follow and can severely impact the wellbeing of
others. Schools are not child care. Reopening does not seem to be about education.... the
elementary plan even hints at this this! As groups of students will be supervised by support staff
during the day. It’s not the job of school staff members to get people back to work/ save
economy or feel guilted into this when we have our own families to worry about. Teachers are
placed in these guilt traps far too often. Putting these guidelines out to staff and the Public has
already firmed up in public opinion what should/what will be happening in the fall without parent,
teacher of school staff voice. So, are our voices really being heard? Very disheartening.

7/19/2020 1:08 AM

86

1. We absolutely need students and teachers to be wearing masks when engaged in instruction
and seated at a desk. As parents, we would NOT be comfortable sending children to the school
if they and their teachers are not required to wear masks at ALL times. 2. Requiring staff and
students to be tested frequently.

7/19/2020 12:42 AM

87

Not comfortable at all

7/18/2020 11:55 PM

88

For busing all children checked at entrance onto the bus. For drop off all children and staff
temperature checked upon entrance. This is what we do at work, & also this device must be
cleaned between individuals checked or preferably a touchless Thermometer is used. Amazon
has these as some of our medical grade thermometers have been backordered. Also, protocol
in place for obtaining education remotely if you feel your child should stay home because they
are presenting with a cold. As parents most will be more conservative about sending children to
school if there are any cold/flu symptoms. For missed days having a standard way
(electronically, so the parent does not have to come into school) to obtain classroom work so
education is less interrupted.

7/18/2020 11:34 PM

89

Not sure

7/18/2020 11:05 PM

90

Handling students who do not comply with wearing masks & staying socially distant Handling
situations when someone has symptoms of covid & how it effects those who have had contact
with or in same classes- . Keeping everything sanitized. The lack of having enough room in my
classroom to space everybody out. Room in the hallways during change of classes. Just to
name a few.

7/18/2020 11:05 PM

91

Temperature checks at school, the majority on line

7/18/2020 10:58 PM

92

I’m not sure.

7/18/2020 10:33 PM

93

More planning time for teachers to thoroughly clean items and plan for remote learning. Lower

7/18/2020 10:30 PM
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number of students per class and add sections. Automatic soap dispensers and towel
dispensers in classroom. Face shields and masks provided by district for students and staff. A
focus more on hygiene and mental health than test preparation. More professional development
time worked in during the year for remote learning resources or creation of individual
manipulatives for classes.
94

Students being expected to wipe down desks and chairs then they move classes (high school).
Fewer students in the hall at one time as is being considered.

7/18/2020 10:26 PM

95

I don't know, I'm just scared of the overall situation. I mean, I know virtual didn't work, but that
would be the safest.

7/18/2020 10:00 PM

96

I think more needs to be mentioned how you will handle the mental health of kids in these
layouts You are changing all of what kids know about school - I feel like your staff will just
expect them to be okay with all of it Where is the training or the ideas to help Transition the kids
into this new model Somehow a orientation doesn’t seem enough

7/18/2020 9:49 PM

97

Masks on ALL DAY

7/18/2020 9:15 PM

98

I would feel more comfortable if there will be a definite thing I can say to a child who might not
fully understand or be willing to follow the safety protocol that will be in place. I will not want to
be told I cannot redirect or get a child to cooperate.

7/18/2020 8:15 PM

99

Protocols being monitored and followed at all times. Considering the size of my son’s class, I’m
very worried that ashen will not be able to control the environment.

7/18/2020 8:01 PM

100

Not sure.

7/18/2020 7:43 PM

101

I would prefer online school than going to school until we get a vaccine.

7/18/2020 7:09 PM

102

Working in attendance, students come in very close contact with us and each other. Any
possibility of adding plexiglass to our desks? Touching notes from hand to hand, signing in and
out and sick students going home from our office is a concern.

7/18/2020 6:35 PM

103

No control over how other kids are aware of safety measures

7/18/2020 5:49 PM

104

Distance learning only for at least the first marking period of the school year.

7/18/2020 5:45 PM

105

stay at home and take Good quality online class

7/18/2020 5:40 PM

106

I feel as if all precautions have been covered adequately in order to reopen

7/18/2020 5:11 PM

107

I am not sure at this time.

7/18/2020 4:27 PM

108

Temp checks in homeroom

7/18/2020 4:21 PM

109

Option of online learning from home. For elementary, assign one teacher per grade per building
to do online virtual learning. Parents then have the option to do online learning for their child
until there is a vaccine. I have a very anxious child and school in general causes anxiety from
September to November and my child is usually adjusted by December. COVID 19 has made
the anxiety worse. Until there is a vaccine, I want virtual learning offered through the school
district. A virtual option for parents will also help with less students in the building.

7/18/2020 4:04 PM

110

-Placement of plexiglass around work stations/desks. -Face shields made available to
everyone. -Alcohol based hand sanitizer available to everyone. -A specific plan in the event a
student refuses to wear a mask.

7/18/2020 4:02 PM

111

Serious enforcement of masks and distance between every student. Being in high school for 3
years now, I can say with confidence that an incredibly large portion of students have no
respect for the basic rules we have at school. I have no confidence that even a big portion
students will respect these guidelines. Students will easily rationalize away the dangers of
unsanitary action the same way we do with every other stupid decision we make in our young
age.

7/18/2020 3:46 PM

112

The only school attendance that I am comfortable with until a vaccine is distributed will be
virtual. Knowing the size and set up of the school district, social distancing is impossible and
therefore cannot protect our students and staff effectively.

7/18/2020 3:38 PM

113

The district physician should interview each employee about personal health issues to see who
is at highest risk. Asking teachers and staff to email the principal about private health issues is

7/18/2020 3:27 PM
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not acceptable. Teachers over 50 should have to be cleared by a doctor prior to returning to
school.
114

I would only feel comfortable if there were a distributed vaccine. I only feel comfortable with
distance learning right now. I understand the desire by all to return to school, but I think there is
prevalent denial and lack of acceptance of the true risk involved about gathering again in any
size groups in a school setting.

7/18/2020 3:07 PM

115

Biggest thing would be transparency if a person in the building(s) tested positive that we are
made aware as soon as possible... no names for privacy but building and time frame. So really
good tracing in place.

7/18/2020 2:45 PM

116

Quality of education. More time spent dealing with limiting the virus, which I am all for doing but
with kids this age it is going to be a big distraction from learning.If my child is going to school
and engage in remote learning when at school he would be better off and safer learning from
home. Can we have that option to home school if we choose and have the teachers stream us
into the live class room. Would lower class numbers and for kids that do not do transitions we’ll
be better for learning. You can put all these provisions in place but you know there will be kids
and parents who will not follow the rules. You can not prevent this. I love this school district and
know you will do what ever you can to protect our children , but I feel kids are better going back
schools when we are back to reality. Not Covid reality.

7/18/2020 2:35 PM

117

1. a barrel between teacher/students 2. an option for kids to work remote entirely as some
parents are high risk. 3. "try" to keep kids in the same classroom but only few kids switch
classroom for election/accelerated class to minimize the traffic

7/18/2020 2:11 PM

118

The precautions seem satisfactory.

7/18/2020 1:54 PM

119

Alternate day schedule for lower grades as well

7/18/2020 1:44 PM

120

Checks at school, I don’t think you can count on all parents to temp check their kids. Making
sure if middle school and up are remote, they follow their schedules. The district did what they
could in the spring, but just having work here and there was not structured or helpful. Feeling
like it is the closest thing to being in school would be ideal

7/18/2020 1:25 PM

121

Send 6th graders on the hybrid method. I can understand the reason for k-5 to go full time but if
7-8 th are going to hybrid why not 6th

7/18/2020 1:25 PM

122

Desk 6 feet apart, half day in person and other half remote

7/18/2020 1:23 PM

123

All students/staff must wear masks. There must be social distancing in the classroom i.e. desks
6 feet apart, which means each classroom will only hold up to 10-12 students.

7/18/2020 1:08 PM

124

Masks should absolutely be worn by both teachers and students while indoors at all times
(except for eating times). Masks decrease the rate of transmission by 90%, and the rate of the
wearer getting the virus by 65%...these are numbers you can check yourself, easily found
online. The idea that not all children will keep them on all the time, so we shouldn’t even try, is
the same kind of thinking of not using hand sanitizer because it is not as effective as traditional
hand-washing. I think you’ve done a good job with most of the guidelines, but as a former
educator and a parent, I do not feel comfortable to have schools resume in person without
masks. If possible, I would also have the school take temperature of the
students...thermometers that do not have to touch them (such as the forehead scanning type)
and reported by the teacher each morning along with attendance...I don’t know if this is
possible, but I think it would be more reliable than having parents do it.

7/18/2020 1:04 PM

125

As a parent of three children at Karigon (one entering 3rd grade and twins entering
kindergarten) I am deeply concerned that onsite instruction for K-6 is a terrible idea. Explaining
and enforcing social distancing is difficult with that age group so I expect that, for instance, so
long as the kids are in school full time they will be unable to visit their grandparents (all of whom
live locally).

7/18/2020 12:56 PM

126

Worried about class size and distance between desks

7/18/2020 12:26 PM

127

None

7/18/2020 12:02 PM

128

Na

7/18/2020 11:49 AM

129

As a teacher, I am ready to go back to school immediately and I would fight tooth and nail
against online, distance "learning." We have a responsibility to teach our children. There is no

7/18/2020 11:47 AM
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safer location that provides more for our students than the classroom. As a parent, my opinion
rests heavily on the specifics of the daily routine. There is not enough information to make a
determination at this time. As it stands, the modified experience would be the reason I kept my
child home from Kindergarten, not the risk or fear of Covid-19. There is some health risk and
that is not ignored, but that risk is ever present in a variety of forms. Without knowing more
about the structure of the day, the expectations for learning, socializing, playing, growing, and
being a kid I have no confidence in the proposed plan. There need to be specific details and
predetermined courses of action to handle every day activities, potential occurrences, and
unforeseen events. It is the responsibility of the school to answer these questions so that we do
not have another failure of leadership in response to what we know is possible. The state has
not and is not interested in answering these questions. It is time for our community to take the
lead in ensuring the long-term health and education of our children.
130

Staff present throughout the halls at all times, conducting traffic and checking for proper
distancing and protection

7/18/2020 11:33 AM

131

Mandatory masks, more monitors

7/18/2020 11:30 AM

132

A plan for dealing with students that are sick, test positive for covid or are under quarantine. At
the k to 6 level if there is no contingency plan to allow sick/covid positive students to attend
school virtually parents may be more inclined to send children to school that should not be
attending in person. This creates risk for covid spread. Some focus on testing students, staff,
and teachers for covid. When symptoms of covid are present testing should be required. If
positive, further testing should be required for the student or staff to return to school. In addition
to the State metrics for closing the schools down, Shen should have school based metrics that
guide shut down. There may be situations where large numbers of of covid cases occur at a
single school and the district should have metrics that guide decisons on when that school
should shut down. More detail on contact tracing than the current statement that it will be done
in coordination with the health department.

7/18/2020 11:20 AM

133

N/A I think it's a good plan.

7/18/2020 10:50 AM

134

Having someone monitor hallways to ensure that students are wearing masks and wearing
them properly. Also having bathrooms monitored so that only as many students are in the
bathrooms as the number of toilets.

7/18/2020 10:40 AM

135

I am not comfortable sending my child

7/18/2020 10:31 AM

136

I am concerned that in this plan students are not required to wear masks during instruction as
we know that inside the virus spreads quickly. How will students be kept safe?

7/18/2020 10:22 AM

137

Social distancing should be kept even inside the classroom, and there should be also protective
barrier for each child in the classroom. Without that you can't prevent in-class spreading the
virus. Also I hope elementary schools also follow the alternative model as middle/high school
planned.

7/18/2020 10:06 AM

138

Not sure the guide lines within the plan will work in real life.

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

139

I have no problem with masks, social distancing, etc. My main concern, as a teacher, is how
seriously the students and their families will be taking the guidelines as we cannot control what
they do and do not do at their homes or in their daily lives to prevent the spread of and to take
precautions against covid.

7/18/2020 9:51 AM

140

Hand sanitizer in every classroom / public space. Students move to classes & take classes with
the same group of students all day long. For example, my son is going to be a senior so he will
attend his classes with the same group of seniors all day every day. Also, consider keeping
students who play the same sport grouped together as well. Allow ALL seniors to drive to
school - parking won't be such a nightmare since not all students will be in the building at the
same time (1/2 of students will be in the buildings at one time) & this will create space on
school busses. Give juniors who have driver licenses the option of driving & parking on campus
for the same reasons listed above. Allow students to leave campus for lunch period - they must
have parental permission to leave on the days they attend school. What if there are personal
situations that require a student grades 7 -12 to attend in person classes every day? (student
not trustworthy or parents want student in school every day)

7/18/2020 9:49 AM

141

A testing and contact tracing plan should a student/faculty member become positive at any
point

7/18/2020 9:46 AM
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142

faculty and students should be wearing face coverings during class--they will be in a confined
space for a prolonged time...coughing and sneezing is inevitable, and six feet is not sufficient
distancing in a prolonged exposure environment.

7/18/2020 9:40 AM

143

none

7/18/2020 9:26 AM

144

Touch free hand sanitizer stations.

7/18/2020 9:18 AM

145

I have children who will be in 8th grade and 12th grade in the fall. I think they are capable of
wearing masks in the classrooms. I am not comfortable with them taking their masks off in class
and being in a classroom with students and teachers who are not wearing masks.

7/18/2020 9:12 AM

146

None

7/18/2020 9:06 AM

147

1) That COVID-related sick time is provided for teachers, so we aren’t docked pay due to
circumstances beyond our control. 2) that students are held accountable for class attendance,
regardless of whether we’re physically in school or at home. And that is made clear to parents.
3) The girls bathroom in the Koda 8th grade wing has no hot water, and the faucets are press
and hold faucets. This does not follow CDC guidelines for proper hand washing. Those Issues
must be addressed. 4) All classrooms must have school-provided hand sanitizer and cleaning
wipes for teachers/students to access. 5) School provided PPE 6) I’m a SPED Teacher who
coteaches with another teacher. Clear guidelines must be provided to staff, students and
parents about proximity of teachers when they are assisting students. How close can we stand
near them? What if a child needs me to draw them an example at their desk?

7/18/2020 9:02 AM

148

I don’t think there is anything that you can do more than you already planned. Kids will be kids
and it will be impossible to keep it safe

7/18/2020 9:00 AM

149

Lessening the amount of students on buses,hallways and classrooms from more social
distancing

7/18/2020 8:46 AM

150

Wearing masks more than just transitions. Teachers still need to approach students during
instructional time

7/18/2020 8:43 AM

151

I feel the precautions are good and I feel confident my sons and their classmates will wear their
masks as needed

7/18/2020 8:27 AM

152

At this point of time I do not feel comfortable sending my child back to school because I think its
difficult for a first grader to sit with a mask for his or her entire day at school and feeling
extremely restricted to what he or she could do.

7/18/2020 8:18 AM

153

There is little that can be done to assure me of the safety of my two young children and teacher
husband until there is a vaccine.

7/18/2020 8:09 AM

154

Options for virtual learning. More detailed plans as it relates to schedules. Temperature checks
done by the school as parents won’t always do them.

7/18/2020 7:53 AM

155

In regard to my son who is in high school you mention two days on two days off. What of the
fifth day. Will it be a four day week? If so will Wednesday be a day for self teaching? Or will they
be off Monday or Friday?

7/18/2020 7:35 AM

156

I am not yet comfortable with my children attending school. I don’t think elementary children will
be able to keep masks on. I am hoping that there is an online option available.

7/18/2020 7:20 AM

157

Hybrid approach

7/18/2020 7:05 AM

158

I think using their lockers to store their coats and lunch. Is important. Carrying everything all day
is awful for the body. Also, they are likely to forget things in classes. Plan on lockers being
spaced apart for physical distancing.

7/18/2020 7:00 AM

159

We strongly prefer that schooling is done in online form till vaccine is available. We strongly
disagree with provided plan of school attendance and its framework to make it safe for our
children and ourselves. It’s plan would be impossible to work for adults and to expect that from
children is nonsense and failure. Thus we ask schools to offer alternative online schooling
classes for all parents that have same view as myself. It all takes one child a day to by accident
fail to keep mask on or a parent at home to fail with temperature checking of their child.
Needless to say the circulating temperature device are not accurate either. School must provide
alternative option...it will also provide less dense environment in school by having some
children study via online format from home. Kind Regards from Proud Shenendehowa Parent,
Jack

7/18/2020 6:49 AM
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160

With hand sanitizing each time a student enters a new room, I'm confident everyone will be just
fine. Kids are not at high risk for covid. The less fear and nervousness exhibited by the staff and
faculty, the better. NO MASKS in gym classes, please! That is dangerous, not to mention gross,
with all the sweat dripping off the kids are they run around. Open the windows, allow the
students to stand outdoors during lunch time, and they will be just fine!

7/18/2020 6:40 AM

161

- Ensuring my children attend school (both going into 10th) on the same scheduled days. Having times throughout the day for handwashing, not just using hand sanitizer. - Students
having a space within their classrooms to leave their own set of materials in ziplock bags or
some type of small storage. This can hold pencils, pens, colored pencils, rulers, etc, that are
needed for specific classes and can minimize sharing of materials.

7/18/2020 6:35 AM

162

At this time I’m not comfortable with sending my child back to school unless all masked I
believe this will also cause anxiety with the change. Parents already send their child to school
sick due to having to work. Awful plan to open although I wish we were at a comfortable time to
open. Many will go away for the holiday prior and not think twice. Kids are not all social
distancing now. Concern for staff as well with age and underlying medical conditions. Remote
with assignment pick up/textbooks and actual grading would be a great idea. Believe me , I
want my child in school but as a healthcare professional, it will cause more cases. Some
grandparents are the child’s caretaker.

7/18/2020 6:02 AM

163

Not comfortable at all. This plan will not be working specially for the elementary school kids.
They are too young to understand the consequences of not wearing face masks and
maintaining social distance. It’ll be very difficult for them keep wearing face masks everyday for
such a longer time period.

7/18/2020 5:49 AM

164

Masks being worn in hallways

7/18/2020 1:54 AM

165

More details about how they are going to maintain distance. Plan/policies for absences,
mandatory quarentines for exposures and how that will work. If someone in my second graders
class is positive, will the whole class need to quarentine and then will my kindergartner now
have to quarentine because of her brother, etc.

7/18/2020 12:29 AM

166

Natural immunity is the key in fighting the virus. Please open school fully

7/18/2020 12:25 AM

167

Masks be worn at all times, except when eating/drinking. I would prefer they don’t go back yet,
quite frankly.

7/18/2020 12:14 AM

168

Having some days at home with virtual learning and some days on site.

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

169

It would be best if the elementary plan mirrored the middle school plan. Why not have K-2 two
days, a cleaning day, and then 3-5 two days. This would allow half the kids, half the contacts,
and the classes could spread out into each room. No one would need to use the cafeteria as a
classroom. Every teacher you have at the elementary level is certified k-6. High school teachers
customarily teach more than one grade level. My child shouldn't have to complete remote
learning on campus for the purposes of childcare for others. It's not safe, and it's not smart.

7/17/2020 11:56 PM

170

no gym class :)

7/17/2020 11:50 PM

171

Would like the class size in a room to be no more than 12, wear masks, and leave window
open. Have students eat lunch in the classroom. Have students wash hands when they arrive
at school in classroom, and before lunch. Make students go home if they come to school with a
cold or runny nose or cough, there’s no guarantee they don’t have Covid unless tested. The
classic symptoms have been increasing.

7/17/2020 11:49 PM

172

- Social distancing is not clearly addressed. How far apart will the children be in the classroom?
How exactly will hallway crowding be mitigated? Is it true that masks will not be required for
students? - Is there an option for full time virtual instruction? Both my husband and I are high
risk. I did not see an option listed for that. I thought that was a requirement from the state. How will the bathrooms be cleaned prior to/after each child using it? - WIll more custodians be
hired to manage the deep cleaning needed? - What happens if one of the students contracts
COVID-19? Will the whole school need to be quarantined? I heard that schools in North
Carolina will be split into 3 groups. Each group will be 1 week in person learning and 2 weeks
virtual. This may be something to consider. That keeps each group at home quarantining for the
2 weeks. It also minimizes the number of students actually in the school and on the bus at a
time.

7/17/2020 11:43 PM

173

Virtual School or, if not, then mandatory masks at all times other than meals

7/17/2020 11:39 PM
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174

I don’t think ANY plan that includes children physically sitting in classrooms or being bused is
safe during a pandemic that we don’t fully understand. I don’t think risking the health of your
teachers is wise. I would prefer to keep my child home for the first few weeks to see how this
plays out - if kids get sick etc- before I send my child in. Bottom line : we don’t know what we
don’t know . And what we don’t know is enough about the nature of this virus.

7/17/2020 11:18 PM

175

The pandemia had come to and end would be the best solution to make us feel safe to send
our son to school

7/17/2020 11:08 PM

176

Offer distant learning option

7/17/2020 10:49 PM

177

I am very nervous for my kids and myself returning to school. I am not sure that i will have my
kids ride the school bus, because i don't believe that the kids on the bus will keep their mask on
at all times. I would like the students to have an option all week virtual learning. That will make
me more comfortable and my kids. I trust that Shen will make the right decisions for all the
students and staff.

7/17/2020 10:35 PM

178

Rather than assigned seating on buses (because students rarely stick to these guides to sit
with friends), vigorously clean the seats; the seats are required to be cleaned anyway. It should
make no difference whether or not a student sits in the same seat.

7/17/2020 10:34 PM

179

Offer option for virtual learning

7/17/2020 10:28 PM

180

Don’t know

7/17/2020 10:14 PM

181

Small work groups

7/17/2020 9:51 PM

182

The ability of staff to not allow students who do not follow the rules (no mask, refuse to social
distance) to have access to Classrooms etc. the rights and health of the majority MUST be
more important than the feelings of you ne. If you do not want to wear a mask, you MUST stay
home or be removed from the classroom. No excuses. Medical reasons are not applicable here

7/17/2020 9:43 PM

183

More specific details on disinfectant protocols and measures to ensure students sanitize before
eating, and maintain distance/follow set protocols throughout the day, particularly during free
time or restroom use.

7/17/2020 9:40 PM

184

I would like virtual learning offered as an option. I am not comfortable with the full return to
school in person being discussed In the framework . Children grade 3 onwards are fairly
comfortable with technology and I would like the option of remote learning available so that we
don’t feel forced to attend in these uncertain times.

7/17/2020 9:37 PM

185

Widespread COVID-19 testing would make us feel far more safe.

7/17/2020 9:34 PM

186

1. Reduced class sizes would be a start! Can not imagine that masks, open windows, and the
impossibility of social distancing would do anything to keep members in a class of 27 healthy.
Other local districts are committing to no more than 12-14 kids in a room? 2. Increased supplied
PPE...one reusable mask?

7/17/2020 9:32 PM

187

Individually packed lunches, hand sanitizer plan for entering and exiting a classroom (keeping
any germs in or out of each area). Regular reporting (weekly) to parents.

7/17/2020 9:31 PM

188

I do not feel the school has adequate space to socially distance the children properly to attend
the school 5 days a week for an entire day. At this young age I would much rather have my
child continue virtual learning from the safety of our home for at least part of the time and wish
that the school district would take this route. I also do not feel confident having my child ride the
school bus to school and am not confident they will be able to practice social distancing well at
such a young age. The younger children will need more direction and assistance from the staff,
whereas the older children are more capable to assist themselves.

7/17/2020 9:30 PM

189

I think the school should do temp cks as students get off the bus, before entering school to be
sure all households comply..

7/17/2020 9:12 PM

190

I was really surprised to read this. I thought for sure they would be in groups and go to school at
least by alternating weeks. I do not believe there is room at the school to be properly spaced
out. The hallways alone will be very crowded. In addition, there are many special education
children at Karigon due to the TSD program. Many do not know personal boundaries, how to
follow directions or even personal hygiene skills. That is a concern.

7/17/2020 9:12 PM

191

Increased availability of councilors, way to ensure children are still learning how to work with

7/17/2020 9:12 PM
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other people.
192

Nothing else.

7/17/2020 9:07 PM

193

I’m am most worrying about the social, emotional aspect for these kids. If they don’t get out and
play, play with their friends and be able to socialize I’m worried about how that is going to affect
them.

7/17/2020 9:05 PM

194

100% virtual learning. I am not comfortable sending my child back at all.

7/17/2020 9:01 PM

195

Masks worn most of the time, even during instruction please! Especially when talking - that's
how the virus is emitted into the air! Also during gym class (i.e. heavy breathing). Zero or very
low tolerance for students with coughs and sneezes, and yelling, depending on whether the
masks are on or not. Give teachers authority to enforce these rules very strictly. Provide us with
details on room ventilation (minimum MERV of 12 for air filters, UV treatment, air exchange
rates etc.) and plans for improvements.

7/17/2020 8:49 PM

196

Keeping the same group of students together as much as possible. Having the children eat
lunch in their classroom. Hand washing and sanitizing stations in the classrooms and always
having students use them after handling shared materials. Temperature and wellness checks at
front door because some people send their kids to school blatantly sick.

7/17/2020 8:41 PM

197

I would like to have an option for continuing virtual learning as I do not feel confident at all
sending my child to school especially given the current rise in COVID-19 cases in many parts of
the country including the capital region. In the light of the current situation, how can you ensure
safety of our children and no spread of the virus with school children especially young ones,
and how can you guarantee that our children will be safe along with other vulnerable population
that they are coming in contact with in school and after school?

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

198

None

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

199

-Temperature checks daily on-site; covid testing for all staff -2-3 days/week on-site for
teachers/staff as well as K-6 students; reduce exposure until there is a vaccine -Teachers/staff
should NOT be expected to use sick time to quarantine, or worse yet if they get sick, through no
fault of their own. This is truly UNBELIEVABLE that you are asking this. It will most definitely
mean staff coming to work sick. -I am not comfortable being in the school buildings full time nor
am I comfortable sending my children full time until there is a vaccine -K-6 teachers are in a
high risk category due to the age of the students, especially K-2; appropriate mask wearing for
K-2 is never going to happen

7/17/2020 8:23 PM

200

Virtual Learning as an option.

7/17/2020 8:14 PM

201

I have concerns about virtual classes. My son has a 504 plan. He has ADHD and home
schooling from March 2020 to June 2020 was a complete waste of time. He learned nothing

7/17/2020 7:52 PM

202

I wish the school offer staggered schedules. For example, Middle goes to school daily from 113, Elementary 7-10:30 HS 3:30-9pm

7/17/2020 7:49 PM

203

Air filters… Air-conditioning

7/17/2020 7:43 PM

204

hand sanitizer stations located throughout the school

7/17/2020 7:24 PM

205

The amount of work that was assigned at the 3rd grade level during on-line learning was
overwhelming. Most of the assignments my child needed constant parent supervision. If there is
a hybrid schedule of sorts or if plans change and the building will remain closed, the rigor of the
curriculum must be looked at for the social emotional learning of young ones. Thank you

7/17/2020 7:14 PM

206

I have serious concerns regarding the Reopening Framework 2020. I currently have 27
students. Social distancing is not feasible. Expecting every student and staff member to
maintain a 3 foot bubble around themselves is not realistic. Although onsite learning/instruction
is overwhelmingly any educator’s preferred method, our country is in the midst of a very real
pandemic. I truly believe that the proposed Reopening Framework is placing students, families
and staff members in an incredible, dangerous health risk situation. Medical studies have found
that most children under the age of 18 tend to have mild symptoms and fully recover within 1-2
weeks when infected with COVID-19. However, this same population (our students) can carry
and SPREAD the virus and not show any symptoms. There currently is no work environment
that proposes employees to place themselves in such a high risk situation. I truly feel the
Reopening Framework appears to be more politically motivated rather than motivated by the
health and safety of our students, families, and staff members. At this time, a more

7/17/2020 7:06 PM
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conscientious and safe Reopening plan could/should be remote learning for the first
trimester/quarter, with the intent of continually evaluating and formulating a safe, responsible reentry plan.
207

The current framework is great. I dont see any other precautions which should be undertaken.

7/17/2020 6:56 PM

208

Ability to have my children remote learn 100% BEFORE the 9% threshold for infections if the
current rate begins to indicate another wave. 9% is way too high. No more than 2 days a week
in-school. Class size 50% of capacity. In-class lunch. Minimizing switching classrooms.
Windows open if possible. MERV 13 HVAC filtration per CDC, HEPA air purifiers in class if
windows can not be opened.

7/17/2020 6:56 PM

209

N.A

7/17/2020 6:38 PM

210

A protocol clearly specifying the steps to be taken should a positive COVID-19 case be
identified in a particular building. The development of a multi-tiered system for addressing the
social-emotional needs of students and staff.

7/17/2020 6:18 PM

211

Stay virtual until this threat is totally under control

7/17/2020 6:12 PM

212

Remote learning 5x a week.

7/17/2020 6:10 PM

213

I don't understand why the 6th graders are following the same schedule as the elementary
grades. Why aren't the 6th grader following the 2 days in school and 2 days home learning like
grades 7-12?

7/17/2020 6:07 PM

214

More frequent use of hand sanitizers and washing hands. More distance during lunch when
face masks are off.

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

215

The faculty and staff need access to PPE and cleaning supplies - hand soap, gloves and
disinfecting wipes. Buildings need to clearly share cleaning and disinfecting procedures - what
is being done; how often; what products are being used? If you become ill or require
quarantine, how is that categorized through HR? Are you still paid?

7/17/2020 5:55 PM

216

There should be an option for 100% online learning with the school district's utmost support.
The acceptance by Shen families of a hybrid model (undoubtedly is the best approach)
shouldn't be assumed or presumed.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

217

Based on the current CDC guidelines, as well as those from the NYSDOH and NYSED, I do not
feel comfortable with my child returning to in-person school. While I know not everyone shares
my opinion or has the option of keeping their child home during the school day, there are plenty
of parents who do. Parents in the district should be given a choice of in-person or remote
learning. That way, families (of students and of faculty/staff) could make choices that best fit
their needs; and, by having a significant percentage of people opting for remote
instruction/learning, the population for in-person attendance would automatically be reduced -thus helping to solve or address many other issues and precautions necessary.

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

218

NA

7/17/2020 5:43 PM

219

This is the plan I proposed for the district I work at: Concept for Reopening in the Fall if We
have to reopen---Idea Reopen the School using a 5 Phase Model Approach. This would allow
for the students who need to be in the building the most, to be in the building first and the
longest. Rationale-- Allows for the most neediest population to be identified and targeted in
Phase 2 Phase 2 receives the strongest supports due to the benefit of In Person Learning
Phased Approach allows for the evaluation of data to dictate the progress to future phases in a
safe and calculated manner Parents and staff can remain informed about progress towards
movement into the next phase and take comfort in the data presented before moving into the
next Phase Data can be based on State or regional data Allows flexibility between districts even
within the Regional model proposed by Cuomo-Districts can move between Phases fairly
independently with potentially little impact for teachers who teach outside of their district Under
a Regional Plan Concept this plan still allows for flexibility within individual districts to choose
their own percentage ranges at each phase, individual building phases vs whole district phase
model, for example Districts can establish length between phases as deemed necessary or
appropriate given local area of cases or spike (or lack of) Phase 1 100% Distance Learning
This is implemented if it is completely unsafe to hold In Person Learning with the intention of
moving into Phase 2 as soon as data proves it is safe to do so Phase 2 90% of Students
Distance Learning 10% of Students Return to Campus--prioritize students who are homeless,
foster youth, students with disabilities, those without technology access, ELL students, students

7/17/2020 5:29 PM
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of essential workers as well as parent choice. Phase 2 should be Pre-Determined prior to
school start--Identified students in need plus Parent request/need for In person This group
remains constant for the year since this will be the “restart” button if the district has to return to
the beginning Could Potentially look at this Percentage breakdown by building (versus a whole
District concept) and determine that each building in the district will reopen with a 90%-10%
model (and move through each Phase by building) Phase 3 70% Distance Learning 30% In
Person Increase the number who return to campus for in person learning--increase parent
choice option as well as any additional identified need based on PPS and teacher
recommendations Allows for Parents and Teachers to monitor progress of Phase 2 before
deciding what is best for their family Phase 4 40% Distance Learning 60% In Person Last group
left on Distance Learning would be students who had requested Distance Learning or who have
been showing great success with Distance Learning Phase 5 Full In person This occurs when
all evidence points to decrease in cases or it is safe to resume 100% There is potential for this
phase to be a 90% In Person and a 10% virtual for a group of students who are thriving on
Virtual, HS students who are working to support families financially, and for Parents who still
feel strongly about keeping their students home Pros: Allows for in person for those who need
it, able to identify neediest population and provide strongest support as soon as deemed safe
enough to do so Can easily spread students out throughout the whole district, across all
buildings Can offer to all grades across the district in order to address equity Easier to manage
an outbreak-target and trace If need to scale back due to outbreak, Phase 2 always has priority
to return first--which contains the neediest group Phases can be adjusted in length (shorten or
lengthen) as needed--in response to increases or decreases of cases Phases could be looked
at by building--depending on need/interest of Phase 2--if decided as a Building model versus a
district Model Each Phase will need specific guidelines and expectations around what to
see/protocols in place, allowing for adjustment of guidelines as needed by phases Allows for
adjustments and learning of what works or isn’t working (learning curve) regarding social
distancing, masks, protocols etc. on a smaller scale Allows Custodial Staff to slowly increase
their ability to respond to the demands of the Health and Safety of the building Teachers would
be able to sign up for Phases based on comfortability or need depending on health issues or
childcare need due to living in different districts with different plans Percentage of each Phase
could be adjusted to accommodate different sizes of districts Phase 5 could also be adjusted to
allow for a small percentage of any students who advocate (and are thriving) for continued
Virtual Learning Phase 3 could be aimed at a heavier focus at Elementary In Person target if
needed---to allow for older students to continue to work (for those supporting finances at home,
or to support stronger academics for elementary) Paraprofessionals would be able to be
Phased in under this plan as well in order to support concerns about returning to In Person
Cons: Inequitable for teachers--some get to maintain distance learning while others have to
report and risk exposure Exposure is still there, and can be brought home to student families
and teacher families Inequitable for students--access is not equal--in the beginning-- Might be
fear around students in Phase 2 being “guinea pigs” so extreme care and caution will need to
be in place for the initial start up to ease fears and concerns May need to restructure class
lists/teacher assignments as moving through phases unless teachers are assigned Phases
ahead of time May see an imbalance between buildings of returning students to In Person vs
Distance Learning as movement happens through the phases (ie- increase demand for
Elementary need over High School for example) Could be a huge imbalance of Elementary
Teachers returning to the classroom versus Secondary based on demand for in-person
teaching Elementary are in the neediest group for in Person but are the hardiest group to follow
social distance rules and guidelines
220

be very strict with social distance rules. Dont let favoritism among hall monitors and lunch aids
determine which students can actually see one another. It would be best if it was entirely online,
however i understand some students need a classroom environment to function.

7/17/2020 5:21 PM

221

More digital resources to avoid passing germs via paper and pencil. More open space.

7/17/2020 5:20 PM

222

We're unsure at this time if we will be sending them on the bus or if they will be parent driven to
school. We'd like to see more information about where & how the classes will be spaced out in
the buildings.

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

223

I would prefer masks worn more in classroom than stated in plan. I know hard to enforce but
parent accountability for daily health checks with a parent sign off stating children are healthy
and include no fever reducing meds have been given. More details on daily cleaning plan. A
little worried about our middle schooler being home alone virtually learning possibly three days
a week. Happy they are going back some days though.

7/17/2020 4:52 PM

224

use of face shields

7/17/2020 4:48 PM
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225

Masks should be worn inside at all times, even at desks

7/17/2020 4:46 PM

226

Remote learning

7/17/2020 4:40 PM

227

The daily cleaning procedures need to be spelled out to the parents/sturdents and supplies
such as hand sanitizer/lysol wipes need to be available to everyone to use. I'd also like to know
the bathroom procedures and frequency of janitorial cleaning in the
bathrooms/classrooms/hallways/doors/gyms etc. Perhaps Monitors can alter their work jobs to
be able to sporadically clean areas while students are in class.

7/17/2020 4:39 PM

228

Remote learning until there is a treatment or vaccine. Masks worn all day by students and staff,
even during instruction.

7/17/2020 4:12 PM

229

Better temp/ health checks besides parent reported. Too many come to school sick in a regular
year, I expect them to continue finding ways around the temp checks (not actually checking,
Tylenol to reduce fever, etc) Knowing there will be consistency in teaching. Subs if needed or
virtual school should still continue with subjects. It was very spotty in spring with some
teachers/classes practically clocking out while others did a great job keeping in touch and trying
to teach.

7/17/2020 4:04 PM

230

Nothing additional needed.

7/17/2020 3:57 PM

231

Hand sanitizing stations at the entrance to each room. Students and teachers should be
required to use upon entering into any classroom or common area. Mandatory masks in any
public areas. Temporary suspension of chorus, band and gym (or move gym outside as
weather permits).

7/17/2020 3:44 PM

232

Who will provide hand sanitizer? How will classrooms/desks, stair rails, bathrooms be
sterilized? Why was the survey distributed after the fact that the guidelines were created
without any input from the stakeholders?

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

233

Shen, I think you have been thoughtful in your planning and I feel as comfortable with this plan
as I can really feel with any options. I have a child starting 6th grade who requires AIS, OT, and
co-taught classrooms and having in person education is critical for him. I think you have
covered all bases the best you can.

7/17/2020 3:23 PM

234

No gym.

7/17/2020 3:21 PM

235

I like the plan, feeling comfortable is a different story. This is so fluid that I wouldn’t be
completely comfortable with any plan at this point.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

236

I do not want my children attending school in person in the fall. It is too soon and Okte is too
small to provide sufficient social distancing. My preference would be for the children to continue
remote learning and to have the district re-evaluate at the beginning of the second quarter. If it
is not safe to have this discussion in person, it is not safe for young children to return to school.
I would like the option to keep my children at home and have the district provide live/recorded
instruction that can be done remotely. If there is going to be in person instruction, then I would
suggest that the children be socially distanced, wear masks, have plexi-glass shields installed
on tables/desks where their seats cannot be sufficiently physically separated, and for the
children to remain with the same students/instructional staff throughout the day so that they are
not exposed to more people in the building than necessary.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

237

The daily health screenings.

7/17/2020 3:09 PM

238

Splitting the day into 2 sessions to limit children on the bus and children in the schools.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

239

I only feel safe to send my kids to public until this virus is under control.

7/17/2020 2:59 PM

240

Updated health policy outlining guidelines and precautions for handling COVID cases and
symptoms.

7/17/2020 2:52 PM

241

Not sure

7/17/2020 2:44 PM

242

This outline seems very vague compared to others that I have seen from other districts. Was
there input from other stakeholders such as staff and parents. What happens when someone
tests positive? What happens when staff has to take time off, who is going to replace them as
far as subs? What protections will staff in an office have?

7/17/2020 2:37 PM

243

Can't think of anything specific at this time.

7/17/2020 2:36 PM
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244

There isn’t one set thing to make anyone feel comfortable. The school is doing everything
possible to keep everyone safe, but honestly there is still many kids and others who aren’t
taking this seriously and more than likely Gov. Cuomo will have to quarantine everyone again.
Staying optimistic is a challenge. Take each day at a time.

7/17/2020 2:35 PM

245

Additional temperature scanning at entryways.

7/17/2020 2:31 PM

246

Mandatory state-wide required vaccine. Like any other virus. You require chicken pox, rubella,
etc. How is this any different? No vaccine? No in person learning! Kids and teachers lives
matter!!!!

7/17/2020 2:21 PM

247

I think it’s most reasonable to have Highschool students do virtual work. I understand the
younger kids needing to be in the physical space with appropriate precautions but space
doesn’t seem to allow that for the entire campus.

7/17/2020 2:19 PM

248

I'm wondering how it's not safe/feasible to send my 15 yr old back full time, but it's "safe
enough" to send my 11 yr old back full time? Along those lines, it's not safe for some teachers
to be in-person full time, but it's safe enough for others? As a parent, I am very uneasy about
this tentative plan. Tentative, right?

7/17/2020 2:14 PM

249

A VACCINE!!! Too many children are now getting the virus. We want students and teachers
working from home!

7/17/2020 2:11 PM

250

Not having lunch, specials at school. Child in one classroom and not all day. Unhappy about
elementary getting virtual instruction in a classroom. I would much rather have my child home
for virtual instruction. Why expose staff and children and children’s families if they are getting
virtual instruction? Let them do virtual instruction at home.

7/17/2020 2:04 PM

251

Social distancing, constant desinfecting, temperature checking, masks.

7/17/2020 2:01 PM

252

6 feet apart between kids in the classroom/cafeteria., hand sanitizer should be available for
every kid and making sure masks are worn by every person interacting with kids How about
restroom usage?

7/17/2020 1:58 PM

253

temperature monitoring at school with no touch thermometers or body temperature scanners,
parents may not comply with the at home temperature screening; masks required at all times
for a student with a cough even if it is due to a common cold or allergy related, the student
could still be coronavirus positive and asymptomatic for covid; socially distanced outdoor
seating for lunch when possible; disinfecting wipes available for students to wipe off desks and
chairs before use and portable handwashing stations in classroom that do not have sinks so
that students can wash their hands as needed

7/17/2020 1:57 PM

254

Not really sure at this point. I am worried about being around many children and the possibility
of bring home things to my family. Children are germ magnets. No amount of training can keep
kids from putting finger in noses, out of mouths, in eyes, etc.

7/17/2020 1:54 PM

255

The biggest issue is not being able to trust the other families to all be making safe, low risk
choices and not send their kids to school sick (so they can get to work). Would also like to see if
they could utilize outdoor spaces more.

7/17/2020 1:50 PM

256

More bus routes added for additional distancing.

7/17/2020 1:45 PM

257

Having masks on even during instruction time, increasing time outdoors and possibly outdoor
classes, putting students in smaller pods to reduce exposure, having clear plans in place that
are easy to implement to ensure kids can keep up if they are quarantined or become ill or even
if their parents become ill and can not supervise the at-home days

7/17/2020 1:35 PM

258

Short of a functioning vaccine, there isn't much that would make me feel safe returning to
school.

7/17/2020 1:35 PM

259

Having over 1000 students, faculty, and staff in the middle school complex daily is a huge
safety concern for me. The sheer size even with social distancing is unsafe. Allowing parents to
do temperature checks needs to change - that should be the school.

7/17/2020 1:31 PM

260

Just being careful and thoughtful of other students

7/17/2020 1:28 PM

261

I feel very strongly that all students and staff should be required to wear masks. In an
elementary school keeping 6 feet apart is ideal but not realistic. Keeping students seated at
desks or standing on marked off spaces is ideal not realistic. Expecting parents to honestly
inform the school when their child has a fever without sending them in after giving them Tylenol

7/17/2020 1:27 PM
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is ideal not realistic. The reality is students can contract COVID and wearing masks greatly
diminishes the risk of spreading those germs. Wearing masks will provide additional protection
when students move in the instructional space or need adult support. Keeping staff healthy
should be a priority. Parents are going to be desperate to get back to work and will not have lots
of time to take off. They will want their kids to come in when they have a mild fever because
they need to work. We need to plan for realistic scenarios and not just ideal. All students and
staff should be required to wear masks in the instructional settings and throughout the building.
262

Fewer students in the building at any given time.

7/17/2020 1:19 PM

263

100% remote learning/teaching for all until a vaccine is available!

7/17/2020 1:14 PM

264

1. Masks must be mandated during instruction time unless there is a clear need for them to be
off, such as for speech therapy. This idea that teachers and students can be safe with masks off
for socially distanced instruction time doesn't take into account the reality of the classroom. 2.
The types of masks must be mandated as well so that they are not the kind that vents unfiltered
air. 3. Small class sizes should be strictly and explicitly mandated. 4. There should be a 100%
virtual option provided to students and vulnerable teachers. 5. Ventilation systems should be
updated to be at least as effective as those required in malls and other public buildings.
Ventilation improvements need to be clearly communicated to parents and staff. 6. Faculty and
staff meetings should continue to be virtual to limit the number of adults in large groups too
close together. 7. Eliminate all indoor extracurricular activities that are not virtual. 8. Pay for
extra online subscriptions that will allow students to access materials that would normally be
handled by multiple people. 9. Have explicit directives given to administration on how to
effectively manage anyone who does not follow the rules on masks, social distancing, etc. 10.
Guarantee that you will immediately transition to virtual learning as soon as any student, staff
member, etc. receives a positive covid-19 diagnosis. 11. Provide regular testing for faculty and
staff on-site. I would like to say for students too, but I'm not sure how that could possibly work. If
you could figure that out, I'd say for students too. 12. Increase staffing for cleaning and
disinfecting and provide procedures for ensuring that the disinfecting is done nightly. 13.
Provide HOT water in all bathrooms. No, It's not in all bathrooms now. 14. Provide all rooms
and spaces with hand sanitizer. 15. Provide teachers/staff with disinfectant wipes. 16. Provide
monitors with their own Chromebooks so they do not have to share with other adults. 17. Pay
for goguardian or other similar monitoring software so that teachers and staff can virtually
monitor student devices without having to move around the room which will invariably disturb
social distancing.

7/17/2020 1:13 PM

265

You all have done an amazing job coming up with innovative ways to keep us all safe. I would
feel better if students were expected to wear masks all the time. They shouldn't take them off at
their desks. This just creates inconsistency which will make it hard to enforce. I'd like to say
masks have to be on at all times in my classroom and hope I am supported in doing so. Despite
all of the administrators amazing efforts, I am still not comfortable being around hundreds of
kids who may be asymptomatic and spreading the disease. I love my job but I want to teach
remotely until everything is safe. If we can stay home just for this one year we can get it all over
with safely then get back to normal next year. A year seems like a long time but it's really not in
the long run. Thank you so much for all you are doing!

7/17/2020 1:12 PM

266

Remote instruction--no in-person instruction.

7/17/2020 1:09 PM

267

There is nothing other than what is written in the frameworks that needs to happen for me to
feel comfortable going to school. I am very confident in Shenendehowa and their decisions.

7/17/2020 1:04 PM

268

Plan for children who are diagnosed with Covid. Where will they be held until they are picked up
from school? A plan for how that diagnosis would effect the other students within the classroom
and teacher.

7/17/2020 12:59 PM

269

- Will there be a virtual only option for students whose parents do not feel comfortable sending
their children to school? - What accommodations will be made for teachers who do not feel
comfortable returning to work in this environment? One idea would be to provide teachers who
have health concerns or health conditions a one-year leave-of-absence for the coming school
year. I am sure there are many just out of college students who would love the opportunity for a
year position, and who do not have as many health concerns. This would alleviate the concerns
of the teachers, as they would have a choice, would save the district money in hiring newer
teachers for the year, and would provide a choice for teachers to do what is best for themselves
and their families.

7/17/2020 12:41 PM

270

Someone to help new 6th graders with the intense stress they will feel. My son was crying as I

7/17/2020 12:39 PM
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reviewed some of the proposals. He is dealing with not knowing what to expect as well as
somethings he knew would happen to help...changing. 6th graders not having lockers is rough.
Their bodies are smaller than the high schoolers and can’t wear the kind of packed backpacks
that the high schoolers have to carry around. He’s going to end up with orthopedic troubles.
271

Masks should be required for both students and staff at all times

7/17/2020 12:18 PM

272

Comprehensive symptom guidelines available to students at their level of understanding to self
report to parents,teachers and staff.Appropriate quantity of instruction to special education
students without overwhelming them. Particular attention should be paid to transitioning
between subjects and modes of learning.Unfortunately the students may have trouble with this
not being in an immersed leaning setting.

7/17/2020 12:14 PM

273

I have concerns with the quality of learning for the highschool proposal of two days in school
and two day virtual learning. While I understand the issues, the children learn best in school. I
believe that the kids are already behind in their education because of the virtual learning this
spring.

7/17/2020 12:11 PM

274

I am not comfortable sending my child to school or working at school until everyone has been
vaccinated. Our family has worked hard to stay safe. The reopening of school, without the
option of continued off-site learning and off-site working/teaching puts us in indoor
environments with others, who may not have been as safe, for a prolonged period of time something we would never voluntarily do right now. We wouldn’t do it for one day and we
definitely wouldn’t do it five days per week. Returning to school can undo all that we've done
and sacrificed as a family in order to stay safe. Our family places a very high value on school
and education, but we place a higher value on health and safety. It's simply not safe to go back
until all are vaccinated. If we must return prior to vaccination, I would feel safer if masks and
face shields were required by all, and if plexiglass partitions were installed on all desks and
work spaces.

7/17/2020 12:11 PM

275

It's fact that children are a vector group for spread of COVID-19. Although I do not plan to put
my child on a school bus I now have to be concerned for the friends and neighbors who do.
Children should not be picked up by a school bus if they have not submitted the online form
AND have their temperature taken BEFORE boarding a bus. Yes, this is an administrative and
logistical nightmare but there is no other clear option if we prioritize the safety of our children
and their families. Also, 12 or 18 students in a classroom is much to large a group. Students
with special needs and parents that cannot provide an adequate learning environment for their
child(ren) should be given priority for in-school instruction.

7/17/2020 12:02 PM

276

see #9.

7/17/2020 12:01 PM

277

Cafe is risk

7/17/2020 11:58 AM

278

Having a Virtual home school option would make me most comfortable. It’s disappointing...my
son has asthma and I don’t want to risk in person School. The plan shows kids getting some
“virtual” instruction sitting inside the school risking possible exposure. Even the worst states
with Covid compliance..Georgia, Florida are giving public school virtual online option for
instruction.

7/17/2020 11:54 AM

279

There is no scenario where is it safe to send kids back to school now. California now has
almost 10% of its positive cases as children under 18. Until there is a vaccine, a treatment that
makes all cases safer or heard immunity sending our children back to school is playing Russian
roulette with their lives

7/17/2020 11:53 AM

280

I think kids that are doing well at home should stay there. The children that need the extra help
should attend on site learning. Which will make class sizes smaller and easier to manage.
However if there is a confirmed case in our District regardless of what school. My child will no
longer attend on campus class. I already lost a child 4 yrs ago. I do not plan on losing another.

7/17/2020 11:51 AM

281

I am concerned about the quality of education that my child will receive outside of the
classroom. I understand the need for safety but feel education is declining when it occurs
remotely.

7/17/2020 11:49 AM

282

Virtual instruction with specific expectations for academic engagement and attendance would
be my preference. In the absence of complete virtual instruction, I would like to see
modifications to the school day (both shortened days and fewer days in person). Students
should be in the building 2-3 days per week and faculty, staff and administrators in the building
no more than four days a week with shortened days. We could do much of our prep, meetings,

7/17/2020 11:36 AM
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and conferences virtually, including extra help with students. Learning the specific
improvements made to the HVAC system would be comforting. Masks should be mandatory for
all persons in the building at all times excepting for someone who cannot wear them for medical
reasons. Taking masks off during instruction means that students will be unmasked at all times
except for passing times.
283

I am ok with current preventative measures

7/17/2020 11:36 AM

284

It would be much easier of the supply list was given by each teacher instead of a general list for
hs. This will cut down on the amount of books/supplies we have to carry around and be in
contact with.

7/17/2020 11:32 AM

285

I was hoping the high schoolers could go more than twice a week.

7/17/2020 11:28 AM

286

None. This is a very comprehensive plan that I feel very comfortable with. You are doing such a
great job with all this. Thank you for all you are planning and doing!

7/17/2020 11:27 AM

287

Plexiglass installed in main office, counseling area and attendance. Temperature checks on
students at school. Additional assistance provided for the school nurse.

7/17/2020 11:26 AM

288

It may be wise to have UVC light sanitizers available for phones/pens/pencils in the
classrooms. Homeroom can be about washing hands and getting the phones clean upon
arrival.

7/17/2020 11:16 AM

289

Mandatory Covid-19 vaccine for all students and teachers. Masks required ALL day by
EVERYONE. If you can’t wear a mask, you can’t be in school. That’s how it works in offices.
More than 50 people will be gathering so this is just negligence on your part. Nothing will make
me comfortable with Shen until there is a vaccine.

7/17/2020 11:14 AM

290

We are in the middle of a global pandemic. There is nothing short of a proven treatment
protocol or vaccine that would make me comfortable sending my children to school. Shen
MUST develop a full time distance learning option that incorporates synchronous learning. If we
cannot meet in person to discuss this plan, how is it safe to hold school in a few short months?
The extreme risk to teachers, staff, children, and their families may be a cross the district is
willing to bear, but the consequences of this chosen negligence will cast a pall on the district’s
reputation for decades.

7/17/2020 11:11 AM

291

Temperatures should be taken by school officials, parents cannot be trusted to do this or to
appropriately keep their kids home; what air filtration is being implemented? Studies have
shown that air conditioners circulate the virus. I would be worried about spread if someone
sneezes or coughs in classroom and is unmasked; I realize that no one planned or expected
this in the spring, but there were clear inconsistencies in the level of effort teachers put forth
with distance learning. I will hope to see better effort and refined instruction. Some clearly did
not take this seriously and even told my stepson that it “didn’t really matter” if he didn’t complete
an assignment.

7/17/2020 11:10 AM

292

Regular covid testing for staff. They do this for hair dressers and restaurant workers. Our
contact is just as close.

7/17/2020 11:09 AM

293

Daily temp screenings?

7/17/2020 11:07 AM

294

What additional levels of protection for staff at high risk? Has another plan been developed for
these teachers other than returning to onsite instruction.

7/17/2020 11:05 AM

295

Mandatory masks

7/17/2020 11:01 AM

296

This is completely unacceptable. We need a vaccine before students and staff can go back.
One case could mean a community outbreak with all of the families in multiple schools and
teachers coming from other counties. Teachers need to livestream from home so kids can
actually get an education, not be exposed to more trauma.

7/17/2020 11:00 AM

297

Though it may seem impossible, it would be safest and definitely a good idea to have all staff
and students be screen fir COVID-19. Also, using the method Singapore, you could have the
students go home before lunch to avoid gatherings, and have children in the middle schools
and high schools in each school come in 2 ‘waves’. One before lunch and one after. During the
transit time in the middle, there should be a team that disinfect the majority of the school.

7/17/2020 10:57 AM

298

There needs to be more than a self certify form and expecting people to take temperatures at
home. We cannot rely on the honor system here. I don't, at this time, feel comfortable sending

7/17/2020 10:57 AM
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my children, and I also don't feel confident that the District will allow me to stay home and not
report physically to work. I worry that I will be faced with resigning or sending my kids to school
when I don't think it is yet safe to do so. How will school lunch be handled? It is unclear if we
will be allowed to bring in our own lunch. Safety with visitor/volunteers was already an issue,
with people being able to access the building and not properly wearing a badge - now I can't
imagine that we will have anyone wear a badge unless it's been soaking in bleach - we cannot
have anyone but staff in the buildings.
299

I feel unsure about whether it’s safe to ride the bus or not. It seems like the same protocols
would be difficult to maintain on the bus as compared to in the classroom. I wonder if the kids
will get any recreational time like recess and or to be outside, and how confident the school is
that they could manage that safely. I feel invested in the kids having the ability to play with one
another, and wouldn’t want school to feel like the kids I feel unsure about whether it’s safe to
ride the bus or not. It seems like the same protocols would be difficult to maintain on the bus as
compared to in the classroom. I wonder if the kids will get any recreational time like recess and
or to be outside, and how confident the school is that they could manage that safely. I feel
invested in the kids having the ability to play with one another, and wouldn’t want school to feel
like the kidsOnly get the stressful part with none of the socially rewarding parts of going to
school.

7/17/2020 10:55 AM

300

Nothing. Please consider online learning

7/17/2020 10:53 AM

301

Mandatory vaccine. Until then, remote is the only option.

7/17/2020 10:52 AM

302

Cleaning of high touch points throughout the day, not just daily. The ability to do so outside as
well so that the children may still play on the equipment.

7/17/2020 10:40 AM

303

All people in a building must be required to wear a mask at all times. The clause that not
wearing a mask when sitting at desks is absolutely ridiculous, and is in no way based in
science. The District should be responsible for taking student/staff temperatures. Relying on
parents is a disaster waiting to happen.

7/17/2020 10:40 AM

304

You have not addressed ventilation in interior rooms. Students should be wearing masks AT
ALL TIMES when in the classroom. If students are to eat in classrooms, they need a minimum
of 12 feet between them as they will not be wearing masks. Who will be disinfecting student
surfaces between classes? what is the protocol for disinfecting classrooms on a daily basis?

7/17/2020 10:39 AM

305

I feel that there should be a complete virtual option that can be chosen if desired.

7/17/2020 10:37 AM

306

None. I’d like for the teachers to record their lessons on video and provide access to students
at home. Children are not as conscientious as reasonable adults and this has the potential to
severely impact Clifton Park and its residents. Please reconsider virtual learning for the
upcoming school year. Thank you.

7/17/2020 10:35 AM

307

Hand sanitizer units in every room

7/17/2020 10:30 AM

308

As a parent of a young child I would like to hear more about the plan to build the class
community within the classroom, what the classrooms will look like, how many students will be
in a room, the plan to encourage friendships and a love of school with the challenges of the
safety guidelines. We know this has been a huge challenge for schools. Thank you so much for
sharing the plan early on so we can digest it.

7/17/2020 10:28 AM

309

We are not comfortable sending our daughter to school and would like to see a remote option
for the 2020-2021 school year.

7/17/2020 10:27 AM

310

Masks at all times except when eating no exceptions for instruction unless dictated by the class
(i.e. music courses which I assume have other distancing measures). Temperature checks at
the door (this seems to be alluded to but not directly stated). Precautions for sensing children
home besides fever (cough unless documented allergies, etc). Alternating hallway times to
minimize students passing in hallways.

7/17/2020 10:21 AM

311

Parents CANNOT be relied on some honor system of keeping sick kids home. The schools just
screen kids immediately upon entry to school for illness. My kids have spent years getting sick
because parents refused to keep their sick kids home. This continues to be the greatest risk for
kids/teachers/staff.

7/17/2020 10:15 AM

312

Large pump bottle of hand sanitizer provided in each classroom. Students provided with
disposable face masks instead of cloth - they will not wash them each evening, and the

7/17/2020 10:14 AM
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possibility for carrying germs back and forth to school when this happens is increased. Students
absolutely need to be provided with disposable masks.
313

1. What would be the protocols for students / teachers to use bathrooms? One person at a time
for bathroom with multiple stalls? 2. In what situation would school be compelled to close? Is it
due to new cases confirmed in employees / students? If so, closed for how long? What's the
procedure to re-open again?

7/17/2020 10:13 AM

314

Wearing masks at ALL times and in the lunchroom since you can't wear a mask while eating
every student should sit outside at least 6 feet away from each other.

7/17/2020 10:05 AM

315

Masks for students all day.

7/17/2020 10:03 AM

316

Open school at a later date.

7/17/2020 10:03 AM

317

I would like someone other than a family member taking temperatures. Possibly an aide on the
bus. There have already been too many instances where the parents have not been truthful
with that information and have contaminated many. I think it is too big of a risk. Time. How will I
have enough time to prepare? We dont' have a set plan yet and I am not usre how to prepare
for any of these scenarios and do a good job. We don't have enough resources. A chromebook
is not sufficient and there is a good possibility my own children will be home again as well.

7/17/2020 9:57 AM

318

The bathrooms at the high school opened and fully operating with full supply of soap. sinks and
soap dispensers that are automatic. NO air hand dryers! Keeping doors held open when kids
are moving through.

7/17/2020 9:56 AM

319

My biggest issue is with my soon to be kindergarten child...I don’t want her first experience with
school to be overwhelmingly negative and anxiety ridden. With that being said, maybe set up
the plastic dividers on the tables so she can still see her friends?

7/17/2020 9:54 AM

320

If all staff and students, or at least staff, were tested before entering school, I would fee infinitely
more confident about entering the school environment. I’m sure there are many issues with this
(availability of testing, time, etc...) but knowing I will be teaching in an environment that is a sort
of ‘clean slate’ would ease lots of anxiety.

7/17/2020 9:53 AM

321

Masks MUST be worn by students at ALL times to protect staff. Health assessments and
temperature checks should be done by school employees, NOT parents

7/17/2020 9:52 AM

322

As a teacher, I am concerned about leaving temp. checks up to parents. I was talking to a friend
of mine and they are having monitors temp check kids when they get on the bus. Perhaps that
might work at our school. Our bathrooms in the Koda 8th grade wing do not have faucets that
allow for proper washing as they turn off automatically. We also DO NOT have hot water. Both
of those items need to be addressed in order for me to feel safe in the classroom. Specific
rules/consequences need to be put in place for students who forget and/or refuse to wear
masks. Will they be sent home? Will they be allowed on the bus into the classroom, etc...? I
would feel more comfortable is Shen provided masks for teachers if possible that were stronger
than your typical cloth mask. I teach middle school-but I actually feel this is really more
important for elementary teachers who come into contact often with kids.

7/17/2020 9:52 AM

323

Knowing that whoever comes into the building will be wearing a mask and can figure out how to
social distance. Parents should be discouraged from entering the building and drop off their
child at an entrance. Not sure how to work the late arrivals, especially if they need to be
physically signed in or picked up during school day for appointments. Also, parents dropping off
items/instruments that children have forgotten should be discouraged to eliminate parents from
coming through the door into an office space.

7/17/2020 9:43 AM

324

Less students per classroom- no more than 10/12. An option for online learning if parents
decide not to send their children back into the school building. Plexiglass barriers around
desks- at least teacher desks.

7/17/2020 9:40 AM

325

N/A

7/17/2020 9:40 AM

326

Install clean touch surfaces wherever possible. Do not allow younger children to share supplies
period!

7/17/2020 9:35 AM

327

Ideally, entirely virtual. If I have to be in school, fewer days in person would make me more
comfortable.

7/17/2020 9:34 AM

328

EVERYONE with masks on at ALL times. Shortened school days/hours with children in the

7/17/2020 9:34 AM
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buildings. Very small class sizes. Wearing scrubs or other PPE that can be easily removed and
sanitized at home without destroying expensive professional clothing.
329

I do not feel confident with parents taking temperatures prior to sending children to school. Kids
should be checked prior to boarding the bus or entering the building.

7/17/2020 9:32 AM

330

I would like temperatures to be taken at school. I do not think all parents will take that seriously
and actually do it each day at home. I also would like classes to be no more than 10 kids at a
time to be able to actually practice social distancing. My family has been careful and has
followed all of the rules, but students in a classroom may not have been following the rules and
they need to be kept at a distance from everyone else.

7/17/2020 9:26 AM

331

Plastic barriers around desks, tape marks on floors to encourage social distancing, health
screenings as students come in

7/17/2020 9:22 AM

332

Thankfully, children are the least affected by COVID of any age cohort. Making children feel
comfortable and keeping the school situation as normal as possible is vital.

7/17/2020 9:21 AM

333

plexiglass desk shields at my work station

7/17/2020 9:18 AM

334

I have not even been in a group of 12 outdoors. Now I will be indoors with children who will
never be able to maintain social distancing. I only have a small group of people with whom I
feel safe visiting. Now I will be with children from families I do not know, nor Do I have any idea
how careful or careless they may be. What possible precautions would help with my concerns?

7/17/2020 9:16 AM

335

I have high risk people living in my home. In addition, I have a child with reactive airway
disease. I am very concerned that having 20+ students in one room is a recipe for disaster in
our house and in others who also have vulnerable people. What does it mean to not be wearing
a mask during active instruction? That seems like a significant part of the day. How often will
school buses be cleaned? How many students per bus? How many students per classroom
based on square footage? How will we know that parents are taking temperatures and not
taking their children to school with one? Temperature is not even a good indicator as many
people are not symptomatic. For middle school students who have multiple teachers/classes,
will they be staying in one place all day? How often are bathrooms cleaned? Is there air
conditioning so that in September or warmer months mask wearing is not unbearably hot? It is
difficult to concentrate and work when you are uncomfortable or hot. How will teachers handle
this? For those who are high risk or have high risk people in their homes, is there an alternative
for them in the plan? If so, what is it? If someone in school tests positive (child or adult) will the
school shutdown? What is the plan if someone tests positive? I do not feel comfortable sending
my child back unless we have more answers and more specific answers.

7/17/2020 9:14 AM

336

Go virtual. This plan won't last but a few days to a week and you will be shut down for illnesses.

7/17/2020 9:11 AM

337

Nothing additional required.

7/17/2020 9:10 AM

338

More than a mask. Will we as teachers be expected to sanitize our rooms? Without gloves,
masks, and clothes to protect us (I’m an AIS provider so I work with many students from lots of
classes and grades throughout the day—will I be expected to sanitize my room after every
group? Doing so without proper protection would put me at risk as well as my kiddos) I am
concerned for my safety and that of my family. Will we have a plastic shield like those that have
been set up in stores and businesses for staff and student protection?

7/17/2020 9:07 AM

339

N/A

7/17/2020 9:06 AM

340

There needs to be a different structure for K-5. How is it possible that the littlest kids are being
asked to wear masks and be in contact for the longest? Give kids the option to do some remote
learning from home and some instruction at school. The model for the middle school is what
should be used for k-5 too. You're risking all of our kids for what?

7/17/2020 9:05 AM

341

Seems like a thorough plan

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

342

Having a half day model for elementary students or a two days on two days off model. It is
really scary that the solution here is to have kids who don't have good hygiene all together. No
one is taking temps at school. This same model did not work in Korea. The one adopted in
Holland is two days for everyone. This seems all about babysitting.

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

343

After reading the reopening framework I feel comfortable with my children going back to school
knowing that their safety and the safety of their peers, and others is in the forefront of the
administration.

7/17/2020 9:00 AM
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344

-Masks worn even while engaged in instruction and seated in the classrooms (7-12). -Strict,
clear, safe guidelines for removing a student or staff member from the school if the person
DOES come to school with any symptoms of COVID. -Remote option for students and staff who
are at high risk if they were to contract COVID.

7/17/2020 8:58 AM

345

Keeping children in smaller groups, even during lunch if possible. Encouraging hand washing
throughout the day

7/17/2020 8:48 AM

346

Ensuring bus sanitation. Extra precautions for Kindergarten group (i.e. they don't wear masks
well/correctly, they don't keep their hands out of their mouth/off their face, they touch
everything)

7/17/2020 8:46 AM

347

I'd like to see a regular school schedule for the high school. Remote learning on alternate days
is great for the self-motivated students. It fails those students who are still working to learn this
skill. Anecdotally I'd guess that is the bulk of the high school population.

7/17/2020 8:44 AM

348

Nothing specific - Shen is doing a good job and I know they will work to protect the kids. Just
concerned about how positive cases will be handled.

7/17/2020 8:43 AM

349

Having everyone wear masks at all times when with students and other employees regardless
of distance between you and them.

7/17/2020 8:42 AM

350

Will you be putting up dividers near children to keep them safe? Will students be stuck in one
room all day? Or will they be allowed to leave and learn elsewhere? Does Arongen have air
conditioning in the building for the really hot days when students are being asked to wear a
mask? Will elementary students be keeping their backpacks at their desks instead of in a cubby
all grouped together as they usually do?

7/17/2020 8:42 AM

351

The danger of NOT sending my kids to school on a daily basis heavily outweighs anything else.

7/17/2020 8:39 AM

352

Face shields for teachers instead of masks so students can see facial cues

7/17/2020 8:35 AM

353

Upgraded ventilation if school environment.

7/17/2020 8:33 AM

354

The ability to keep the kids separated effectively, given that they are children just does not
seem feasible. Then if another child is a carrier with no symptoms, how many families would
then need to self isolate due to exposure would be high.

7/17/2020 8:26 AM

355

at home the kids wash their hands before they come to school.

7/17/2020 8:20 AM

356

I think parents/ teacher should be given the option to be virtual if they have a family member or
they themselves have a compromised immune system.

7/17/2020 8:20 AM

357

Though the school may be very proactive and take many steps for the safety and security, I'm
not confident that kids can be controlled. We have seen several cases in the past that kids
break the rules just out of curiosity or to show their rebellious nature. There will be certain kids
who will try to break rules and can cause hurt, pain and suffering to others, intentionally or
otherwise. I can mentor and coach my kid to be obedient and the impacts of such action to self
and others, but I cannot speak the same for other kids or parents. I do not want my kid to likely
be the bearer of suffering due to the actions of some other kids follies, experiments or jokes. If
remote classes have worked for the last quarter of the previous year and the program did not
cause disruption is kids education, why cannot it continue until at least we know there are
medications available for the Covid Virus. After all the kids health and well being is more
important that attending school in person, especially when online option is available. They need
to be safe rather than opening them up to the possibilities of exposure. I'm also concerned for
the school staff as much as my child. They can also be exposed to unintended causes of
pranks or otherwise. Though it is not the norm and may be harder than having class room
sessions, this option is available for everyone's safety in these current times, until this
pandemic dies out. I cannot understand the need to rush this through.

7/17/2020 8:15 AM

358

None right now

7/17/2020 8:14 AM

359

The reopening framework spoke to upgraded ventilation at the schools, but did not address
other district buildings. The ventilation at the DO has always been an issue. While now windows
can be opened, it is not practical during winter months ... I see this as an issue for me,
personally.

7/17/2020 8:13 AM

360

Work from home until vaccination is available

7/17/2020 8:02 AM
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361

The framework looks promising.

7/17/2020 8:00 AM

362

Plenty of social distance, face shields/masks and the opportunity to reduce in class learning
and offer coinciding virtual classes

7/17/2020 7:59 AM

363

i think shen has done a phenomenal job with this framework, having special needs children
(one in an enclosed classroom and one with an IEP and modifications in a gen ed classroom) i
think these guidelines sounds well put together and well thought out.

7/17/2020 7:56 AM

364

1) Students being tested 2)Health checks performed when starting the school day (in each
homeroom, I don't trust that all parents will perform them everyday) 3)

7/17/2020 7:54 AM

365

Concerns to think of (that people are emailing/anxious about) : - filters on vents - new like mall
vents? change ours more frequently? dirt can be seen blowing out of vents, on counters, on
ceilings. - masks - N95 provided to staff? some type of mask provided to students? Really not
wearing mask when sitting at seat talking, participating, etc - temperature taking on arrival for
students and staff- who will do it? what happens if temp? - storage - if we can't have cabinets do we store things in student closets? Should we take doors off closest to store student/adult
materials? - Books/reading areas - can we have them in classrooms yes/no? - Desks - if A/B
day - need storage for student materials? If every day can we store things in desks? BATHROOMS - schedules? clean every 1/2 hour during day? Use classroom and gang
bathrooms? kids miss often - Lunch - in room but mask off???? lunch is so has so many germs
and desk areas will need to be cleaned after to be used since food is all over - Night cleaning
different it is minimal now? Teachers need to get "germ killing light" - Not all spaces are good
for teaching - echos, no wifi, air/heat flow, - what is a small group for a class size? Are small
groups the same through the all Elem? - can aides travel between rooms during the day? - can
traveling teachers enter building/room (music/ENL/PE) - AIS/Sped what will these service look
like? - if my position is changing when will I find out what I am teaching? - what happens if I am
not comfortable working in the plan Shen has created for the fall?

7/17/2020 7:50 AM

366

masks, social distancing, reduced class sizes/alt days of attendance with remote learning, hand
sanitizer stations everywhere

7/17/2020 7:49 AM

367

Remote Learning

7/17/2020 7:43 AM

368

No eating in school. Frequent hand washing by all students , faculty and staff. Controlled
bathroom use (1 or 2 at a time). Frequent bathroom cleaning during the day. Gym class only
outside. No use of changing in locker rooms.

7/17/2020 7:40 AM

369

There is nothing you can do to make seven year olds comply with any regulations that if they
don’t , could kill them or their families .

7/17/2020 7:33 AM

370

Both my children have severe nut allergies. I worry about the children eating Lunch/snacks in
the classroom.

7/17/2020 7:19 AM

371

An opt-out option for in-school physical education with a mechanism to report physical activity
outside of school.

7/17/2020 7:18 AM

372

Reduce the number of students in the building each day to 50% for K-6.

7/17/2020 7:12 AM

373

I would like my 6th grade child to learn from home.

7/17/2020 7:11 AM

374

Virtual schooling at least 50% of the time.

7/17/2020 7:04 AM

375

Ensuring children in same household attend in person on same days

7/17/2020 6:53 AM

376

Shoe sanitizing stations on the way in to school. Not in the classroom 5 days a week

7/17/2020 6:51 AM

377

I don’t think there are enough precautions you could take. We limit our time with other people to
outdoors exclusively. An outdoor classroom would be wonderful, but I recognize the
impracticality if that.

7/17/2020 6:51 AM

378

Hand sanitizer on the way in and out of the classroom. Temp checks on the way in to school.
Plan in place for reports of positive cases-do teachers/students in contact with that person need
to quarantine?

7/17/2020 6:50 AM

379

There isn’t anything the school can do to ensure my child’s safety and health other than waiting
for this pandemic to pass and/or for a proven vaccine to be distributed. Apart from that, school
needs to be done remotely. The health of my child and my family is paramount. We have lost

7/17/2020 6:45 AM
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many family members and friends to COVID 19 so we know that it is real and shouldn’t be
taken lightly.
380

Staff should wear a mask at all times if in a room with others, especially with students. I do not
agree this part of the first bullet "except when engaged in instruction and seated at a desk that
is socially distant from peers and staff." If you are indoors, in a room with others, wear a mask.
There should be designated eating times. Otherwise people can be eating, snacking, all the
time to avoid wearing a mask.

7/17/2020 6:44 AM

381

Required hand sanitizing when entering a classroom, details on safety drills,

7/17/2020 6:36 AM

382

None

7/17/2020 6:16 AM

383

Teaching my subject area in a different capacity

7/17/2020 6:08 AM

384

I would like more information on how tracing will work if there is a child/teacher/etc who
becomes ill

7/17/2020 5:22 AM

385

Would need less "precautions" for my child to attend school.

7/17/2020 5:13 AM

386

Social emotional health over academics in the fall

7/17/2020 5:10 AM

387

I’m not sure that anything will make me feel comfortable I don’t like having two different
schedules for kids in different grades- I don’t like them being in masks all day (I agree they
need to wear them) but what’s the point of being in person if 1. They have to wear masks, 2.
Socializing is kept to a minimum 3. Group work and hands on disappear -meaning it’s direct
instruction 4. Lunch is boring and In a classroom and 5. If I’m reading One of the lines right
regarding elementary—even being in school, with the concept of spreading out the kids around
the school, there is no guarantee your kid is being taught in person-they May be in a location
where they are watching a monitor of a teacher somewhere else, delivering instruction-which
they can do at home-without all the rules. I am very unhappy that no survey was put out asking
for input before a plan was proposed. No input was asked prior to this which surprised me.

7/17/2020 5:01 AM

388

1. There is not enough known about this virus at this time. 2. Students need to be provided with
the opportunity for online learning as an option -some students are have medical concerns,
have family members with medical concerns, or elderly grandparents who would be high risk if
exposed. 3. It is surprising/upsetting to see that masks would not be required during periods of
instruction. This is unacceptable for both students and teachers. 4. Ventilation standards should
be at the highest level possible, not minimum standards. 5. This would be way too many people
for use of facilities, including restrooms. 6. Parents should be allowed to make the choice that is
best for their family during an unprecedented time like the one in which we find ourselves. 7.
Only families can determine their level of risk, and the best way for their family to proceed;
especially given the fact that families will have to live with the potential loss of life, or long-term
health challenges, that may result from COVID. 8. It is disappointing that Shen appears to place
more of a value on sending everyone back every day (which would, in my opinion, result in an
unsafe number of people in the building at one time) than on the lives of students, faculty, and
staff, and it makes me question your judgement. 9. I believe that many students will do better in
their home environment where they are able to be nurtured, hugged, and not socially distanced.
10. I believe that the impact of all of the changes in the school, social distancing, lack of a
feeling of normalcy, etc will actually be difficult for students, and may be stressful when it isn’t
even necessary. 11. The plan calls for times of remote learning while physically in school. They
can safe learn online at home. 12. I would like to know what the requirements for quarantining
would be? 13. You cannot rely on parents to temperature check at home as many would not do
it, nor would be honest. 14. I do not want my child, who currently loves school, to lose that love
because of the current conditions 15. Specials would not be possible, or would be dangerous,
such as music - which was done wonderfully online in the spring at Skano. 16. This plan is not
sustainable. I cannot imagine you have enough subs; people will have a difficult time certifying
the health symptoms as the list includes many things that are common, everyday symptoms.
Also, when there are inevitable cases/outbreaks, school will be closed down and moved or
online learning, having our people needlessly at risk 17. Educational issues can be overcome.
But some Covid issues cannot be resolved. 18. There is no acceptable level of loss (of health
or of life) in my mind. -9. There is no greater trauma than the loss of a life and sending kids
back to school right now may result in those kinds of losses for our children 20. I think that this
will be dangerous fo teachers and I am unwilling to put them at risk. 20. Bottom line is that
families need choice

7/17/2020 3:56 AM

389

1. Temperature checks AT SCHOOL UPON ARRIVAL. 2. More information about number of

7/17/2020 3:12 AM
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children per class. Distance from children in all directions. 3. How will bathroom safety be
handled? New evidence of airborne transmission. Also, some evidence of dispersion of virus
with flushing stool. Bathrooms are small and don't have adequate airflow. How will airborne risk
be managed? 4. How will number of kids in bathroom at one time be managed. 5. More details
needed for hallway. High risk environment. 6. access to handwashing with soap and water in all
eating locations. 7. how often will buses be cleaned? 8. How often will classrooms be clean?
Bathrooms?
390

Explanation of the response plans for when a student or staff member reports to school with
symptoms. What is response time, how do you isolate case without shaming and/or exposing
others? What are implications for remainder of classroom, building, or otherwise? Some
families send their child and/or staff report to work regardless of symptoms pre-Covid, and
chances are that will continue, then what? How can you ensure the safety of students and
staff? Swift action and proper discipline for anyone not following guidelines. Students, staff, and
families all need to do their part for the safety of all and if rules are not enforced consistently
and timely it perpetuates the problems

7/17/2020 2:18 AM

391

N/A

7/17/2020 1:47 AM

392

The precautions outlined are acceptable, however I have trepidation due to having an asthmatic
student and having severe asthma myself. I also feel there is high potential for extended
periods of at home learning and with one student with ADHD, the other with learning disabilities
and an established IEP, I'm curious how we can collaborate to ensure successful I instruction.
Many parents are working from home full time, but simply being home doesn't mean my
children will get the instruction necessary for their continued success. There are too many
variables at this moment in time for me to feel confidence in any plan put forth.

7/17/2020 1:39 AM

393

It is mentioned that parents will be expected to take temperatures of their children prior to
school each day. It is pretty difficult to rely on this method as many parents probably will NOT
check their children’s temperature each and every day, nor would they keep their child home if
they had a slight fever and needed to get to work. Due to inconvenience they more than likely
would just send their kids to school. There needs to be specific on campus temperature checks
for staff and students daily. There can’t be so much reliance on parents. Senior students also
really need to be taken into consideration. They are at a crucial period in their lives with a
potential decision on attending college once they graduate. There has been NO guidance for
seniors on starting their college searches or what they need to be doing to help find the perfect
college for them and be sure that they are taking all necessary steps. Seniors are more than
capable of understanding all precautions such as wearing a mask and are the most likely to
listen and perform all mandatory tasks like wearing a mask. Because if this they should NOT be
limited to two days a week. Compared to younger students, such as K-6, 12th graders have a
far better understanding of the COVID situation they will be able to follow important in-person
requirements more easily. This also allows for potential spreading of COVID to be lower
because they will not be taking masks off or misunderstanding rules like a younger student
would. The younger students have many more years of school to attend while this is the FINAL
and MOST CRUCIAL year for a 12th grader. Seniors should not have to deal with such a
burden or potential disasters to their future higher education. At this point seniors should be
VALUED BEFORE any other students due to the many important life decisions that will come
with their final year of high school. It is NOT FAIR to be trying to convenience parents of
younger students just so they can go to work. How will seniors be able to get a job or attend
college to better their futures when parent’s lives and conveniences are being valued more than
their (senior’s) futures?

7/17/2020 1:23 AM

394

K-5 should have staggered days like the middle school & limit the time both are in school each
day. I’m concerned about my child wearing a mask all day let alone sending them to school for
a full day. Also will bleach based disinfectants be used for cleaning or are schools still using
green products as once mandated by cuomo? I’d like to see an outline of cleaning protocols
and procedures.

7/17/2020 12:54 AM

395

Masks required except while eating. Delaying the start of the school year. Virtual learning for
older students so that younger ones can use those buildings for better social distancing.

7/17/2020 12:26 AM

396

Children should not be going back. If they must, I think instead of 2 days in 2 out, it should be 1
week in, 1 week out, giving the custodial team the weekend to properly disinfect between
different groups of students. I also think if parents wanted, they should be able to have their
children be 100% virtual.

7/17/2020 12:25 AM

397

Guidelines on how to handle a student who won’t wear a mask

7/17/2020 12:04 AM
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398

Temperature checks of all people entering the building, limited entrances, masks being worn in
classrooms

7/16/2020 11:44 PM

399

I do not have confidence in the students or administrators ensuring social distancing. I also
know there’s parents who will send their sick child to school regardless of the rules.

7/16/2020 11:37 PM

400

Lower daily capacity in person at the school. 18 kids max per bus. online option with teachers
actually teaching vs. just checking in with kids and giving assignments. masks required for
everyone at all times except outside and properly distanced. kids allowed to exercise and burn
energy consistently

7/16/2020 11:37 PM

401

I feel learning from home is the safest option. No, it is not ideal. But if we return to school, it will
not be the way as we know it. Teachers will be most effective when focusing on academics
virtually rather than the chaos of following the in person guidelines. If it's going to be a
challenging year, we might as well face that challenge while at home and safe.

7/16/2020 11:35 PM

402

What is the plan with water fountains/water bottle stations, bathrooms, and cafeteria for those
who get meals.

7/16/2020 11:30 PM

403

Reliance on the school district to perform health screens (temp checks) upon arrival. I don't feel
confident that ALL parents will adhere to temp checks on their own accord, subjecting my
children to a greater risk of COVID exposure.

7/16/2020 11:24 PM

404

really not comfortable at all...seems like all the necessary restrictions can cause stress for the
children if they return to school rather than have more flexibility at home and learn in a more
relaxed environment.

7/16/2020 11:24 PM

405

None

7/16/2020 11:24 PM

406

Making sure their are options for families who don’t feel comfortable sending their child to
school

7/16/2020 11:19 PM

407

Temperature checks at school, response plan for positive testing for students and staff or
people closely associated with students/staff, more health care/nursing staff

7/16/2020 10:54 PM

408

Class size has to be low. Masks on young children also need to be addressed.

7/16/2020 10:52 PM

409

Set day/days per week, smaller class class sizes, options for all virtual if I begin to be
uncomfortable about numbers

7/16/2020 10:52 PM

410

I will be fine with these

7/16/2020 10:50 PM

411

class sizes need to be small

7/16/2020 10:49 PM

412

I am comfortable with the precautions already outlined.

7/16/2020 10:47 PM

413

Less students/half time virtual classrooms

7/16/2020 10:46 PM

414

No masks!!

7/16/2020 10:45 PM

415

Believe me when I say that I want to be in school with our students. I love teaching!!! However, I
am alarmed by first bullet that says masks do not need to be worn during instruction. It seems
much too risky to me. I care for an elderly parent with health complications. I’d prefer masks
stay on in classroom except for eating lunch. Will I be allowed to ask students to keep masks
on during my class? Are the administration and school board willing to come sit in on classes all
day without masks?

7/16/2020 10:44 PM

416

Smaller classrooms with some type of air filter system.

7/16/2020 10:43 PM

417

I do not have confidence in district that this plan is safe especially for any child
immunocompromised. The last two quarter of school were planned poorly with lack of thought
in how to learn virtually the third quarter I can understand but the 4th quarter should have been
virtual school classes in Microsoft team as multiple other school districts in ny and nyc did for
both. 3rd and 4th quarter With ease and care for students and family

7/16/2020 10:38 PM

418

Having cohorts where kids are only with the same kids all the time

7/16/2020 10:34 PM

419

1. Requirement of masks at all times throughout the day 2. More frequent temperature checks
during the day (not solely relying on parents to take in the morning. Some healthcare workers
are required to do temp checks 2x/day. 3. Consider use of face shields/goggles for staff as
added protection 4. Monitoring of hand washing for elementary age children

7/16/2020 10:34 PM
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420

Sanitizing. Taking youth temperatures before allowing to board the bus/enter the building.
Allowing more students to drive to school and park on campus

7/16/2020 10:32 PM

421

?

7/16/2020 10:30 PM

422

Remote learning 100%

7/16/2020 10:28 PM

423

-Ventilation/filtration that exceeds the minimum requirements -protections for compromised
immune systems -plan for disability other than sick leave bank in the event working conditions
aren’t safe

7/16/2020 10:26 PM

424

Insistence on all the precautions such as mask, sanitization and maintaining social distance.

7/16/2020 10:25 PM

425

Idk

7/16/2020 10:22 PM

426

A COVID specific sick policy for teachers/staff to drive open and honest behavior in the event
they are exposed outside of work. Additionally, a COVID specific attendance policy for students
that safely encourages them to stay home when a family member has been exposed.

7/16/2020 10:22 PM

427

Temperature screening on arrival to school. You can’t trust all parents to be honest. And I’m
saying that as a parent.

7/16/2020 10:18 PM

428

Additional staff/personnel in hallways, on busses and playgrounds to ensure kids are
distancing/wearing a mask.

7/16/2020 10:16 PM

429

1. If on a particular day, I feel that it is not safe for my child to attend school, there should be an
option for her to do virtual learning on that day. 2. I have a suggestion that would decrease
student exposure. Possibly, students who have the same schedule can be seated in the same
classroom for the whole day, and the teachers can move to each class.

7/16/2020 10:14 PM

430

I feel the framework addresses the major concerns. I assume that more detail will be provided
as we progress towards the school year.

7/16/2020 10:12 PM

431

It is just too soon. I want a full online option available for everyone that wants it.

7/16/2020 10:09 PM

432

Schools should be requiring temperatures & symptom checks upon entry for both staff and
students, not only asking parents to do so. This would provide greater accountability and
ensure safety for everyone. Need to hear the specific plan for disinfection of buses and what
will be done in between morning & afternoon sessions. Agree with children and staff masking. It
works. But In reality it will be quite difficult ensuring that all students are following masking and
social distancing at all times. It would be beneficial for young children to have their own desks.
Many challenging decisions to be made. Thank you for all you do.

7/16/2020 10:09 PM

433

Unsure

7/16/2020 10:06 PM

434

When doing distance learning, have it more structured where the students “check in” like home
room at a certain time and the the teachers teach the class. I have a child in summer school for
math. The teacher is AMAZING!!! It is a two hour class from 9-11 M-Th all the kids are
engaged, they get a 15 minute break and they are learning. It is great to see! If all the teachers
do google meet distance learning classes live, the children may be more engaged. They will
know what time class is and that they need to attend to get the credit. Also, grades need to be
assigned

7/16/2020 10:06 PM

435

Following the guidelines given.

7/16/2020 10:05 PM

436

There is nothing. My son is too young for this level of burden. What is the point of school if he is
forced to socially distance & worry about keeping himself and others healthy. That’s an adult
sized burden, not a 6 year olds.

7/16/2020 10:04 PM

437

Burnt hills offers a fully remote option. We have some very nervous parents and children, some
who are high risk. Why can’t we offer a flexible fully remote option? Instead of making these
families find a homeschool program that will be a financial strain.

7/16/2020 10:04 PM

438

virtual teaching and not in person

7/16/2020 10:03 PM

439

Knowing staff is staying restricted (not traveling) and keeping my kids to the same small groups
and limiting exposure as much as possible while at school.

7/16/2020 10:03 PM

440

Unsure

7/16/2020 9:59 PM
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441

Small group cohorts where children remain in the same group and do not mix during the day.
Scheduled times to wash hands throughout the day. Daily temperature checks of the children
by school officials thereby not relying on parents to prescreen their children before school. My
main concern is that parents will forget to prescreen their children and send them to school
possibly sick. Children should be screened before going to their classroom. Staff should be
prescreened and take a daily screening questionnaire before starting work.

7/16/2020 9:59 PM

442

Masks and hand sanitizer spray is readily available.

7/16/2020 9:58 PM

443

Mandatory mask wearing except when eating/drinking

7/16/2020 9:58 PM

444

You have no control of the situation, By the time you find out one has it, fifty will have it. What
about aerosolized particles? Bathrooms? A plan that hinges on entrusting children with there
own safety is not a plan.

7/16/2020 9:57 PM

445

Only online school! But still not having to wake up early, like it was for the end of the year

7/16/2020 9:56 PM

446

Smaller class size and staggered days. 1/2 days or alternating days so smaller class sizes can
be created.

7/16/2020 9:55 PM

447

Face mask always,wash hands as much, social distance , Avoid extra gathering ,Not taking any
food from someone else disinfect his table and chair ,gloves and face mask always for
everyone

7/16/2020 9:52 PM

448

If high schoolers wear masks and understand social distance rules and are supervised with
these precautions, I feel high school students should be in school 5 days a week, even if it’s
reduced hours or maybe half days. Half students go am. Half go pm.

7/16/2020 9:47 PM

449

A day during the week, Wednesday, with no classes and time to clean, disinfect and filtrate the
air in between the two groups. This day could be a virtual day of instruction. Hand sanitizer
dispensers in all classrooms

7/16/2020 9:45 PM

450

Not starting back in person until later in the year.

7/16/2020 9:43 PM

451

Daily sanitation, nano septic covers on all door handles and touch areas.

7/16/2020 9:43 PM

452

I'm not sure I ever would feel comfortable with my student attending school unless the numbers
in these region are at near Zero for a period of 2-3 weeks.

7/16/2020 9:42 PM

453

Parents should not be in charge of taking their child's temperature. The students temperatures
should be taken by someone at school before the kids enter. Unfortunately parents may lie and
say their kids does not have a temperature. This happens everyday even before COVID.

7/16/2020 9:41 PM

454

While providing hand sanitizer in the classroom and ability for children to clean their
workspace/desk, it would be nice to have some sort of recess time and fresh air outside. I feel
very comfortable sending my child back to school with all of the precautions in place.

7/16/2020 9:36 PM

455

My family has a lot of risk factors for COVID 19 so without large scale, frequent testing I do not
feel I would be comfortable the school would be able to keep my family and the community
safe.

7/16/2020 9:35 PM

456

Students wearing masks and proper ventilation in classroom. The unit in my classroom has not
worked in years. I will be teaching with the windows wide open. Also what if I get sick and bring
this home to my child? I am his only living biological parent.

7/16/2020 9:32 PM

457

Unknown

7/16/2020 9:31 PM

458

Commitment that school will send kids home when sick

7/16/2020 9:28 PM

459

Not sure

7/16/2020 9:25 PM

460

As my son will be in kindergarten I want to know that he is able to receive personalized
instruction with the possibility of hands on interactions as well as social interaction with his
peers. I want my sons first experiences with school to be positive.

7/16/2020 9:22 PM

461

No masks

7/16/2020 9:22 PM

462

I would like the option of virtual education, at least at first. I completely agree with the fact that
in-school education is better for children-especially those who have difficulties learning,
difficulties at home, financially, etc...but as a mother I am scared. The data changes every day. I

7/16/2020 9:19 PM
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do not want my children to be guinea pigs for social health. I would like the option to choose, at
least in this beginning semester what is best for me and my family.
463

Not sure

7/16/2020 9:16 PM

464

None my kids are not going back. There needs to be an online curriculum.

7/16/2020 9:15 PM

465

I would like a heavy routine cleaning/disinfecting the school during school hours. Furthermore,
cleaning services should disinfect classrooms as well as spaces.

7/16/2020 9:13 PM

466

To reduced the staggered start and end due to the buses, I would like to see buses available
only to those families that truly need it. So instead of an opt out, I would like to see an opt in for
transportation. Or a radius around the school for 7-12 graders that will not be provided with
transportation. It would allow additional distancing and safe transportation for families in need of
it.

7/16/2020 9:11 PM

467

Screening each child before entering building

7/16/2020 9:10 PM

468

Sanitizing, lysol surfaces, teachers wearing masks, older kids wearing masks, kids in 3rd grade
and under no masks.

7/16/2020 9:06 PM

469

N.A.

7/16/2020 9:05 PM

470

HEPA Air filtration systems- not just something that meets minimum standards, Temperature
checks not done by parents- pre-COVID many parents send sick kids to school and mask
temps with tylenol, etc., PPE gear for teachers and staff.

7/16/2020 9:04 PM

471

The only concern I have at this time is the process for temperature checks. The temperature
checks should be done at school or when getting on the bus. I don't feel that parents will 100%
follow thru on doing it themselves, nor that they will keep thier child home if the temp is close to
the cutoff. There are already problems with parents sending unwell kids to school that should
have stayed home.

7/16/2020 9:04 PM

472

Hand sanitizer and hand washing stations that are easily accessible and REQUIRED OFTEN
throughout the school day for all students and staff. Being able to hold classes OUTSIDE or in
open air as much as possible would be best. Students and staff required to wear masks in any
common hallways, or areas where they cannot be socially distant, or with open air.

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

473

N/a

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

474

For parents not comfortable with their children attending in person, there should be a virtual or
remote option.

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

475

Having the elementary students participate in a hybrid model where they're present for a few
days a week and doing remote instruction for the other two rather than sending them everyday.
Also the use of hand sanitizer is a real issue for my children. It took until mid June and a
steroidal cream to reverse the effects the hands sanitizer did on both of my children's hands.
There needs to be other options. They're hands were bloody from being dry and cracked. If
there's no other provision for cleanliness then I won't be sending them. Driving students to
school is a ridiculous idea for the environment, for the families, and the traffic circulation.
Schools should encourage biking/ walking to school and better bus accommodations. Starting
the school year earlier and attend fewer days per week is another option that should be
considered.

7/16/2020 9:00 PM

476

Not wearing CLOTH masks. They need to be able to breathe in them. They are not animals.

7/16/2020 9:00 PM

477

Temperatures also taken at school and screening to include information about travel and home
risks (is parent is first responder or health care worker)

7/16/2020 8:59 PM

478

Students and staff should wear masks at all times. Giving students the opportunity to remove
mask, they will be more off than on. TBH, the only thing that will make me MOST comfortable is
a vaccine.

7/16/2020 8:57 PM

479

All people wearing masks, ALL THE TIME, children and adults. Disinfecting taking place DAILY.
Masks & shields being available to everyone. Feels like going back into school is a trap for
thousands of people being exposed to each other, and spreading germs...not only to each other
but also bringing those home with them to spread to their families. There isn’t a teacher out
there that doesn’t want to be back in school teaching in person. But not at the cost of their life
when ALL factors aren’t necessarily protecting them and the children.

7/16/2020 8:57 PM
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480

At the Elementary level, recess and specials are a must. Some sort of normalcy must be
provided for kids/teachers to stay sane. Students cannot be expected to stay in their
classrooms all day...not feasible for elementary kids!

7/16/2020 8:56 PM

481

No precautions necessary. Children should return to school as it was.

7/16/2020 8:55 PM

482

Remote option

7/16/2020 8:55 PM

483

Not sure

7/16/2020 8:54 PM

484

Masks must be worn. Proper ventilation

7/16/2020 8:54 PM

485

No discussion of hand sanitizing

7/16/2020 8:53 PM

486

Students staying in the same classroom/learning space, not rotating through classrooms

7/16/2020 8:52 PM

487

Nothing

7/16/2020 8:52 PM

488

I'd like more specific information about SPED and AIS services for those students who have
these needs. The only information I found was related to self-contained SPED students (or
additional services like speech, ELL, etc). What about those students receiving services that
are not as restrictive as self-contained-possibly consultant teacher? How will their needs be
met? This past spring, needs were met ONLY by the SPED teacher. The general ed teacher
was not involved in any required instruction (synchronous or asynchronous). Additionally, in our
experiences, the most active staff member in one of our children's remote learning was the AIS
provider. While greatly appreciated, isn't the gen ed teacher responsible for ALL students? I
also realize and acknowledge that this was a crisis response, however, an IEP is a legal
document that must be followed. If AIS services have been indicated as part of a student's fall
schedule, will this still occur as part of their regular schedule? On the health/safety side of
things-these are my questions: Has thought been given to also doing temp checks later in the
day before kids go home? My concern is that there are people who give Tylenol in the AM when
child has a fever, which would wear off by the end of the day and ensure students remain home
the following day. Will staying at home until fever-free for 24 hours be enforced to prevent the
spread of illness?

7/16/2020 8:51 PM

489

Not comfortable with in person sessions at this time

7/16/2020 8:49 PM

490

I’d like less than1/2 the students attending at a time. More like 1/4 would be better.

7/16/2020 8:48 PM

491

I don’t care about having any of these guidelines. Open up as usual as per the successful
demonstration of European models and the current science that shows that there is little risk to
students returning as normal. Don’t pick and choose which science you like. The science says
it’s safe. Do some research.

7/16/2020 8:48 PM

492

Information, communication. Show me what is happening. I want to see cleaning measure I
want to see everyone adhering to guidelines. I want information on how an outbreak will be
handled what is the process for notification, quarantine etc.

7/16/2020 8:47 PM

493

Hand sanitizer stations throughout the school for children and staff, limit number of students in
each class with desks spaced apart, bathrooms sprayed with sanitizer after each use, students
to have all their own supplies or limit number of students to use schools supplies eg books
computers etc.

7/16/2020 8:46 PM

494

there is no set structure outlined for those with special needs, ieps, or 504's. Traveling one way
when feasible does not work for children with disabilities therefore would be in violation of
American Disability Act. And, our daughter runs temps periodically due to Arthritis and
inflammation of joints. is this going to stop her from being in school? She sneezes or coughs
and congestion from allergies is this going to make life difficult? I refuse to have her tested
because it is not necessary. Who is purchasing the thermometers for all the parents to take
temps every day? I am not.

7/16/2020 8:44 PM

495

Virtual setting until a vaccine is available to the public.

7/16/2020 8:41 PM

496

Please give us options to do online school, I am not comfortable sending my children to school
yet.

7/16/2020 8:40 PM

497

I would prefer we begin in person school after a vaccine is available.

7/16/2020 8:40 PM

498

Wearing a mask 100% of the time. The droplets hang around and being in a enclosed
classroom for longer block periods without mandatory masks seems to be an unwise choice.

7/16/2020 8:40 PM
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Windows should be open. How are rooms with window air conditioners going to be ventilated
better? What happens if child w/o a mask is sitting near the A/c unit then transmitting droplets
to entire room through the blowing of air .
499

Kids and staff should be wearing masks at all times, aside from eating. The majority of class
time should be conducted outdoors. There should be an option for elementary aged students to
do virtual learning instead of in person learning.

7/16/2020 8:40 PM

500

None

7/16/2020 8:35 PM

501

requiring staff to have regular coronavirus testing done every 1-2 weeks

7/16/2020 8:35 PM

502

portable hand washing stations?

7/16/2020 8:34 PM

503

As soon a students and staff begin to go back to school, the sickness is going to take off. If
schools can not even control lice, I don’t really know why Shen believes that can control
COVID-19. You are not only putting students lives in danger, but teachers. You are going to be
losing staff left and right because you have to also take in consideration they have home lives.
They are there to teach students, not become health care workers at the same time. It is
entirely unrealistic for Shen to believe social distancing to work within schools, especially with
elementary school kids. You are risking them, and confusing them by making them take all of
these precautions. When they could just continue school work online. This plan to send
students back in unrealistic and inconsiderate to what you are putting at stake. As a student, if
this plan is the plan that sticks as school opens for the September 2020-2021 school year, I will
have to look into other education ways for me to finish off my senior year. If social distancing
and wearing masks is necessary in the setting of school, then schools should not be opening in
the first place. Distance learning with a few changes to make it more interactive between
students and teachers would be a lot smarter and considerate to those who attend or work for
Shen.

7/16/2020 8:33 PM

504

hand sanitizer at each desk in classroom... No sharing of classroom supplies...Avoid
assemblies, spaced out seating in lunch room...

7/16/2020 8:32 PM

505

I think these precautions are acceptable.

7/16/2020 8:32 PM

506

I'm not sure

7/16/2020 8:31 PM

507

Staggered entrances or halls. POds of students that must stay in their pods in a certain part of
the building only

7/16/2020 8:31 PM

508

I’m not sure much can make me feel comfortable with the virus continuing to spread. I want my
kids to go back to school but concerned about it.

7/16/2020 8:29 PM

509

I feel the plan is very comprehensive

7/16/2020 8:29 PM

510

All students have personal protective equipment on and on hand.

7/16/2020 8:28 PM

511

An online option for kids that want to opt to school at home for part of or the whole year

7/16/2020 8:28 PM

512

At school health screenings. Parents send sick children to school all the time and I don’t trust
that they will stop now. Limiting the number of classrooms a teacher needs to teach in each
day. Ideally to 1. Everyone can keep masks on during instruction unless they have a medical
exemption. Sanitizing work spaces whenever there is a change in student at that space.

7/16/2020 8:27 PM

513

Temperature checks at school

7/16/2020 8:27 PM

514

Turn off all drinking water fountains and allow students to have water at their desk. Desks
should have partitions seperating them from the student sitting next/across from them. Seating
layouts should be shared with parents prior to first day. Kids should not leave/rotate classes,
teachers should.

7/16/2020 8:25 PM

515

Social distancing, Pope provided on a daily basis, what happens when a teacher or student
gets COVID? Are they all on 14 day quarantine? What happens if a teacher gets sick? Is
someone going to cover their classes or does the teacher have to teach online while sick? Is
one teacher responsible for in class and online if in hybrid mode? Do teachers have a
preference?

7/16/2020 8:24 PM

516

Masks at all times no matter what except eating or drinking at socially distanced places. Review
of proper hygiene beyond hand care like coughing and sneezing .

7/16/2020 8:21 PM
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517

None

7/16/2020 8:21 PM

518

Hand washing/sanitizing on a timed schedule Assurance of availability of cleaning/disinfecting
supplies Guidance on use of time off in case there is a need to quarantine or stay home as a
precaution Frequent availability of covid testing to staff to continue working

7/16/2020 8:20 PM

519

If we need to close again do it early enough that we students and staff are safe.

7/16/2020 8:17 PM

520

(1) Limited number of days that teachers need to come into the building. Can the block
schedule be stacked, so teachers do not need to come in every day? For example, if there is a
block schedule, teachers come 2x per week. (2) Students wearing masks for the entire class; I
notice (maybe I'm misreading) some flexibility about teachers and students taking off masks
when class starts. This concerns me, especially thinking about teaching in a closed room for 80
minutes with a number of students. (3) Is limited class size possible? Probable?

7/16/2020 8:14 PM

521

I don't think anything anyone could do would make me comfortable sending my children back to
school right now as I have asthma I would prefer my children continue distance learning.

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

522

Bus monitor on each bus to ensure compliance with rules (mask wearing, social distance, etc.)

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

523

Making sure all students are given face masks

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

524

I would like smaller class sizes and since the research is still unclear around how the virus is
spread indoors that masks be kept on as much as possible. I was hoping for less time in the
actual building for the younger students, half days/every other. I'm not comfortable with my kids
there for extended periods of time.

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

525

Virtual. There is no possible way to safely open school or achieve social distancing. The dress
code isn’t enforced, so why would anyone believe a mask requirement would be?

7/16/2020 8:11 PM

526

Bathroom monitors.

7/16/2020 8:10 PM

527

N/a

7/16/2020 8:06 PM

528

Plastic face shields for teachers, staff, etc, plenty of disinfect wipes in each classroom, etc

7/16/2020 8:05 PM

529

Hand sanitizer everywhere. Strict hygiene policy, some families are very relaxed with this
especially in the elementary school

7/16/2020 8:05 PM

530

There should be a system for temperature checks prior to students entering the bus or at the
school before students enter the building by school officials. Im not comfortable relying on
individual family information. How are we to feel safe knowing whether or not individual families
actually take temperatures ? Without this contact tracing is almost impossible.

7/16/2020 8:05 PM

531

I am just not sure about the amount of kids and adults in the elementary buildings even if split
up amongst classroom. Work (if not considered essential) is 50% occupancy at a given timeeven stores but kids are going back 100%? I think a similar setup to HS would be best. And I
think temps should be taken.

7/16/2020 8:02 PM

532

I would like to let my child who is a licensed junior drive himself to school rather than take the
bus. Would this be allowed for a good student with jcp privileges?

7/16/2020 8:00 PM

533

Having the teachers rotate vs the children in the hallways

7/16/2020 8:00 PM

534

Having a split schedule so the full class isn’t in at once. I’m not sure I have any confidence that
sending kids and teachers back to school at 100% capacity is safe despite all possible
precautions. As we’ve seen, this virus spreads very quickly. Not to mention the potential for an
asymptomatic carrier to come into school.

7/16/2020 7:58 PM

535

Unknown

7/16/2020 7:58 PM

536

Temp checks at the door and contact tracing

7/16/2020 7:57 PM

537

Not sure

7/16/2020 7:54 PM

538

Alternating days for K-6 over full time school (have younger sibling enrolled in Shen as well)
Clear option for students/parents to switch to online only instruction even while in school
instruction is permitted

7/16/2020 7:54 PM

539

Asking students not to attend school in case someone in the family has been returned from
Covid hotspots or someone in the family is not well and not yet diagnosed.

7/16/2020 7:51 PM
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540

An additional percaution would be a vaccine.

7/16/2020 7:47 PM

541

PPE, Air filtration in each classroom, staggered schedules at buildings to lessen number of
students together, smaller class sizes, hand sanitizer at each classroom door, strict policy about
sick students not attending school

7/16/2020 7:45 PM

542

smaller classes and not attending everyday or every week to allow for cleaning.

7/16/2020 7:43 PM

543

Temperature checks from every student/teacher/employee/etc each day before entering school
How will I know when someone within the district tests positive? What is the timeframe that we
find out? Hand sanitizer placed throughout the classrooms Access to disinfectant cleaning
supplies at all times

7/16/2020 7:42 PM

544

Please issue clear plastic face shields to staff in addition to cloth masks to protect them from
airborne virus

7/16/2020 7:42 PM

545

Assurance of time away from work due to COVID Illness or being quarantined will not be held
against teacher. Substitutes are scarce- I’ve been called into work due to lack of coverage. If
my child has to be quarantined due to exposure, will staff be able to take the time off to be a
parent and take care of their child?

7/16/2020 7:41 PM

546

Mid day temperature checks during flu season to stop the problem of parents dosing their kids
before school to control a fever and then have it come back mid day. Also, a specified number
of consistent substitutes that are only used in the school and have not traveled to other districts
where they may have been exposed to the virus. Students should not share any materials in
the classroom. Students that refuse to wear a mask should be sent home. Parents who enter
the building without a mask should be refused entry.

7/16/2020 7:36 PM

547

I like that kids and staff will wear masks. How many students would be in each room and most
importantly as a parent of an immunosuppressed child (anti-rejection meds and high blood
pressure) will he have an opportunity to be assigned to an even smaller classroom environment

7/16/2020 7:33 PM

548

Na

7/16/2020 7:33 PM

549

protective gear for special ed classrooms

7/16/2020 7:32 PM

550

I would feel more comfortable knowing that masks are worn at all times including in the
classroom when 6 feet apart. In the cold weather when windows are closed it is a concern to
have students not wearing their masks even when 6 feet apart. It is not realistic to assume
every parent will take the temperature of their child prior to school everyday. As a teacher, I do
not feel comfortable that all my students will be arriving to school fever free.

7/16/2020 7:31 PM

551

A vaccine first and foremost. Outside is the safest place. Please incorporate outdoor learning
as much as possible.

7/16/2020 7:31 PM

552

Unsure, just hoping that everyone will be doing anything they can to keep things clean and safe
for the kids, faculty and staff

7/16/2020 7:31 PM

553

If necessary cutting the numbers of students into thirds so there are less students in a class.

7/16/2020 7:30 PM

554

NA

7/16/2020 7:28 PM

555

Optional remote learning.

7/16/2020 7:26 PM

556

I am just so sad for these students. This definitely will not promote a love of learning.

7/16/2020 7:22 PM

557

Nothing additional

7/16/2020 7:22 PM

558

Smaller teacher-student ratio.

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

559

Having my kid attend school with the same group of kids from his neighborhood ( we have 4
kids in the same grade on our street) and not change his desk location.

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

560

Review unstructured times (high school arrival and dismissal.

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

561

Exceeding minimum standards for ventilation/filtration.

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

562

Honestly, the plan looks great. However, other than virtual at home learning, it makes me
nervous sending my child back into a school environment until a vaccine becomes available.

7/16/2020 7:16 PM

563

Strict enforcement of face coverings, hand washing and social distancing. Very strict!

7/16/2020 7:14 PM
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564

None

7/16/2020 7:14 PM

565

In order for me as an immunocompromised teacher to think about coming back, I, at minimum,
would want students to be wearing masks. Masks protect others more than the wearer, so in
this scenario, teachers are not being provided adequate protection. I would also expect no
more than 8-10 students at a time in a space. Given the poor ventilation in my classroom, I
cannot imagine more than that number of students being safe. I am concerned that block
scheduling would just prolong my exposure to an infected student that is not wearing a mask. I
am concerned that parents will not properly or consistently or honestly do temperature checks
on their children and send their children sick. At minimum I would want symptom checks to be
completed at school everyday. I am concerned that students will not be able to hear me talking
through a mask, especially when they are loud without one on. I would like a microphone so
that I would be able to be heard.

7/16/2020 7:14 PM

566

Regular testing of staff and students

7/16/2020 7:14 PM

567

Understanding of how they will still get a challenging education with minimal classroom
movement / teachers and a variety of classes

7/16/2020 7:05 PM

568

I feel a virtual from home option needs to be offered for all students. Many have health related
issues and so do family members and the risks are to great to keep them safe. For elementary
school I think a better practice would be to bring in students that it is 100% necessary for them
to be there. Live stream the classes with attendance. Then stager the home students to
perhaps come in one day a week for testing if necessary and provide any new assignments for
the week. This model though it has had a lot of work put into it can’t just address the goal of
returning only. I can’t even begin to imagine how you can keep masks in a bunch of elementary
students in a bus with one driver trying to drive and going into winter and the worst time of the
year for this. Think about how much stuff kids leave o. Busses and schools. They will take them
off.

7/16/2020 7:05 PM

569

Making wipes more readily available for students to wipe down their desks when entering a
classroom.

7/16/2020 7:04 PM

570

masks available when students forget them, guidelines for bathrooms & gym locker rooms

7/16/2020 7:02 PM

571

social distancing is going to be pretty near impossible at the high school or on buses. possibly
an alternating a/b schedule could work for school but buses are already very crowded and even
that wouldn't cut down the students enough to social distance

7/16/2020 7:02 PM

572

I think the school is making tremendous efforts I am comfortable with my son attending school
in September Thank you!!

7/16/2020 7:00 PM

573

Small class sizes. 10 or less in room.

7/16/2020 6:59 PM

574

The students should have plastic barriers around their desks. There should be scheduled down
time if there is not going to be switching of classes, library, computer class etc. Every effort
needs to be made to offer art, music, PE, ST, OT etc. No one wants to be stuck in one room for
their entire day but without any changes to the day it will be unbearable. Mental Health
screenings & lessons should be included in curriculum. Distance learning should be an option
for children who are quarantined or are at a higher risk (immunocompromised, asthmatic etc.)
Parents should be able to see what a classroom & typical school day will look like before
making a decision about what is right for their family. Distance learning or combination of
distance learning should be an option for families to help reduce class sizes.

7/16/2020 6:58 PM

575

See below question. I think too giving parents and families at least 3-4 weeks notice of the
school schedule is ideal. Many families will need to change work schedules Around in order to
bring children to and from school as well be at home with children that have virtual time instead
of being onsite. And also those younger kids needing oversight of the schoolwork by a parent or
guardian. It’s a lot to ask here for 9/9 start

7/16/2020 6:57 PM

576

None

7/16/2020 6:53 PM

577

Nothing more is needed.

7/16/2020 6:53 PM

578

Small classes

7/16/2020 6:52 PM

579

The plan seems to address any immediate issues I would be concerned about with regards to
safety and onsite learning. As for the bus, I have the flexibility to drive my child back and forth,
and would be willing to do that if that helps with reducing volume, Contact etc but I certainly

7/16/2020 6:51 PM
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wouldn’t be afraid to have her ride the bus if everyone is following safety protocols. It’s also a
very short ride for us.
580

Social distancing in classrooms and being provided face shields as opposed to masks so
students can see the teachers mouth during instruction if need be

7/16/2020 6:50 PM

581

We are a 2 working parents household paying $8,000 in taxes. Kids need to go back to school.
As long as kids wear a mask on the bus and walking into school all the kids will be fine. For 3-4
weeks now, my son has been at camp with 119 other local kids without a mask while all the
counselors (teachers) are wearing masks. There hasn’t been a single COVID case. My son’s
mental health is back to where it was prior to March 13th. Thank goodness. Please do
everything you can to make sure 5th graders go back to school. Thank you.

7/16/2020 6:49 PM

582

A plan for communication about cases as they develop A plan for my children’s emotional and
social needs being meet A plan for discipline for families who don’t follow the procedures

7/16/2020 6:49 PM

583

I'd be most comfortable sending my daughter 5 days a week/full days. Remote learning didn't
work. My daughter barely had any work and didn't learn anything new. I'm fine with the mask
wearing in halls but maybe have wipes at the doors of the classrooms so each student can
wipe their own desk. If 6th graders can be in school all day, why can't 7th and 8th???!

7/16/2020 6:46 PM

584

Attention to appropriate mental health needs for young children who are needing socialization
and to learn cooperative behavior but now cannot , as well as well as helping them identify
feelings surrounding all of Covid

7/16/2020 6:44 PM

585

N/a

7/16/2020 6:43 PM

586

vaccine; masks required by students while in class

7/16/2020 6:42 PM

587

Specific days tailored to the children who have difficulty with online learning. If remote learning
takes place in the fall, at least some on site instruction for children with special needs (speech,
OT, PT).

7/16/2020 6:41 PM

588

Prefer distance learning only with a much improved experience vs Spring 2020 which was
absolutely worthless for our 5th grader with ZERO instructions provided on-line and 1 zoom
meeting per week which was just to chat. For high school at least the assignments were
available on line but again ZERO on line synchronous or asynchronous was provided

7/16/2020 6:40 PM

589

None

7/16/2020 6:35 PM

590

If you are required shut down and return to remote/virtual “learning” I’d like to ensure that
instruction and class interaction continue remotely and that kids are being taught by the teacher
and not the parent.

7/16/2020 6:32 PM

591

Everyone must wear masks at all times and social distande

7/16/2020 6:31 PM

592

Confident with the plan presented...

7/16/2020 6:29 PM

593

Just get then back to school

7/16/2020 6:23 PM

594

None

7/16/2020 6:19 PM

595

Consistent testing, child screening at door and not allowed entrance with any symptoms, doctor
sign off to return to school after testing

7/16/2020 6:17 PM

596

Testing protocols

7/16/2020 6:16 PM

597

Based on my specific job and the student population there needs to be a faucet/small kitchen
inside the classroom.

7/16/2020 6:15 PM

598

School Nurse or staff checking temperatures of children in the morning, not parents. We all
know people send kids to school with things like strep and the flu because they can't afford to
stay home from work. This is going to be no different.

7/16/2020 6:15 PM

599

Face Shields

7/16/2020 6:15 PM

600

Not making kids going from class room to class room one class room all day teacher should
move from room to room to avoid cross contamination kids moving from room to room all day
isn’t sanitized after the first group of kids go into the class room. There isn’t time to clean and
disinfecting after each period. The school can only be totally disinfected and sanitized at the
end of day.

7/16/2020 6:13 PM
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601

Lockers were addressed in the plan for older student, but coat hooks were not at the
elementary level. The coat hook spots are where children gather, and their coats, boots etc are
shoulder to shoulder. I have a concern of social distancing in this instance. Also, elementary
bathrooms are of a concern. Who will monitor/clean them regularly?

7/16/2020 6:13 PM

602

Reduce the number of students in each class, use transparency shields between desks

7/16/2020 6:12 PM

603

Half on site classes and half online classes

7/16/2020 6:12 PM

604

Having parents screen their children is a bad idea. Just look how many are sent with stomach
bug, fevers, etc.

7/16/2020 6:12 PM

605

It seems like they will all be met but jsut makng sure teachers are especially all hall monitors
are enforcing the rules

7/16/2020 6:08 PM

606

temperature checks for students and staff as they enter the buildings, face shields for staff.

7/16/2020 6:04 PM

607

N/A

7/16/2020 6:03 PM

608

School should be held alternate days, smaller classrooms, days not in school should have an
hour class with instructions on what to do that day. Masks should be worn but also have a time
few of masks. I trust Shen will do right for the kids.

7/16/2020 5:55 PM

609

I think parents should have an option, in school learning or virtual learning. Both should be
provided with classrooms having camera and live streaming for those parents, like myself, who
do not want to send their kids back to school during this time. Kids can follow their normal
schedule and the lesson could be live streamed for them to be part of the class but in a virtual
classroom at the same tine as their peers who were sent to school. Another alternative is to
tape the lessons and post online so the child in virtual learning gets the same lesson as their
peers that are in school. Or how about this crazy idea, lets follow the old saying “Better safe
than sorry” and keep the kids home until this whole covid situation goes away or is under
control. Teachers can be in their classroom away from the kids live streaming while the kids are
hone safe in their virtual seats. Schedules are kept, attendance is taken and students are held
accountable as well as the teachers! Thank you for allowing parent feedback.

7/16/2020 5:52 PM

610

I DO NOT feel confident sending my children back. I understand that precautions have been
made to make it as safe as possible, but with the best will in the world there WILL be cases of
this virus and I don’t feel comfortable putting my children or my family at risk. I would much
prefer virtual learning for the time being. I understand parents have to go to work and there are
many different opinions on this subject, so therefore I truly believe giving the parents the
OPTION to do one of the two is the way forward.

7/16/2020 5:50 PM

611

Checking kids temperatures as they come into the building- Parents who need to work will send
kids into school- we see this with Flu and stomach bug season every year-

7/16/2020 5:43 PM

612

none. i don’t need any precautions

7/16/2020 5:42 PM

613

Nothing, virtual only. Until a vaccine is proven.

7/16/2020 5:42 PM

614

None

7/16/2020 5:41 PM

615

Accountability and enforcement

7/16/2020 5:40 PM

616

Not sure.

7/16/2020 5:39 PM

617

A plan made public for what steps the school/district will take if a staff member or student
contracts COVID-19.

7/16/2020 5:38 PM

618

Not worried at all

7/16/2020 5:37 PM

619

Not sure

7/16/2020 5:37 PM

620

I am not comfortable with my child attending school this fall. Given the number of people in the
school, it is unlikely that proper sanitation and distancing can be maintained. If a student can
maintain a high (85-90) average or above working virtually, they should be allowed to do so.
This would reduce the number of children in the school.

7/16/2020 5:34 PM

621

There is not enough detail in the plan

7/16/2020 5:32 PM

622

Them continuing school from home.

7/16/2020 5:32 PM
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623

Will the 5th graders be staying in one room for all of their classes? If not, will you be cleaning
the desks in between moving from classroom to classroom?

7/16/2020 5:31 PM

624

More defined rules for mask wearing, what filteration system, precautions on buses—unsure if
my child will ride need more information to make a decision

7/16/2020 5:28 PM

625

None. As parents we are able to decide what “risks” our children can take. We can decide that
our children’s social/emotional safety is as important as their virus risk. Look at the German
study, please educate yourselves before deciding on such a disastrous course of action.

7/16/2020 5:26 PM

626

Having children dispose of their masks immediately after getting off the bus and putting on a
new one given to them by staff. Followed by their attendance at a hand washing station. Bring
teachers into classrooms rather than have kids switch classes. Each child responsible for
sanitizing their desks. Automatic bathroom doors to avoid touching dirty surfaces. What plan is
in place to visit the bathrooms? No gym or chorus classes on campus.

7/16/2020 5:25 PM

627

Nothing that i can think of

7/16/2020 5:23 PM

628

My child staying in one classroom and have the teachers rotate. What will the cleaning protocol
be? I would like outdoor teaching weather permitting.

7/16/2020 5:20 PM

629

Perhaps a rotating system of parent/pta volunteers stationed at schools to help facilitate the
early days of distancing and new procedures at school. Also a time before the first day that the
kids are able to come in And view their changed school and see some of the changes

7/16/2020 5:19 PM

630

Consistency in masks being worn, availability of hand sanitizer and/or ability to wash hands
upon entry by all students and staff and reduced sharing of objects. Washing of desks, chairs
and other commonly used items on a consistent basis.

7/16/2020 5:17 PM

631

Adequate hand washing/sanitizer stations

7/16/2020 5:17 PM

632

Plan sounds good. If they don’t have P.E. and do block classes, they’ll need time to stretch and
move around a bit during the day. Masks on as much as possible.

7/16/2020 5:15 PM

633

We need a virtual option!!

7/16/2020 5:15 PM

634

Unsure

7/16/2020 5:12 PM

635

Incorporate hand-hygiene into school routine. Before class, teachers direct students to use
hand sanitizers, after class, before lunch, etc.

7/16/2020 5:11 PM

636

None. The virus is not a threat to young, healthy people.

7/16/2020 5:10 PM

637

I am concerned that students do not have to wear a mask during instruction. The only true
protection we have for students and teachers at this time is for everyone to wear a mask. Even
with six feet distance, students will still need help from the teacher, may get up out of their seat,
cough, sneeze, etc. I am concerned that students and staff will not have temperature checks
when entering the building. I am concerned that as a staff member, I will still interact with over
100 students/staff per week. Is there anyway to group students so there will be less exposure
for each child or staff member? If students are allowed to eat in classrooms, how will those
classrooms be cleaned after lunch? Who will clean these classrooms? Will students be allowed
to eat in science classrooms even though food and drink are not allowed?

7/16/2020 5:07 PM

638

The plan is failure and overly optimistic. How come you are deciding full day school for grade 15? these are young kids and most vulnerable. even on normal day it's always hard to control
young kids (grade 1-5) how will you manager everyday ~1000 students by following all these
safety protocols? did you think about the transportation options and traffic and chaos it would
create in a morning and a dismissal time. I am not confident my kids will be safe. if you want to
try full day school then please try with bigger kids (high school) certainly not with younger kids,
who barely able to express themselves!! this is ridiculous and outrageous that you are even
thinking about full day school for these young kids!!! we don't many cases of Covid for young
kids because we haven't had our kids exposed to external factors yet!! there is no proven
medical analysis that young kids will not be vulnerable to disease if anything young kids will be
more vulnerable due to weak/growing immune system. did you engage any medical experts in
a plan? do you have back up plan? what will be warning sign you will be looking out to roll off
the plan? do you have any warning criteria? do you have any threshold on these criteria? I am
against the plan!! being school tax payer and having 2 elementary age kids as Karigon, I am
not ready to sign death warrant for my kids!!

7/16/2020 5:07 PM
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639

None

7/16/2020 5:05 PM

640

Virtual learning option in case of quarantine or possible exposure or extra sick days so kids
don’t fall behind

7/16/2020 5:05 PM

641

Just knowing that things are being cleaned, people are taking keeping sick kids home serious,
masks when needed, daily screening. I think the plan sounds really great.

7/16/2020 5:05 PM

642

None

7/16/2020 5:04 PM

643

Proper and available PPE for staff. I have concerns with removing students with allergies for
lunch, which would mean the entire class will be able to have allergen food. The allergy student
cannot come back into a contaminated room. It is unsafe.

7/16/2020 5:04 PM

644

Children using only their own school supplies. Nothing that needs to be shared with other
students. (Books, scissors, etc)

7/16/2020 5:00 PM

645

I would prefer if the kids stayed home for the first four weeks while everyone settles in, stops
traveling and gets back into routine. Maybe go back to building in October.

7/16/2020 4:57 PM

646

A mandated 14-day regional quarantine prior to the first day of school. Coming off of summer
vacations 2-3 days before the start of the school year is a likely scenario for many families.
Families should be required to sign a contract confirming they have not traveled outside the
Capital Region for the 14-days previous to Sept. 9. Students should also be allowed to walk
through the schools prior to the start, to see and understand the difference in how school will
look and feel. My gravest concern is the likelihood of boomeranging between virtual/in-school
based on rates. Our children need the stability and consistency of school. MORE
COUNSELORS to support this is CRITICAL. We responded to a google form in the spring to
have our counselor talk with our child, and never received a response. To that end, teachers
need stability and accountability, too. This is new to all, but some over-delivered/performed, and
some were grossly under-performing or incapable of supporting their student base in an
effective way. They need ALL the support they can get to help them balance their new normal. I
would also be far more comfortable with a 12-month school year -- 2 months on, 3 weeks off -whereby enabling automatic quarantines throughout the year. This would help working parents
schedule accordingly as well.

7/16/2020 4:57 PM

647

Assurance that teachers & staff members (& parents) are maintaining appropriate &
responsible behaviors - e.g. social distancing, mask wearing - while not in school as well as
when in school to decrease the chances of spreading the virus to our children

7/16/2020 4:56 PM

648

Kids sick shouldn’t be on buses to find out sick at school. Temperature taking at bus stops
might help

7/16/2020 4:55 PM

649

Even smaller cohorts. 50% of high school students is still a massive umber of people onsite,
particularly when including all staff members

7/16/2020 4:55 PM

650

I feel comfortable with the proposed plan.

7/16/2020 4:54 PM

651

Have all students, etc., regularly tested for virus. May be too expensive or impractical but would
make me more comfortable sending children to school.

7/16/2020 4:52 PM

652

I am particularly concerned for children, like my own, who have a parent with a vulnerability. I
am a single mother and their back up care givers have significant vulnerabilities. Is there
consideration given to these children with primary caregivers who are at increased risk of Covid
complications? I am without back up parenting if something were to happen to me.

7/16/2020 4:52 PM

653

Additional staff in classrooms and buses to help enforce rules

7/16/2020 4:51 PM

654

Knowing that your teachers will be taken care of if: 1) they suddenly catch COVID, 2) if
someone in the household has it and the teacher is required to stay home what happens? 3) if
daycare closes due to a case of COVID, what is expected? All questions like that need to be
answered first so teachers feel comfortable and confident putting their health in jeopardy every
day.

7/16/2020 4:50 PM

655

Precautions are over reaching. Kids need to be in school 5 days. There is no more risk to
children than the common flu.

7/16/2020 4:50 PM

656

minimizing the time in which students are roaming the halls in the morning before homeroom;
ensuring that each classroom has an equal supply of sanitizer/wipes and it’s provided by the

7/16/2020 4:50 PM
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district, not teachers; IF the library is even open, treating it like the gym (“wiping down the
equipment/chairs you used when you’re done with it”)
657

Temperature checks being done mid day to make sure medication is not being given to mask a
temperature or that a temperature arises during the day.

7/16/2020 4:45 PM

658

Least amount of direct contact possible. With close to 900 kids in each grade in the high school,
can the building and students be broken into smaller sections and limit travel/exposure to other
students and sections?

7/16/2020 4:45 PM

659

I’m nervous about how much cleaner and disinfectant is being used. I would like to look into
more natural cleaners that contain less harsh chemicals for the kid to be exposed to.

7/16/2020 4:44 PM

660

I think the plan is good as it can be. I also think in person learning is necessary for our
children’s development. I am just generally nervous about the virus and people who do not
follow the recommendations.

7/16/2020 4:41 PM

661

Students staying within a cohort and room for classes as much as possible. Masks worn at all
times unless barriers are being added. Outdoor and large space instruction as much as
possible. Remote open house meetings to meet teachers and staff as soon as possible during
the school year.

7/16/2020 4:39 PM

662

Requiring visitors to make an appointment to meet with a district office employee. Do prescreening questions over the phone when they arrive (like other offices do) and take their
temperature before coming to see person/department.

7/16/2020 4:39 PM

663

The option of online schooling.

7/16/2020 4:36 PM

664

Don't feel the majority of parents will comply will daily health screenings and temperature
checks. How will you secure enough substitutes Concerned for how warm the buildings are in
September and having to wear masks, it's not realistic Do we really have the proper space to
safely social distance

7/16/2020 4:35 PM

665

Understanding plan if classmate or teacher contracts covid

7/16/2020 4:34 PM

666

Bring own lunch - no way eating school food due to her diet no allergies but intestinal. Would
prefer less time at school. Like out by 1pm? 7 hours of exposure is not smart. 2 days is fine but
I do NOT want her in on a Friday and a Monday of week is broken up. Just creates disruption.
Have Friday be virtual for everyone. Concerned for mental health and having my child split from
her AP classmates as the social isolation and loss of sports is so major. Super worried about
kid mental health with the change but being separated. Also ... very depressing 4 months
already. Exercise program at home - fitness options. Outdoor phys Ed for Fall, please!! Agility
and strength training programs for kids who have had lifting and sports virtually or outside.
Cannot keep canceling ohys Ed and sports bc it can be done online once a week ... drills.
Mental toughness. Workout journals. I am so sad for kids. I am so sad for teachers. So sad for
admin and all staff. Hope everyone can hang in there. But worried about kids and exposure to
adults and being carriers.

7/16/2020 4:34 PM

667

Have a daily online option if our kids need to stay home. Maybe they are sick with something
else or maybe they've been exposed. Make it easy for us to keep them home if needed

7/16/2020 4:34 PM

668

How are you going to address social distancing in already crowded classrooms? What about
kids who spend part of their day in self contained and part in general ed - how is that being
addressed? What is the plan if a teacher or student tests positive? What happens with learning
if quarantine is required?

7/16/2020 4:33 PM

669

Wearing masks at all times, not just during passing time. This is a proven method of stopping
the spread and to not do so would be not be smart. Especially in middle/high school, students
are more than capable of wearing a mask.

7/16/2020 4:30 PM

670

n/a

7/16/2020 4:28 PM

671

Half in school and half online would be good

7/16/2020 4:28 PM

672

I think this is a great start and very happy the district is working to bring the kids to physically be
in school. The children need to be in school for their mental well being. I would suggest that
mask with smiles should be considered K-2. My daughter age 6 asks me all the time if people
are smiling at here behind the mask. I think they find a smile comforting

7/16/2020 4:28 PM

673

Wearing masks at all times, even when socially distancing. Only taking mask off to eat

7/16/2020 4:27 PM
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674

None. I would recommend doing things exactly the way they always have been done. No
changes necessary.

7/16/2020 4:27 PM

675

I support on- line instruction for HS

7/16/2020 4:25 PM

676

I feel you are putting the proper precautions in place, to prevent the spread of COVID-19 my
hesitation stems from what all of these changes are going to do for the kid’s mental health.

7/16/2020 4:22 PM

677

Using a backpack to keep track of belongings.

7/16/2020 4:22 PM

678

I think it is very important to be back in the classroom.

7/16/2020 4:22 PM

679

I will like to see the teacher separate from kids with a plexiglass . I will like option to 100%
remote. We have a parent that is high risk

7/16/2020 4:21 PM

680

We want every students to place their own hand sanitizer on their desk. They see it and they
use it frequently.

7/16/2020 4:20 PM

681

Keeping masks on while in the classroom at all times

7/16/2020 4:20 PM

682

I am not concerned in the least. The virus will not harm our children and our household is very
healthy and fit.

7/16/2020 4:18 PM

683

School take temps of children and staff daily

7/16/2020 4:16 PM

684

none at this time

7/16/2020 4:14 PM

685

Knowing that serious disinfecting is taking place throughout the building.

7/16/2020 4:12 PM

686

Parents should have an option for at home schoolwork. I am not willing to have my children be
an experiment. I think the younger kids going back to school while the older kids can learn from
home is ridiculous. Younger kids will be harder to get to stay on guidelines with masks and
social distancing. I as a parent should have the choice.

7/16/2020 4:10 PM

687

Continual cleaning of the building and open communication

7/16/2020 4:10 PM

688

Put a boarder for everyone in dining room.

7/16/2020 4:09 PM

689

Social Distancing, Masks

7/16/2020 4:06 PM

690

I would like the opportunity for homeschool e learning.

7/16/2020 4:06 PM

691

No more precautions, already too many in place.

7/16/2020 4:03 PM

692

Eating lunch in a classroom not the cafeteria. Smaller class sizes, less movement in hallways.

7/16/2020 4:03 PM

693

None

7/16/2020 4:03 PM

694

I’m very pleased with what I saw in the plan. I would like to understand what PE will look like.

7/16/2020 4:01 PM

695

students & staff wearing masks even when "engaged in instruction" in addition to social
distancing

7/16/2020 4:01 PM

696

Na

7/16/2020 4:00 PM

697

-Masks would have to be 100% required at all times by everyone. Period -Screening like temp
checks should happen as students enter school

7/16/2020 3:58 PM

698

Hand sanitizing stations in all classrooms, automatic doors to avoid touching handles,
staggered class schedule to limit number of kids in hallway

7/16/2020 3:58 PM

699

I am not sure based on the logistics there is anything more you can do other than distance
learning. I think the plan is thorough, but knowing how much sickness spreads in an elementary
school classroom I don't know that there is anything that could be done to make me feel
comfortable.

7/16/2020 3:53 PM

700

how r u going to make sure kids keep masks on

7/16/2020 3:52 PM

701

Everyone wear masks.. no groups larger than 10 and six feet apart

7/16/2020 3:51 PM

702

none

7/16/2020 3:50 PM

703

Must wear a mask at ALL TIMES. Routine testing for Covid

7/16/2020 3:50 PM
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704

I would suggest that temperature taking be done at school. Already some parents send their
children to school when they are ill. I would imagine some parents may also either choose not
to take their child's temperature and/or send them to school with a fever.

7/16/2020 3:50 PM

705

Having as much time dedicated as possible to students being outside so they can be outside
without a mask to give them a break whenever possible from wearing it.

7/16/2020 3:48 PM

706

That they don't attend, until they are able to go back without added stressor on the students
and staff

7/16/2020 3:46 PM

707

None

7/16/2020 3:45 PM

708

More bike racks so kids don't have to take bus. Disposable Masks provided to kids in need. I
fear some kids may use the same mask all year with it never getting washed. More structured
virtual learning on those days required as opposed to what we experienced all Spring. Outdoor
time scheduled to get some fresh air, walk around the track or parking lots. Outdoor lunch.
Hand sanitizers located on buses, in classrooms, throughout buildings.

7/16/2020 3:45 PM

709

.

7/16/2020 3:44 PM

710

Actually holding in-person classes since that is what you are paid to provide. You’ve had
months to plan, so don’t wish to hear any excuses about why you can’t teach as many children
in-person safely

7/16/2020 3:43 PM

711

I do not feel more is necessary. I feel that chorus should be in person in a larger room

7/16/2020 3:42 PM

712

I think there should be an option to begin with offsite learning for those students (and even
staff) who have a family member that is immuno-compromised

7/16/2020 3:40 PM

713

I really liked a "cleaning" session I saw in a video for a school in I believe Hong Kong. The kids
put their foot up against a little machine to get a quick shoe cleaning on the way into school and
there is a quick wipe down of book bags and a distance check fever scan all on their way into
the building. It took less than 1 minute per kid. Global Foundries has the foot cleaners because
you have to get clean before you go in the clean room so no hairs or dirt particles get on the
chips they are producing. Also, I think whatever air purifiers and filters are required at malls
should be required and running at the schools in each classroom until there is a cure. This is
what I can think of off the top of my head. We have a baby in the house so I am not sure that
we will be sending our older child out of the house until everything is settled and there is a cure.
I am glad we have good numbers in our area for the moment. I understand the struggle as I
worked in education for over a decade. I wish everyone a wonderful and healthy year. Hoping
for a cure soon.

7/16/2020 3:40 PM

714

Masks must be worn except when eating or outside. Masks are a line in the sand. Follow
science. Ultimately, not much will make me comfortable with this. But not requiring masks is
making me lose faith in Shen entirely.

7/16/2020 3:38 PM

715

Having clear barriers between students in the classrooms. Including breaks to specifically wash
hands with soap and water. Include hand sanitizer at each students desk.

7/16/2020 3:37 PM

716

I would prefer to have the option of continuing with virtual learning. I have 5 kids in 3 different
schools and do not foresee any ideal way in which in person learning can resume without great
risk.

7/16/2020 3:35 PM

717

Mandating with consequences that everyone must wear a mask. I've been too many places
over the past weeks where some people just don't wear them, even when there are signs that
they are required. I think some students will not wear them as they should.

7/16/2020 3:35 PM

718

Vaccine for Covid-19

7/16/2020 3:34 PM

719

Guarantee that all student desks, surfaces are cleaned Every night. Ask the students to clean
between classes- not the teachers, they have enough on their plate. Continue forever! There’s
always germs!

7/16/2020 3:34 PM

720

Virtual classes. The epidemiology and modeling for this virus indicate a second wave in
October and having children onsite will increase the spread to staff, parents, caregivers and
others and will only exacerbate the problem.

7/16/2020 3:33 PM

721

I don’t know. I think the plan sounds reasonable and well thought out.

7/16/2020 3:30 PM

722

I am concerned about special needs children that are main streamed , what will their school

7/16/2020 3:27 PM
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look like
723

Automatic touch free hand sanitizer dispensers. Hand sanitizer should be 60% alcohol. Extra
masks if students or staffs masks are contaminated while at school.

7/16/2020 3:27 PM

724

A plan for accelerated students to ensure they get the most instruction to be able to do well.
Also a fair grading system. If a child does not log on to a virtual class or do the work their grade
reflects that. A student doing work that usually gets high grades should not get an EOl the
same as someone doing minimal work with lower grades.

7/16/2020 3:23 PM

725

Having them work from home

7/16/2020 3:21 PM

726

We want an online learning option so that our kid can keep up with the academic and social
development even at home. The school could have a teacher dedicate to online teaching for
families who do not dare to send their kids back to school.

7/16/2020 3:20 PM

727

No out of state travel or they can’t come back for 2 weeks

7/16/2020 3:19 PM

728

No lockers and staggered hallway passing times.

7/16/2020 3:17 PM

729

Consistency needs to be addressed. Maybe hand sanitizing stations-

7/16/2020 3:17 PM

730

Not having in person classes until a vaccine is available and proven. I’m not Willing to put my
child at risk of contracting a known deadly virus that has so many unknown variables. We have
the ability to do virtual learning. Why on earth would SHEN be willing to put so many students,
faculty, staff, and their families as well as the community at large in a position where not only
exposure will occur, but lives will be lost. This is completely irresponsible!!!

7/16/2020 3:16 PM

731

What is the ventilation update in each room going to be? Is it building wide or individual? This is
paramount in Gowana as our building is so old and my room is so moldy with little ventilation as
there is a wall across from my windows. No cross ventilation if I open windows when students
are not present.

7/16/2020 3:16 PM

732

Instructing online until we have a prevention/vaccine to the virus.

7/16/2020 3:16 PM

733

Air filtration Extra staff Option to do at home learning

7/16/2020 3:15 PM

734

Mask all times except for eating

7/16/2020 3:15 PM

735

How is the air circulation? Are there specific ventilation systems to be installed like the ones
malls are installing?

7/16/2020 3:14 PM

736

What is being done with cleaning bathrooms? School nurses office. Is there option to stay
remote if we are not comfortable with onsite learning

7/16/2020 3:13 PM

737

I don't know yet.

7/16/2020 3:12 PM

738

Just a clear plan

7/16/2020 3:11 PM

739

- Bathroom cleanness - more distance between rockers

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

740

Minimizing the number of kids in the class, alternating in person and online education for
elementary school. Improving and using online education with help of video communications,
e.g. having hand on video lessons with questions answered followed by the test to ensure
subject understanding.

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

741

I would like an option for students to complete all their classes online. Also, if they do go to
school, then one group goes on Monday & Tuesday, use Wednesday to deep clean/sanitize the
entire school/ busses etc and then second group goes on Thursday and Friday with another
deep clean on Saturday.

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

742

Frequent testing (beyond just temp checks) would ease some of my worries and fears about
being exposed in the classroom and bringing the virus back home to my small children and my
parents.

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

743

All kids must be tested, social distancing policies in place, mask made as mandatory during
public appearances

7/16/2020 3:08 PM

744

I would prefer half day so class sizes are smaller

7/16/2020 3:06 PM

745

Masks mandatory anytime a student is not seated at a desk. Teachers in masks at all times with
students.

7/16/2020 3:02 PM
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746

I have concerns about my children feeling comfortable in an environment that is so different
from their norm in previous years.

7/16/2020 3:01 PM

747

Screening students and faculty for travel to high risk locations and quarantining so they aren’t in
school for14 days after traveling to high risk areas or by airplane.

7/16/2020 2:59 PM

748

I am confident with the plan

7/16/2020 2:58 PM

749

Even though it will take more work and man power, it is crucial that the students temperatures
are taken prior to entering any Shen building. We can not just trust the parents to do it.

7/16/2020 2:57 PM

750

Student temperatures checked at school, not by parents, more flexibility in times for students to
complete work or view instruction (parents often cannot support this during work hours during at
home instruction, more information on how out if grade level instruction will be provided.

7/16/2020 2:54 PM

751

A vaccine for the virus

7/16/2020 2:53 PM

752

Masks are required in hallways, etc. but what are the consequences for those who do not follow
that requirement? Bullying isn't "allowed" but it happens. Vaping isn't "allowed" but it is rampant.
Will the consequences for violating the safety procedures be enough to discourage it from
happening?

7/16/2020 2:52 PM

753

Notification policy if a staff or student tests positive.

7/16/2020 2:51 PM

754

Fewer students in class rooms

7/16/2020 2:51 PM

755

Alternate days in elementary school to reduce the amount of students.

7/16/2020 2:50 PM

756

I am comfortable with the current plan

7/16/2020 2:50 PM

757

Temp checks at school, not trusting parents to do it every day home. Masks on in classrooms at
all times.

7/16/2020 2:46 PM

758

Having an alternate virtual only option or an alternate A/B combo of virtual learning and
classroom teaching. If parents are given the option of a virtual only choice, it would give the
district an approximate number of students that will be staying home and learning virtually.
Shen can then come up with plans for the students who are coming back to campus rather then
making plans for the entire student body when likely 25% of them will not be returning.

7/16/2020 2:46 PM

759

Regular covid testing for staff and faculty members...opportunity to work from home as much as
possible

7/16/2020 2:46 PM

760

I would like for school to be either all online or a rotating schedule with the school divided into
thirds. A cohort of students goes to school face to face for one week and then is online for the
next two weeks. The two weeks at home allows time for students who may be sick to develop
symptoms and for contact tracing to occur. I think we’ve seen from schools opening in other
countries that a face to face model that doesn’t allow for substantial time online will lead to a
spike in Covid cases. I understand there are child care issues for parents, my self included, but
I think opening more fully in person and then being in a situation similar to this spring will also
have unplanned child care issues for parents. I hope the district will be extremely cautious in
setting up this plan. These are unprecedented times and keeping our children safe and healthy
is of the upmost importance.

7/16/2020 2:45 PM

761

I think there should be a option for parents that WANT to send their children back to school and
an option for parents that WANT to continue online learning. This would help greatly. Because
there would be less children in the school to distance, but children can also stay registered in
school and do online learning. If online learning is not a option, I will be strongly considering
home schooling. At least for this coming up school year, longer if necessary.

7/16/2020 2:45 PM

762

none

7/16/2020 2:43 PM

763

Being respectful of others.

7/16/2020 2:43 PM

764

School should remain as close to 100% virtual until there is a safe, effective vaccine. SOME
special education services for hands-on modalities--physical therapy, occupational therapy,
speech therapy--should be offered to those who most need them in grades K-8, maybe beyond.
I honestly do not feel that these precautions are enough or adequate. The only model that I can
support is a distance-only or distance-mostly model.

7/16/2020 2:43 PM

765

I would feel more confident if a bus driver or designated school official took temperatures of

7/16/2020 2:38 PM
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students getting on buses, or getting ready to walk into school. I would be more comfortable
having my incoming 3rd grader and 6th grader be in school while I am also in school teaching. I
am not comfortable with them being at home doing virtual learning while no other adult is at
home.
766

Let the parents/kids who want to stay home stay home. Let the teachers who want to stay
home stay home. Hook them up with 100% remote learning and let everyone else have a
normal school year. There is no existing evidence that children pose any risk to themselves or
adults.

7/16/2020 2:36 PM

767

I don't believe that it will be possible to keep everyone 100% safe at every moment and have
no confidence that any of the precautions will keep a student from passing away if schools are
re-opened

7/16/2020 2:36 PM

768

Spread the kids out in classes. Reduce the size, maybe make teachers hold one extra class a
day to make up for a smaller classload. Assuming they actually make an effort to show up this
time, as they just coasted the last few months of last year. I was very discouraged with the
quality of education provided at that time.

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

769

Children need time standing/stretching and engaging in physical activity throughout the day.
Sitting in one desk/chair most of the day is not healthy for anyone. Also, mask wearing should
be limited as should the use of hand sanitizer. Hand washing with soap should be encourage
and available in more frequency than using hand sanitizer.

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

770

Teachers/staff wearing shields when not wearing masks to facilitate learning /communication.
Hand sanitizer stations at all doors to schools/classrooms/bathrooms. How will students use
bathrooms?

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

771

No mask requirements!

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

772

Less students together at the sane time

7/16/2020 2:34 PM

773

Parents should not be relied upon for temperature taking. That’s a joke. Kids are sent to school
sick on a daily basis under normal circumstances. Also, what happens if a child or employee
tests positive? What protocol will be followed. Zero mention of this in your plan. Very
worrisome.

7/16/2020 2:34 PM

774

There has to be frequent hand washing times scheduled.

7/16/2020 2:32 PM

775

I have nothing extra to add.

7/16/2020 2:32 PM

776

N/a

7/16/2020 2:31 PM

777

Online learning only until a vaccine for all grade levels and for Students, faculty and staff to feel
safe

7/16/2020 2:31 PM

778

Restrooms are another place where kids can get close contact with others as well as virus.
Traffic should be controlled there as well. Testing is a necessary step. Kids, teachers, and staff
should be able to get tested often and easily as needed.

7/16/2020 2:31 PM

779

On site health screenings for children - temp checks daily Clarity on cleaning protocols

7/16/2020 2:30 PM

780

Daily cleaning requirements

7/16/2020 2:30 PM

781

Smaller classes and dedicated teachers

7/16/2020 2:29 PM

782

Everyone wearing masks at all time when in a classroom setting. Most classrooms are too
small for students and staff to be in the room with no protection. Teachers should be provided
with additional PPE. Shields around all desks, at the very least around the teacher’s desk.
Students’ temperatures should be rechecked when they arrive on site - leaving that up to the
parent before the student leaves his/her house is an assumption that cannot be made. There
should be individual hand sanitizers provided by the district for all student and teacher desks.

7/16/2020 2:29 PM

783

I think block classes is a great idea. Not sure about plan for lunches

7/16/2020 2:28 PM

784

hand sanitizer around the school and frequent reminders to wash hands

7/16/2020 2:27 PM

785

if a student is being tested for covid, i want to know so that we can take our own precautions at
home.

7/16/2020 2:24 PM

786

I like the plan a lot.

7/16/2020 2:23 PM
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787

There isn’t any. Even at half capacity, Shen is too overpopulated. Additionally, I seriously
question how staff and teachers can safely do their jobs while enforcing consistent mask
wearing.

7/16/2020 2:23 PM

788

A plan for recess for elementary age children - my 3 kids have already asked

7/16/2020 2:19 PM

789

small class size

7/16/2020 2:18 PM

790

Another option could be one week in person two weeks virtual kids broken into 3 groups. Virtual
instruction must be more interactive than it was in spring

7/16/2020 2:18 PM

791

NOT making kindergartens wear masks.

7/16/2020 2:16 PM

792

Access to disinfecting products

7/16/2020 2:15 PM

793

extra traffic precautions taken to ease the flow of dropoff and pickup.

7/16/2020 2:15 PM

794

I believe that temperatures should be done at school also. Many parents send students with
fever to school in ordinary times, they may do it in these extraordinary time.

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

795

Have a smaller group of people come to school a day and instead of rotating every 2 days,
make it one. Or have high schoolers virtually attend school the whole week(since they need the
least physical interactions to and keep good mental health) and spread out K-8(or K-6) to
throughout the district, including the now empty highschool. This way, there is more space for
the kids that need physical interactions to succeed and be safe, and the learning won't be
sacrificed as much.

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

796

I wish to know the plan for extra curricular activities/sports, or if none will be available.

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

797

Masks should be worn all day

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

798

Smaller class sizes and "bubbles" with children only interacting with a specific small group of
peers each day.

7/16/2020 2:13 PM

799

i think there are sufficient, if not too many precautions as is.

7/16/2020 2:13 PM

800

I think this schedule is non reliable. The classrooms are too small to have 27 kids social
distance. You can barely have enough desks to fit in the class let alone 6 ft apart. I want to be
safe and this is not safe. Kids will not wear their mask let alone wash their hands. Also how do
you regulate it in bathrooms or gym class if applicable.

7/16/2020 2:12 PM

801

Educate the students on the importance of hand washing/hygeine. Making sure that classrooms
have AC and/or proper ventilation systens to keep airflow moving, especially if students are
wearing masks in hallways or when necessary. Elementary children do not always recognize if
they are lightheaded and need to breathe in freshvair from wearing masks. I would feel
comfortable knowing that my son was told what to do if he feels hia face is getting too hot from
wearing a mask.

7/16/2020 2:12 PM

802

Optional virtual learning, live stream classes when possible. Still so many unknowns with the
virus and we have many questions on how things will work in regards to exposure, quarantine,
ventilation.

7/16/2020 2:11 PM

803

making sure sick students and teachers are able to be out without punishment

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

804

None, I wish to keep my children in our home, even if it means home schooling them for this
year. I would much rather have distance/virtual learning than to expose my children and family
to the risks or Covid 19, precautions taken or not.

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

805

Letting them hang out with friends and be like normal

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

806

No concerns.

7/16/2020 2:09 PM

807

Dividers up

7/16/2020 2:09 PM

808

If all children from a particular family attend school in person on the same days.

7/16/2020 2:08 PM

809

I am happy with what is planned.

7/16/2020 2:07 PM

810

No additional comments

7/16/2020 2:07 PM

811

What if I’m still scared to bring my son back to school, even if school is open?

7/16/2020 2:07 PM
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812

Lots of windows and doors open, even in the winter and extra outside time.

7/16/2020 2:06 PM

813

I am happy with the plan

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

814

It is hard for elementary school kids to wear the masks at all times. May be alternating with
distance apart might be a good idea and alternate day then can come to school .

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

815

Where do you suppose the parents are going to get the thermometers to take the temperature?
How do you know these parents will be honest? How do you know children will not be given
Tylenol and ibuprofen and sent on the bus. Is it possible you could do every other day and have
the class size smaller?

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

816

Masks at all times, make it consistent so there is no question as to *when* a child needs to
wear a mask. All instruction should be available online as well, to accommodate children
learning from home as well. This will be necessary if we are expected to keep children home at
any sign of illness. Kids often have runny nose, cough or sneeze from allergies, common cold,
etc. It should be expected that we all err on the side of caution - in order to support that, kids
needs access to remote lessons so they do not fall behind. Elementary should have a revolving
schedule as well to reduce the number of people in the building at a time.

7/16/2020 2:02 PM

817

Providing face shields to employees for times when a mask is not required

7/16/2020 2:02 PM

818

- On-site temperature screenings for the kids as they come into the school. - Asking the kids
some basic questions as to how they are feeling that day.

7/16/2020 2:02 PM

819

Hand sanitizer at each desk.

7/16/2020 2:01 PM

820

offer online learning option for every grade

7/16/2020 2:01 PM

821

Masks need to be worn at all times. Monitors take temperatures before students enter building
with a forehead scanner. Immediate announcement to parent when a classmate or teacher
tests positive. Allow teachers to be tested weekly.

7/16/2020 2:00 PM

822

Testing!!!! And I still don’t see how you are going to social distance with the large numbers. And
masks off during instruction????? How does that even make any sense???? I’m very
disappointed in this plan... no options, no details...

7/16/2020 1:59 PM

823

sanitation dispensers in hallways. no food in class. shorter school days.

7/16/2020 1:58 PM

824

Making sure they have outside recess

7/16/2020 1:58 PM

825

The precautions listed make me feel safe about returning to school.

7/16/2020 1:57 PM

826

Would prefer middle school students go back every day similar to the elementary school

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

827

In school temperature checks rather than at home and working in a room that has a window

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

828

I'm not happy that the younger kids will be going full time and not the older kids

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

829

Clarification on what will happen if someone is diagnosed or suspected of having Covid-19.
Clarification on what will occur when other illnesses arise (colds, flu, etc). Information on what
will cause the school to move to 100% virtual learning (someone presenting symtoms, a
positive test, someone has had outside contact with covid positive person, etc.)? What will be
done to identify asymptomatic individuals? I would like acknowledgement that having lunch
allowed in the classroom is unacceptable for those with food allergies. Please do not send the
food allergy child elsewhere, the allergens will still be all over the classroom making it deadly
for them when they return. A mixture of virtual and in-person for K-5 would make me feel much
more comfortable. Or, why not reserve in-person instruction for those students that truly need it
(special education) and offer full-time virtual to everyone else. Perhaps allow those that want to
continue virtual learning that opportunity so they can continue with their school and not have to
begin homeschooling. The way this plan is currently written is not a safe approach. It is an
attempt to hold in-person school until there is an outbreak (which there will likely be) and then
the virtual schooling will start. I don't understand why you are putting student/staff lives at risk
when the outcome will be the same.

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

830

This is ludacris

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

831

Hybrid schedule to limit number of students in classrooms at a time.

7/16/2020 1:55 PM

832

I think what makes us feel most comfortable is consistancy in the exposure to other students
(i.e., only being with students in their own classrooms, no mixing of groups, etc.) which it

7/16/2020 1:55 PM
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sounds like has been considered and is going to happen. This is a reason why we will most
likely not be using the transportation at least for the beginning of the year.
833

School taking temperature daily and parent taking at home

7/16/2020 1:55 PM

834

Being a high risk family, I will not be comfortable sending my child back to school physically as
long as COVID-19 is a threat. The plan needs to address the plan for continued education of
children that are not able to attend classes physically.

7/16/2020 1:53 PM

835

Nothing

7/16/2020 1:53 PM

836

I am confident that, at this time, the school is taking precaution and safety measures to protect
our students/ children at this time. I am aware that at any point these procedures can change.

7/16/2020 1:50 PM

837

Having kids attend school in person is necessary and if they are to go virtual they need to have
a teacher live giving instruction to them throughout the entire day. Kids as well as the teachers
need to be held accountable.

7/16/2020 1:49 PM

838

none

7/16/2020 1:48 PM

839

You seem to have thought of a lot that can be done to keep our kids safe. I love the idea of
classes being held outside when possible. When virtual schooling is in place I would like to see
more consistent teaching and communication from the teachers than what I saw in the spring.

7/16/2020 1:48 PM

840

Students temps should be taken at school. Parents have often sent their children to school sick
in the past because of lack of supervision. I am not confident parents will consistency take
temps.

7/16/2020 1:47 PM

841

How the school will handle the manpower needed to disinfect the school with so many in it.
Parents are only encouraged to take the child's temp? So that means you may have many
families not doing that in reality but how would you really mandate that?

7/16/2020 1:47 PM

842

I would be more comfortable if masks were required at all times when students/staff are
indoors, without regards to the ability to socially distance. Also, I would like the option to have
my child be remote all the time.

7/16/2020 1:47 PM

843

Would rather have an option to do school from home

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

844

Strict adherence to mask policy. For older kids, maybe have them in pre set groups where each
group is in same classroom all day - and have the teachers switching between classrooms.

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

845

I would like more information about what will happen if a student or staff test positive. Will
students/staff in the class with the positive person be quarantined/tested. How will they be
tested/who will provide and pay for the test. How many students/staff must test positive for the
school to close.

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

846

Children’s temperature should be taken at school during attendance for accuracy. Students
grades 6-12 should do online instruction only to allow for more classrooms to be available for
the elementary school grades and parents that need to send their children to school. Remote
learning options should be available for parents that are not comfortable sending their children
to school therefore allowing for class size to be smaller.

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

847

I think the plan in place for children to attend school is a great starting point!

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

848

I am just concerned with my kids adjusting to the new norms.

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

849

Bathroom monitors

7/16/2020 1:44 PM

850

Knowing the policy if a child or staff member in the school contracts COVID and what will the
procedure be? Who will be notified and how? Will they be required to quarantine? Will
teachers/staff have to use their own personal or sick time if they must quarantine? If you have a
child who attends a different school than the one you work in and someone in their class/bus
tests positive will that school where the staff member works be notified and made aware?

7/16/2020 1:44 PM

851

Can a deep cleaning/disenfecting Day be added for grades 7-12 between the two days that
students go for in person learning?

7/16/2020 1:42 PM

852

I'm worried about the vast number of people my student will come in contact with and the ability
to do contact tracing should that be needed. I would like to have the least number of people
come in contact with my child as possible during a day.

7/16/2020 1:42 PM
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853

Making the wearing of masks mandatory at all times, except when eating/drinking or in the
event of a health emergency. This would apply to all individuals in the building, students and
adults.

7/16/2020 1:42 PM

854

Nothing

7/16/2020 1:41 PM

855

We absolutely need to have instruction as much as possible when the children are not in
person. To leave self learning to the child is not effective and did not work. Only 2 teachers last
year had any google meetings and it was more come if you need to.

7/16/2020 1:41 PM

856

n/a

7/16/2020 1:41 PM

857

Smaller class sizes

7/16/2020 1:40 PM

858

why is elementary students getting options for visual learning?

7/16/2020 1:39 PM

859

Less children in classrooms and on busses. I cannot see how you can socially distance all of
the children in the classroom. Bus should have additional aide to make sure children keep
masks on and maintain social distance.

7/16/2020 1:39 PM

860

thorough cleanings throughout the day & hand sanitizer stations at each classroom. Consider
limiting those returning to younger children & those without access at home 1st before bringing
all children back

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

861

I’m most concerned about my son getting a part time education. I speak as an educator and a
parent and I can say unequivocally students aren’t learning this way. My son s a 95 student and
struggled to learn. Please get them back in school full time. Thank you. Side note. The
graduation was spectacular. Thank you.

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

862

Virtual learning with more structure (like an 8-2 pm model) until there is a proper vaccine
developed.

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

863

As my younger daughter has juvenile epilepsy, she was instructed by her neurologist that she
can wear a mask for extended periods of time as it can induce a seizure. What is the plan for
students that cannot wear a mask?

7/16/2020 1:37 PM

864

Making sure that all staff are given N95 masks, to secure our safety.

7/16/2020 1:37 PM

865

I think a staggered style of school day would make me more comfortable. In person learning is
obviously important, but moreso is keeping the kids safe. I also dont trust parents to take their
kids temps and record them, i would prefer the school does that to make sure. I know too many
parents that think this whole thing is a joke, we should not let the people who understand its not
have issues because a small subset of our parents arent taking this seriously. Also i would
prefer that the school shuts down earlier rather than later if things start to spike within our own
school. I would like Shens requirements to be MORE stringent than the states. Thanks. We
know this is an impossible task for you folks.

7/16/2020 1:37 PM

866

A proven vaccine. Other than that, nothing!

7/16/2020 1:36 PM

867

Masks while Indoors and on buses

7/16/2020 1:36 PM

868

Elementary schools are so small and crowded. It makes no sense to send all kids to school
daily. Is this just for free babysitting? It is not logical nor safe. THIS IS A BIG MISTAKE!!!!
Safety should be the #1 priority, not convenience.

7/16/2020 1:35 PM

869

We need athletics

7/16/2020 1:34 PM

870

Ensuring teachers/faculty/staff will not be forced to use spaces that don't provide the space to
social distance (such as the workrooms in their most recent state) and that required mask
wearing among students will be strictly and seriously enforced.

7/16/2020 1:33 PM

871

Alternate days for elementary students as well, option to attend classes remotely as discussed
in elementary schools from another location or classroom should be an option from home

7/16/2020 1:32 PM

872

Concerned about being able to socially distance students properly in a school that is normally
quite overcrowded. Curious about class sizes and if relying on all parents to temp check is a
good idea.. seems normally students are sent to school not feeling well and that’s concerning if
temps will not be checked upon arrival of students in school. I dealt with a lice situation last
school year that didn’t seem to be handled w the best protocol so I’m having a hard time

7/16/2020 1:32 PM
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understanding how these new guidelines will work out. I don’t want my children to be guinea
pigs in such a uncertain time.
873

Having the school issue temperature checks as opposed to parents.

7/16/2020 1:32 PM

874

I am most concerned about the quality of my children's instruction. I do not support the 2 day on
2 day off model. Would rather see teachers tested regularly and do the switching of
classrooms, limiting the constant masses in the halls and the constant swapping of desks.
Teachers and students need to be able to communicate in person if needed on any given day.
Teachers should have an eye on students. Not all students take to virtual learning or are
disciplined enough to hold themselves accountable while not in school and parents are at work.

7/16/2020 1:31 PM

875

For grad k through 5, having staggered days just like what is planned for the older kids. Not
sure why the older kids are getting a more safe approach of less contact time in school then the
younger kids. Also, hand washing by each child before they sit at their desk. Being able to bring
their own lunches.

7/16/2020 1:31 PM

876

I would like it if social distancing was possible at most times, but student to student interaction
continued.

7/16/2020 1:30 PM

877

Smaller pods of students.

7/16/2020 1:30 PM

878

NA

7/16/2020 1:30 PM

879

You need to take temperatures on site. Trusting that 1) parents have taken their children's
temperatures, and 2) that they will keep their children out of school when they see a fever is a
recipe for an outbreak.

7/16/2020 1:29 PM

880

none

7/16/2020 1:29 PM

881

I guess, if possible, I’d have health/temp checks at school. I know so many people who send
their children to school when they are supposed to be keeping them home for 24 hours after
certain symptoms. I do not trust every parent to take the time to take their children’s temp daily.
I really don’t think it will happen or be done correctly or, perhaps, people will just start to forget.
Also, I guess I’m just curious as to why elementary kids will be sent daily but not the older
children. Thx for all your efforts.

7/16/2020 1:28 PM

882

None

7/16/2020 1:27 PM

883

I do not feel comfortable with the following: - Students and staff wearing masks consistently,
EXCEPT when engaged in instruction and seated at a desk that is socially distant from peers
and staff. The main route of transmission of COVID-19 is through respiratory droplets
generated when an infected person coughs or sneezes. Any person who is in close contact with
someone who has respiratory symptoms (e.g., sneezing, coughing, etc.) is at risk of being
exposed to potentially infective respiratory droplets. Droplets may also land on surfaces where
the virus could remain viable for several hours to days. Transmission through contact of hands
with contaminated surfaces can occur following contact with the person’s mucosa such as
nose, mouth and eyes. Therefore, I feel that we are putting students and staff at an extreme
high risk by allowing them to take off their masks. - Parents will be asked to take their child’s
temperature before coming to school every day. How will this be reinforced? Many parents give
their children Tylenol before sending them to school with a fever. Has consideration been given
to doing temperature checks mid-day? - Shared books and supplies will be minimized and
where used, books (e.g., library books, trade books) supplies (e.g., science lab materials) will
be disinfected or allowed to remain untouched for 3 days between use (or length specified by
CDC). How will this logistically work? Not being able to use materials for 3 days interrupts
instruction. - Daily health screenings for employees and students. What does this entail? Will
staff be required to do health screenings of students? This is not something I would be
comfortable doing as an educator. Can teachers refuse these duties for health reasons? When students eat lunch, they will be eating in the classroom and will need to take off their
masks. What is the procedure if a student sneezes? How will staff ensure that students do not
share food/utensils? Who will be responsible for cleaning and disinfecting the classroom?

7/16/2020 1:27 PM

884

N/A

7/16/2020 1:26 PM

885

sending children to school for all 5 days of the week

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

886

Masks required at all times besides eating, including even when socially distanced. The option
to opt in and out of in-person schooling, entirely or in part, depending on one's family's choice.

7/16/2020 1:25 PM
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887

Masks all the time because the virus and suspend in the air for 3 hrs. I’m not sure how I feel
about eating at school all those kids taking their mask off at the same time. My desk is a shared
space, when I go to lunch someone covers. They use my phone, computer, pen notebook, etc.
I’m not sure I want that to happen anymore. I’m worried about parents demanding to come in
the school. How do we sign out sick kids I don’t really want to be exposed. Can they be signed
out by the nurse like in other buildings, full disclosure I work at Arongen. For my middle
schooler. They have to carry their back pack, chrome case and jacket, sneakers/boots if they
have gym. Kids should be allowed to put their chrome backpacks to limit the number of things
they need to carry. I worry about the number of kids in the hallways. Who is ensuring any of
these kids wear a mask in the bus?

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

888

A very transparent understanding of what exactly my child's day will look like as far as
movement in the school and who they would be with. Perhaps a smaller class size?

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

889

I am not comfortable sending my children on the school bus at this time. I would feel more
comfortable about my children attending school if I knew there was a plan for drop off and pick
up of students. Traffic on campus and parking are challenging even during normal times.

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

890

Plastic partitions around desks, school temperature checks for students, random COVID
testing, alternate days for k-6, option to have live virtual learning instead of in person classes,
more details on the sanitation process

7/16/2020 1:24 PM

891

Wipes to wipe down individual desk, devices/shared materials and seat. Hand sanitizer at desk.

7/16/2020 1:24 PM

892

No substitute teachers. If teacher is absent, students should have a designated "study hall"
location to do independent work.

7/16/2020 1:23 PM

893

having staff and students keep masks on at all times in the classroom unless they are
health/breathing compromised. My 16 year old son currently works an 8hr/day retail shift where
he keeps his mask on the entire time except for his scheduled breaks. He never complains
about it and got used to it quickly.

7/16/2020 1:22 PM

894

Air filtration, procedure for if a child is sent home with fever. Procedure for any CoVid
symptoms...cough, stomach ache, sore throat?

7/16/2020 1:22 PM

895

I would like to see kids without masks as much as physically possible. Especially with my K
student, this is his first time in school and his anxiety is already high, the stress having dealing
with a mask should not be added. Students need to orientation to include a conversation with
the children outlining that teachers are there to help them with the masks and that they shouldnt
worry, and they will not get into trouble if they cant get their mask on, or it comes off.

7/16/2020 1:21 PM

896

Wearing masks for the extended amount of time.

7/16/2020 1:21 PM

897

none

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

898

I would not feel comfortable trusting other people to do the right thing until there is a vaccine

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

899

Effective vaccine is out.

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

900

Other than fever screenings and routine cleansing I do not want any additional precautions. I
am 100% comfortable having my children return to school pre-covid. With a very high survival
rate percentage and a higher mortality rate very clearly correlated to older people I do not feel
these extreme measures are necessary in schools.

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

901

There needs to be an online only choice for ALL parents. How is a 6th grader safer than a 7th
trader? This is insane. We have no idea what the long term impact of this virus is. True,
students are almost never going to die, but what toll will be taken on their future lives. Until
more information is known, I want a remote only option for my children to feel MOST
comfortable.

7/16/2020 1:19 PM

902

That nurses send the child home if they can’t contain there cough sneezes etc can’t just say it’s
a common cold anymore just because a child doesn’t have a fever doesn’t mean they aren’t
sick

7/16/2020 1:19 PM

903

Only the availability of a vaccine, because many people infected with COVID have no
symptoms, and sometimes no fever. That makes measuring temperature not very effective at
identifying infected individuals.

7/16/2020 1:18 PM

904

My 7th grader is in the IEP program and I just want to make sure she still gets the help she
needs

7/16/2020 1:18 PM
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905

Space---a clear message to families regarding expectations for adults coming to school---to
drop off materials or to pick up a child--or if a child is coming to school after the start of th
school day

7/16/2020 1:17 PM

906

Hand sanitizer in/outside each classroom similar to hospitals

7/16/2020 1:17 PM

907

Require Masks at all times if we cannot work remotely Work remotely

7/16/2020 1:17 PM

908

I think as parents with underlying health conditions until a vaccine is available any in person
instruction should be suspended

7/16/2020 1:16 PM

909

No physical presence at the school

7/16/2020 1:16 PM

910

Smaller class sizes. Maybe asking if parents WANT their child to be 100% virtual to save room.

7/16/2020 1:15 PM

911

I will not send my son if he has to wear a mask. It's hot in the school, no vent or central air and
he has asthma. He will not go being forced to wear a mask

7/16/2020 1:15 PM

912

Classes held outdoors (open sided tents) Information on how lunch periods will Be handled
Information on how changing classes between periods will be socially distanced Information on
how music classes will be handled

7/16/2020 1:15 PM

913

You are putting all support staff at risk by sending children K-5 back for in-person learning. The
fall/winter season is not going to be good. You should anticipate to shut everything down again.

7/16/2020 1:14 PM

914

NA

7/16/2020 1:14 PM

915

None

7/16/2020 1:14 PM

916

Children being able to wear face Shields instead of Masks all day long. There should be no
reason to have the shields off during the day and they should be worn home to then be
sanitized for the next day and insured the same shield goes to the same kid each day. I
personally, would feel most comfortable driving my children (1- 5th grader at Skano and 1-7th
grader at Koda) I only hope the start times will be close together as to make a round trip for
both.I do not trust the buses to be that socially distant. The 2 times a week instructional in
school time for the junior high school students and home for 2 is not proper learning as most
children are not self learners at the junior high level. I feel that the teachers need to have
instructional time if we need to do distance learning again at their designated class schedule
times and in person via zoom calls or google meets. This engages the children more and
ensures that parents are not over helping with the work. It also make the children more social
with their friends.

7/16/2020 1:13 PM

917

I think your plan is well thought out, I feel very safe having my children return back to school

7/16/2020 1:12 PM

918

I prefer going back to school everyday with no restrictions. I think if there were no restrictions
then students will be able to learn more, and have a better experience overall.

7/16/2020 1:12 PM

919

Not sure

7/16/2020 1:11 PM

920

None...…..this pandemic is blown out of proportion. Use common sense, wash hands, clean
tough point areas etc.

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

921

Guidelines for masks, including items like allowed materials/styles. Also training for students,
teachers, and staff concerning proper mask usage.

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

922

Daily update on Covid cases in district.

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

923

*clear masks so students can actually see me and how to produce sounds *desks for students
in my room *push into classrooms to conduct a whole classroom speech session instead of
pulling kids out *PPE and wipes/hand sanitizer provided to me *better ventilation system - our
school gets HOT in September and it will be brutal having to wear a mask and shield. I am
doing it now for ESY and its in an "air conditioned building" and its hard.

7/16/2020 1:09 PM

924

Lots of hand sanitizer- the kind that is strong enough to kill the virus. Plan for bathroom usehow many at a time.

7/16/2020 1:09 PM

925

Following strict CDC guidelines are good enough for me.

7/16/2020 1:09 PM

926

Overall, the K-5 plan does not look safe enough to me. I feel that the K-5 schools should also
be on an alternate day schedule. This age group is going to have the most difficult time

7/16/2020 1:09 PM
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adhering to guidelines, it makes no sense to have this be the group who is in school full time.
Additionally, I see no mention of whether parents will get to opt for remote learning for our
children. There is mention of kids sometimes being in their classrooms and sometimes being in
alternate rooms in the school getting remote instruction. Remote instruction inside the school
under the watch of staff is no different from remote schooling at home. If this is a way to deal
with parents needing child care for full days for younger children because they need to work
outside the home, that is understandable, but remote, in school learning should be optional if a
parent is home and would rather they participate from home.
927

Students and staff Wearing masks more often - even during instruction.

7/16/2020 1:08 PM

928

Masks at all times would help with a comfort level, but still not reach the desired comfort level.
While the plan attempts to make safety the first priority, it does not allow for any flexibility for
those who are not comfortable for various reasons, i.e underlying health conditions in students
or at home. A remote classroom for each grade that still follows Shenendehowa’s curriculum
would be/have been an option to consider.

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

929

I think Shen/NY can come up with all kinds of guidelines and protocols, but when it comes
down to it much of that is left to student or parent responsibility . Things can get dicey. A
woman infected 70 people recently after being on an elevator, with a mask..How can you
ensure everyone is doing temp. checks at home? How do you do health screenings of all kids
everyday? When winter comes, they cant be outside or open windows? Are desks etc. going to
be disinfected after each class? What about lockdown drills? If a staff member or student gets
sick does everyone quarantine? Including parents? What about the immune supressed? I
appreciate all that Shen is doing but there are so many scenarios that can lead to major
problems..

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

930

Most of the proactive measures depend on voluntary compliance. Will Shen be able to take
temperatures of students/staff/faculty arriving on site. Will students be given the option of NOT
coming back but attending video classes during the day? What type of equipment and training
will teachers be given? If teachers should not wear the masks during instruction, will teachers
have shields? Will teachers have to share classrooms and how will these shared spaces be
cleaned/sanitized between classes? Will there be a safe space with plexiglass and space for
social distancing for teachers to meet with students? What type of enhanced protection will be
given to students, staff and faculty who have an underlying condition and thus more
vulnerable? THANK YOU!

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

931

Masks will be worn at all times while indoors. Barriers will be built between desks to protect the
children and staff (clear plastic like at salons). Temperature scans before entering the building.
Mask distribution available. Survey of recent travel and illness history for students and staff
before entering building. Handwashing stations at entrance and handwashing required before
entering building. Covid testing on all staff every 14 days must be required. Communication of
and quarantines.

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

932

there should be an aide at the school taking children temperatures when they walk in. Masks
for all except at eating times. Teachers should be allowed to Clorox or other disinfect their
rooms at their discretion.

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

933

There needs to be better virtual learning plans as parents who work may not be able to
accommodate the regular schedule that they would at school, nor might they be available for all
the live/synchronous instruction, especially for younger kids who need help logging on.

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

934

I am 100% comfortable with sending my child to school. I am actually looking for more leniency
with mask wearing.

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

935

Online instruction

7/16/2020 1:05 PM

936

I suggest hiring additional staff (K-5) to work in each teaching space to assist with management
needs (help with social distancing guidelines, health concerns, facilitation of instruction.
Kindergarten Specific Concerns/Suggestions: Kindergarten students will require much
assistance to adhere to guidelines, especially during the first half of the school year. Simple
procedures, such as learning how to stand in a line and take turns is "typical instruction" for the
first trimester timeframe, but the Covid challenge will involve many more reminders, along with
constant and consistent modeling and supervision in small groups. Due to the fact that the
usual Spring screening did not take place, class lists were created with little knowledge of
student needs. More than ever, students may exhibit behaviors/academic challenges that
require unanticipated services. This is another reason why additional adult support needs to be

7/16/2020 1:04 PM
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in each classroom. Another Kindergarten concern is the sharing of cubbies and mailboxes for
AM and PM classes and the use of tables (not desks). Should we order desks, create a second
set of coat cubbies somewhere and purchase a second set of mailboxes?
937

Not comfortable at all, just checking temperatures don’t prove anything. Distancing is not
possible with young kids at all. Very risk move given the flu season start in September. Honestly
we should wait or have 10 students come for 2 days like middle school plan. I am willing to
home school kids rather going through stress and anxiety.

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

938

Installing an A/C system with proper ventilation

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

939

More school buildings to spread out students

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

940

remaining virtually taught until Covid is figured out. Taking a chance on a child's health (multiple
children) when there are other possibilities/work arounds is not right!

7/16/2020 1:02 PM

941

Ensure the child and school staff are really practicing social distancing

7/16/2020 1:02 PM

942

At a minimum, they need masks on all day. Can’t have a bunch of kids in a classroom with no
masks, even if socially distant. Given that meetings are still taking place on zoom and there are
many restrictions placed on indoor spaces, can’t see how having kids go back to school in
these numbers is a good idea. Health is not being prioritized. Focus on developing a solid
distance learning plan instead of wasting time on all of these logistics

7/16/2020 1:01 PM

943

With an incoming kindergartener and second grader, I am not confident AT ALL in sending
them back. I am terrified to send my child to school. My children have not gone indoors to ANY
building whatsoever since Covid and have not interacted with friends even outdoors. I do not
feel comfortable AT ALL sending them in person to sit with 30 peers indoors during flu season. I
would feel much better with online streaming.

7/16/2020 1:01 PM

944

Much more consideration given to putting children with friends so their very limited social time is
well spent

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

945

face masks/shields for the school staff

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

946

I do not feel extra precautions need to be taken. I do not support filling the schools up with
chemicals to "clean." Children will be fine going to school without a mask, as they have had
several play dates, gatherings, camps and summer get togethers.

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

947

None

7/16/2020 12:59 PM

948

There would need to be monitoring of families who are choosing to go on out of state vacations
despite the rising cases in other states. I would also the school to be taking the temperatures of
all students each day instead of relying on the parents to do it. As we know, parents routinely
have sent their kids to school while having a temperature pre-pandemic.

7/16/2020 12:58 PM

949

Shift to Virtual Learning in the Event of School Building Closure Due to COVID-19

7/16/2020 12:58 PM

950

Is there a way to provide a designated pick up time for each child/classroom to avoid all parents
picking up congregating in the front lobby waiting for the children?

7/16/2020 12:58 PM

951

Daily screenings, masks with quality control procedures (no holes, dirty, actually a mask)

7/16/2020 12:57 PM

952

I would like my child to receive in class instruction more then 2 days/week. Online learning was
not successful in the spring. If your offering it for K-6, it should be offered for 7-12. Not fair at all
to the students who actually want to be in school.

7/16/2020 12:57 PM

953

Plexiglass or clear plastic barriers at the teacher desk and/or around student desks. Extra
cleaning supplies available for student/teacher use. Extra individual supplies that are normally
shared (writing utensils, markers, dry erase boards/markers, etc). Sinks/hand-washing station
in every room. Extra masks on hand for students.

7/16/2020 12:56 PM

954

Seems like most items have been thought of.

7/16/2020 12:55 PM

955

My children will attend remotely. If this is not an option you offer (as you should) they will be
withdrawn.

7/16/2020 12:54 PM

956

I think temps should be taken at school rather than relying on the honor system. There are lots
of parents who send their kids to school sick.

7/16/2020 12:53 PM

957

High school being remote

7/16/2020 12:53 PM
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958

There is nothing posted in place in the event a child, staff member, or parent refuses to wear a
mask

7/16/2020 12:53 PM

959

"Consistently" wearing a mask, as outlined in the Required Components section feels really
vague and open to interpretation. I think what this looks like and specific times when it's
okay/not okay to wear a mask needs to be made clear to all since people have varying levels of
comfort with the mask, but we all need to be safe. Additionally, looking at my schedule, it
appears I'm in at least 3 different classrooms throughout the day/week (if block scheduling will
cause this to look a little different); I'd feel a lot more comfortable if the amount of spaces I was
in was decreased, even to two classrooms. How many people will be sharing classrooms? I
shared with three other people in one room last year, and two others in another, not to mention
another teacher for homeroom in a science class. Having the same teachers share the same
classrooms would potentially cut down on some exponential spreading.

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

960

Virtual school till we have the vaccine

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

961

i think sports should be highly reconsidered. at least consider switching lowest contact sports to
fall and high risk to spring. a year without sports will be detrimental to children

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

962

Having the same model for the elementary school of two days in campus and the rest remote.
Even had days are better than this

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

963

I think the plan is great. I hope there is no tolerance for students who are unable to cooperate
with masks, behavior, etc

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

964

Students who are learning remotely particularly older children, should not be doing work at their
leisure. For any school day that is not onsite, school should run just as it will if it is live on site.
Teachers need to be present to teach and schedules need to be followed. Students should not
have to teach themselves for listen to prerecorded lessons. This is NOT a suitable and
acceptable format for teaching our youth.

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

965

Students must be required to wear masks at all times in the classroom, otherwise the risk is too
great to have in person classes. Students without masks can sneeze inside the classroom and
expose the rest of the class to coronavirus via air borne droplets, even if seated in a "socially
distant" manner. Students must wear masks at all times in side the classroom, otherwise I do
not feel safe sending my children to school. All it takes is one student sneezing without a mask,
and the coronavirus could spread. It is just too risky. Also, what happens when a child has a
runny nose, and they have to keep taking their masks off. Being a parent, and also working in
the district, I have witnessed too many parents sending their kids sick into school, just so they
could work. This will absolutely happen again, but this time, with dire consequences due to the
coronavirus pandemic. I have heard of parents giving their children tylenol before school, so
that they can go to work. This will happen, I guarantee it, once school starts and parents go
back to work. However, now the risk is far too high to trust that parents will automatically
behave ethically, instead of selfishly. Also, other school districts in the country have given the
parents the choice....full-time virtual learning at home or in person education. Please give
parents more options. Please give us a choice to do virtual distance learning or in person
learning. My sons have asthma, and I as their mother has a heart condition, and I am immune
compromised. I am a single mother, without any family support in the event that I fall ill. I can
not afford to get sick and leave my sons all alone if they bring coronavirus back from attending
school at this time. Please allow parents who are at high risk for complications to the
coronavirus to do virtual learning/distance learning during this time. Thank you.

7/16/2020 12:51 PM

966

Having a virtual option available from day 1

7/16/2020 12:50 PM

967

I don’t know if it’s feasible but I would love if there was an aide in the bus in charge of taking the
kids temps before they get on the bus each day. Also, I think more people, myself included, will
be keeping our kids home for longer if they get minor illnesses (common cold, cough, etc). It
would’ve nice if they didn’t have to miss an entire week worth of work when they’re home with a
minor illness. I think parents will, and should, be cautious about sending their kids into the
classroom with these more minor issues this year.

7/16/2020 12:49 PM

968

Hans washing

7/16/2020 12:49 PM

969

teachers and staff should not be on the "honor system" for daily temperature taking.

7/16/2020 12:49 PM

970

sanitizing stations for hands and feet when children/staff walk in.

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

971

Siblings attend on the same days in grades 7-12. Temp checks at school...will families actually

7/16/2020 12:48 PM
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follow through with that at home? Passing in halls is a worry - those halls are crowded and even
with half the students will still be crowded. What happens when kids/staff get sick? How will you
isolate? How will you quarantine those in contact?
972

More instruction time outside. Less movement between classrooms for specials. Smaller class
sizes. My main concern is the schedule and parent support needed for a shift to virtual due to
closer. It is very challenging/time consuming to log in and set up virtual learning for younger
students when trying to work full time from home. Please prioritize "core" work when in person
and plan for a lighter work load, if possible, during closure.

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

973

No after school activities, LOTS of outside time

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

974

Additional time for hand washing/sanitizing before entering the building and before leaving as
well.

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

975

Option to instruct from home. Masks during instruction. Groups of students no larger than 10.
Plexiglass or plastic barriers between the teacher's desk area and where students sit. More
information on the ventilation system - it's notoriously bad in the Gowana complex. I also want
more information on the cleaning protocols. A location to send any student with Covid-19
symptoms besides the nurse's office. We know that parents will send sick kids regardless of the
protocols put in place. I think it would make sense for there to be a continuously staffed area of
quarantine.

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

976

A remote option

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

977

At this point, I am comfortable with the described precautions.

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

978

Masks at all times in classrooms.

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

979

Providing no cost covid testing site for indigent families

7/16/2020 12:46 PM

980

Nothing at this time.

7/16/2020 12:46 PM

981

For my elementary child: Barriers between desks. No group tables. PE class all individual
spaces, fitness based w/ no sharing of equipment. Music class similar set up. No sharing
instruments, paper, etc. Mandatory hand washing instructions, demonstrations, and monitoring.
For my HS teaching job: No shared work spaces. Block scheduling when applicable. Decrease
class sizes. Lunch ate in classrooms.

7/16/2020 12:45 PM

982

Referenced precautions seem more than adequate

7/16/2020 12:45 PM

983

Having the elementary age kids on an alternating schedule, not at school every day. Having the
kids screened for temperature by the school daily.

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

984

Precautions are fine, but I worry abou let the effectiveness of some of them. It is not difficult to
hide a low fever with Tylenol for instance and I dont trust other parents to be completely honest
in that regard, they do it enough in a normal school year.

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

985

I am not comfortable. With personally having a pre-existing medical condition, it is a high risk to
send her to school.

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

986

Temperatures should be taken at school, will extra masks be provided if a student loses one

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

987

Attend half the time. Send half one week, other half next. Continue virtual leaning.

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

988

Readily available extra PPE within each classroom and work space including masks, face
shields, gloves, etc. in the event of loss, damage, or any other situation that may arise during
school. We can't have anyone feeling like they must use potentially compromised PPE because
there's nothing else available. Teachers should have the option to require mask usage by all
students at all times at their discretion (for example, in consideration of a student or teacher
existing health concern). Teachers should have support from building administration that results
in student compliance for the classroom requirement. Compliance with "minimum filtration and
ventilation requirements" needs to be verifiable and transparent.

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

989

Staggered schedule. Not every day. Too young to socially distance

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

990

nothing to note. Cautiously optimistic about the in-person teaching (and not a hybrid approach!)

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

991

Elem schools should have alternating day schedule like 6-12. Eliminate traffic in common areas
in elementary schools as much as possible...they should need to leave homeroom
infrequently...each class should be its own "bubble" (art and music instruction can take place in

7/16/2020 12:42 PM
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homeroom, they can eat lunch in homeroom, no gym unless it can take place outside, they can
check out library books online & have them delivered to homeroom, etc.)
992

Planned remote instruction during winter/flu season when keeping windows open and additional
sickness can complicate COVID cases. The lack of advance notice made remote learning
challenging for all stake holders.

7/16/2020 12:41 PM

993

Virtual learning and further staggered and reduced in person class sizes

7/16/2020 12:40 PM

994

I am concerned about having all students there at one time. Classrooms are already so full, it
would be impossible to keep the students safely distanced

7/16/2020 12:40 PM

995

It seems to me that, particularly on the K-5 level, the activity levels and socialization will be
limited. The plan to open full time seems like it will be stressful for the younger kids. I was
hoping to see a plan that included some in-person instruction, but perhaps two days a week or
even 5 days a week with half days.

7/16/2020 12:40 PM

996

There should be an option for those who are not comfortable with this plan to keep their kids
home and have online, scheduled classes as the kids would have in school. Many people will
not be comfortable with this plan as laid out, especially those with multiple kids in multiple
buildings, and family members at risk at home. My understanding reading this is that when
seated at desks masks are not required? What then happens with coughing, sneezing,
speaking loudly? What happens with high school or middle school age kids who are
noncompliant wearing masks in the hallways? Also, as a physician, relying on parents who
want/need kids to go to school so they can work to take temperatures and not send kids if they
are sick is unfortunately unrealistic. It is well known that parents frequently medicate their kids
and send them to , and those kids then spread viruses to others all year at school. With this
virus, that can be deadly to the kids as well as their families at home.

7/16/2020 12:39 PM

997

No additional requests

7/16/2020 12:39 PM

998

The mask policy is not safe. Students and staff should be wearing masks especially when I'm
the classroom environment! The ventilation in our classrooms are a joke. There have been
issues with air quality in our classrooms for years. The current air ventilation standards are too
poor. The germs will just sit and transfer this virus with our current working conditions. Masks
must be worn at all times.

7/16/2020 12:39 PM

999

if class sizes and bus sizes were about 1/3 so we could social distance better

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

1000

My two children which will be attending kindergarten and 4th grade this year will not be
attending school. No matter how much you clean you and use precaution you can not
guarantee my children’s safety. There is no vaccine which vaccinations are required for children
to attend school. My children get sick through out the school year as it is and now we have a
new virus with minimal studies on how it affects children on top of that we will be coming into flu
season . I think every parent should have the right to remotely teach their children and not be
forced into sending our children back. Technology is how are world is evolving so let’s use that
to are potential. I really hope you reconsider your proposal as this is unsafe.

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

1001

Kids not changing classes, teachers instead?- no addressing of 6th grade and having to
change classes.

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

1002

Masks on full time, even when properly socially distanced. Plexi barriers on the desks or
mandatory clear face shields?

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

1003

I do not feel comfortable returning to in-person teaching. I want to continue to teach virtually. I
teach music and will be exposed to 460 students. My son and husband have underlying
conditions that make them at higher risk should they get sick. This is very scary for me. Should
we be required to return in person, I hope that Shen will consider having only HALF of each K-5
building attend at a time, instead of all students every day as the framework seems to indicate.
This would at least give more space in the classrooms and smaller groups of exposure for the
kids. Masks should be required at all times with no exception for seated desk work (students
would have them off a lot if that exception is allowed).

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

1004

Unsure

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

1005

None at this time

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

1006

None

7/16/2020 12:37 PM
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1007

Required masks. Nothing five days a week on site for anyone. A fully fleshed-out, robust hybrid
model. Reducing density is critical.

7/16/2020 12:35 PM

1008

Virtual Learning.

7/16/2020 12:35 PM

1009

Cleaning process and how they handle kids washing hands.

7/16/2020 12:35 PM

1010

Transparency in infection rates/statistics

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

1011

My child is autistic and has ADHD. She needs consistency. There was NO consistency with her
5th grade online learning. She needs a set schedule. I don’t care what building she’s in. But she
has to have consistency.

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

1012

Multiple temperature checks during the day. As I don’t trust parents to try to give their kids
Tylenol to reduce a fever so they can send them to school.

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

1013

N/a

7/16/2020 12:33 PM

1014

As much as I wouldn’t like to pack lunches, avoidance of the cafeteria should happen

7/16/2020 12:33 PM

1015

1. Keeping washrooms cleaner and hygienic. 2. Providing online access to all form of study
material. 3. Give a time slot to meet the teacher online on a regular basis. 4. Provide clearer
instructions to students how online class expectation on grading would work.

7/16/2020 12:32 PM

1016

What are the parameters for closing and what is plan for when cases are found? Can students
shift to online learning if in a class affected? What about required attendance if quarantine
required? If sick, but mild symptoms, can students participate in classroom instruction via online
streaming somehow?

7/16/2020 12:32 PM

1017

District provided cleaners, masks, tools to help ease this transition

7/16/2020 12:32 PM

1018

Nothing additional required, namely for younger children. I trust the Shen administration,
teacher's staff and school attendants to do everything they can!

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

1019

Students are sent to school sick all the time. Long before Covid. It would be worth the
investment for the district to hire LPN's to screen children as they come in or to at least have
then assist our School nurses with screening children throughout the day. Staff will be sending
sick children to the Nurses' offices and Main offices all day which will put that staff more at risk
than anyone

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

1020

We need a full time virtual option for my son going into 4th grade.

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

1021

Masks. 100%. Not seeing enough usage in/around town and not confident at all about
enforcement/adherence will take place at school. Science proves two mask wearers
significantly safer than one with, one without. If people don't want to mask, they have the option
to stay home, just like vaccinations. It is an inconvenience, not a punishment. We put our kids
in seatbelts, bike helmets, etc. masks same basic principle. Public school = public safety.

7/16/2020 12:30 PM

1022

Do not want any precautions No masks!!!! Normal schooling!!!

7/16/2020 12:29 PM

1023

How will you handle remote learning for those choosing

7/16/2020 12:29 PM

1024

Stressing the fact that sick children and adults must stay home. Thorough and consistent
cleaning of school buildings.

7/16/2020 12:29 PM

1025

My child will be starting 10th grade. I feel older students should have the option to take as many
online learning classes as possible to reduce the risk and prepare them for the independent
learning of college and the real world.

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1026

Virtual lessons or split time like middle school.

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1027

Increase staffing to be able to handle extra demands to ensure everyone's safety

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1028

How will you accommodate students ts with IEP's or need preferred seating in a classroom that
has kids spred out near the closets or windows or back of the room and can't see or hear
instruction? Science kits have shared materials and not enough for each student and children
usually work together. In situations like this how will all students access materials? How many
children will be in a class so they can be spred out 6 feet apart? Some teacher stations no
longer have a camera to record video. If we need to make videos how will we do so at school?
Will teachers be given better devices for instructing from home? The Chromebooks were not
adequate. What happens when a student in your class or yourself gets Covid? Does the whole

7/16/2020 12:28 PM
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class quarantine? How are sick days taken into account when forced to quarantine? In order for
teachers to do well with remote learning or in school learning there needs to be more sharing of
available materials, Google Forms, etc. How to we enforce kids wearing masks? Am I to
understand that if you are 6 feet apart and seated you don't need to wear a mask? How do
student use the restrooms and remain socially distant from others when walking to the in
classroom restrooms? They are shared between 2 classes in most cases which increases
exposure. How do you disinfect after use? Or the kids who use the gang bathrooms and there
is no supervision that they are being socially distant from each other?
1029

Will there be a confinement room for students and staff if they develop symptoms of COVID19?

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1030

I'd like to know how often students and staff will be washing hands? What is the screening
process for students and staff daily?

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1031

https://store-janitronicsinc.com/?
https://www.janitronicsinc.com/nanoseptic&gclid=Cj0KCQjw9b_4BRCMARIsADMUIypNBs8GXt
s4csnpLuKQNYh5KHSMLVUA1MLy73FgFu2pI2dWX33GDcMaArPvEALw_wcB

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1032

Will you have the ability to test students

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

1033

-Like to see non-touch antibacterial units in all classrooms. -Allow for teachers to instruct
students to use sanitizer if they see students putting fingers in mouth - many kids bite their
thumbs while just sitting around. -Make sure masks available if a child forgets theirs or send
them home.

7/16/2020 12:27 PM

1034

My child is special education and their is NO WAY he will leave a mask on the entire school
day. You are not requiring the regular students to do that... your plan has MANY stupid
mistakes in it.

7/16/2020 12:27 PM

1035

Having a distance learning option.

7/16/2020 12:26 PM

1036

Not sure

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

1037

I’m not sure anything will make me feel comfortable at this point.

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

1038

I believe that students should have online access to textbooks. This would benefit the students
and the staff. Given the option to instruct classes outside, will areas be set up to do so? For
example dedicated areas for each class with suitable seating? A schedule? Hand washing
stations might be considered throughout the school. If the requirement is for students to wear
masks, should the requirement also be for wearing their student picture ids? Eliminate back
packs?

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

1039

N/A

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

1040

The elementary plan sounds unsafe and not meaningful. Please consider the same hybrid
approach taken for MS/HS and also allowing us the opportunity to choose what best fits our
child. If that is home/remote, please offer appropriate support for this.

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1041

What kind of additional supports will be in place to help students adjust to the new schedule.

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1042

Consider remote learning options for k-6 students rather than onsite instruction.

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1043

I am not happy that the high school students will have limited onsite instruction. The virtual
learning Shen provided in the Spring was subpar. It is not fair that K-6 will have more in person
instruction than the high school. The subjects in high school are more difficult and not all
children can learn from a screen. I was extremely disappointed with the level of virtual
instruction this Spring and have concerns about this Fall. My children are in critical learning
years right before the college admissions process and need adequate instruction.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1044

More cleaning more details of social distancing More details of services provided

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1045

Option to minimise time in school. So when students are not directly instructed parents can pick
them up

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1046

- Plan for drop-offs so every possible family can avoid the bus - Teachers, not students, moving
between classrooms - staggered days for K-6

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1047

K-5should not be all children on site! Even half the class is dangerous these 7 and 8 year olds
will not social distance! schools are not babysitters! There is a pandemic!!!!

7/16/2020 12:23 PM
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1048

Having an option that is 100% remote and ideally synchronous. This plan is using a tertiary
intervention model and i would prefer a more primary prevention model. I am not comfortable
having my child return to school in a classroom. Young children do not social distance. Wearing
a mask is a challenge for young kids. I understand the social/developmental implications, but i
believe in this instance the health of our children, faculty. And the families. Needs to be put first.
I think its reasonable in off on location Services for kids with IEPs, but i am disappointed with
lack of out of school options. We should be avoiding/preventing the emergency not potentially
helping to creat one.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1049

You have considered all my families concerns - Thank you

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1050

Hand sanitizer stations through out school

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1051

As a parent and as an high school teacher in another school district, I am concerned about how
some of these protocols (carrying items to class, presumably in backpacks; and having classes
outside of the building) will affect current safety concerns as far as school security. I am thinking
in particular about students bringing guns to school, or school shooters being able to target
students outside. Also, how will social distancing be addressed during lengthy lockdown drills?
My district is having to answer these questions/concerns as well. There is no good answer, but I
would expect you to address them in some satisfactory way.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1052

The precautions sound as best as they can be, but I worry about relying on parents to take their
child’s temp each day, and if all will be honest about it due to pressures to work themselves.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1053

trying to make the kids feel as comfortable as possible

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1054

I do not feel comfortable sending my child back at all.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1055

For the 10-12 highschool class changes should be time shifted by grade to minimize hallway
congestion.

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

1056

Knowing there will be additional masks, hand sanitizer and PPE available

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

1057

Hand sanitizing upon entrance to classrooms and at various points throughout the school

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

1058

Covid numbers throughout the country not rising

7/16/2020 12:20 PM

1059

Not changing classes in middle school.

7/16/2020 12:19 PM

1060

As able, athletics participation.

7/16/2020 12:19 PM

1061

Unsure at this time

7/16/2020 12:18 PM

1062

Provide each child with state made hand sanitizer They make ones that come out as a mist and
dries quicker than the liquid, it is also less messy for the children.

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1063

A hand sanitizer station in my classroom.

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1064

Less children on campus at a time and a vaccine in place before having any teacher or child
back at school. It’s not keeping the staff and children’s safety as the main priority of bring
everyone back to the in person teaching. I know many families who feel the same way and who
are not willing to risk exposing their children or family to potentially getting into contact with
COVID-19. I think it’s irresponsible to think that students will flourish with learning in the
environment that is being proposed. The anxiety and in turn regression that will come from
sending students and staff into a potentially harmful and possibly fatal situation doesn’t make
sense. That’s not squashing the curve. Not worth it to me and my family.

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1065

To stop with this nonsense for a virus that is less harmful than the flu. Our children need school
and the intereactions with their peers . More and more children are going to need mental health
help as well.

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1066

My daughter is a Senior this year and will be driving to school. I would be wonderful if the
school could manage to get the seniors in and out of school by having all their classes one right
after the other and just get them out of the building so other students have more room. No
lunch period or free periods. Gym they can log their time.

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1067

Virtual learning is the way to go right now. Safety is a big concern and there is so much
unknown. Parents should have the option to opt for a virtual curriculum.

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1068

Nothing makes me comfortable at this point

7/16/2020 12:16 PM
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1069

None

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1070

I see that sports are not allowed. For the mental and physical health of my children, I would at
least like to see fall sports workouts outdoors so they can stay in shape and have some sort of
a life with their peers.

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1071

masks required, desks sanitized

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1072

I would like shen to offer a virtual option for children who of parents who are not comfortable
with in person instruction!!

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1073

Have all of their instructors be certified to teach them the courses they are taking. I do not want
my children at school if not instructed with face to face learning. Or being instructed by non
certified adults. If my child is being taught virtually at school they should remain at home.

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1074

-Use of outdoor space when weather deems appropriate (perhaps with tent rentals?) -looping
elementary students with teacher from last year wherever possible in order to pick up with
already established relationships- will offer greater ease if the need to pivot arises - continued
music instruction- outdoors so as to remain within the 12 ft recommendation- with provided
singing masks to choral students (new designs now available)

7/16/2020 12:14 PM

1075

Proper social distancing, checking temperature before the child gets on the bus to ensure they
wouldn’t infect other kids prior to getting to the building. Clear and updated information from the
school about reopening plan and changes as soon as possible to properly plan to help my child
at home so they can succeed this school year.

7/16/2020 12:13 PM

1076

IF OTHER STATES AND REOPENING AND THERE IS A SPIKE IN ALL OF THESE STATES
AS WELL AS TRAVELERS FROM THESE STATE TO NY HOW DO WE SEND OUR
CHILDREN TO SCHOOL? IF THERE WAS A FAMILY WHO HAD A PARTY FOR THE 4TH OF
JULY AND 1/3 OF THE PEOPLE CONTRACTED THE VIRUS IN NYS HOW DO WE SEND
OUR KIDS TO SCHOOL. I KNOW PLENTY OF PARENTS THAT WILL GIVE THEIR CHILD
TYLENOL TO BEAT THE FEVER CHECK SO THEY DO NOT HAVE TO STAY HOME WITH
THEIR CHILD. WE CANNOT BE FORCED TO SEND OUR KIDS BACK WITHOUT ANOTHER
PLAN IN PLACE FOR PARENTS WHO ARE WILLING TO KEEP OUR CHILD HOME. WILL
DISTANT LEARNING BE OFFERED?

7/16/2020 12:13 PM

1077

Installing hand sanitizing stations throughout the hallways/classrooms/cafeteria etc. and making
it mandatory that all students wash hands or sanitize before being seated.

7/16/2020 12:13 PM

1078

Not wearing masks during class is a concern. The reason so many healthcare workers in NYC
became ill and died was the repeated exposure to the virus. The "dose" to which you are
exposed correlates with the severity of illness. If the schedule is a block, and the same group of
teacher and students are together for a prolonged period of time, if one person is sick, the
chances are ALL will be sick. Given that a mask is a proven way to reduce spread, why not
mandate masks during instruction? Once cold and flu season begin, I would think anyone
symptomatic of anything will have to be tested. Given that the test results take a few days to
come back, will everyone who had contact with that person be quarantined until the results are
in? Will teachers be paid or forced to use sick time for a mandatory quarantine? How will we
handle students who refuse to comply with the masks?

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1079

Working in smaller groups/classes to ensure proper social distancing. Or the option to do part
of the day and/or school work from home.

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1080

I think Shen is just too big to social distance practically. Parents do work and can’t drive or pick
their students up every day.

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1081

Just making sure that the buses - railings, seats are disinfected well. Even if the bus drivers had
a pump bottle of hand sanitizer and each child did 2 squirts as they got on the bus, off even.

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1082

Not expecting them to sit in block length classes with a mask on all day long.

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1083

Just frequent hand washing and sanitizing of children’s materials which I also do at home

7/16/2020 12:11 PM

1084

I’m concerned their day won’t be developmentally appropriate. I think kids will be stationary
most of the day. Also, would like to see a shortened day. Not trusting of parents screening kids
for fevers, etc. they already don’t follow procedures during cold/flu season and I don’t see that
changing with COVID.

7/16/2020 12:11 PM

1085

Children having vaccination for COVID19

7/16/2020 12:11 PM
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1086

Work for students must be meaningful. Kids can tell the difference between busywork and
important work. Online learning is tough and if that has to happen again, teachers must be
careful not to assign time-filling assignments, even if that means what is assigned is a little less
work or more work than in the original curriculum. That being said, please don’t assume all kids
have equal access to quiet time to do work.

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1087

ensuring that the classrooms are properly cleaned and sanitized between the morning and
afternoon sessions of kindergarten.

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1088

If you weren’t comfortable or able to be making these plans in person (which you didn’t), how
can you think these plans are okay? Online school would make us more comfortable (parents
and children included). If kids and staff are in person, masks need to be on 100% - adults and
kids - or if they can’t, it needs to be online!

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1089

Masks worn all day

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1090

Limited students in class

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1091

Parents who are able to be home with their kids and have their kids learn remotely should be
allowed to do so with support from the school, maybe classroom live-streams or something like
that. This will alleviate crowding in classes and at drop off/pick up also.

7/16/2020 12:09 PM

1092

N/A

7/16/2020 12:08 PM

1093

see below

7/16/2020 12:08 PM

1094

Temperature checks taken at school, even by myself as a teacher. TOO many parents have
sent children to school with fevers, Tylenol in the backpack and think the teacher will care for
them. (no regard to spreading sicknesses to others) I have seen this time and time again over
the years. I would feel much better at least knowing everyone is entering my classroom fever
free. It would be one less worry when there are so many concerns to consider.

7/16/2020 12:08 PM

1095

Cohorts of students that limit exposure for them and staff as much as possible. A quality
distance learning only option. Practical support for the personal needs of teachers/staff.

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1096

100% online is the only acceptable solution for my child at this time.

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1097

Easy access to bathrooms Recess in whatever form works best

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1098

The precautions seem comprehensive; our lack of confidence currently is more about
wondering how the virus/spread will play out in the weeks ahead.

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1099

More specific information and support for safely providing instruction for our high needs special
education classrooms.

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1100

None I would only feel comfortable with home Schooling

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1101

Enforced hand washing / sanitizing Detail increased school cleaning

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1102

I feel it would be beneficial for someone other than a parent to take children's temperatures. 1)
Many people give their children Tylenol and send them to school sick, anyway. 2) Many families
don't have the means to own a thermometer. Also, masks should be worn at all times, including
instructional times. Thank you.

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1103

none

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1104

Our school, Tesago, is older without air conditioning and smaller windows. Are any of those
things considered as a possible change for our kids to get more fresh air.

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1105

I am very comfortable with my child going back to school full-time. I am NOT comfortable with
my child leaning from a video. If the school decides to close down I would WANT live instruction
for the required time they would be in school. My child has already fallen behind by the lack of
instruction that he had not received. What do you expect parents to do when they are working
full-time, they are unable to teach and work. And some parents are not working from home.

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1106

Clear and immediate notification guidelines if Covid positive individual is identified.

7/16/2020 12:05 PM

1107

Limiting time spent at school

7/16/2020 12:04 PM

1108

Masks, social distancing, shorter school days without lunch, PE or study hall. Essential classes
only.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM
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1109

Not having children wear masks for a bus they will be in for a freaking hour !

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1110

Take a group of kids and keep them in the same classroom all day. Have the teachers move
from class to class, this will minimize the traffic in the hallways.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1111

I am a specialist and normally see 200 children per day. I am immuno-compromised and scared
to death of my ability to fight this virus if I contract it. I don't think I'm going to be comfortable in
any scenario, unfortunately. I love teaching and I love my students, but I'm scared.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1112

A half day at school would make me feel safer. The longer people are in the building the more
chance of germs spreading. A full day and buses are too dangerous. My husband has a health
condition and going back to school no matter what is very scary for our family. I'm very
conflicted and don't know what to do.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1113

Very limited class sizes and limited movement of students about the school. Full time mask
wearing, hand sanitizer required to be used at the start and end of every class.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1114

school should have specific regulations for students who do not obey the precaution rules, eg,
wearing mask all the time, not gathering etc. Parent should have a right to choose if they do not
want to send their kids to school and choose only online learning

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1115

K-5 students should also be attending school on a limited basis just as the older grades are
doing

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1116

I think the measures outlined cover my concerns well.

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1117

My children would need to be at school the same days. This would reduce the days of exposure
for them

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1118

Temperature taken at school or before bus ride.

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1119

I feel this is a great plan that has been presented thus far.

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1120

I don’t know...it seems as if these are just a bunch of hoops to jump through with very little
confidence that we can avoid an invisible virus.

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1121

Class size caps

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1122

Since my child is going to be in 2 Grade, I would prefer virtual classes rather than going to the
school. This is just my opinion.

7/16/2020 12:00 PM

1123

I am interested in hearing more about how we can support children’s emotional well being
during this time. Will there be increased counselor support? My girls are Tesago kids. Will they
continue to attend Tesago?

7/16/2020 12:00 PM

1124

I really don’t think there’s anything the district could add to make me feel more comfortable. I
just don’t see a scenario where I would feel comfortable sending my child- by no fault of the
district. The precautions are necessary for the health of students and staff, but with so many
precautions it sort of defeats the purpose of school (in my opinion) for younger students. I’m a
former first grade teacher (last 10 years) and I’m just heartbroken for what teachers would need
to go through to make this work in person. I think staying online makes the most sense as long
as there is enough staff to accommodate for students/parents who can’t make online instruction
work (due to access, special needs, work arrangements).

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1125

I just told my son the news and he is scared. He has trouble wearing a mask and will get in
trouble all day for constantly playing with it. How are you going to handle teaching when all
teachers are doing is correcting behaviors? If another student takes their mask off, they’re
endangering my son. What’s the plan for parents who don’t follow social distancing rules and
exposing their kids? Then they’re exposing mine. Please move to a remote model of instruction
for all students.

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1126

Unsure

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1127

Temperature checks on-site. I am concerned knowing what I know as a teacher, that parents
will send symptomatic children to school.

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1128

I want to understand what the process is for differentiating the Flu / Colds / Sinus Infections.
What is Shen going to do when there is an issue with all of this? You can't just shut down a
school or a schedule because someone has a cold.

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1129

I believe the district will take all and any necessary precautions to keep their staff and students

7/16/2020 11:58 AM
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as safe as possible.
1130

Masks required at all times regardless of the socially distanced desks. 3 fold shields at desks.

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1131

I am concerned about a variety of issues. With someone with autoimmune issues and other
health concerns, I am HIGHLY sensitive to chemicals. What type of cleaning products will I be
breathing in all day every day. I am way more concerned about the long term ill health affects of
breathing in a chemical "fog" all day vs. getting COVID. Furthermore, I get severe headaches
from wearing a mask within minutes. I don't see how I (or students) will survive wearing masks
all day long. What will the longterm health affect be on people not getting enough oxygen to
their brains due to wearing a mask all day....especially young elementary age students?
Furthermore, I am concerned about restricted movement throughout the day. As educators, we
all know the importance of movement throughout the day. Students and teachers alike need to
move/get out of the classroom during the day to reduce anxieties, which will be extremely high
during these stressful times. Finally, during my planning time, I would expect to be able to leave
the building to do my lesson planning, answer emails, etc. in order to reduce my exposure time
to other people, the virus, and the sanitizing chemicals that will be present in the building.
Overall, based on SCIENCE, "children infrequently transmit COVID-19 to each other or to
adults". I think people should be thinking about the long-term side affects of all of the above vs.
the small chance a child can get and/or transmit Covid-19. Thank you for sharing this survey. I
hope my concerns (which are shared by others) are taken into consideration while planning for
the reopening of school in September of 2020.

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1132

Grouping of students in a way that limits exposure. Not having larger group gatherings (ie
assemblies, cafeteria, etc) Shortened school days with larger online component to supplement
learning.

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1133

Giving the option of staying home to school virtually.

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1134

My child has a compromised immune system, I am terrified to think about how close these kids
will be, how they will be guided to wash hands, etc. Will there be hand sanitizing stations before
entering and leaving classrooms? in the hall?

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1135

Will desks be disinfected between classes? I think having the kids take their masks off during
class is a bad idea that has them touching their masks and faces a lot and they will get
dropped, set on a possible contaminated surface or lost.

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1136

A lot of thought appears to be going into this, but honestly I am not real comfortable with my
kids being in a school setting at this point. Even with precaution there are risk factors,
especially in the lower grades where self awareness and self control are still being learned.

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1137

My child is SpEd with a long IEP, and virtual learning does not work for him. If he has to be in a
separate room, that’s fine but he MUST return to school

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1138

Separating the students by alphabet, so A-L goes to school for two days while K-Z stay home

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1139

There are lot enough details in this plan for me to be comfortable sending my child to school in
Sept. Transportation and the staggered arrival is too vague. The amount of time it would take
for students to arrive at school would negativity impact the amount of time spent with direct
instruction. Academically, students would get more from remote learning. There is nothing in
this plan that addresses what happens when a student or staff member has symptoms or tests
positive for Covid19.

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1140

I would like the option to have my child learn virtually. I do not feel comfortable having them in
the school.

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1141

My son will be in PM kindergarten. I am concerned about the busing back and forth from a
daycare setting and how the classroom will be cleaned/sanitized between the morning
kindergarten class and the afternoon class. I would prefer a full day alternate schedule honestly
similar to what is being proposed for the middle school. If parents have to drive their kids to PM
kindergarten (which is suggested) this is nearly impossible with work unless you live within 5
minutes of the school (which we do not).

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1142

School should also screen staff and students. Relying on parents to do so is dangerous and
leaves our students and staff vulnerable to those families who do not share the same concern
for the virus and values. I also think the hallway situation in the middle schools needs to be
looked at more closely as there is no way to safely distance How will students work without a
locker and without being able to carry a backpack. Are there plans to sanitize the buildings

7/16/2020 11:56 AM
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each day or every other day in the instance of grades 7-12 who will participate in an alternate
day model. I am concerned about the virtual learning aspect. I want my child attending classes
even on virtual days instead of just posts being made. The posts were cumbersome and there
was no consistency between classes. It was challenging. It needs to be consistent and
equitable between teachers. The quality of the education provided in the last months of school
solely depended on the teacher.
1143

There will be irresponsible parents that send their children to school with temps and not take
the Saftey precautions and take temperatures each morning. If classes are being live-streamed
I would rather have my child at home watching reducing potential contamination on those day’s.

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1144

Safety conditions how will such a large school be able to accommodate so many students in
the safety mandates. What if there is a child that is infected with the COVID-19 virus and they
potentially infect other students with the virus especially high heal risk students

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1145

Alternate days for campus and virtual learning to limit number of kids and teachers in buildings
at once.

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1146

minimal time in school and minimal interaction with other people. I am very worried that not all
parents will be as vigilant in keeping their child home of they are not well.

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1147

none

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1148

Bus safety. I will be unable to send my child to school if transportation is not available.

7/16/2020 11:54 AM

1149

Everything is so uncertain I don’t know what would make me and my family feel 100% confident
in being in classroom.

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1150

If the school was flexible about how and when kids go back. Like in sept, send a select number
of kids to school. Have a small group assigned to go back in sept. The rest, do instruction from
home. In October, have a small group assigned to go back to school in addition to the
September group. Have it staggered to go back. That way, if there is an outbreak, it limits how
many students are exposed. This should be part of the plan or my kids aren’t going back to
school.

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1151

Not really sure. My kids are very uncomfortable wearing a mask all day - wondering if there will
be periods of the day where they can take them off for a bit, safely? Also wondering how
teachers are going to manage all of this 😕

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1152

Allow sports, gym, recess and extracurricular activities.

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1153

I believe parents need the option for online instruction only. I do NOT feel comfortable sending
my child to school, let alone commuting on a bus twice daily! I am worried about my child,
myself, my household members getting ill with the virus. I’m worried about teachers and staff as
well. Online schooling only SHOULD be an option!!!!

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1154

More attention to those with specific heath issues that make us more vulnerable to Covid and
getting severely sick

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1155

The plan look good except my child is to attend saratoga votec in the fall, when will we know
about that program as well as academics at Shen

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1156

Masks worn at ALL times even in the classroom. I do not like that the kids will take off masks in
the classroom during lessons. It is inconsistent and allows for too many mistakes to happen.

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1157

I want my child to attend as usual. He needs to see facial expressions, attend gym, and not
wear a mask 30 hours a week.

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1158

-I am not confident in parents accurately reporting their children's health and fear they will send
their children in anyway.

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1159

I would like an option to continue remote learning at home instead of going to school in person.

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1160

none

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1161

No masks.

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1162

Nothing a lot of this seems unnecessary

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1163

This plan does not make me confident at all. Younger kids are at risk too. The only precaution
that would make us feel better is to be online.

7/16/2020 11:51 AM
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1164

Don't like the plan for 2 consecutive in person & then 2-3 days virtual. I would propose every
other day in person classes for half the student population M/W/F and then the other half
T/Th/Sat. This would rotate the following week. Supplement this with 2 days virtual learning
between the 3 days in person learning. I believe this would be most effective/productive for
students.

7/16/2020 11:50 AM

1165

These guidelines are ridiculous and overblown. Where does it end? If this is the new "normal", I
think its extremely poor leadership. Teaching children to be terrified of any situation involving
risk is a bad path to place them on.

7/16/2020 11:49 AM

1166

Nothing would make us comfortable sending our kids back to school during this pandemic. It is
unsafe and it is unfair to ask us to risk the lives of our children, or our family members. All it
takes is one infection in a kids' classroom to spread it to families and then it's too late for some
of those families.

7/16/2020 11:49 AM

1167

You should provide options for all-remote because I am not comfortable allowing my 2 kids be
out there exposing themselves to everyone

7/16/2020 11:49 AM

1168

I think the plan sounds like it covers everything

7/16/2020 11:49 AM

1169

Strict enforcement of mask wearing. Consequences for people who choose not to wear a mask.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1170

The precautions listed sound thoughtful

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1171

Alternating students going onsite classes could possibly help. This way could reduce the
students/staff capacity to 50%.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1172

Both of my children attending school on the same two days and home the same two days so
that exposure is further limited. If they are on opposite days, exposure is 100% and defeats the
purpose of the alternate day schedule.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1173

Hand sanitizer stations available throughout the school. Cleaning supplies on each desk for
children to clean /disinfect the surface after children switch classrooms.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1174

I would prefer a 100% remote option for kids that would be anxious with the every other day.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1175

When the virus is gone from NY state

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1176

Take the precautions you have planned and use it for the students and parents who wish to
return. Distance learning should be an option.

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1177

I am extremely concerned with the lack of safety procedures considered in the current
document particularly knowing the numbers of COVID-19 are increasing around the country
and again in our area. I feel staff/families should have choice to do completely virtual learning if
they feel more comfortable and have a hybrid model available where many less students are at
school at a time. Students should only be able to take their masks off outside of the school
building (socially distanced) or if appropriate air filtration systems are put in. While I understand
this is not ideal for instruction, we have to put the safety of our students, staff, and our
community first.

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1178

I would like to see an all distance learning option provided for students. Please give the parents
the choice whether to send their kids back to school virtually or in person.

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1179

A vaccination for staff and students.

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1180

Is that possible provide parents option about go to School or online learning? Whoever feel
comfortable in school, they can choose go to school. Whoever feel comfortable online learning,
they can choose online learning. It will provide school more space too. Thanks for considering
it.

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1181

Not sure at this point.

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1182

Online learning

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1183

Our main concern is having others adhere to the guidelines. Thank you for all you do

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1184

None

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1185

I have 2 kids. One entering 10th grade and the other entering 9th grade will they be attending
same days and times

7/16/2020 11:45 AM
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1186

If at all possible: Can the kindergartners have a uniform learning plan for all schools? My
kindergartner will be going to daycare so if the schools are shut down my daycare said they
would try to help but it will be difficult to help with all the different schools they are going to and I
only have about an hour of free time after work, dinner, bedtime routines etc and I'd rather play
than spend it on schoolwork if at at feasible.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1187

possibility of disinfecting bathrooms during the school day

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1188

kids being able to wear mask if parents choose to.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1189

I think my concern is for my child with special needs entering kindergarten. I'm not sure how a
mainstream or special needs kindergartner will be able to keep up with the mask requirement.
Specifically for spec needs kids that often have an aid working with them most of the day, they
would not get that 'break' of being able to be maskless since there is less independent working
at their desk.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1190

This is an absolute nightmare. How dare you risk the lives of thousands of people. This is a
plan that promotes potential death to the community. How are you planning to address the
mental health of students who will lose their friends and teachers? You need to keep school
remote until there is a cure.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1191

I am comfortable with the proposed plans.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1192

I don't feel anybody should wear mask all day and if this is the case my son will not be returning
to school

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1193

No additional needed

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1194

NA

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1195

alcohol based hand sanitizer in classrooms, disinfectant wipes available to teachers, tissues in
all classrooms supplied by the school (or allow teachers to request them on the school supply
list)

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1196

I’d feel most comfortable if we began with remote instruction and phased into in class learning.

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1197

Given an option that the kids do virtual learning

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1198

Some level of local reporting of statics sent to the parents weekly to ensure that the back to
school model does not contribute to an increase in the epidemic. Also, a follow up plan for
when a positive case is found in the school.

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1199

Not sure. Just very nervous all around.

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1200

Desks cleaned between classes.

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1201

No additional precautions, in my opinion.

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1202

That the guidelines are thoroughly explained and enforced, such as masks being worn,
temperatures being taken. I know there have been many times that parents send their students
in to school after having given them medication to mask fevers. Working as the attendance
clerk with arrivals and dismissals, I know how crazy and congested the bus port and office can
get with parents and students. That is concerning to me also.

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1203

smaller class sizes, less close contact

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1204

No more than 8 kids in a space at the elementary level. Middle and high school could work from
home.

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1205

None

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1206

I feel the elementary schools should also utilize a split schedule like the upper schools are
planning.

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1207

I am most concerned with how children will be socially distanced during music, art, PE, ELA,
recess, etc. Will these activities be held Within the classroom?

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1208

A choice to send back I am paying taxes and I want a choice

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1209

Until there is vaccination, I am not comfortable with my kid being exposed to other kids and
school staff members. Especially having a new born, we are putting kids and family members,
who have been practicing social distancing and avoiding public areas, more at risk.

7/16/2020 11:41 AM
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1210

Strong focus on social distancing or smaller class sizes for on site instructional learning.
Shorter school day with main focus on core classes.

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1211

Having an option for online learning for all grades so parents can decide

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1212

An option for hybrid learning to reduce time at school, and a loosening of sick day caps if the
students participate in distance learning from home on days they are unable to attend in person
due to any illness. This would encourage students to stay home in the event of illness rather
than worry about having too many sick days.

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1213

Just continue to communicate with the families

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1214

None

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1215

The touchless kids handwashing stations where you insert your hands and they wash fully until
it turns off.

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1216

know who my child's teacher will be prior to mid/late-August so that we can open the
communication between parents about how these guidelines will be implemented in the specific
classroom my child will be in.

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1217

Virtual school until there is a vaccine. Tweaks in what was done in the spring. Not worth the risk
of a child getting sick or bringing it home. In the long run, I believe my children are resilient and
this will be a memory but not detrimental in who they are as citizens or individuals.

7/16/2020 11:39 AM

1218

Until we have wide scale testing, I would not feel comfortable sending my elementary school
student to school. My high school student could follow precautions, but with the politicization of
mask we I have no hope that the school will stay open past one month.

7/16/2020 11:39 AM

1219

Car pooling options to save traffic issues.

7/16/2020 11:39 AM

1220

Students and faculty should be required to wear masks at all times; i.e. there should not be
social-distancing guidelines whereby masks can be removed.

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1221

I don't see much in the plan about access to consistent hand washing.

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1222

Utilization of buildings and rooms for elementary and special ed for on site instruction and
spread kids out to accommodate strict social distancing. All secondary aside from special ed
should be remote/virtual learning.

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1223

I think the parents should fill out the self certify form for each child, temperatures of the students
and staff should be taken, all students in grades 5 and up should wear masks. The provide
hand sanitizer should be 60% alcohol. At the ESY program we wear masks all day then take
them off for lunch. We should keep masks on all day!

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1224

Having access to cleaning wipes and hand sanitizer in my classroom.

7/16/2020 11:37 AM

1225

I feel middle & hs students should remain in same classroom all day while the teacher moves to
avoid hallway traffic & exposure. Children should be kept home for all illnesses no matter big or
small.

7/16/2020 11:37 AM

1226

Wearing a mask all day.

7/16/2020 11:37 AM

1227

Your outline is very good

7/16/2020 11:37 AM

1228

Parents have the option to bring lunch for children at lunch break, so children can have lunch
with parents in the car to keep the social distancing.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1229

Nothing. The plan sounds good.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1230

I would prefer that my children continue their education from home.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1231

I am fine with complete reopening and full time instruction, per the norm.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1232

Ensuring a way for Kindergarteners to get an orientation prior to school and allowing parental
walk to the classroom day 1.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1233

I think the school is doing a fine job. Thank you

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1234

Encourage students to wear masks indoors. How will students be assigned/share large
orchestra instruments at the MS? I do realize that music is not a top priority and still being

7/16/2020 11:35 AM
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worked on. I do not trust other parents to take their child's temperature if they consistently have
sent their child to school with lice, fevers, strep throat and other illnesses for years. Please have
someone take the children's temperature before they enter the bus or building.
1235

It will be very risky to bring elementary kids back to school for full time. We don't want our kids
as well as teachers to get sick and resulting in a shutdown or possible life-threatening situation.
Virtual but synchronous learning is preferable. School can start at the same time and end at the
same time. There should be some scheduled pick up days when parents can come and pick up
study materials and books. We can also drop off homework to school as well. This will minimize
person to person contact. To create an active learning environment, there needs to be some
accountability measures from both the school and the parents. It can not be only the teacher's
responsibility. Parents have to make sure homework is getting done, and kids are sitting for
synchronous teaching. Without this active engagement from parents, it will be hard for the
district to deliver authentic education to any children

7/16/2020 11:35 AM

1236

Reopening is a terrible idea in general. We are not comfortable with it at all. This is NOT over
and I am not willing to expose my children. We joke about this every fall and you all know it; as
a parent who talks to teachers and knows a LOT of Shen employees, we all know we ALL get
sick about 2 weeks in. Don't reopen...keep everything online for now. Just my opinion. (And two
less children in school if we go full steam ahead.) I need options for my kids. I DON'T WANT
THEM THERE EVEN THOUGH WE KNOW THEY NEED A HANDS-ON EDUCATION. We live
with THREE high-risk people and their lives are worth any inconvenience. Online is NOT the
same, but getting the whole district sick is literally a matter of life and death at this point.
PLEASE.

7/16/2020 11:34 AM

1237

Doing only virtual learning

7/16/2020 11:34 AM

1238

I would like to see specific information shared from each building principal prior to reopening as
to what PPE staff will be provided and what cleaning and sanitizing procedures will be
conducted and at what frequency. For example, Chromebooks will be sanitized using
disinfecting wipes weekly by staff wearing a face covering and protective gloves.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1239

I am really hoping for more information about orientation and similar programs, as a first-time
Shen parent with a kid going into K. All the spring programs were canceled, and we have no
familiarity with the school/etc. Please provide details on seeing the school, classroom, meeting
the teachers, etc.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1240

Kids wearing makes is a joke!!!! They are at summer camp now not wearing masks- I will
consider looking into homeschool or private if they are required to wear masks

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1241

Clean bathrooms

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1242

A vaccine

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1243

Children being sent to school sick. It’s not enough to trust parents to temp check. High school
students not being held to same level of standards teacher to teacher when on home
instructional days. It was not consistent.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1244

I feel this is more than enough, if anything this is too much. Schools need to reopen as close to
normal as possible. The media is hyping the fear. The kids learned a fraction of their school
work in the spring. Students need to be in school full time as normal.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1245

It seems recently, a major contributor to virus spread is ventilation systems and the lack of a
MERV-13 filter. This is something that needs to be addressed if students are going to be in the
building.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1246

Possibly wearing masks more throughout the day.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1247

Not opening physical schools at all until the virus is under control or a vaccine is available.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1248

I do not feel we need extra precautions. Kids should be back in a normal school setting without
masks and should be learning in groups.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1249

Clear desk shields would be nice so kids could take their masks off while at their seat at times.
It would be nice for the school to provide hand sanitizer and desk wipes WITH alcohol.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1250

In general a low infection rate in this area. I believe the school is taking necessary precautions
that are available to them.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1251

masks, socially distanced desk, temp checks

7/16/2020 11:32 AM
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1252

I wont feel comfortable unless there is a vaccine. Schools should continue to provide virtual
learning. Or insite learning for handful if students in a non crowded/isolated area.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1253

Perhaps a satellite “health office” where kids can go for 100% non Covid needs (bandage that
can’t be given to a student by a teacher, migraine, injury)

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1254

Further Detail needed on meal/lunch Plans and Hallway interaction limitations. Also, what is
school offering for mental health for children.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1255

Having clear Plexi glass partitions between students and the teacher.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1256

1. Providing hand sanitizer with alcohol in it (the other kind is totally ineffective and provides a
false sense of security) 2. Public outreach regarding the importance of following safety
guidelines at home. We are only as well as the sickest among us and Covid deniers still walk
among us. 3. Temperatures being taken in the building. People send sick kids to school all the
time (nothing new there). 4. Hand sanitizer with alcohol content.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1257

Kids should wear masks and face shields . During lunch especially the kids should wear Face
shields

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1258

The schools is this district are too big to have all kids in the school at once and properly social
distance. Also as the parent of a child with a peanut allergy I am Not thrilled with the idea of her
being shuffled off somewhere different to eat lunch with no friends, especially since I am aware
she is the only one going into 4th grade with a nut allergy Not Happy with this plan and may
look into other school options if things don’t change.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1259

You cannot mix students during extracurricular, club, or sports activities with an alternate day
program. You are then exposing a number of students to peers that have been isolated in the
second group. More information on movement throughout the building throughout the day,
including lockers and getting to gyms for physical education.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1260

Unsure at this time. I think this is a good plan, but I am still cautious.

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1261

I think your framework is wonderful- really well thought out- I am very confident in this plan

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1262

Don’t send them in person. Everyone needs to be at home until there is a vaccine!!

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1263

Children who are ill are not allowed at school and must be symptom free before returning to
school and this should be strictly enforced.

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1264

How will students be able to keep distancing? Are we really trusting all parents to take
temperatures before sending kids to school?! Not all parents will follow

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1265

No additional, need to be in school as normal as possible. Do not like masks for kids at all.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1266

Healthy lunch food.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1267

Transportation Building having a secured locked door - buzz in access only. This will give us the
ability to control how many people will be in the building.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1268

I would appreciate an option for virtual learning k-5 that could be done from home but they
would still stay on track with their classmates. Even just access to the curriculum to use as a
homeschool tool. I may be willing to keep my kids home because I can and it may help keep
numbers in the building lower for those who need it. But I don’t see an option for that.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1269

I don’t know. I don’t know how to possibly feel comfortable at all.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1270

A more detailed plan than what was provided. What times are being used for school starting for
each grade? How many students are allowed per bus? Is there plexiglass installed between
desks. Are students walking in the hallways. I could go but these are specific details.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1271

My child and I are high risk. I do not feel comfortable sending either of my high school children
into a school building at this time. We haven’t even been out for groceries in an attempt to
minimize our risk. What options will there be for students who fall into this category?

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1272

Nothing. I think the plan is comprehensive

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1273

You have kids and their families in the district with health issues making them more vulnerable
to the virus. You need to have an option for full-time remote learning for students with such
vulnerabilities, and to accommodate families with similar vulnerabilities.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM
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1274

I am happy with the current plan, I think utilizing both in person and online learning is the safest
way to handle this

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1275

hand sanitizing stations, maybe in school mon/tues for group A, close school wednesday for
deep cleaning and then in school for group B. the opposite days online schooling.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1276

Ability to Test daily or some form of random pattern

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1277

I would like assurances that mask wearing will be enforced with both faculty and students. I
would like more info on how many students will be in a classroom and more detailed info about
the ventilation as am not interested in sending my student if "density" considerations are not
taken seriously. This is a very large district!!!!!

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1278

I am more concerned about the hallways in Shen East with my daughter.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1279

A detailed plan for what happens when there is a confirmed or possible exposure. Who is
required to be tested/quarantined? I do not feel staff should be charged sick time for these
occurrences.

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1280

Very well laid out plan. My daughter Will be in seventh grade and loves band. Can they still do
that?

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1281

School should provide temp test upon arrival for students to ensure safety. Parents may not at
home independently.

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1282

Moving away from full day, daily instruction for all students K-5. Additional precautions for
bussing, cleaning the busses is not enough, children will be in a confined area and social
distancing will be impossible. There needs to be a better plan for remote learning as well.

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1283

Not sure

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1284

I am already comfortable with sending my child. She currently attends the ESY program and I'm
confident that the school is taking all of the necessary precautions.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1285

I’m not sure how comfortable I am with all students being present at the school at the same
time just spaced further.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1286

Ability to follow distance learning if schools are not shut down, but household needs to self
quarantine or there is uncertainty about the child’s health. I think that would reduce the risk of
children being sent to school when sick.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1287

No active cases in the district

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1288

I am comfortable sending them.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1289

N/A

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1290

Having them attend on a part time basis. 2 day and 3 day weeks, a hybrid model is what I
would be most comfortable with

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1291

The plan seems very well put together. My only concern is the interaction with people from
outside our household, but my child is looking forward to being back in the building with his
teachers and peers. I could suggest the continuous disinfecting pads that can be put on door
handles or where ever multiple people will be touching. My office has them on door handles.

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1292

The most important thing is the infection rate in the community. If by September we are around
5% and increasing (considering right now we are around 2%), i would be concerned. The
community needs to understand that for school to open we have to behave correctly according
to the guidelines and keep the number of cases in the community to the lowest level possible.

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1293

No additional.

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1294

Nothing I think the framework sounds great and will be perfect! I feel confident in what you have
come up with for a plan.

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1295

Having a combination of live and virtual learning model for elementary students. 1/2 the class
attend one day and 1/2 the other day. Alternate like an A and B week schedule.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1296

Daily updates from teachers, communication as to regular cleaning and sanitizing practices,
and no assemblies or large group activities for the time being until it seems safe to do so.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1297

My daughter is going to be in 1st grade. How will you manage social distancing during arrival

7/16/2020 11:24 AM
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and departure? Also, would the classrooms and school buses be sanitized daily?
1298

Children being home. Online learning till there is a vaccine in place. Not chancing my childs
health.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1299

Full day, in person school

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1300

As a teacher I personally do not trust parents will not send a sick child to school. This happens
every year and as teachers we need to involve the nurse and have the child sent home. Having
the parents check temperature at home is not trustworthy. Temp checks upon entering school.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1301

allowing parents who can keep their kids home to be able to do so

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1302

Further information on the spread/transmission of the virus child/child and teacher(adult)/child

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1303

All kids wearing masks all day in school.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1304

My children will not be attending in-person schooling for the fall/winter sessions regardless of
additional precautions. I have faith that the schools would do their best to keep my children
safe, but I do not trust the other parents to adhere to social distancing and mask guidelines and
testing OUTSIDE of school, to ensure that their children dont bring COVID into the schools.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1305

Myself and many other parents in my peer group are very concerned about the protection of our
children. This virus is very likely going to exhibit seasonal traits much like the flu, and with that
said, the Fall and winter months will be difficult. Our district is large and this is an issue of
exponential proportions that will affect the community as a whole. I believe that Shen should
offer both online and on site learning. If there are four teachers per grade, perhaps one or two
of the teachers could focus on online learning while the others taught on campus. This option
would cut down on the amount of children at school as well as on buses. It would allow the
students who need to be at school due to family needs or other, to have that opportunity.
Please consider this plan.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1306

If there is an effective vaccine, then I would feel comfortable.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1307

Children need to be kept home. Teachers need to be safe. You are playing with their lives. If
you truly cared about our kids, EVERYONE would stay home! I can’t believe you would even
question this.

7/16/2020 11:23 AM

1308

Not until there is a vaccine/virus gone. It's not only a risk of staff and children getting infected.
They will be bringing it home to their families, some which may be vulnerable. Online schooling
should continue to be an option to parents who cannot or are uncomfortable sending their
children back to school in the middle of a pandemic.

7/16/2020 11:23 AM

1309

Hand sanitizer and extra masks available

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1310

Having kids sanitize their hands often in school and keeping the kids apart at a safe distance

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1311

Even with all of the precautions I am still very concerned.

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1312

No other

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1313

Alternate days for all grades

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1314

Remote learning is a disaster. My son is special needs and there is no chance he will be able to
function with remote learning. Making kids stay far away from one another is going to damage
their psychological wellbeing. At this point I would rather homeschool my son than subject him
to this nonsense.

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1315

A/B DAYS FOR ALL GRADES... Not comfortable with all K-5 going at once

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1316

None

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1317

No other precautions. Get the kids back in school so they can have face to face interactions
with their teachers and socialize with their friends.

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1318

Children should NOT be required to wear a mask. Have you looked at our county numbers?
ALL STUDENTS need to be IN SCHOOL every day

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1319

I would like the option for my children to attend school remotely even if school opens in the Fall.
Although I would like my children to go back to school, I feel parents should have the ability to
keep their children home without being penalized.

7/16/2020 11:21 AM
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1320

Smaller classes

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1321

I feel it is essential for middle school kids, especially 6th grade to have At least some in person
learning. 11 Years old is too young to stay at home and school yourself if your parents are back
to work.

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1322

Having an option to not attend physically. My children did well with remote learning, this should
be an option.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1323

Looking at a hybrid model for k-6. Giving a virtual option to families.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1324

No additional precautions are needed as far as I am concerned.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1325

I am concerned that the children in the k-5 bracket will be unable, due to age, to effectively
adhere to the proposed safety requirements.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1326

Na

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1327

Have only 1 grade attend school at a time frame

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1328

Not attending school

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1329

I wouldn’t trust parents to screen their children before sending them to school. Children should
be screened (taking temp, etc) before entering the building. This can be accomplished with a
staggered arrival.

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1330

Smaller class sizes/ hybrid schedule / school does temp checks- not all parents can be trusted
to do this.

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1331

Lots of testing and hand washing, outdoor classes whenever possible, open windows and fans
in the classroom

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1332

school administered temperature readings of students.

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1333

plan looks good

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1334

Hopefully my son receives a Senior parking pass so he does not have to take the bus. Gym,
sports and clubs should be limited to avoid prolonged contact in large groups.

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1335

Hand sanitizer at the entrance of every classroom. Maybe hand washing stations ( like they
have at ellms farm and other farms) available. Please prioritize high school needs... my son
needs to attend labs but can do subjects like math and English at home.

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1336

I think if we are reopening, it sounds to me like the plan makes sense.

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1337

Frequent hand washing/hand sanitation stations throughout the school Relaxed attendance
policies so that children who are sick are not sent to school.

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1338

Mention of classes taught outdoors, would totally buy in as a science teacher. Would like to see
tent structures put up on lawn green space around the middle schools to be used/reserved by
teachers.

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1339

None at this time

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1340

Would prefer that elementary students not be in school the full 5 days a week. Would prefer a
schedule more like the middle/high school with staggered days.

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1341

I'm comfortable with the proposed. It is well thought out

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1342

N/a

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1343

None other than I feel that making incoming Kindergarten students wear a mask is HORRIBLE.
These kids are coming into school knowing NO ONE...how are they supposed to feel
comfortable and meet new friends and engage when they cant get within 6 feet of someone
and are forced to wear a mask.

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1344

N/a

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1345

Can’t think of any for now. What about their lunches?

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1346

* Check if families have traveled - do not allow students in school if traveling to restricted states.
* Sick policy - require 72 hours home after fever.

7/16/2020 11:16 AM
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1347

Not wearing a mask all day if the children are seated and social distanced.

7/16/2020 11:15 AM

1348

Allowing sports that lend themselves to minimum exposure, e.g. Cross Country. Cintact Lance
Jordan to discuss his Outliers protocols and results (i.e. no spread of COVID-19).

7/16/2020 11:15 AM

1349

None

7/16/2020 11:15 AM

1350

I would like to see my 11th-grade student physically attending school, wearing a mask even if it
is alternate days. This is a very critical year and it can't be wasted with remote learning.

7/16/2020 11:15 AM

1351

none

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1352

Bring the children back to on-site instruction!!

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1353

Alternate days schedule for on-site/at home learning for elementary students.

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1354

K-6 kids should be able to learn from home, not daily at school. The younger kids have
problems wearing masks, not touching face, washing/sanitizing hands. Not comfortable with
sending kids to school at this time, and disappointed virtual options are not available for k-6.

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1355

Terrified that students/staff will be taking off masks in the classroom especially with ventilation
in older buildings

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1356

I would prefer the children and teachers wear masks throughout the day. My child will be
instructed to wear her mask at all times. Mask breaks should be given out doors at several
intervals throughout the day. Students should be sanitizing their hands and work stations
frequently. Children with so much as a sniffle should be sent home/kept home as the symptoms
of this virus seem to vary greatly by infected individual.

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1357

Unsure

7/16/2020 11:11 AM

1358

Alternate day learning for k-5. Truly, supervised remote learning on-site is just glorified
babysitting, risky unnecessarily, and could be completed at home with more direct interaction.
This decision is not age appropriate and is akin to prison.

7/16/2020 11:11 AM

1359

N/A

7/16/2020 11:10 AM

1360

REMOTE LEARNING ONLY

7/16/2020 11:09 AM

1361

No gym. Limiting constant changing of classrooms. Upgraded ventilation

7/16/2020 11:07 AM

1362

I would like to see classrooms with the doors always open, hand sanitizers provided for each
classroom, and cleaning wipes for teachers to clean in between classes. I would also like
students to be single file in the halls and possibly a staggered bell to allow for less people in the
hallway.

7/16/2020 11:07 AM

1363

Perhaps moving all gym classes to outside only

7/16/2020 11:06 AM

1364

ghkk

7/16/2020 10:47 AM
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Q9 What questions would you like answered in order to make an informed
decision about attending/working/sending your child to school in
September?
Answered: 1,290

1 / 91

Skipped: 480

Shenendehowa 2020-21 Reopening
#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I prefer my child should get couple of practice sessions with the new arrangements and guide
lines. If possible I prefer to see live of the changes made in school.

7/20/2020 8:42 AM

2

What will happen if a student or staff member does test positive? Will the school or health
officials notify all of the children that were in the same room? Will remote instruction be given to
students who are under quarantine? How will you get enough substitute teachers if the staff has
to quarantine? Will substitute teachers be given training to follow the precautions that will be
place at the start of the year? Will students be given engaging work and not just "busy" work
when they are being monitored by an aide while the teacher is instructing another part of the
class? Will teachers be mindful of the amount of screen time that they assign while in school?
In younger grades, students sit on the floor a lot. Can we stop this practice as the floor is very
dirty and can spread many viruses. Students should also use their own school supplies rather
than placing them in a bin to be shared with others. I am sure many parents would be willing to
donate extra supplies so that each child had their own. If you want to encourage parents to
drop off students rather than take a bus, will the window for drop off time be earlier to
accommodate more people?

7/20/2020 8:31 AM

3

Encouraging parents to transport students to school I would not think is feasible given with the
amount of students. I think it will be a traffic nightmare. How can this be handled efficiently?

7/20/2020 8:11 AM

4

Will elementary families have the option for onsite and virtual instruction? Are there bathroom
protocols for students? What opportunity for movement will students have? Also wearing a
mask all day in air conditioning is very different compared to wearing a mask all day in a school
that is NOT air-conditioned. Teaching the same class virtually and onsite are 2 different jobs.
Maybe teachers that are immune-compromised should be teachers responsible for teaching
students virtually at the elementary level.

7/20/2020 8:03 AM

5

With 6-12 going to block scheduling (I assume) how are you going to allow air for students and
teachers? Is it necessary for students and teachers to go to school for extra classes? For
instance, I just want my child to go in for essential classes. During a pandemic, I don't feel PE,
music, art, tech etc. are needed. Those are things my children could just do at home. Instead of
filling their schedules, will they be allowed to go home after their core classes are done? Will
students have to log in every day to their class at the time their classes are held? In high
school, this is how you engage students and make them accountable. Parents want attendance
taken on remote days, and they should have to show their face. Also, how are teachers going
to do office hours?

7/20/2020 8:03 AM

6

Mask wearing social distancing

7/20/2020 8:02 AM

7

Please see question #8

7/20/2020 7:54 AM

8

I am concerned about the BOCES program. If my child will be able to still attend.

7/20/2020 7:42 AM

9

Can you opt for 100% online/from home classwork if that is preferred? Will the classroom
instruction be accessible to parents/students at home on a chrome book. Will you provide a
chrome book to elementary aged children also?

7/20/2020 7:35 AM

10

How does will it work when a student or teacher gets diagnosed with Covid in a specific school
building? How do you address families and educators that are high risk and don’t want to come
back to an in school setting yet? Can teachers be given more than one mask?

7/20/2020 7:28 AM

11

What is the plan for a positive student or family member? What is being done about air
filtration?

7/20/2020 6:41 AM

12

Planning for child care with a rotating school schedule could be a challenging for some families.

7/20/2020 6:38 AM

13

I think the video learning and teacher recordings were terrible. Seesaw was awful. The online
learning only caused us problems at home. All the educational apps we used to use for fun
became poison. I want my child to be with friends. I want more say in his chosen classroom
Kids should be with familiar kids. Not based on which parents lobby the admins to place their
kids with special requests. I will leave the district if they continue to push those teacher
recordings from Seesaw on us.

7/20/2020 5:58 AM

14

Capacity limits and social distancing guidelines during their various activities

7/20/2020 2:55 AM

15

As the parent of an incoming HS senior, I am concerned about the lack of direction my son has
been given to prepare him for the college application process and worry that with such limited

7/20/2020 1:52 AM
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time in the building this year, these kids are not going to be prepared. Maybe more thought can
be given to increase the amount of time given to these kids to be sure they are ready in every
way possible. I completely understand that this is new to everyone and we have no idea what
the future holds, but at this time in my daughters college search, she was definitely in a better
place then my son is now.
16

What alternatives to classroom education are available to families of K-2 students that have
adults at home full time and who are available to supervise lessons?

7/20/2020 12:11 AM

17

To allow social distancing in the classrooms, will more classrooms/teachers be necessary for
each grade level? For example, there are four second grade classes currently. Would there
need to be five to allow for smaller classes?

7/19/2020 11:45 PM

18

Just very concerned about the value of learning outside the classroom for the upper classman
as they prepare for their college careers.

7/19/2020 11:14 PM

19

I am very worried the Shen SD is thinking about having 6-8 yr children at school for 5 days a
week. With Covid-19 being very much a threat, no one can guarantee the long term health
consequences of these kids, who will definitely not be able to adhere to the proper protection
guidance on a consistent basis. I want to know if Shen is open enough to consider virtual
learning for the kids (especially younger ones), for families that can afford to assist in
synchronous and asynchronous learning?

7/19/2020 10:30 PM

20

I have a child entering 7th grade and I feel really uncomfortable leaving him alone three days a
week. I am concerned about him managing his school work while I am at work.

7/19/2020 9:50 PM

21

We want to know what happens if he does have a fever that’s unrelated to Corona virus. Will it
be mandatory students be tested for corona with each elevated body temperature?? Is the
school going to suspect every absence is related to Corona virus?

7/19/2020 9:42 PM

22

Will middle school and grade school be sharing seats/ bus routes if they are the same
household

7/19/2020 9:42 PM

23

In the summary plan, masks are required to be worn "consistently". What does this mean?
Please clarify this word, or better yet, replace it with "constantly". Masks shall be worn
constantly by all students and staff during the entire school day and bus transport. And worn
properly. This virus is airborne, spending long periods of time near others indoors sharing the
air is a similar scenario as the highest risk situations: going to a bar, going to church, going to
sports arena, attending a music concert, going to the movies, etc. Bars are closed, sports
arenas too, and concerts, and movies, etc. Attending school should be on this list. But if
required to go to school, then masks must, must, must be worn by all at all times. Period.
https://abc13.com/coronavirus-covid-19-texas-how-can-i-get/6300447/

7/19/2020 9:38 PM

24

For transport purposes, Could my two HS students attend on the same days? Will Daily teacher
contact be a certainty? important for engaging my 9th grader

7/19/2020 9:36 PM

25

How is the district filtering air? Students and staff will be in one space for much of the day,
breathing each other’s air, sometimes without masks such as when eating.

7/19/2020 8:57 PM

26

Will grades revert back to the typical grading system as in the first three quarters last year or be
similar to the last quarter. Will SATs still be given? How will this affect my senior and his college
aspirations?

7/19/2020 8:32 PM

27

How will the district be handling half day kindergarten? My concern is that teachers will be
exposed to two different sets of students with a brief time in between for cleaning/disinfecting.
This time is typically used to prepare for the next group to come in and to eat lunch.

7/19/2020 8:24 PM

28

We are a household with 2 working parents. While the middle schooler should be able to
independently follow their schedule, the elementary student may not have access to a device or
may need assistance while both of us are working. Will there still be recordings of the lessons
in case they can't join at the same time? Will parents be given more instruction on google
classroom?

7/19/2020 8:15 PM

29

How will adherence to the guidelines be monitored? Will parents be notified of violations
potentially impacting our children? What if any staff our students refuse to follow guidelines?
Will there be a virtual option for families that aren’t comfortable returning to school or who need
to stay home due to illness or potential exposure Covid-19?

7/19/2020 7:55 PM

30

Will there be air filtering systems in all classrooms? If children can be asymptomatic, how will

7/19/2020 7:32 PM
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we be able to tell if they are passing the coronavirus on to other students and adults until after
the fact? If faculty and staff contract the virus, some of whom are immunocompromised, will
there be enough substitutes available? Will there be extra incentives to attract and retain
substitute teachers, as we have had a shortage in the past few years?
31

Comprehensive plan for extra curricular activities outside of normal school day

7/19/2020 7:23 PM

32

None at this time.

7/19/2020 7:04 PM

33

Will the school be able to have enough hand sanitizer available to accommodate so many
people?

7/19/2020 5:44 PM

34

How many kids are going to be in the class. How social distancing will be enforced in school?

7/19/2020 5:08 PM

35

Will staff members be provided with a new N-95 mask each day? How will bathrooms (student
and staff) be cleaned/monitored throughout the day? What is the protocol if we observe anyone
in the building exhibiting symptoms of COVID? What is the protocol once there is one
confirmed case in the district? In our building?

7/19/2020 4:50 PM

36

1.Number of students in the bus and in each class as well as start and end times. 2. Availability
of antibacterial soap/gel in bus/school premises. 3.Policy for water fountains/coolers. 4.Contact
tracing and information about possible infection exposure. 5.Any specification on mask types cloth/disposable? 6.School policy for other regular sickness like common cold 7. Any changes
in bathroom policies; will they be cleaned more frequently?

7/19/2020 4:43 PM

37

How will information be communicated to families should a case of coronavirus emerge at
Shen?

7/19/2020 4:38 PM

38

None

7/19/2020 4:13 PM

39

Will you have a full education in 11th grade solely via the internet? That would safeguard us
older people!

7/19/2020 3:52 PM

40

Nonr

7/19/2020 3:39 PM

41

How does it work if a student needs extra help?

7/19/2020 3:34 PM

42

1. Please explain in details the testing and tracing process you will be following 2. Will the
school provide masks for kids who forgets to wear one, or loses them, or tears them? 3. How
will you handle kids/adults who refuse to wear masks or follow preventive measures? I wouldn't
want my kid to be exposed to people who won't follow rules. 4. Will you be cleaning the
classrooms between classes? 5. Is it possible to start switching some of the activities online for example, after-school clubs like Math, Science Bowl, Senate, Class Council, etc - instead of
having kids attending them physically, or canceling them altogether?

7/19/2020 3:32 PM

43

What is going to be done regarding the quality of air in the building other than opening
windows?

7/19/2020 3:17 PM

44

I have four questions. 1) Will the entire school shut down if a student contracts COVID-19 and
spreads it without realizing (such as a fever presenting itself halfway through the day instead of
at the start)? 2) What will students, such as myself, do if their electives/classes are all musicrelated or activities where masks are impossible to wear while partaking in said events (band,
chorus, lunch seating, PE etc.) 3) Will there be a walkthrough for students to learn their new
building (also I'm still not clear about the usage of lockers, though it was briefly touched upon in
the reopening-framework, so I am assuming that's prohibited for the time being)? 4) Though
this is not a large concern, will students be able to have social interactions with one another? (I
understand this is a very minor concern seeing that there is a pandemic, but social interaction
for young people is a very important way to help development with several components in a
child's life that will help them further themselves in adulthood such as having good mental
health, picking up social cues, learning to be more mature using one another as support, etc.)
Thank you so much to everyone at Shen who is doing an immaculate job of keeping the future
of 2020 students a safe one!

7/19/2020 2:56 PM

45

How are special areas and the arts, much needed for social emotional needs of students, being
addressed? I am concerned about students and staff not being given necessary breaks for their
mental health during the day. Academics are important, but so is mental health. How is that
need being addressed for students and staff? Will students spend ALL day in the same room
with no ability to be outside or change scenery/surroundings? What happens when an adult in
the building is exposed to or contracts COVID? will the entire class they interact with need to be

7/19/2020 2:04 PM
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quarantined? What if a K-5 special area teacher is exposed? Knowing those adults come into
contact with ALL students in the building, will the entire building close down for 14 day
quarantine? Knowing that the use of communal and sharing of supplies will not be possible this
school year, Cost of materials and/or resources is a concern as teachers want to continue to
provide the best education for students as possible within the restrictions created by COVID What guidance and support will be provided by AA's, building principals, and the district to
accommodate individual needs for students? (ex: individual manipulative packs; art supplies;
musical instrument packs;)
46

How many kids can come to school on a bus?

7/19/2020 2:01 PM

47

I think asking parents who are willing to drive their children to school might be helpful. This
could alleviate unnecessary stops and make the district aware of how many may actually be on
the bus.

7/19/2020 1:58 PM

48

- Please provide a detailed plan of receiving and dismissal of students. - Please provide a
detailed plan of sanitization during and after school time. - Please provide a detailed plan of
modifying the HVAC system to minimize the infection rates. - Please provide a detailed plan of
quarantining a potentially discovered case at school.

7/19/2020 1:56 PM

49

Who pays for Staff masks and sanitizer? Will there be a supply of children’s masks for those
that that forget it?

7/19/2020 1:49 PM

50

how safe are the preparations for the students entering in september.

7/19/2020 1:21 PM

51

None

7/19/2020 1:01 PM

52

What is the situation for cafeteria lunch?

7/19/2020 12:57 PM

53

Will there be required COVID testing for kids at any point, whether they are sick or not?

7/19/2020 12:31 PM

54

How will things be cleaned, who will be doing the cleaning and how often? How many students
per classroom?

7/19/2020 12:24 PM

55

If a child is sick (common cold), would they need to stay home longer to make sure it’s not
COVID-19?

7/19/2020 11:38 AM

56

1. From the teaching perspective, how will substitutes work if/when we need to be out and
quarantined for 2 weeks due to covid? We already have a significant sub shortage in the
district, and many subs are retired teachers who probably won't be working in the schools to
protect their own health.

7/19/2020 11:14 AM

57

What type of before and after-care will there be. Parents at work need to be able to plan. Will
there be classes like art gym music. I think that the school they could be cut back by getting rid
of specials. Will the children be attending these classes.

7/19/2020 11:09 AM

58

What would gym and lunches be like ?

7/19/2020 11:05 AM

59

Thank you for all your hard work in this planning process, students NEED TO BE IN SCHOOL

7/19/2020 10:52 AM

60

How would distance be maintained within the classrooms? Will there be a virtual tour before the
school year is set to begin, if "in school" learning begins in the fall? What would be the
emergency protocols if someone were to become infected?

7/19/2020 10:51 AM

61

How are the nurses going to handle the children that have an immunodeficiency. The 504 plans
will need to updated and adjusted on a more frequent basis.

7/19/2020 10:34 AM

62

As a parent: -Will there be an option for parents to choose to send their children for only the
portion of the day with their teacher and complete virtual learning at home? -Will there be an
option for full virtual participation? -When will parents receive detailed, specific information
about our children’s assigned schedules and learning environments? -How and when will
student learning be formally communicated (ex. grades, report cards)? As a teacher: -What
happens when a student tests positive? An adult? -What’s the plan for substitutes? -I’m anxious
to hear more details overall!

7/19/2020 10:04 AM

63

Arrival/dismissal times and procedures, COVID19 quarantine/notification procedures, what is
the support for motor breaks?

7/19/2020 10:02 AM

64

Online virtual classes for those who do not wish to send their children back.

7/19/2020 9:46 AM

65

My children will not go back in September as my mother lives with us and she is high risk.I

7/19/2020 9:44 AM
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would like a virtual option offered.
66

Please do the same 2 days in school each week and have the 5th day be a day to prepare for
the next week for teachers and students. Make sure families with multiple children have the
same 2 days on and off.

7/19/2020 9:41 AM

67

Can they bring their own food to school?

7/19/2020 9:37 AM

68

-Temp checks taken upon arrival at school. I think leaving it up to parents opens it up for risk. What exactly will be the cleaning protocols, classroom set up? -Are teachers and staff being
screened by a health professional everyday? -What are the learning expectations for each
grade level? -How will you assess learning loss/gaps at the beginning of the school year? -How
are you supporting SEL in elementary levels? -How will you deliver the "extras" (beyond core
content) ie art, music, social studies. The subjects that really engage some kids? -How have
you supported/trained teachers to deliver this type of new in-person instruction? -How have you
trained teachers to deliver remote learning in the event that it has to go remote again during the
school year? I feel teachers weren't prepared and had varying styles during the last school
year? -How can you make it more streamlined to help parents support their kids when learning
from home? There were so many apps and platforms to use with different passwords and it was
difficult to organize and some of them to use.

7/19/2020 9:26 AM

69

The schools opened safely for ALL STUDENTS Monday through Friday! That includes most
importantly 9-12 grade students! The material they are learning is challenging and vital for their
success in HS and college success! Will you use gyms, music and art rooms, cafeteria and
auditoriums to provide more room to socially distance students in HS, and K-8? Kids can eat at
desks or where they learn. Gym teachers can assign workout to do at home. Get the kids back
in school! Vulnerables and those uncomfortable can choose virtual learning.

7/19/2020 9:24 AM

70

Where is the all virtual option for those who don’t want to send the kids to the building? Will the
kids get any kind of recess or break from their desks?

7/19/2020 9:16 AM

71

How will instruction be structured so that distance/livestream education does not degrade the
quality of instruction and is reasonable from a parental time commitment?

7/19/2020 9:06 AM

72

I’m not comfortable sending my kids back. That said, will parents be given the option of on line
instruction? Also, on line learning from March to June, from Skano was horrible. A 5-10 minute
math pre-recorded lesson was inadequate. We have cousins on Long Island where the
teachers were actually teaching, live. There was interaction, reading groups, ability to ask
questions. I cannot speak for other schools, but Skano failed miserably. Further, regarding
grading: how will it work? Will my high schooler be stuck with “EOL” on his transcript? Or will
grades be given. “EOL” can hardly be used by colleges to see the what kind of student is
applying. EOL essentially levels the playing field so that C and D students now look the same at
straight A honor students. “EOL” is not acceptable going forward.

7/19/2020 9:01 AM

73

Will there be more direct online teaching this year. The level of virtual teacher interaction varied
so greatly in the spring. I appreciate everyone's efforts, but it was very challenging for my kids
to learn from using only readings and online videos. The direct teacher instruction (live or in
video form) online is essential for my kids.

7/19/2020 9:00 AM

74

● Students and staff wearing masks consistently, except when engaged in instruction and
seated at a desk that is socially distant from peers and staff. In most cases, masks appear to be
effective when one is entering a store or somewhere, they will not spend much more than say,
an hour. In this case, the kids will be confined, albeit following certain CDC protocols, but
nonetheless confined, in a smaller area with and without masks at various times throughout a
6-8 hour day. Just curious why we think this will be effective? ● Daily health screenings for
employees and students. This brings me back to the numerous cases of folks being
asymptomatic. My worry is the carrier is likely to be someone who would screen as well. ●
Parents will be asked to take their child’s temperature before coming to school every day. Ok,
but what about the variation in measuring devices and operator error? Will you really get
accurate results this way? What if I use an under the tongue and someone else uses temporal
scanning device? ● Contact tracing and coordination with local health department guidelines.
How will you track the students movements outside of school? Love the adherence to the
contact tracing, but not sure how it would work for Shen specifically. What is the plan to scale
that down to work for the specific classrooms, etc? Or is the plan that we only use this if, a big
if, the parents are following this contact tracing (which is voluntary) outside of Shen? How can
that be more strictly enforced? ● Daily cleaning and disinfecting protocols. I’ve observed the
“cleaning” in a few places and it is not very thorough. Worry that this will not be done well

7/19/2020 8:59 AM
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enough. How will this be overseen? ● Shared books and supplies will be minimized and where
used, books (e.g., library books, trade books) supplies (e.g., science lab materials) will be
disinfected or allowed to remain untouched for 3 days between use (or length specified by
CDC). We really shouldn’t be sharing anything in this environment, to the greatest extent
possible. I’d rethink this. ● School visitors will be restricted to those required for school
business. Good. ● Grade K-6 is planned for daily, onsite, instruction. How will we get such
young kids to wear masks for these long periods? And how will we prevent them from
physically interacting the way young children do? Seems unrealistic to think we can control this
well enough considering the criticality of it. ● Kindergarten will remain a half-day program.
Could this be an outside program for as long as the weather permits? Would probably get us a
majority of the time outside before cold and weather forces the classes in. Perhaps a month or
two could be gained with far more suitable conditions for protecting the kids. ● Due to social
distancing requirements, all school spaces will be used as instructional spaces (e.g.,
classrooms, cafeteria, special area classrooms). A lot of area to keep clean and disinfected.
What is the school doing to add janitorial staff or otherwise make sure this isn’t another
checkbox activity (or worse, not done at all). I have experience with child care facilities and
know that the cleaning aspect is one of the largest challenges to make sure it is thoroughly
done. It is an end of the day activity and these teachers are already burdened with so much…
not saying they won’t do it but saying this really needs to be thought about. ● The traditional
instructional program will be modified with students learning from classroom teachers and at
other times supervised by school personnel during times of independent or remote/livestream
instrutction from within the school building. Can the day just be shorter? Do they need the
whole 6+ hours? I’d think we could accomplish a heck of a lot in a condensed period and thus
further limit the exposure and risk. Perhaps a 3 to 4 hour day? ● Potential staggered student
arrival is under consideration to accommodate for potential transportation seating limitations
and increased traffic at schools due to parent drop-offs. If there are in the same room for long
periods I am not sure what this accomplishes other than confusion. Perhaps limits the volume
of kids at one time arriving? But again, does that matter if we think masks are effective and the
parents/visitors are kept out of indoor spaces?
75

I’d like to see what the teachers PPE will look like as this may be a bit scary for younger kids.

7/19/2020 8:50 AM

76

Will there be alternatives education for k-5

7/19/2020 8:48 AM

77

No questions. I strongly favor in-person schooling and extra curriculars as much as is safe and
possible. I feel it's critical to my child's social and academic development.

7/19/2020 8:34 AM

78

How will the districts deal with the mental health of the young elementary students who will
have to deal with so many unnatural social restrictions if this elementary plan is put in place?

7/19/2020 8:23 AM

79

1. What availability will students and staff have to mental health professionals to help the
transition from at home learning to in class learning. What type of mental health plans are in
place to support those students and staff that need them. 2. Will there be consistency amongst
the elementary schools for online learning? Are there specific programs and designated
times/structure for the implementation of online learning. 3. Is there enough staff available to
help the required assignments of a regular school day as well as the new assignments of
handling students learning onlline or out of the school classroom during the day - coverage? 4.
How will elementary teachers handle the issues with masks? Losing, blowing nose in them,
playing with them etc? 5. Will teachers still have access to their own lunch times and planning
periods or will additional time need to be devoted to the new learning. 6. What impact will all the
precautions and new adjustments have on the amount of student learning and teaching time?
7. How will teachers who had a steep learning curve last Spring using technology be supported
to use and implement new technologies in order to be proactive in thier teaching?

7/19/2020 8:16 AM

80

I would like to know about the number of children per class. I would also like to know about gym
and recess-are they still going to occur? If so, what will they look like?

7/19/2020 7:36 AM

81

1. What happens if there is an outbreak in one school, will we just close that school? 2. What
constitutes an outbreak in a school? Are there going to be written guidelines so we know what
to expect. What if 1 staff member in a building tests positive, will we have guidelines to follow ?
3. What PPE Is district providing to staff. 4.Will district have masks available to kids should they
come without or if something happens to theirs in school? 6. Will a family be required to tell the
school when a family member tests positive in their household.

7/19/2020 7:25 AM

82

How will the children maintain social distance in the class room? What happens if kids get sick
with corona virus, will schools close? How many cases will close school?

7/19/2020 4:11 AM
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83

results of this survey shared with transparency. Why were no teachers involved or included in
having a say in this plan.... which impacts their own health outcomes? How are you managing
staff members with health issues? Will they be able to teach students online who opt out of in
person school for remote learning?

7/19/2020 1:08 AM

84

1. Will the school require frequent testing of staff and students and tracking contacts to
quarantine if necessary? 2. How frequently will classrooms and other facilities be cleaned and
disinfected? 3. Will hand sanitizers be provided to all students? 4. Will students be required to
bring their own masks or will masks be provided? 5. Will teachers be wearing face shields? 6.
How will social distancing maintained int the labs? 7. Will students be required to wear gloves in
the labs?

7/19/2020 12:42 AM

85

Proper safety plan other than just having them wear masks all day

7/18/2020 11:55 PM

86

If my child or a family member in the home is showing symptoms & my child is kept home what
is the plan for missed school time? How can we get the work & complete (will the class be
recorded so they can attend from home & turn in electronically)?

7/18/2020 11:34 PM

87

I would like to know how the online learning is going to be handled. My child will be a junior in
September, a very important year, and I do not want her to be missing out in instruction on the
days she would be online from home. I would rather they be in school as normal or be home 5
days a week with online as if they were in school. In other words, home room at normal time,
followed by regular classes via Google Meet, Zoom, etc. I am not sure if that would be feasible,
but I don’t want my child missing out in instructional time either.

7/18/2020 11:34 PM

88

I am more concerned about my kids continuing their education.

7/18/2020 11:05 PM

89

When seated in class, socially distanced, will the child have to keep their mask on?

7/18/2020 10:58 PM

90

What is the threshold for when a class/school/bus route is shut down. If one student tests
positive, does the entire class (or school or bus route) get shut down? Or will you follow the
plan that Cuomo set forth, the school remains open unless the broader NY state testing
percentages increase beyond a certain threshold?

7/18/2020 10:43 PM

91

How will classrooms be set up to maintain social distance or if classes are split into smaller
numbers, where will the additional teachers be from. Will there be options for virtual classes
alongside traditional classes.

7/18/2020 10:33 PM

92

If quarantined due to a positive case In our class, does sick time get used? What if I test
positive and there are no subs for coverage, what happens to my class? If school closed due to
many Covid cases, will we have to move to remote learning? How will students be 6 feet apart
in our classroom? Are we doing small group centers at tables? Or traditional instruction at their
seats? Will teachers be penalized if they don’t do small group work due to guidelines of being 6
feet apart during observations? Or penalized because it’s a more traditional model? Will there
be testing? If a school has to close and quarantine due to a high percentage of cases, what
happens to learning? Remote or will year/day be extended when we return from quarantine?

7/18/2020 10:30 PM

93

Will any COVID-19 testing be done? Will there be additional staff in hallways? What is plan if
cases are discovered in school and in the community - when do we close again?

7/18/2020 10:26 PM

94

I'm going to come into work and do the best I can to teach students and stay safe. But, what
happens if I get the virus? Do I have to quarantine for two weeks? Do my students have to
quarantine for two weeks? Does the school shut down for two weeks due to the lack of subs?
What about being a Technology teacher and having a 100 square foot office for 7 of us. With all
Tech classrooms always full, where can we go to plan or eat lunch? Also, what a out lockdown
drills? How do we huddle in a corner AND socially distance? And what about using power tools
in my room? Having to socially distance using stationary tools will slow down learning and
processes for projects. Not complaining, I will figure it out, just a handful of concerns I have for
my situation.

7/18/2020 10:00 PM

95

What are you going to do to help The kids mental Health needs ? What are you going to do to
build community and help children navigate these procedures?

7/18/2020 9:49 PM

96

What happens if a student or staff tests positive? Why don’t teachers have the option to be
virtual and not just students?

7/18/2020 9:33 PM

97

1 - Why aren't students required to wear mask during instruction? Students sneeze and I would
think the air borne risk is just as great in the closed classroom as anywhere else. 2 - Do I either
have to drive my child to school or send her on the bus. I would plan on driving most days but

7/18/2020 9:15 PM
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I'm sure there will be days we would use the bus. Is it all or none? 3 - How much time will my
child spend with a teacher who is certified to teach my childs grade level. How much time will
they be spending with an Aide/Special Area Teacher and how much time will be spent on
independent study. 4 - How will you handle the fear factor. My child is scared to go back to
school. What is the plan if other students act out on her fear
98

My senior son is taking classes at Shen to learn about construction and automotive services,
and this cannot be learned virtually. Is there a possibility of him going to school every day? Or
will Shen be updating its attendance rules if a vaccine is approved, or cases keep decreasing?

7/18/2020 9:09 PM

99

Not sure.

7/18/2020 7:43 PM

100

Do we have vaccine yet?

7/18/2020 7:09 PM

101

See above

7/18/2020 6:35 PM

102

Not comfortable sending kid to school until the vaccine arrives. No questions for school

7/18/2020 5:49 PM

103

Will there be a set weekly schedule?

7/18/2020 5:45 PM

104

How are health and safety protocols going to be enforced on a daily and hourly basis, when so
much is out of district employees' control? In addition to the health and safety challenges that
are raised by reopening, how are questions of equity addressed by a system that allows for
more privileged families to keep their students home and safer while families with fewer choices
are forced to return their students to school?

7/18/2020 5:45 PM

105

No

7/18/2020 5:40 PM

106

Will we still follow the normal 2020-2021 academic/holiday calendar that was put out last year?

7/18/2020 5:11 PM

107

I am concerned with what happens when even one child or staff member becomes sick - will it
be case by case or will we immediately switch to remote learning? What happens if I get sick will I need to use my sick time? There is nothing I want more than to go back and teach, but I
am very scared of parents not being responsible and following the guidelines and children (or
even other staff members) bringing sickness into the school. Before I would take that chance,
but I have a family now that I feel responsible for. Even with social distancing, how will I fit a
class of 23-25 students? They will continuously switch out and be in a different room live
streaming? If we do teach remotely, what other resources will Shen be looking into? It took
hours and hours a day to teach online. With the little ones, it was more difficult but I wanted to
provide them with the best possible instruction and that meant 12-14 hours a day sometimes.

7/18/2020 4:27 PM

108

When will kids be able to go back full time? Is there a plan for full in person learning for the next
semester? My child learned absolutely nothing in the last 3 months with online learning. Will
there be actual teaching? My son got nothing but assignments posted with no actual teaching.
Shen MUST do better and attendance must be checked in ALL classes with every day google
meets or video instruction. How will this be undertaken? It is not enough to just give out
assignments and grade them! Will there be actual grades or the ridiculous EOL/NYL grading?

7/18/2020 4:21 PM

109

Will there be a completely virtual option in fall 2020? Will students be assessed for illness like
faculty and staff before they enter the building? Specials, lunch, recess should be paused for
now, have students just complete their main classes and then leave the building by lunch so
they have lunch home if you are not going to offer a virtual option. Also virtual learning in a
classroom at school for elementary makes no sense. Children will be bored and try to interact
with one another. If people have day care issues they can opt to send their kids to school or
utilize the FFRCA. Give parents an option of complete virtual learning in fall 2020 for all grades.
It will allow parents to choose what they want for their child (school in the building or virtual
learning from home).

7/18/2020 4:04 PM

110

How can space for learning be made equitable for students, if spaces such as cafeterias and
gyms will be used as classrooms? It would seem that those students who are placed in these
settings would clearly be at a disadvantage to students learning in a regular classroom. What
provisions will be made to ensure students and staff can safely use restrooms? How confident
can you be that a temperature check will be done daily at home, and is that a true indication of
whether a child has the virus if many children show no symptoms? How confident can we be
that students, whether in a general education classroom or in a special education classroom,
will appropriately use masks?

7/18/2020 4:02 PM

111

How exactly are we going to make high school a safe place given how flexible everything is
attending school regularly? I can say with confidence that almost every student (including

7/18/2020 3:46 PM
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myself) has broken a rule with absolutely no consequences whatsoever due to the lack of
enforcement of certain things. I fear that with the same structure of how school has its regular
rules, these essential precautions will fail immediately. From what I have heard from classmates
on virtual meetings, a truly horrific number of students are either completely uninformed about
this crisis, or are completely fine with catching the disease as they are confident they will not be
in danger. I do not the apparent luxury of being so selfish because I have a diabetic
grandmother that my 40 year old parents help take care of. Even then, anyone can spread the
virus to someone vulnerable regardless if they care about them or not. I under absolutely no
circumstance want the life of my grandmother in the hands of my selfish peers, and until you
can promise me with confidence that you will keep this air tight safe, I fear going back to school
greatly.
112

What will be the protocol when a sick student arrives at the bus stop or a student is not wearing
a mask at the bus stop? Will that driver be required to deliver that student? How will the
remaining students be treated (sent to classrooms to possibly infect more students?) or will
they be sent home to self-quarantine? Will that driver also be asked to self-quarantine for 2
weeks? When a case is suspected in a classroom, how long will the notification take to get to
the rest of the building? Will all contacted students be sent home to quarantine for 2 weeks? Or
will those students and their families be kept in the dark going about their daily interactions until
any positive result is acknowledged? As you can well see, this virus can infiltrate a building
before lunchtime. In order for a reopening plan like the one being suggested to work, it relies on
the entire community working together and looking out for each others best interests in not
taking unnecessary risks. Our community has been too preoccupied with social gatherings,
celebrations, and sports, to name a few, instead of knocking this virus down. No one knows
how any of us or our children will react to a positive diagnosis, or whether we would even
survive it. I am not willing to be a party to putting anyone's life in danger, and I certainly will not
allow my children to be those guinea pigs. We are fortunate and able to provide virtual
education and that is what is the safest, for now.

7/18/2020 3:38 PM

113

Students are already losing focus with long screen time so class time should not be longer than
40 minutes. Adults are reporting zoom burnout. Class time needs to stay at 40 minutes for our
students.

7/18/2020 3:27 PM

114

I don't trust my fellow community members, including members of the school board and
administrative staff, to be completely transparent about new case diagnoses that affect the
school community. Will each student that is diagnosed be announced immediately to the whole
community? Will every student that shared a class with each diagnosed case be asked to selfquarantine for 2 weeks (shutting down at least one class for 2 weeks for each new case)? Will
the school community be told when a family member of a student is diagnosed , and then that
student be required to stay home for the full time of the family's recovery and then 2 additional
weeks after that? (Remote learning options would be absolutely needed for those cases).
Bottom line, I can't see this working. We are deluding ourselves if we believe there will be no
cases diagnosed. It will only take a handful of cases diagnosed to start shutting down
significant numbers of classes and keep an appreciable number of students stuck back at home
for many weeks. The only way this could work with schools staying open, would be for the
administration to be totally non-transparent and dust things under the rug. Therefore I don't
have any trust in the safety of my children and my family if we send them back into a classroom
setting.

7/18/2020 3:07 PM

115

More specific on daily schedule. Will there be study halls, PE, etc. What class length of block
schedule. Is the 7:10-7:50am time going to be gone since it is only used by a few students as
educational time and is more of a hang out time in the morning for high school

7/18/2020 2:45 PM

116

Will there be a homeschooling situation offered with remote learning by the district if we do not
feel comfortable sending our child back in the fall?

7/18/2020 2:35 PM

117

In the elementary school where there will be classes with the teacher giving live instruction and
rooms where children will be with an aide or support staff watching a live stream of the teacher
instructing, will the teacher be rotating between these rooms so that it is not the same children
watching the teacher on a screen? Will there be recess or gym class for the kids to burn off
energy or will there day be all sitting at a desk? What are the start and end times? Will you still
be busing to aftercare facilities?

7/18/2020 1:54 PM

118

There are so many unanswered questions all over it is hard to say. I guess I would want to
know if all teachers in the grade levels will be on the same page for work? And will our district
be as similar as possible to other districts? It doesn’t apply to my family, but there are families
who teach at Shen but kids go to another and vice versa.

7/18/2020 1:25 PM
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119

Again, why are 6th graders going full time. They have the same schedule/rotating classes
issues as 7-8, why not also hybrid them? How are you going to keep them safe while constantly
changing who they are exposed to during the day. Fixed groups of kids with a hybrid remote/onsite schedule for 6th grade!!!!

7/18/2020 1:25 PM

120

1. Not all parents will take their child's temperature in the morning, and you will still have
children who dose their child with Tylenol in order to send them to school. Can the bus
driver/bus aide take a child's temperature before they board the bus, or will someone be
assigned to check temperatures before a child enters the school? 2. What happens if a child
tests positive? Does the entire classroom/bus riders have to self quarantine? Do teachers and
support staff continue to receive pay/not use their own time if they are forced to quarantine
because they are exposed to a child who tests positive? 3. Desks in elementary school are at
best 6 inches apart for a class of 24. How do you propose to "social distance" at 6 feet apart
and allow students to take off their masks during instruction? If desks are to be placed 6 feet
apart, where does the other half of the class go, and with whom? What about classrooms that
use tables instead of desks? Will they be getting new desks? 4. Do you honestly expect
younger children to wear masks? What about special needs students? We have a hard enough
time trying to get elementary-age students to cough into their elbows and use a tissue instead
of picking their noses. Do you think this will magically change? 5. Who will be disinfecting all
day long? If some students are being taught in other areas, in order to reduce class size and
social distance, is Shen adding more custodial staff? Are teachers and aides supposed to do
this, while also trying to keep students apart from each other? 6. At Okte there is no air
conditioning on the first floor and the drainage system is horrible. It's fine to suggest opening
windows but not when it's 20 degrees out. Teachers have relied on fans in the past because it
remains very warm through October and classrooms can reach 90 degrees. We won't be able
to use fans, and everyone will have a mask on. That's just asking for students and staff to faint.
7. We have communal sinks at the bathrooms. Normally 4 or 5 students can wash their hands
at once. The time needed for bathroom breaks and hand washing will be increased 3 fold. 8.
Who will equip staff with masks, gloves and face shields if needed? FSD classes are at the
highest risk, and those students will not wear masks. Is there any thought of extra
compensation for those teachers/aides (hazard pay). And no, I do not work in an FSD class. 9.
Will administrative staff be making daily visits to schools to see how smoothly things are
running? Just asking.

7/18/2020 1:08 PM

121

How or why you think it is safe for teachers and children not to wear masks when they are
required in every other (indoor) public place? Will younger students be able to continue to have
recess times outside?

7/18/2020 1:04 PM

122

- If K-6 must be in physical attendance at all times, what cleaning methods be used and to what
extent will mask usage and social distancing wil be enforced? - For K-6, what plans are in place
to move to distance learning in the case of an outbreak (widespread or limited) that requires
children to be home for extended durations? - Half day kindergarten is even more risky in light
of this pandemic as it seems a vector for rapid transmission. Why not modify the schedule to
spread out instruction, e.g. smaller sessions each getting 2 full days/week.

7/18/2020 12:56 PM

123

Unclear about bussing and class sizes and what happens if someone gets sick. Are kids
staying in groups to ensure in groups are exposed not the entire population

7/18/2020 12:26 PM

124

I believe that students should be able to return to school all 5 days a week. Obvious
precautions will be in place but as long as masks are being worn in the hallways until seated
there should be no reason we can’t have a normal school year. We have been out of school
and at home for a long period of time now and reopening the schools to the 5 days a week
schedule would most definitely better students and parents mentally and physically especially
parents not having to worry about having to stay home from work on the 2 days from home
every week when most adults are back to working full time. I also hope fall sports will be able to
be played. As long as the governor allows schools to reopen there should be no reason that fall
sports especially the low risk ones should not happen. The now seniors who already lost a
spring season really want this fall season as it’s the last one for them. One question I have is
pertaining to senior parking and the late arrival/early dismissal and how that will work this year?
Hopefully it can work normally and we can go to school for the 5 days a week.

7/18/2020 12:04 PM

125

None

7/18/2020 12:02 PM

126

Availability of structured online learning during at home days and what are other options for
working parents during off days.

7/18/2020 11:49 AM
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127

There need to be specific details and predetermined courses of action to handle every day
activities, potential occurrences, and unforeseen events.

7/18/2020 11:47 AM

128

How do you plan to make sure all students wear their masks when required? How will antimask families and students be dealt with?

7/18/2020 11:33 AM

129

What will be done about students and parents who refuse to follow guidelines?

7/18/2020 11:30 AM

130

I heard that AIS services would be cut. I would like to know more about this because right
before school closed in March, my daughter started to receive services for reading. I worry
about her falling even more behind if these services are cut.

7/18/2020 10:50 AM

131

Exactly what are you doing to make a claim like “ Filtration and ventilation will meet or exceed
minimum requirements.” would love details.

7/18/2020 10:40 AM

132

How can you expect these young children to not play together?

7/18/2020 10:31 AM

133

How will students and staff be kept safe without masks being required in classrooms during
instruction. Also, what is the plan for if a student/class is exposed to the virus? Finally, I am
concerned about a rotating aa, bb schedule at the HS with no deep cleaning days. This makes
planning for families difficult when the days attending are different each week. Have you
considered having each group attend the same two days per week ex A group always attend
Mon, Tues while B group always attend Thurs, Fri and Wed for deep cleaning and students who
need extra help and services?

7/18/2020 10:22 AM

134

how are you enforcing the social distance guidelines and how are you enforcing these children
keeping there masks on at all times besides instruction. Will there be additional monitoring of
the busses to make sure kids are staying in there assigbed seats?

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

135

As a traveling teacher, I wonder what the procedures will be in place for inter-building travel?
How will we ensure that parents are taking this seriously and following guidelines such as
temperature checks for their students each morning? For grades 7-12, how will the block
scheduling work? Will I only see students in person essentially once a week? Will students who
are not scheduled to be in school be expected to complete asynchronous/synchronous work at
home on those days? Will ENL and special education students be in school more frequently
than other students (i.e. every day)? I am planning for 3 preps (along with traveling), when will
be getting certainties so that I can begin planning? The grading policy in the spring did not
work, when will we find out how grading will work for the school year?

7/18/2020 9:51 AM

136

Will all seniors be allowed to drive to school? Will consideration be given to families who
request that students attend school all 5 days? Will parents be allowed / given the option to
choose how their child attends school in the 2020-2021 school year? Students will be required
to attend virtual classes during their days not physically in the buildings - what consequences
will there be for students who do not attend classes virtually? How are they going to be held
accountable? Who (from administration) will be responsible for contacting parents when
students don't attend classes virtually? Will teachers be given the choice to teach remotely if
they are not comfortable going into the building? Will teachers be given the choice to teach in
the buildings ? What happened to the furniture & cabinets that were deemed not necessary in
the classrooms in order to make space for physical distancing? Some storage cabinets are
movable and hold teaching supplies & other valuable things - teachers were not asked if the
cabinets were expendable. Will teachers be docked pay if we they have to take time to
quarantine? Is it realistic to assume that if a person has a runny nose they are symptomatic of
COVID? How are teachers to deal with students who we "think" might be sick? Consequences
for students who might not wear masks when walking in hallways / going to bathrooms etc. ?
Follow thru with the new guidelines for re-opening of school - how will this happen and how will
we be sure that ALL in the community have recieved & understand the guidelines? There is a
lot of pushback nationwide about rights being violated (wearing of masks, sanitizing, walking in
one direction in grocery store aisles as examples) is the district prepared to & how is the district
going to respond when students or parents & guardians start complaining about rights being
violated or saying that they don't HAVE to wear masks or follow any other guidelines set forth
by the district?

7/18/2020 9:49 AM

137

What will the protocol be for older children (high school) who incorrectly wear their mask
throughout the course of the day? Sending them with a mask is one thing, having them wear it
appropriately is completely different.

7/18/2020 9:46 AM

138

It is not clear what % of infected children manifest symptoms. Screening for symptoms is thus
necessary but likely not sufficient to identify and isolate infected students to effectively prevent

7/18/2020 9:40 AM
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or control outbreaks. Shouldn't the district institute a random covid-19 testing program to
monitor the state of its infection levels and thereby enable early detection, ultimately to lower
the risk of requiring another complete shutdown?
139

1- With 2 high schoolers, how will you balance the block schedule? will they both go on the
same days? 2- Will you take into account family members when requesting parents drop off
kids and providing staggering drop-off times? For example Change and Gowana start at about
the same time, I couldn't be 2 places at once. 3- Will you allow more parking for Seniors, since
only half of the students will be there at once? 4- Will you allow High schoolers to stay after so
they can pick up the middle school student? 5- Will there be an only online option too? 6- How
will the 5th day of the week be handled with the Block schedule? Is it a rest day or will the days
they attend school rotate from week to week.

7/18/2020 9:26 AM

140

How on earth do you think it's reasonable for me to leave my 12 year old daughter at home
alone for remote learning 2 or 3 days a week? If you say it's my choice to leave home and go to
work then my question is, how on earth do you think it's ok that I have to quit my professional
job so that teachers can keep theirs? My 7th grader needs to be in school every day so that she
can be challenged and supervised. If school isn't offering those features, school is useless to
my child and my family. Middle school kids need to go to school every day and stay in class
pods as much as possible and teachers need to be the ones moving around the halls between
class periods. Can the school focus on essential classes only (math, science, reading, writing)
as part of the block format and to reduce the number of movements/interactions of staff or
students? Can the school district partner with the community to acquire spaces (the Y, the ice
arena, churches, etc.) for supervised remote learning for families with no one available at home
to offer supervision?

7/18/2020 9:22 AM

141

I would like any online teaching/learning to be interactive. Meaning a teacher & students in a
zoom call talking back and forward. I don't think prerecorded lessions with no chance to ask
questions are helping children learn!

7/18/2020 9:20 AM

142

I believe the middle school should attend school as per the K-6 rules.

7/18/2020 9:18 AM

143

Can you make mask wearing mandatory for students/teachers in the classroom at the
secondary level to prevent spread? If a student/parent is uncomfortable attending can they opt
to take all of their classes on line?

7/18/2020 9:12 AM

144

None

7/18/2020 9:06 AM

145

1) What happens if a student or teacher tests positive for Covid? How long will the school be
shut down, and would all the exposed people have to quarantine for 14 days? 2) If a teacher
contracts Covid and has to be out of work, will they have to use their own sick time and possibly
be docked pay if they run out? 3) There are parents on Facebook who are already indicating
they will not be sending their children to the physical school setting. Will those students be
grouped and taught separately by certain teachers designated for just online classes/learning?
Are there certain teachers who would be solely educating a group of students online in each
grade level? Or would their regular teachers still be required to teach them through a virtual
format? How would that work when teachers are already in school teaching their classes in the
physical setting? Would we be required to record all of our classroom sessions for at home
students to access? If we are required to record every class in school, students would be
talking in the lesson and we would be identifying students by name. Wouldn’t that affect student
confidentiality if the video is posted for at home students to watch? 4)If some teachers may be
working from home (to provide virtual classroom instruction for students whose parents refuse
to send them to the school setting), how will that be decided? Is there a choice? How will their
sick time be compared to teachers who teach physically in school, as the teachers who teach in
the school setting are at higher risk of contracting Covid. 5) If students are going to be coming
in only two days per week, how will we provide Resource services for students with IEP‘s, when
they are required to have 200 minutes of resource support every week? Will the #of minutes be
reduced because of the pandemic? 6) Will the school provide teachers with required PPE? 7)
Will there be clear guidance to teacher aides who are in the classrooms supporting students?
They will need clear guidelines on the following: how close they can physically approach
students when assisting them, whether or not they can touch a student’s paper to point
something out, etc.

7/18/2020 9:02 AM

146

Streaming live classroom lessons for parents and kids that don’t feel comfortable sending their
kids. I think learning from other countries mistakes is the best! We understand the value of in
person and the kids miss school but we still think it might be too soon. There are number of
countries in Europe that open their school and it was a matter of weeks until they had to shut

7/18/2020 9:00 AM
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down. I know the schools in Dallas TX decide to have the first 3 weeks distance learning I think
that is a great idea Thank you for the survey and caring.
147

how many persons will be in a classroom or bus and how social distants will be handled

7/18/2020 8:46 AM

148

How will teachers help students more than 6 ft away if students aren’t required to mask while
seated?

7/18/2020 8:43 AM

149

What are you doing to prepare for a return to learning from home in the event of another school
closure? Will you assume that all families have a parent available to deliver K-2 education and
ensure participation 4-5 hours per day? That is not reasonable and if I have to become a
teacher again in 2020-2021 I will need extra time to deliver the learning material because I will
be fitting in teaching around working and taking care of my family. In the event we return to
learning from home, what support will the school offer families with children who have IEPs?

7/18/2020 8:34 AM

150

I would like to make sure that, in the event we have a rotating schedule, that both my sons
attend school on the same days

7/18/2020 8:27 AM

151

na

7/18/2020 8:18 AM

152

Options for virtual learning,

7/18/2020 8:09 AM

153

Who is responsible for disinfecting shared materials? Students, teachers, other staff?

7/18/2020 7:53 AM

154

Social / Emotional development, children need to interact with each other.

7/18/2020 7:23 AM

155

Is the school going to offer online only option? What is the policy of someone tests positive for
Covid in the classroom/ school?

7/18/2020 7:20 AM

156

None at this time

7/18/2020 7:05 AM

157

What will be done about band and chorus? Music is incredibly important and can help relieve
the stress these kids will be feeling.

7/18/2020 7:00 AM

158

Environment is not safe period. We work so hard to stay safe we should not lose patience now
and throw ourselves in mess that will be hard to get out! There are parents out there that don’t
follow any guidance thus relaying on their support is weakness. Schools air is very static and
space confined.

7/18/2020 6:49 AM

159

What is the criteria for returning to full time, full attendance in-school instruction? What
benchmarks do we need to meet for a return to regular instruction? Nobody ever spells that out.
Please give us concrete goals.

7/18/2020 6:40 AM

160

- As a teacher, live and virtual teaching is typically two different types of lessons. How will
planning time be altered to accommodate this? - Are teachers expected to teach live and virtual
simultaneously? Is there enough bandwidth for this? - What does the schedule look like? Group
A Monday/Tuesday, maybe home on Wednesday for all with teachers providing virtual
instruction and a deep clean at the buildings, then Group B on Thursday/Friday? - What if I
need to be quarantined but still fell okay enough to teach from home? Is it possible to teach
virtually for the 2 weeks? - What if my children need to be quarantined but feel well? Do they
continue schooling virtually for the full two weeks? - Will there be enough substitutes? Students at the High School can be in both self-contained and regular classes throughout the
day. Are these students expected to attend daily for the self-contained class? What do they do
for the rest of the day? - How will it work for the teacher that teaches self-contained classes as
well as other classes throughout the day? What does that schedule look like? - Will there be
enough time between classes to sanitize the classrooms since students will no longer be
stopping at their lockers or socializing with friends in the hallway? - What about teachers that
teach in different classrooms throughout the day and quickly need to leave one room for
another because of teaching the next period? Who will sanitize the room that was just left or is
it scheduled within the class period before the bell rings? - Will teachers receive face shields so
that students can see their mouths while teaching? Some students are hearing impaired and
need to read lips.

7/18/2020 6:35 AM

161

Masks, sanitation, how will you prevent socialization

7/18/2020 6:02 AM

162

Is there any option that parents can make their choice whether they want to send their kids
school or they want to do virtual learning.

7/18/2020 5:49 AM

163

See previous question. More details

7/18/2020 12:29 AM
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164

None

7/18/2020 12:14 AM

165

Why is it safe for my little kid to go five days all day while it's not safe for my middle schooler
who has better hygiene and impulse control? How can we ensure health at the school when on
a normal year parents send their kids with fevers and pink eye? Where is the joy in this plan?
The kids in elementary learn through play, through joy. In the logistics, it seems that idea is
missing entirely.

7/17/2020 11:56 PM

166

what will happen to after school activities like clubs, sports, homecoming etc.? will there still be
study halls?

7/17/2020 11:50 PM

167

Will there be extra janitorial help hired to thoroughly sanitize the classrooms nightly, wiping
down all desks, seats, door knobs, light switches, door handles, and bathrooms? The regular
amount of janitorial staff will not be able to handle all the extra work. Also, don’t have students
sit on the floors, which you may not do in middle school anyway, but they do in Elementary
School. Will there be pool for the middle school kids? I don’t think that would be good. In gym,
what will they do for activities? I’m hoping no sports like basketball, and sports where the kids
are close to eat other, sweating and breathing hard. I do not want my child wearing a mask and
physical exerting themselves. Will they have to wear masks? I feel it will be detrimental to kids
playing sports wearing a mask for breathing. Most kids have to be reminded to drink water and
stay hydrated as it is.

7/17/2020 11:49 PM

168

- Social distancing is not clearly addressed. How far apart will the children be in the classroom?
How exactly will hallway crowding be mitigated? Is it true that masks will not be required for
students? - Is there an option for full time virtual instruction? Both my husband and I are high
risk. I did not see an option listed for that. I thought that was a requirement from the state. How will the bathrooms be cleaned prior to/after each child using it? - WIll more custodians be
hired to manage the deep cleaning needed? - What happens if one of the students contracts
COVID-19? Will the whole school need to be quarantined? I heard that schools in North
Carolina will be split into 3 groups. Each group will be 1 week in person learning and 2 weeks
virtual. This may be something to consider. That keeps each group at home quarantining for the
2 weeks. It also minimizes the number of students actually in the school and on the bus at a
time.

7/17/2020 11:43 PM

169

Why aren’t students being required to stay masked in the classroom? A 6 foot distance is not
enough if they are unmasked. Can teachers mandate and enforce masks in their own
classrooms? If a student comes in and is later found to be covid positive, what happens? How
many people must quarantine and miss school for 14 days? Does the teacher teach online
during this period? How will the new schedule for blocking be negotiated for STA or will it just
be rolled out without negotiation? What extra duties will teachers need to pick up (like lunch
duty in the room) and how will that be negotiated? Will there be ANY online options for students
if they or their families have health issues or they are fearful of returning to the building? How
will we know parents are actually taking morning temperatures? How will we know if they aren’t
administering tylenol to mask a fever so the kids can attend? This seems risky. How will the
bathrooms and other shared spaces like the staff room be kept clean? How are we supposed to
keep windows open when it’s 20 degrees out? Who is enforcing masks on the bus? It’s already
difficult for drivers to give discipline when kids act out while they are driving. They cannot be
expected to monitor this. If staff is reaching virtually, will they be able to do so safely from home
to lessen unnecessary exposure?

7/17/2020 11:39 PM

170

None.

7/17/2020 11:18 PM

171

What can you do to make athletics encompassed in the plan for back to school ?

7/17/2020 11:13 PM

172

How safe or how confident safety issue to make back to school

7/17/2020 11:08 PM

173

What is the typical teacher:student ratio for kindergarten? Will the teacher: student ratio be
different due to current events? If so, what will it be? What will a typical day look like in the
classroom? Do kindergartens go outside? Will they play/interact with other kids in their masks
or mostly instruction for 2.5hrs at their desk? Do kindergartens sit at desks or at tables? How
will drop off/pick up be handled to accommodate social distancing?

7/17/2020 10:49 PM

174

How are all these students will social distancing in school? How will they social distancing on
the bus? What happens if a student or staff got covid-19? Are they going to close the school?

7/17/2020 10:35 PM

175

In my case, internet doesn't allow me in any live meetings because of my mother who works
from home. She is constantly in live meetings herself, as well as running numerous applications
on both her computer and laptop that are necessary for her job. The internet connectivity is too

7/17/2020 10:34 PM
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poor to allow me to join live meets, so there has to be some sort of alternative for these
students on similar cases, or who may not have access to internet at all.
176

Will you consider offering virtual learning option

7/17/2020 10:28 PM

177

We are not comfortable to send kids to school until the vaccine come.

7/17/2020 10:14 PM

178

Food service options

7/17/2020 9:51 PM

179

How will social distancing be handled in cafeteria, library? If some students don’t wear mask
how will it be handled? Will there be more hand sanitizer stations?

7/17/2020 9:45 PM

180

When will the restrictions end? When will we be able to go back to “normal”.

7/17/2020 9:43 PM

181

Will masks and sanitizer be available to all students? What protocols will be followed for
students who refuse to wear a mask or maintain distance when required? Will students who
exhibit non-temp COVID related symptoms be separated and sent home?

7/17/2020 9:40 PM

182

Are there any remote class options being planned for elementary school students.

7/17/2020 9:37 PM

183

Since only half of the students will be attending high school on a given day would my child who
is a junior be able to drive?

7/17/2020 9:36 PM

184

Our child is at elevated risk of serious complications from COVID-19. While we have read the
general framework, we wonder if there will be a virtual option either for all students or at the
very least for students who have elevated risk levels for serious complications.

7/17/2020 9:34 PM

185

1. What would sick policy for students/staff look like...is it only a fever that constitutes that
someone stay home?Cold like symptoms? How can it be considered reliable information when
being reported by parents and what happens when a student come to school clearly ill? 2. What
happens when there is a suspected or confirmed case at any level in the school community? 3.
Is there an kind of plan for testing? Since children are the greatest asymptotic population how
do we stay on top of their data before spread overwhelms the school community? 4. What is
the plan for dealing with already massive substitute issue? This will be a huge problem with
teachers needing to take more time off due to extreme caution when self or family members
feel ill and less available staff to fill in.

7/17/2020 9:32 PM

186

How will K students distance or is it a fear? Masks in the classroom for K students? Are the
teachers on campus being tested and how often?

7/17/2020 9:31 PM

187

How many children will be in a class room? How many children will be on a school bus?

7/17/2020 9:30 PM

188

Will siblings be assigned the same alternating schedules?

7/17/2020 9:22 PM

189

each time a child might show symptoms of Covid-19, does the child need to be tested each
time?

7/17/2020 9:12 PM

190

How exactly EACH classroom will be socially distancing? How are they not sharing supplies?
How will bussing work? How will the hallways not be crowded upon arrival and dismissal? How
will there be proper ventilation (especially on hot and humid days)?

7/17/2020 9:12 PM

191

What will the school be doing to help with children on IEP? Will there be grades vs EOL?

7/17/2020 9:12 PM

192

More details on what happens if you have to close for the older kids.

7/17/2020 9:07 PM

193

How are you going to be able to ensure that my child with adhd is going to get the proper
support to have a successful day. He uses the sensory hall, gets to go to visit Ms. Rock.

7/17/2020 9:05 PM

194

None

7/17/2020 9:01 PM

195

Why not wear masks at least while talking and exercising, to minimize emitting the virus into the
air? Otherwise it's almost pointless to just walk into the classroom with one on, and then take it
off and start talking/coughing/sneezing for 5-6 hours. Provide us with details on room ventilation
(MERV rating for air filters, presence and location of UV treatment units, air exchange rates,
fresh air intake etc) and plans for improvements. Same for bathrooms - my child says they
always smell bad - proof of poor ventilation and lingering air!

7/17/2020 8:49 PM

196

What happens if a student is diagnosed w/the virus vs. when a teacher?

7/17/2020 8:41 PM

197

I want to know how many students will be in my child's classroom, diagrams of my specific
child's classroom set-up, and if I have the choice to choose distance learning if the in-person

7/17/2020 8:41 PM
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precautions seem inadequate.
198

Please provide an option for continuing virtual learning for parents who do not feel comfortable
sending their children to school given the uncertain impacts of the virus on children as well as
the vulnerable population that the children will come in contact with during the school as well as
after it. Please do not force parents to send their children to school if you cannot guarantee
their safety and the possible negative effects of the virus on their health.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

199

None

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

200

See all above... -address teacher sick time - should not be used when forced to quarantine or if
they get sick because they were exposed at work -cleaning products and protocol -option for
virtual learning for teachers and students

7/17/2020 8:23 PM

201

My child will not be attending until there is a vaccine for this killer global pandemic that the
nation has failed to acknowledge and take seriously. With that said, virtual learning should be
the first priority. If this conversation isn't safe enough to have in person then it is not safe for my
child to return to face to face learning.

7/17/2020 8:14 PM

202

Would kids of the same household be put on the same alternating schedule?

7/17/2020 8:11 PM

203

How will 504 plans be addressed? How will social distancing be monitored? Will there be
additional staff to ensure compliance?

7/17/2020 7:52 PM

204

I would like the virtual classes more structured and mandatory

7/17/2020 7:49 PM

205

how will students be socially distant in cafeterias?

7/17/2020 7:24 PM

206

During the fall, could some classes benefit from learning outside?

7/17/2020 7:14 PM

207

I have serious concerns regarding the Reopening Framework 2020. I currently have 27
students. Social distancing is not feasible. Expecting every student and staff member to
maintain a 3 foot bubble around themselves is not realistic. Although onsite learning/instruction
is overwhelmingly any educator’s preferred method, our country is in the midst of a very real
pandemic. I truly believe that the proposed Reopening Framework is placing students, families
and staff members in an incredible, dangerous health risk situation. Medical studies have found
that most children under the age of 18 tend to have mild symptoms and fully recover within 1-2
weeks when infected with COVID-19. However, this same population (our students) can carry
and SPREAD the virus and not show any symptoms. There currently is no work environment
that proposes employees to place themselves in such a high risk situation. I truly feel the
Reopening Framework appears to be more politically motivated rather than motivated by the
health and safety of our students, families, and staff members. At this time, a more
conscientious and safe Reopening plan could/should be remote learning for the first
trimester/quarter, with the intent of continually evaluating and formulating a safe, responsible reentry plan.

7/17/2020 7:06 PM

208

What is the specific criteria the district needs to achieve tho have the kids go back on a full time
basis?

7/17/2020 6:56 PM

209

For 7th and 8th grades I am not clear on the schedule. Will it be a set two days per week or will
the "consecutive" days be M/TU, FRI/M, TH/FRI, WED/TH...? Will I have the option to have my
student remote learn 100% all year? Will the district shut down if the infection rate is climbing
and clearly appears to be heading past 9% but is at a lower % than 9%? Will my child be able
to remote learn prior to 9%? When teachers or a student tests positive, how many days are the
students in those classes quarantined and what is the plan to educate them at home? Will
substitute teachers be tested for Covid prior to teaching? Will teachers switch classes as much
as possible so students can stay in one classroom to reduce infecting the school? I assume
class size will be 50% of capacity? Are restrooms properly ventilated? What is the policy for
improperly using masks?

7/17/2020 6:56 PM

210

Is it going to be block scheduling?

7/17/2020 6:38 PM

211

See #8

7/17/2020 6:18 PM

212

I’m very concerned about my child’s safety

7/17/2020 6:12 PM

213

What does attending 2days a week for HSE look like? What’s the plan for bussing? How are
you grouping cohorts? What is your protocol for students/teachers who get Covid? Will you
enforce 14 day self quarantine for students who travel out of state and if so, how? Will all

7/17/2020 6:10 PM
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courses be available or will some be cancelled? Will you be conducting school wide exams
(SAT, PSAT, midterms, finals) in same cohorts? Will there be more student parking for jr and sr
to alleviate bus issues? Will secondary students be offered all virtual classes if they or their
families are immunocompromised or don’t want to send their kids in person?
214

I don't understand why the 6th graders are following the same schedule as the elementary
grades. Why aren't the 6th grader following the 2 days in school and 2 days home learning like
grades 7-12?

7/17/2020 6:07 PM

215

None

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

216

At the elementary level, if all K-5 students are on-site each day, who is supervising the students
that are working independently or learning virtually? Who is supervising the students during
their lunch times? Will the desks need to be cleaned afterwards? How will garbage be handled?
Will there still be some form of recess? If playground equipment can not be used, can we at
least utilize the fields? What will students be allowed to do if inside? The students will need this
release now more than ever. Where will support staff be allowed to eat their lunches? Will
faculty and staff still have access to faculty rooms for meal storage and meal heating?

7/17/2020 5:55 PM

217

A laid out plan/curriculum especially for the online learning portion. Also, an objective
framework for grading.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

218

- What is being done for "vulnerable individuals" (or those with vulnerable individuals in their
households)? - Why is Shen not offering a 'parent choice'? This would allow for families to
make decisions about schooling that best meet their needs, as well as it would reduce the
number of students for in-person learning? - As per the plan, my child could be in a room at
school and still receive remote lessons. How is this in anyone's best (and safest) interest, since
the exact same lesson could be done remotely, from the safety of our home? - What is Shen's
plans for students who arrive sick (or exhibiting symptoms) and/or show symptoms while at
school? Let's be honest: not all parents do the right thing, as far as keeping their children home
when they are sick. - How are specials classes going to be addressed? - If my child is being
supervised by an adult other than a teacher, then who is responsible for his learning during
those lessons? - What will the procedure be in the event that another child in my child's class
becomes ill? Will the classroom be closed? How will other families be notified of
exposure/potential exposure? Will the class as a whole need to quarantine? If the classroom
closes, but no quarantine is necessary, then where will the class go? - What is a teacher
becomes ill? (same questions as above) - How will substitute teachers be found and
implemented? What if not enough substitutes are available? How will coverage be handled
then? - Will masks be required by all individuals, even while in the class (and even during
instruction)? How will this policy be enforced? - Do all rooms have proper and adequate
ventilation and filtration systems? If not, what are the plans for upgrading and improving them?
- Will the length of the school day be adjusted? If not, then what are the plans for allowing the
children appropriate and necessary breaks (especially primary students) after being confined to
one room and their desks? - How will teachers provide the necessary individualized attention
and instruction to each student, if they are to stay socially distanced? - What instructional
materials will and will not be used throughout any given day, seeing as how the sharing of
materials will not allowed? Does this include readers, paper worksheets, and workbooks? If so,
what other materials will be used, and how will this impact the lessons and instruction? - How
will individuals' coats, backpacks, etc. be isolated/separated? - Is Shen creating a contingency
plan in the event of an outbreak, or if there is some other reason to switch to full remote
instruction? - If a student is absent, what plans are in place to provide materials and/or
instruction to them while away from the school building? - How is PPE going to be supplied and
distributed to the children and adults of the building? How often are masks going to be required
to be changed (since they are not effective for entire days at a time)? - What other screening
criteria are going to be considered, since temperature is not necessarily an indicator of
infection, especially in children? - What PD training will the faculty and staff receive prior to the
beginning of school, with regard to this situation? - Will the superintendent and the rest of the
district office administrators and staff be working from their Shen offices? - How will
transportation to schools be addressed, in terms of both masks and social distancing? On that
note, how is Shen able to transport the same number of students while distanced, as they
normally do on full buses? - If someone exhibits symptoms while on the bus, will everyone on
that bus then have to be quarantined? - Were teachers, staff, and/or parents involved in the
creation of the current Shen plan? - If the logistics and timetable of implementing all necessary
precautions are too much, is a delay in the start of school being considered?

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

219

I would like to see a 100% virtual option. What does the block schedule look like for a 5 day

7/17/2020 5:43 PM
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week? One day 100% virtual or 2-day block split over the weekend?
220

Why was the Teacher's Union not involved in this process? What steps are you taking to train
the teachers in shifting to block scheduling which takes a lot of time to prepare and learn about
in order to be good at?

7/17/2020 5:29 PM

221

N/A

7/17/2020 5:21 PM

222

1) Thank you for sharing a plan to start looking at. 2) Are secondary teachers being asked to
tech both online class sessions and in-person classes on the same day? 3) What are the
learning expectations for the coming year?

7/17/2020 5:20 PM

223

For our 8th, what happens on the 5th day of the week since he'd be in person 2 days and
virtual 2 days?

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

224

No not right now. I’m sure forthcoming details will answer all questions before school start.

7/17/2020 4:52 PM

225

Overall, I feel that I need more information about what a day of instruction while maintaining
social distancing would look like...

7/17/2020 4:48 PM

226

In addition to Shen potentially closing because of Saratoga County metrics, what are the Shen
specific metrics that would lead to a Shen building closure (how big of an outbreak at that
building) ?

7/17/2020 4:46 PM

227

My questions for the district... School re-opening questions/concerns in no particular order…
1.) Can students choose to be 100% online if their families have health issues or they are
fearful of returning to the building? 2.) How will the new schedule for blocking be negotiated
for STA or will it just be imposed on us? 3.) What extra duties will teachers need to pickup
(like lunch duty in the room) and how will that be negotiated? 4.) What does Wednesday look
like for 7-12 where we are out of the building? 5.) How will observations be done? No one has
been trained to do virtual instruction observations? 6.) Why aren’t students being required to
stay masked in the classroom? *Is it that you don’t want to admit it’s dangerous to be in the
building? *Is it that you don’t want to pay to supply masks? *Is it that you don’t think the lives of
the teachers and adults who will be hit harder matter much? 7.) Concern – Teachers,
monitors, aides, bus drivers are not babysitters. This seems to be the plan to appease people
who wants kids watched, not to create a strong, viable continuous learning environment that is
SAFE! 8.) How many student or adult hospitalizations and deaths are “an acceptable loss”?
Will Dr. Robinson or Dr. Wood volunteer as tributes? I want an answer to this… 9.) You do
realize numbers are rising again in this area and we aren’t even out of the first wave yet, right?
What about if the expected 2nd wave hits? 10.) Is there a plan for teachers with immune issues
or immune compromised family members? How will you keep them safe? 11.) How will we
know parents are actually taking morning temps? We know they give their kids Tylenol and cold
meds and send them off to school when sick. Why are we risking this when the stakes are so
much higher in a pandemic? 12.) Can teachers mandate and enforce masks in their own
classrooms? 13.) How will the teaching day be impacted by rolling/staggered arrival and
departure times? Who will negotiate this and how? 14.) The CDC just announced yesterday,
much to Trump’s displeasure, that schools were the highest risk category for re-opening. Why, if
we can’t even go to the movies or a concert for two hours are we opening schools for 7 hours a
day? 15.) If a student comes in and is later found to be covid positive, what happens? Does the
entire class, or team or grade or building leave school for 14 days? Does the teacher teach
online? 16.) What happens when a student is exposed and could be asymptomatic? The school
won’t know and the student could become a super-spreader. How is this safe or responsible?
17.) Will families be required to tell schools if there is someone sick in their home? How does
that work with HIPAA and how will it be enforced to keep other kids and teachers safe? 18.) If a
teacher has to quarantine, does s/he teach online from home? 19.) If a teacher has to
quarantine, will the district provide “Covid days” instead of pulling them from the teacher’s
annual allotment? 20.) How will the bathrooms be kept clean? 21.) How much PPE and
sanitizer will be provided in each classroom? Will you provide any PPE? 22.) How can this be
safe??????? 23.) Do you understand the emotional trauma and exhaustion you will be causing
your teachers who you are putting on the front lines for 4-5 days a week??? How will you
support them? 24.) Research shows masks significantly decrease the spread. Why aren’t they
mandatory unless outside? 25.) What is the actual rationale for not making masks mandatory?
You don’t want to fight enforcement? Too hard? Give me a break!!! Protect me and my kids! No
masks is a deal breaker and should be a line in the sand for the union. 26.) How are we
supposed to keep windows open when it’s raining or 20 degrees out? 27.) What happens on
the super-hot fall days? How is this not going to make the petri dish of school germ bloom out
of control? How will masks on busses, etc be enforced? 28.) What will fire drills and lockdowns

7/17/2020 4:40 PM
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look like with social distancing? 29.) How will Shen maintain full transparency with teachers and
families about illness so that everyone can make the best decisions for their safety? 30.) Will
paper even be allowed to be used during instruction now? 31.) Will teachers be given a stipend
to cover at home costs like internet, etc? 32.) Will teachers be required to clean in their own
rooms and what will be provided for this if they are? Are you sure the supply chain will be able
to support schools and extra cleaning? Can you guarantee cleaning materials? 33.) Do you
even know how many teachers are in high-risk groups like immune -compromised? What are
your plans to allow them to teach safely? What about teachers who spouses or children are
high-risk? 34.) Let’s talk substitutes ---- *Do you have a strong sub pool to start with? We know
the answer is no. *Will teachers/monitors/aides be asked or told to cover for a teacher if you
don’t have coverage? Won’t this create a breach in the exposure circles? *Will school close if
we can’t find subs? Seriously, who would want to come into a covid contaminated room? 34.)
Will school cover testing costs for teachers and how often will we be tested? 35.) Why are you
ignoring science? CDC says reopening schools is “highest risk for covid spread?
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/11/politics/cdc-documents-warn-high-risk-schoolsreopening/index.html?
fbclid=IwAR1L4LxVdiMV3HKqKXJBKEb92NLTr_jAIeG1u0KbrU0L_ni5XT8jxLlXeHA 36.) If
prisons are still releasing people due to covid risk, why are we going to put people back in a
tight space together? 37.) The governor said that our children won’t be guinea pigs. Why are
making them and their teachers just that? 38.) Since this is a known danger (a pandemic for
which we closed earlier), will we be covered 100% by workers comp if we get sick? What if we
become gravely sick (need a ventilator, stroke, blood clots, etc) does the school district, state
and workers comp cover everything (including extra out of class paid days beyond 14)? 39.)
Will teachers need to use the sick bank? Will you allow teachers to give more than two days to
keep it operational? 40.) If our biological children/spouse gets covid (test positive) will we have
to quarantine? How does that work with teaching? How does that impact sick time? Do the kids
I likely exposed in the classroom have to quarantine as well? 41.) Can I sue the district for not
requiring masks and not paying attention to science if I become ill with covid? Because either
you admit it’s a risk and you are willing to risk us, or you aren’t following science… You are
knowingly sending us into a dangerous situation. 42.) What is the threshold for closing the
school back down – one kid, teacher, ten… does someone have to die? I do NOT volunteer as
tribute. 43.) What are the plans for support if a student or teacher does die? 44.) Who teaches
the kids who don’t come back at all and are 100% online? Can they/their parents decide for
them to return in January? 45.) What happens to clubs? 46.) What is the criteria for a teacher to
teach from home if they or a family member are immune compromised? How does that work
with kids in the building who would be in their class? 47.) Will teachers have to share classroom
spaces and computers? 48.) Will study hall students be in 7-12 classrooms or are they being
eliminated so there isn’t as much cross-contamination on surfaces? 49.) Will the libraries be
open and how will they be safely used by multiple groups? 50.) Will the school be buying more
online platform subscriptions for teachers to access? 51.) What if parents are anti-maskers on
the bus and other communal areas? How will that be handled? Safety must be the first concern
over parental appeasement. 52.) Will students be allowed to use the water fountains? 53.) Is
the district taking out extra liability insurance? Will families of kids/teachers who get sick or die
be able to sue and will we have to sign a waiver to return?
228

1.) Will there be more medical/nursing staff on hand? 2.) Will teachers be held accountable to
ensure they are available for their students after hours? 3.)Will there be a way for parents who
have the means (time or money) to help in some way whether it be for classroom supplies,
cleaning supplies, back pack program donations/packing etc? 4.) What will be the preferred
method of communicating information and changes as they occur to parents and students? 5.)
What are cleaning procedures for entire building and fields?

7/17/2020 4:39 PM

229

What engaging activities are teachers allowed to do in class if students are socially distant? Will
teachers be paid if they have to quarantine for 14 days?

7/17/2020 4:12 PM

230

I feel it is still necessary for the kids to get outside for a certain part of the day. It will be very
restrictive to stay in one place for an entire school day.

7/17/2020 4:05 PM

231

Virtual options for those that dont feel comfortable sending kids to in person Anxiety will be high
in many kids, its started that will be a priority, but how exactly? What about IEPs and changes
that may need to be made for integrated kids, you only addressed the ones in self contained
classes

7/17/2020 4:04 PM

232

Comments and questions for discussion: With precautionary measures as outlined in your
Framework, as well as per comments above and below, I support sending the 6-12 grade levels
back full time. Like every person in every country performing every job, minimizing the risk is

7/17/2020 3:44 PM
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the best we can hope for. I believe that the risks of keeping kids out of full time school far
outweigh the benefits of split schedules or virtual learning. Block times - Time limits for classes
have been established by volumes of research on attention spans and learning. Even ~40
minutes at this age is a struggle for many. This proposal is to extend each class time, and then
cut the week of interactive learning and access to teachers and peers in half? Kind of a headscratcher. Eliminating high risk classes and compressing the day would better limit potential
exposure. Two day schedules - Two day blocks of learning is the worst of both worlds.
Exposure will occur within two day blocks; students have been and will continue to socialize,
even if it occurs outside of school; this option accomplishes nothing. However, teacher/student
interaction, in person learning, student comprehension and socialization/interaction, which are
all vital at this level, are perilously curtailed. There was no analysis provided in the guidance
offered. Please discuss justification for these decisions. Was the option of resuming a normal
class schedule while concurrently offering those classes virtually, considered? That option
would allow each family to make a decision reflective of their employment, health, and family
situation, as well as permit sick students to continue with school without falling behind
(assuming the criteria for allowing sick students into school will become more stringent - also a
high recommend). The "problem" of volume may self-correct given that option. Mitigate risks
inherent to in person learning to the greatest extent possible, while allowing the students to
continue to grow, learn and socialize given this new set of variables. Allow those families with
special circumstances to enroll their student in contemporaneous virtual classrooms, with their
peers and teachers. The guidance does not address the benefits of or problems created by a
split schedule and block classes, at least not sufficiently enough to justify the conclusion of
being the best choices. Masks, sanitizing stations, hand washing, open ventilation, elimination
of high risk classes, stringent screening upon entrance for school attendance. Yes these are
inconveniences, but none so much as losing out on the in person experience of middle/high
school. Afterthoughts- With mandatory masks, one way hallways will only create more
confusion and person to person contact. Please empower students to control their environment
or lose in-person learning opportunities. Also, the back packs already weigh too much. Now
they have to carry them all day??
233

How will this block scheduling work when the teachers have received zero training in teaching
to block scheduling? Why was there no input from the stakeholders asked prior to the
guidelines being issued? How are desks, workstations going to be sanitized between the
switching of classes? Respectfully, I once again, have difficulty buying into the "Shen is in"
motto when time and time again the teachers are left out of the decision making process. We
were led to believe that we would be trained and provided with examples, strategies, etc to prep
for Fall 2021 when that is not the case. In addition, on Supt. Conference Day, we were asked to
view some videos on standards based grading, read some articles, and provide some
feedback, and then "Bam" we're implementing it. I would have more respect if the district would
just tell what we will be doing instead of pretending that the input of teachers is valued.

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

234

I feel comfortable as is. Will sixth grades go to middle school or spend another year in
elementary?

7/17/2020 3:23 PM

235

Will the school have tests available?

7/17/2020 3:21 PM

236

1 How many students will be in a class? 2. If a student/staff member is exposed to COVID-19,
what is the protocol? 3. Is there a strictly virtual option for students? Thank you for your
thoughtful planning and preparation.

7/17/2020 3:09 PM

237

What will be done if students are asymptomatic?

7/17/2020 3:09 PM

238

My youngest is entering kindergarten and with all the distancing and mask wearing I think that
the level of stress is going to be very difficult for him to handle. How are you handling the
emotional toll that all of this will take on the children? This is a very scary thing for them to
make sense of, especially the little kids. My 5 year old is going to have a hard enough time
adjusting to leaving on a bus and going to school for the first time, and now he can't play with
other kids, sit with other kids or even get a hug from a teacher.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

239

No question. Consider if the teacher and their family’s health as well!

7/17/2020 2:59 PM

240

Will Shen be providing masks to children since they are required? How will student masks be
handled if they become soiled during the day? How will students meet the required Physical
activity daily/weekly if the gymnasium will no longer be used for PE? Will there be a separate
location for students/staff with COVID symptoms while waiting to be picked up, away from
students who are visiting the nurse for other reasons? Are students going to be allowed to take
the bus? Or will they be required to be dropped off? Will staggered start times take into

7/17/2020 2:52 PM
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consideration multiple students of the same household or will my children be on different
schedules? Will there be a virtual option for students if parents feel it is unsafe to send their
child back to school in person?
241

None at this time

7/17/2020 2:44 PM

242

How are you going to deal with the immense anxiety that students and staff will have if they
come back? What are options for staff with underlying health issues that may be impacted in a
more severe manner from the virus?

7/17/2020 2:37 PM

243

I am over 65 and have some medical issues but am not wanting to retire. I have plenty of sick
time built up. With a Dr's note can I take some of my time at the beginning of the school year to
see how opening goes?

7/17/2020 2:36 PM

244

If one case occurs, Is this the governor’s decision to close our doors or is it Dr. Robinson? Also,
will we wait to see how exposed the student or staff members was. Another trace them to what
exposure they have had.

7/17/2020 2:35 PM

245

Are you aware that we are living in a global pandemic? Have you seen what is happening to
kids? Teachers! Some have died because they went back to work during Covid-19. Do you
have any clue what you a risking by trying to send students and teachers back? 1 case could
be a super spreader. I would like to know who will be teaching my child from home? We are
being told by the governor and county executives to stay home, avoid large groups, do our part.
How can schools be exempt from this? Sending people into a building for long hours is not
doing our part. I’d like to see my child live to be an adult. Doesn’t seem like you care about your
community, the kids, your staff. Get internet And computers to the kids who don’t have it and
get your act together!

7/17/2020 2:21 PM

246

How can you appropriately social distance this amount of people? Why is sports even still on
the table? Colleges and many other institutions have postponed. Seems absurd to try to mingle
kids from all over NY for sporting events despite the disappointment. The whole pandemic is
sad and disappointing but keeping sports on the table seems absurd. I’m a parent of two
student athletes.

7/17/2020 2:19 PM

247

Why has it been determined it isn't safe to send HS back full time, in person but it's safe
enough to send elem back full time, in person? My job is to keep both of my kids equally safe
and this doesn't feel right.

7/17/2020 2:14 PM

248

When are you announcing the details for all of the families and teachers who want to stay alive
and healthy the remote expectations?

7/17/2020 2:11 PM

249

Is there an option to have your children get virtual instruction from home until their is a
vaccine.? This is our preference as parents of an 11th grader and 4th grader in fall 2020.

7/17/2020 2:04 PM

250

I just want to know everything that needs to be done to keep place safe and sanitized willbe
done.

7/17/2020 2:01 PM

251

what precautions kids using the restrooms?

7/17/2020 1:58 PM

252

Do you have the ability to identify and quarantine students who display signs of illness while at
school? Will the teacher's temperatures also be taken at school or are they self screening as
well? How will you assure that the student's parents will comply with the self screening, parent's
may assume that symptoms are unrelated to COVID and send a sick student to school? Will
you inform parents when students test positive, including what classes the student was in so
that we can isolate and monitor our student as well?

7/17/2020 1:57 PM

253

1) How are teachers at the elementary level going to be responsible for proper cleaning without
time built into our schedule for it? Our planning times are for planning and lunch for eating, not
cleaning. Coming early and staying late is not an option when we have our own families to
consider as well. 2) How will the district take into account medical conditions of staff that may
prevent handling chemicals for cleaning? 3) Is the district planning anything to address potential
concerns regarding faculty that reside in outside districts and schooling conflicts? 4) Is the
district working with neighboring districts and/or regions to develop similar schedules?

7/17/2020 1:54 PM

254

What are the plans for if someone tests positive in the building? How are they going to have
enough teachers to cover all of the spaces they are spreading students out to? How are they
going to try and make the experience as “normal” as possible for students?

7/17/2020 1:50 PM

255

What will lunch look like? Recess? Specials? Will sibling at the middle and high school level be

7/17/2020 1:45 PM
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put on the same 2 day schedule? Will temperature or screenings be done daily upon arrival?
256

What is the plan to help kids stay on track if illness or quarantine comes up? Will teachers be
available to answer questions on the at-home days? Will testing be reduced so that class time
in person can be actually focused on teaching time and interactive work? How will kids do the
enrichment and extracurricular activities that really provide so much? Do the teachers, who
really spend the most time with all of the kids, feel comfortable with this plan?

7/17/2020 1:35 PM

257

1. What are the specific protocols should a child test positive? 2. What are the specific
expectations of children and teachers should they need to quarantine after exposure? 3. How
will this affect teachers that teach multiple grade levels (either traveling teachers, Unified Arts
teachers, or both) and multiple buildings? 3. What are the specific expectations regarding
lessons and assignments for teachers/students given the sudden jump to block scheduling (a
plan that conveniently bypasses the continued year long planning that was to occur in 2020/21).
4. Are there options for families and teachers to partake in entirely online learning? 5. Would
teachers who live with immunocompromised family members, but are otherwise healthy
individuals, be allowed to partake in entirely online learning. 6. How will all classes be able to
meet in two days of in person classes in a block schedule, when the district modeled a three
day rotation block schedule to accommodate all classes 7. If all classes are not able to meet in
the two day rotation, what are the deciding factors about which classes will meet virtually and
which classes will meet in person. Of the classes that meet in person, which classes will meet
for extended blocks or half (skinny) blocks?

7/17/2020 1:35 PM

258

Is there any consideration having the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade models consistent? I think doing
two different models is confusing - teachers teach various grades and parents have multiple
children at the middle school in different grades. Is there any consideration for 100% virtual? To
bring kids in the building to be watching live streams or doing independent work when they can
be home and in a safer environment doing the same? We should not be forcing parents to send
their children especially when they will not be taught all day by their teachers. What kind of
support will be given for educators whose K-6 children's schedules are not aligned with Shen's
framework? How will staggering start and end times effect working hours and again will support
be given for faculty/staff who needs flexibility. Will middle school students have built in outside
time, breaks, and opportunities to socialize even with these measures in place? Will the hot
water be fixed in all sinks to be able to wash your hands effectively.

7/17/2020 1:31 PM

259

Nothing right now

7/17/2020 1:28 PM

260

If a child or adult tests positive what will be the procedure/response? How will staff be informed
if a child, staff member or family member of a child/staff member tests positive?

7/17/2020 1:27 PM

261

If K-6 students will be confined to their classrooms for 6+ hours a day, what provisions are
being made to allow these kids to get up and move around. So much of the school experience
for these kids is the social aspect and I just don’t see how that will safely be incorporated. Kids
will be very isolated in their pods so I’m not convinced this model is any more beneficial for
mental health than remote learning.

7/17/2020 1:19 PM

262

Details on the split for the older kids? By grade?

7/17/2020 1:15 PM

263

How will transportation work?

7/17/2020 1:14 PM

264

How many students will be allowed in a space based on square footage? How will you or have
you updated ventilation? What types of masks will be required? How will a positive covid-19
diagnosis be dealt with? How will you deal with people who are non compliant about safety
measures? Will nurses be provided with extra medical grade ppe so that if they do interact with
a covid positive patient they are less likely to be infected themselves or to contaminate other
people? How will you check students for fever every day? How will you maintain social
distancing upon entrance and exit and during passing time? How many student or teacher
deaths are considered an acceptable risk?

7/17/2020 1:13 PM

265

I wish that parents were given a choice of whether to send their kids to school or not like they
are doing in South Carolina. I do not want to send my children to school. It's not worth the risk.
It's unfortunate they will miss a year of socialization and learning but they will bounce back next
year and it will be fine in the long run. If there were a choice then there won't be the problem of
parents who are keeping their kids home missing work. Students who wish to learn remotely
can be assigned classes with teachers who wish to work remotely and students who want to go
to school can have teachers who also want to go back to work (or at least the teachers that
don't have a doctors note saying they are at high risk).

7/17/2020 1:12 PM
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266

Given that CoVid is still circulating, many people (adults, as well as young people) are NOT
following DOH/CDC guidelines and there is no vaccine--how can schools re-open safely even
with public health protocols in place?

7/17/2020 1:09 PM

267

If a teacher or student comes back COVID positive, is there an allowance for absentee days?
What amount of work is recommended for teachers to send home?

7/17/2020 1:04 PM

268

Will sufficient PPE be provided to children if they do not have it, or if theirs is lost/damaged?
What chemicals will be used to clean/sanitize classroom desks, materials, bathrooms? Is the
amount of time and space required to wash hands for a class of 20-25 students being
considered? My child has allergies and may need to see the nurse. Is there a nursing station
set up for sick children, and another for other other issues?

7/17/2020 12:59 PM

269

More information on requirement of masks- I think it should be very clear that everyone needs
to wear them and not allow for circumstances when masks are not required, as the limits on
that could keep getting pushed. If mask breaks are needed for students, it should be very
clearly outlined and defined as far as time-frame and circumstances so that it is not taken
advantage of.

7/17/2020 12:41 PM

270

What the times might be if buses were staggered. I have to adjust my arrival time to work if it is
outside the norm.

7/17/2020 12:39 PM

271

1. What is the block schedule? How long are classes? 2. How many students will I have in each
block? 3. What are the expectations for teachers in regards to the students who are on virtual
days? How can I teach in person and virtually? 4. What does a staggered start mean? How are
we getting hundreds for students off the buses and into/out of the building each day? 5. Why
are we not taking student temperatures each day? Parents send their kids to school sick in
normal times why do we believe they would not do that now? 6. Who is supervising students
moving in the halls? If it is teachers isn't that an additional duty? 7. Who will be sanitizing the
desks and chairs between blocks? Is that the teachers job? Is that an additional duty? 8. If one
of my students is positive does the whole class quarantine for 14 days? Do I quarantine for 14
days? Do I get paid for having to quarantine since the district is mandating in-person teaching?
Will I be required to use my sick days if I have to quarantine even though I am not sick? 9.
What PPE besides a mask is being provided teachers and students. What is a student forgets
their mask or loses it? I have many more but my anxiety is off the charts and I am having a
panic attack--what happens if that happens while in school?

7/17/2020 12:18 PM

272

Governor Cuomo has set a 5% level for closing schools.Will or can this figure be lower the
district?

7/17/2020 12:14 PM

273

If they allow high school athletics, how will the highschool athletes get to practice on their days
they are remote learning from home?

7/17/2020 12:11 PM

274

1. Recent data (from an article dated July 16th) shows that more than 17,000 kids under 18 yrs
old in Florida have tested positive for COVID. 213 of those children have been hospitalized and
4 have died. Asymptomatic children are still showing lung damage and long-term health
complications are possible. Given this and everything else we have learned and are still
learning about COVID, and because schools can still work off-site (not perfectly, but in-person
learning was never perfect, and the reopening plan is far from what we were doing prior to
COVID, and because who needs perfection during a pandemic), will the district consider
keeping with off-site learning until the time when all students and staff can be vaccinated? Will
the district consider matching teachers who need or want to opt out with families who need or
want to opt out, for a virtual academy? Shaker Heights, Ohio is doing this. 2. How many
students will be in each classroom at each grade level? 3. Will all elementary students stay in
their own buildings? 4. How many minutes per day will students at each grade level be outside?
5. How many minutes per day will students at each grade level be physically active? 6. Is the
district installing HEPA filters? (It was recommended for malls, and students and staff will be
inside together most of the day, and without masks during instruction. Being indoors is
especially risky.) 7. Do parents have the option to opt out of in-person schooling while
maintaining district enrollment and curriculum from the classroom teacher? (Or, would a family
have to disenroll and homeschool their children?) 8. Do any/all staff members have the option
of opting out of in-person teaching/working until there is a vaccine, or do all staff need to report
to the building for work, thus potentially exposing themselves to COVID? 9. Block scheduling is
being rolled one year early (for understandable reasons), and the result is a missed year of
professional development on best practices and curriculum development for instruction within a
block. What PD will be offered and when? 10. Per the framework, secondary education
students will attend in two 2-day rotations. What does day 5 look like for students and staff? Is

7/17/2020 12:11 PM
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everyone working and learning from home on day 5? 11. WIll there be a second adult on all
school busses to help monitor students' social distancing and mask wearing? Will bus windows
be down? 12. What happens when the first person in the district tests positive for COVID? Does
that one building close or all buildings? Are the protocols different if it is a staff member vs. a
student? 13. Is there a safe plan in place if teachers need substitutes and substitutes aren't
available? (Substitutes were often unavailable prior to COVID). 14. Per the framework, students
and teachers will not be wearing masks during instruction. This increases risk. Will the district
reconsider this plan and instead have masks and face shields worn all day by everyone in the
building? 15. Will the district consider plexiglass barriers on all desks?
275

Opening schools is clearly a health risk. How will the district respond to outbreaks? Further, a
safe environment is a prerequisite for learning. Will the school be safe? Will students and staff
feel safe? I am concerned about the quality of instruction that will be able to be delivered under
the guidelines. It seems there is no room for student grouping, collaboration, hands-on use of
shared materials and manipulatives, one on one or small group instruction, or
socialization/building of relationships with the proposed configurations. Face masks will make it
difficult to hear and eliminate being able to read facial expressions. Busing, meals and recess
will all be restricted and difficult for all. Not to mention having kids understand and follow social
distancing in a small classroom and the logistics of having a school building with 700+ students
social distance in transit within the school. One class, with even a reduced number of students
traveling with 3 ft distance between each student will be upwards of 50 ft. long. Everything that
makes the school/classroom community and experience what it is will not be possible. I
concede that there is no good answer as virtual learning is difficult for families and poses risks
for our most vulnerable students but I’m not convinced the risks of in person schooling are not
greater.

7/17/2020 12:08 PM

276

1. How do parents opt-out of onsite learning (the state guidelines specify that parents who opt
not to send their children back must be accommodated with remote instruction)? 2. What will be
done differently this fall to ensure students are being held accountable when receiving
instruction via remote learning?

7/17/2020 12:02 PM

277

1. Re: teacher instruction. Will Teachers be permotted to approach students within 6ft to assist
with instruction? 2. Will in-class support still be provided for classes with students with IEP
designations? 3. Will students stay in one room all day? 4. For 6th grade: How long will the the
instructional periods be? 5. Where can staff eat lunch and take a "mask break". 6. Teaching
staff are asked to keep their work station clean and disinfect it. Will there be additional areas
that teachers will be asked to clean? 7. Koda 6th grade classrooms all have bathrooms in them.
Will cleaning staff be coming in during the day to clean? 8. Sharing of materials is being
discouraged. Does this mean teachers should not provide hand outs and have them turned in
and returned to students? 9. If we are allowed to use hardcopy materials will the district provide
pencils for astudents that do not bring their own? 10. How will potential closures be
determined? By grade level, by building? other?

7/17/2020 12:01 PM

278

Cafe is risk

7/17/2020 11:58 AM

279

Will there be a virtual online option for parents not comfortable with sending their kids to
school?

7/17/2020 11:54 AM

280

1. If a child test positive does all the other children and faculty in his class and on his bus get
tested. 1a. Does all family members from the kids in that class get tested? 1b. If so, Who pays
for that testing? 2. If a child tests positive, do all kids and faculty in his class and on his bus
then have to quarantine for 14 days? 2b. Do all family members of the kids in a class where
there is a positive test have to quarantine for 14 days? 3. Why is there not a public school
option for distance learning in this school district? Options are send kid to school or pull them
out and home school them. During a pandemic there should be an online only option. 4. Odds
are there will be another wave in New York, gov. Cuomo even said he expects one. Why are we
putting our children at risk when we know there is another wave coming and the school will
close down when that happens? Why not give them the option of distance learning from the
start?

7/17/2020 11:53 AM

281

1. Will teachers be allowed to work from classrooms IF school does not open for onsite learning
in September? 2. What will teachers / students be doing on day 5 of the proposed plan to have
1/2 of students in school on Monday & Tuesday and the other 1/2 of students in school on
Wednesday & Thursday? will teachers be working /planning / recording videos / social distance
PLC meetings / faculty meetings / department meetings on day 5? 3. Will block schedules be
the ones we were looking at for implementation in September of 2022? 4. Clear or see thru face

7/17/2020 11:51 AM
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masks for deaf and hard of hearing teachers and students (not face shields) - will these be
provided by the district for everyone ?
282

None

7/17/2020 11:49 AM

283

I would like to understand how an employee's sick time will be used in the event a person is
placed under mandatory quarantine, which could happen several times for two week periods
over the year, given the possibility for exposures for us at work, and for those of us with
spouses and children in other schools or workplaces. If someone has a positive diagnosis (god
forbid) but is asymptomatic, can that student learn from home without being marked absent/can
that teacher teach from home without using sick time? If an adult develops symptoms during
the school day, how will supervision be provided for students so that person can leave the
premises immediately? Can parents with an immunocompromised child choose a virtual option
for instruction? Presuming increased potential for significant anxiety, can students whose
mental health prohibits them from coming into the building select a virtual option? How will
APPR be adjusted considering the fact that many best practices will have to be modified or
eliminated to maintain social distancing? Thank you for asking for our concerns.

7/17/2020 11:36 AM

284

What will happen with students who get free lunch?

7/17/2020 11:36 AM

285

There is so much talk about the kids. How can we ensure that staff is safe?

7/17/2020 11:33 AM

286

When will low contact sports be allowed to start (fall)? How will lunch seating work? How will
teachers teach online while teaching classes in school? What will happen to the 5th day of the
school week?

7/17/2020 11:32 AM

287

I need to work - these kids need to be in school. 6th grade and below don’t do well with online
learning. They need classroom time - at least 50% if 100% can’t be reached.

7/17/2020 11:31 AM

288

No questions at this time.

7/17/2020 11:27 AM

289

What procedures will be in place to limit parents entering the school and early dismissal of
students. If a student or staff member tests positive for the virus, what procedure will be in
place to notify school personnel and what will determine closing down the school.

7/17/2020 11:26 AM

290

Do subs have any sort of access to disability or illness leave if they get sick on the job like
regular teachers? They are more broadly exposed across the schools, so are potentially at
higher risk.

7/17/2020 11:16 AM

291

1. Will siblings be going to school on the same day??? I will have some in Ms, hsw, Hse 2.
What happened during a free period? Can they socialize with small group? 3. The days they
are not in school are they required to actually log on and do work? The last semester many kids
did not even try. And will they get actual grades this time so this can go toward their gpa?? 4.
How can lockers not be used?? That‘a too much for kids to carry around all day 5. Will all kids
with licenses now be able to drive in to make more rooms on buses? If kids are only going 2
days a week and then other kids the other 2 days. Should be more room in lots.

7/17/2020 11:14 AM

292

Who is paying for all these safety measures? This does not seem sustainable. Why are you not
planning for K12 chromebooks and giving staff training on how to teach from home? If you are
truly concerned about safety, why are you not making wifi available throughout the district and
for teachers? Why are you not providing options to parents and teachers who will not be
comfortable in this unsafe environment? You can’t guarantee safety so you need to give
parents a choice to keep their kids home and teachers the opportunity to work from home.
What about families with older grandparents/parents in the home? Why are you driving
teachers away from the profession? That means lower quality teachers in the future if you’re
not protecting the ones you have now! Kids with asthma? Allergies? - how can you be outside if
kids have allergies? Diabetes? Compromised immune systems? Cases are low because all of
these people have been safe at home. Why are you jeopardizing it now? Selfish! Where’s your
layout? Where’s the administration pay cuts? Parents lie about kids health and give them
medication before school, how are you going to monitor that? THIS IS NOT CONSIDERING
SAFETY FIRST! Safety first would be kids and staff working from home.

7/17/2020 11:14 AM

293

You must answer what options you will be providing families who understand the deep risk of
sending their children to school and would prefer a full time distance learning option

7/17/2020 11:11 AM

294

Air filtration? How do we ensure temperatures are truly being taken? Will there be better
oversight of online instruction?

7/17/2020 11:10 AM

295

I'm thrilled that elementary students are going everyday. THANK YOU!! I'm concerned about

7/17/2020 11:09 AM
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students not needing to wear masks when seated. The virus is air born. It can even enter
through the eyes. I'm very concerned about asymptomatic high school students transmitting it
to each other and teachers/staff. I know it will be a battle to keep them masked and social
distancing and keep masks up over their noses. We will need building admin support on this
issue. Who will be responsible for disinfecting materials/ supplies/ lab equipment between use?
The science teachers are packed in rooms back to back esp with the reno room disruptions.
There is no time to clean before the next group arrives. I would like all staff to be encouraged to
wear face shields and masks all day. I'm concerned about staggered start time and before/after
school care for my 4th grader. He currently attends AM and PM YTime. Will that be running? I
cannot work without it. If we are following block scheduling, will my 10th grader still be able to
take all of the classes he is currently signed up to take? I don't know how to manage
classes/provide coherent instruction in a block and with blended instruction and this is being
thrust upon us.
296

How will lunch be handled for HS students? Will students be able to purchase meals?

7/17/2020 11:07 AM

297

Is there another plan other than returning to onsite instruction for the protection of higher risk
teachers. How will staff absenteeism be handled if most of the substitutes are retired teachers
of higher risk age.

7/17/2020 11:05 AM

298

How will lunch be handled What about gym, art,music, computer lab Will the playground be
used

7/17/2020 11:01 AM

299

Without full masks, all day, how can you even say that students and staff are safe? Coughs and
sneezes travel further than 6ft. My child will learn better if everyone stays safe, which means
keeping students and staff home.

7/17/2020 11:00 AM

300

The US is currently growing at 70k cases PER DAY. In order to prevent spreading once the
schools reopen, can it me MANDATORY that all students AND staff wear face masks? It would
also be beneficial to the school to give any with symptoms a LOA

7/17/2020 10:57 AM

301

I'm concerned with my young children and how the structure of the day would be. My son is
extremely high energy and cannot be at a desk not moving throughout the day (not playing
outside, gym class, moving between specials...) He already doesn't have a great impression of
school and I do worry that the social distancing and not having enough opportunities to move
and get energy out will cause him disciplinary actions and a further dislike for school.

7/17/2020 10:57 AM

302

I asked a couple questions above. I am curious whether you anticipate that some parents will
send their kids and some parents will refuse, and how that will be handled regarding truancy
etc.

7/17/2020 10:55 AM

303

Since you obviously have no idea what a classroom looks like, why don’t you teach in each
classroom every week? See how terrible these plans are. Keep everything online.

7/17/2020 10:52 AM

304

Will the nurses room be moved to a larger area to accommodate social distances for children
that fall ill during the day?

7/17/2020 10:40 AM

305

How often will classrooms be sanitized and what chemicals will be used in the sanitation
process? Do teachers have a say in the use of cleaners in their classroom? Worried about the
exposure to harmful chemicals every day. Will hand sanitizer be available in every classroom?

7/17/2020 10:39 AM

306

What is to be done with students who refuse to wear a mask? How will faculty and staff be
protected against these students? How can you insure appropriate ventilation in rooms that
have no ventilation units? How often will ventilation filters be changed?

7/17/2020 10:39 AM

307

I just don't see how this can be done safely with such a large school district.

7/17/2020 10:37 AM

308

How we can implement school-wide virtual learning.

7/17/2020 10:35 AM

309

How does the teaching look for teachers/students when they are coming to school only 2 days
a week? Will we be teaching remotely to those students not coming in on those days and how
will this technology work? (training for teachers?) Not sure how this actually works. As a parent
and teacher, the remote learning did not work for my high school student and I needed to be
sure to be attending to him AND my teaching from home. How can I do this if he is at home
twice a week? If I teach one self-contained special education class a day, do those students
need to come to school every day for that one class as they are integrated throughout the
school day into regular and self-contained classes? My students and son needed a great deal
of assistance from home to help with remote learning. This is a whole new approach to our

7/17/2020 10:28 AM
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special ed students (and regular ed students). During the lockdown, parents were assisting
their children. Parents have returned to work. How do we support children from home?
310

Please see answer to question number 8.

7/17/2020 10:28 AM

311

Will there be a 100% remote option for students who are able to stay home?

7/17/2020 10:27 AM

312

How are we going to staff all the changes (arrival times, passing times, etc.?) How will we
obtain substitutes if we are sick? We already have a shortage and many of our regular subs will
not return this year to protect their health as many are retired and in the at risk group. Are there
plans in place for dealing with student refusals of health precautions? It has unfortunately
become a politicized issue. What about teachers who are lacking in childcare because their
students districts have different plans? How will social distancing be in place in Resource
rooms or other small spaces?

7/17/2020 10:21 AM

313

Masks being taken off during instruction is a strange component... Even socially distanced you
are talking about indoors. I’m not sure I would feel comfortable sending my kid knowing other
kids would take their masks off during instruction in an enclosed environment. That part of the
plan wasn’t safe. The only safe place to have your mask off is outdoors socially distanced. I
have concerns about how my 5th grade child will feel with limited contact, limited talking, limited
social interaction, and having to wear a face mask all the time. I think it’s important to stress to
the kids that they are part of this new covid safety movement and these precautions are helping
to keep their friends and teachers and staff safe. That even though they cannot express
themselves the usual way that the new learning guidelines are to protect those around them.
Somehow an age appropriate session (orientation you referenced) that helps simplify and
summarize this will be very helpful. Many kids are probably hearing things at home that may
make them fearful to be at school in the first place and will need this guidance. Thank you for
working so diligently on helping get our kids back to school. Thank you for asking for feedback
too.

7/17/2020 10:15 AM

314

1. What would be the new school hours? 2. What percentage of instructional program would
each student receive vs. percentage of independent / remote instructions in the school
building? I would rather having my children receive remote/live stream instructions from home.
3. Would school allow full time remote learning for students?

7/17/2020 10:13 AM

315

- How are kids supposed to wear masks during lunch? - There are many breathing/health
problems associated with some students causing them an inability to wear masks. How are you
going to help these kids and still keep them safe? - There are surely going to be kids that won't
listen to the rules about mask requirements on the bus, classrooms, e.t.c. How will you enforce
this very important rule? - How are you going to clean the desks after every period? There's
only 4 minutes in between classes in the middle school, which is not enough time to clean all of
the desks. - How will bathrooms be handled? Will you not allow someone to go if there are
more than 3 people? When will you allow people to go? - What about water fountains? Not
every student brings a water bottle to school. How will they be provided? - How will you ensure
that no one touches the door handles to the entrances? Will you simply leave them open, free
for any school shooter to enter? - Will there be any fire drills/lockdowns this year? If yes, what's
the procedure for getting all kids out of the building and still stay 6 feet apart? (we can't go in
single file lines or all crunch up in a corner of the room in case of a lockdown.) If no, how will
you ensure that all students know what to do in case of one? (because the procedure will NOT
be the same as previous ones.) - Will the janitors be paid more during this event? They are
going to have 4 times the amount of work they had before due to coronavirus and they are
going to be working nonstop. I want to make sure they are considered as well. - How will eating
utensils (forks, knifes, spoons) be distributed during lunch? Before they were all in the same
bowl free for anyone to touch.

7/17/2020 10:05 AM

316

Will I get more resources? Will I have a desktop to do the best job possible? What happens if I
get sick or exposed? I don't have that much time to cover my absence and I can't afford to go
unpaid? What will we do if a parent doesn't share that the child is sick or that they have been
exposed and sends them to school and infects many?

7/17/2020 9:57 AM

317

are nurses comfortable that they are prepared, stocked and have support and back up. We may
need extra nurse. I can see people getting sick from stress until they adjust to this new way of
school. Also - I'd like to see small group sports practice. If it can't be official teams, some sort of
fitness outlet. Being fit keeps you healthy.

7/17/2020 9:56 AM

318

I’m also a teacher in a local daycare, who is in charge of the kindergarten wrap around
program. Currently, I have kids that are in 6 out of the 8 elementary schools. If classes go

7/17/2020 9:54 AM
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virtual, is there the possibility to have all schools do the same exact thing in each grade? For
teachers like myself, its very difficult to help kids and keep them up on learning when they are
all doing different things....even though they are all in the same grade
319

As a travel teacher that can be at up to 4 schools in a day, what Precautions would be
implemented in keeping myself and the schools on entering safe?

7/17/2020 9:53 AM

320

At that time, what are the number of cases like in our area, will testing/and results be
guaranteed to be done in a quick enough turnaround to stop the spread? Will the school be
offering employees more paid sick days to ensure staff stays home when necessary? How will
the schools manage acquiring enough substitutes? Will plexiglass be added in classroom
setups to better protect staff?

7/17/2020 9:52 AM

321

-For the middle/high school schedule, what will the day look like on the 5th day? -If students are
not allowed to use lockers-where will they put coats/bags, etc...? This brings up a security
concern. Allowing kids to walk around with masks, bags, etc... goes against everything we have
been focusing on in trying to avoid school shootings. How can we address both COVID
concerns and safety concerns? -Block scheduling sounds like a great idea-but we have literally
NO training on this. Will teachers be given Block scheduling training and time to plan? If so,
when? Will the first day of school be delayed to allow for multiple Superintendent Days to do
this? -If a student goes to school on Monday and Tuesday and completes the accompanying
assignments on Wednesday. What will he/she do for the rest of the week? This is a really large
dilemma for a parent who has to work. I am concerned that we will lose students this way and
that all enthusiasm for school will be lost. -I am also concerned about the possibility of no gym
class. This is a really important outlet for kids. How can gym class be altered to allow kids to
play-particularly in the early months of school? Perhaps some form of unstructured recess
could be thrown into the schedule to allow students to just relax outside for a bit. -What will do
about substitutes if a teacher needs to miss a day of school? Will they be allowed in the
building? Do we have any who would want to come in?

7/17/2020 9:52 AM

322

What will staggered arrival and dismissal times look like? The entire dismissal process needs to
be re-designed, at least at Okte. It has always been very disorganized and chaotic because
parents do not follow the rules put in place or try to navigate around them to suit their needs. It
places an unnecessary burden on the Attendance Clerk who doesn't have a lot of help during
this time.

7/17/2020 9:43 AM

323

What is the protocol when a student/teacher/staff member is to have known exposure to
COVID19? What is the protocol when a student/teacher/staff member is diagnosed with
COVID19? What is the protocol when a student/teacher/staff member comes down with a fever
or other symptom? Will teachers have to exhaust their sick days to stay home when
exposed/sick? Will students be required to wear masks during PE? What will recess look like?
Will children be required to wear masks outside? Will chorus and orchestra/band continue?
With the staggered start/dismissal times, will teachers have to continually reteach the same
material each day to students as more arrive? Will AIS services continue in a separate
location? Even though this then exposes students to other children in the building other than
their classmates and therefore increases their exposure to other people?

7/17/2020 9:40 AM

324

N/A

7/17/2020 9:40 AM

325

1. Will there be an all virtual option for those not comfortable sending their k-6 students on-site?
2. If I did send my child on-site, how would I know my second grade child is still receiving the
necessary support when doing virtual learning onsite in a separate part of the building?

7/17/2020 9:35 AM

326

What about students whose parents are not home to take temperature daily? What is the
protocol if a sick student is sent to school? Who is doing daily cleaning and disinfecting? What if
students refuse to wear mask or follow social distancing? Who is keeping track of cleaning of
shared materials and equipment? How do we know if it has been three days since it has last
been used? How will this impact the planning of our lessons? Will 6th graders be rotating and
physically moving to different classes? What will a teacher’s schedule look like for special
programs? For example, I will be working BESD with 6th graders everyday in person and 7th
graders who will be split, all of whom have resource, some of whom have co-teach classes, and
some of whom have a special class. The special classes for BESD are mixed grade, so there
may be some difficulty in scheduling lessons. If a student (grade 7 or 8) is in 1 or 2 self
contained classes, but mainstreamed the rest of the day, what schedule will they follow? With
staggered arrival and dismissal, does this mean that students will be in school for a shorter
amount of time than in the past? How long will each block period be? Will there still be

7/17/2020 9:34 AM
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homeroom? Which classrooms will students eat in? Homeroom? Or one of the middle block
classrooms? Will students carry backpacks throughout the day and keep next to their desks?
327

What is the plan for substitutes? What training will staff be given prior to being thrown into the
inevitable virtual learning scenarios? Will staff be provided ADDITIONAL PAID time to create
virtual lessons? Will staff be required to create twice as many lessons to accommodate the
children learning in person and online? How are the state academic standards being address?
It does not seem reasonable to expect teachers to meet such requirements given the current
situation. Will there be a penalty if I choose to stay home to protect my family? I have two
young children at home and I am concerned for my family's physical health as well as my
mental health. This is an incredibly difficult decision educators have been thrown into. I feel like
I am being asked to choose between my career and the health and safety of my family, my
children. Who is going to be responsible for checking the temperatures of the hundreds of
students each day? What is the protocol for sending children to the nurses office? What
happens if/when we are forced to go virtual. How would it be possible to teach using recorded
lessons on a moment's notice? When there is a positive case in the building, will only one class
be quarantined/sent home for virtual learning or will it be the whole school? Will the district be
providing masks for students and staff that need them? WIll the district be providing staff with
gloves? How will the district be addressing the inequities of the families in our population?
Every child should have a device when we go virtual. Not just a device, but a computer.

7/17/2020 9:34 AM

328

What is the plan for a positive Covid result?

7/17/2020 9:32 AM

329

I do not understand the 6th grade model. Why would kids come to school and sit in another
space with an aide? Why wouldn't they just follow the block schedule and attend school 2 days
a week and do it virtually the other days like 7th and 8th grade are doing?

7/17/2020 9:26 AM

330

If a student or myself test positive, does the entire school self-quarantine for 14 days? Do I use
my sick time for that (if I am teaching virtually)? Am I required to teach virtually if I am ill? Will
students be allowed to handle books and other materials? Will the hand sanitizer have alcohol
in it so that it is effective? How will pacing be addressed, knowing that some students had
difficulty with off-site learning? How will APPR be addressed, since some practices will have to
be the opposite of what the rubric defines as highly effective (e.g. collaboration)? Will students
go between the "main classroom" and the other instructional space on alternate days or will
they always be in the same rooms? If they are required to share desks on alternate days, will
bins be provided to store materials as items cannot be left in desks? If parents opt not to send
their child, am I responsible for providing virtual learning to that child?

7/17/2020 9:22 AM

331

I want a commitment from Shen that you'll do everything in your power to make school as
normal a situation as possible. There is already a ton of data that proves children are the least
affected by this. There is also data proving they are not spreaders of the disease. You should
obviously protect the most vulnerable teachers - those with preexisting health conditions and
those that are older - but do the research. Get schools open in the fall. Provide a good
experience for our children.

7/17/2020 9:21 AM

332

extensive details about procedure when students or staff are tested positive for COVID. thank
you

7/17/2020 9:18 AM

333

What would happen if I did not feel comfortable going back in the classroom? Would I be forced
to resign? Is there any other option?

7/17/2020 9:16 AM

334

I have high risk people living in my home. In addition, I have a child with reactive airway
disease. I am very concerned that having 20+ students in one room is a recipe for disaster in
our house and in others who also have vulnerable people. What does it mean to not be wearing
a mask during active instruction? That seems like a significant part of the day. How often will
school buses be cleaned? How many students per bus? How many students per classroom
based on square footage? How will we know that parents are taking temperatures and not
taking their children to school with one? Temperature is not even a good indicator as many
people are not symptomatic. For middle school students who have multiple teachers/classes,
will they be staying in one place all day? How often are bathrooms cleaned? Is there air
conditioning so that in September or warmer months mask wearing is not unbearably hot? It is
difficult to concentrate and work when you are uncomfortable or hot. How will teachers handle
this? For those who are high risk or have high risk people in their homes, is there an alternative
for them in the plan? If so, what is it? If someone in school tests positive (child or adult) will the
school shutdown? What is the plan if someone tests positive? I do not feel comfortable sending
my child back unless we have more answers and more specific answers.

7/17/2020 9:14 AM
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335

None.

7/17/2020 9:11 AM

336

What does AIS look like this fall? How will we service our students? Will we be given more
supplies (LLI and other readers and mbooks for all—we do not have enough take home books
for all of our kids to have their own), since we do not have enough books and manipulatives for
our students to have their own. Reading a book and then waiting 3 days to use that book with
another group just doesn’t seem feasible. I understand why that protocol exists, but in groups
we spend more than one day and reading on a book. We only have enough Fundations
supplies for our small groups. We do not have enough for our students to have their own. How
will the district support us with this so we can set our students up for success.

7/17/2020 9:07 AM

337

Will gym and band still be open?

7/17/2020 9:06 AM

338

Is there a two day option for k-5? If it's all day everyday, I may just send my middle schooler.
This is not okay. If I don't send my kid, will there be a remote learning option?

7/17/2020 9:05 AM

339

Will elementary students have and if so, be traveling to gym, recess or specials like music?

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

340

What happens if one child is diagnosed with Covid and has exposed the classes and teacher?
Do they all get tested? Do they quarantine until the results return? So then does the class go
virtual for that time being?

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

341

What materials is the district making available for remote learning for elementary students if I
choose not to send my child? I feel comfortable with the Middle School set up. How will you
ensure kids this age are using masks appropriately? Why is there no option to have my child
leave after they've completed live instruction? I can help her with the online portion. Remote
learning doesn't have to happy on site. That's dangerous.

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

342

At this time I have no questions.

7/17/2020 9:00 AM

343

-What is the protocol if someone in my building tests positive for COVID? Does the whole
building close? Does everyone who has been in contact and/or shared a room with the person
need to quarantine? -If a staff member tests positive or is required to quarantine, will that staff
member be required to use their sick days? -What requirements are there for ventilation in the
school? (What are "the minimum requirements"?) -What will the procedure be if a student
refuses to wear a mask in any of the required spaces?

7/17/2020 8:58 AM

344

What happens if a teacher/child test positive with covid? What happens as far as sick days/
child falling behind? School plans for positive case?

7/17/2020 8:48 AM

345

Will students follow a regular schedule regardless of online learning or in school? Will teachers
be giving live lessons if online learning is required?

7/17/2020 8:47 AM

346

I would like to know more about bus sanitation. I would also like to hear more specifically from
the Kindergarten group on how they are going to handle these newcomers who will struggle
most with the precautionary items. How will this be handled? Many activities are sensory - how
are things being sanitized?

7/17/2020 8:46 AM

347

I'd like to be confident that the students will be engaged in learning - the focus will be on the
classes, not on the virus

7/17/2020 8:44 AM

348

Just additional details.

7/17/2020 8:43 AM

349

What is the protocol for people not wearing masks or keeping 6 feet distance? How will buses
keep students apart?

7/17/2020 8:42 AM

350

Will there be an all virtual option for parents who don't feel comfortable sending their kids to
school? Or will we be forced to pull them from the district and find a homeschool program? Will
you be sending a list of clear symptoms that would require parents to keep their children home?
Is the school requesting cleaning supplies as part of the supply list or will the district purchase
in bulk as these are almost impossible to come by in the store? (I'd be happy to pay a fee if I
didn't have to go shopping for hand sanitizer or lysol wipes) How do you expect working
parents to be able to accommodate staggered starting times? Will all students be together in a
room or could a teachers class possibly be separated into 2 groups and monitored by a teacher
assistant? Have you considered shortening the length of the school day so students aren't
stuck inside, in a room, with the same group of children and unable to leave that room?

7/17/2020 8:42 AM

351

What will be the district protocols when a student or teacher tests positive? How will elementary
art be structured and implemented? How will art supplies be most effectively managed? Is the

7/17/2020 8:33 AM
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central warehouse preparing for large orders of individual materials? Re: 560 erasers,
watercolors palettes or markers for individual use. Thank you!
352

In the even of exposure, and required isolation... how would my child keep learning. Would they
have access to online learning for those two weeks or would they fall behind. How are we
planning the bus routes. With the 6 foot requirement, the buses can only have one child per
seat which is far from capacity.

7/17/2020 8:26 AM

353

Will we have to clean our supplies before we come to school.

7/17/2020 8:20 AM

354

What is the exact game plan for social distancing students in classrooms if everyone is
attending?

7/17/2020 8:20 AM

355

How will school district or government take accountability in the event a child, school staff or
even a parent contracts the Covid, due to a source of infection from the school campus ? It
does not suffice to take precautions are being taken, because there will situations where
precautionary steps are not enough to prevent a virus that is so easily spread as this one. All it
takes is one Asymptomatic child, staff or parent to cough or sneeze in the campus. The spread
of the virus is a restaurant as seen in so many cases is a evidence enough of easily it spreads
in a smaller environment. Imaging the consequence in a larger gathering.

7/17/2020 8:15 AM

356

What will school staff do about parents/kids who refuse to wear masks and/or don't care about
social distancing?

7/17/2020 8:14 AM

357

Will ventilation in all district buildings meet CDC guidelines?

7/17/2020 8:13 AM

358

Can you make sure 6ft distance be maintained throughout the school day and no contact with
other kids?

7/17/2020 8:02 AM

359

a very clear plan provided to parents regarding classes, sports, musical instruction classes and
extra curricular activities

7/17/2020 7:59 AM

360

my only question is re: my daughter who will be a 5th grader in Arongen - she has an anxiety
disorder and sometimes has panic attacks. if she has a panic attack and needs to remove her
mask to calm down and breath deeply how would that be quickly and safely handled?

7/17/2020 7:56 AM

361

1) Are children required to stay home if they have allergies or the common cold? 2) How will
students remain socially distant when exiting the school buses and entering the schools? 3)Will
there be staff monitoring hallways to ensure distance and masking? 4)Will band/Music and PE
still be part of school day?

7/17/2020 7:54 AM

362

Concerns to think of (that people are emailing/anxious about) : - filters on vents - new like mall
vents? change ours more frequently? dirt can be seen blowing out of vents, on counters, on
ceilings. - masks - N95 provided to staff? some type of mask provided to students? Really not
wearing mask when sitting at seat talking, participating, etc - temperature taking on arrival for
students and staff- who will do it? what happens if temp? - storage - if we can't have cabinets do we store things in student closets? Should we take doors off closest to store student/adult
materials? - Books/reading areas - can we have them in classrooms yes/no? - Desks - if A/B
day - need storage for student materials? If every day can we store things in desks? BATHROOMS - schedules? clean every 1/2 hour during day? Use classroom and gang
bathrooms? kids miss often - Lunch - in room but mask off???? lunch is so has so many germs
and desk areas will need to be cleaned after to be used since food is all over - Night cleaning
different it is minimal now? Teachers need to get "germ killing light" - Not all spaces are good
for teaching - echos, no wifi, air/heat flow, - what is a small group for a class size? Are small
groups the same through the all Elem? - can aides travel between rooms during the day? - can
traveling teachers enter building/room (music/ENL/PE) - AIS/Sped what will these service look
like? - if my position is changing when will I find out what I am teaching? - what happens if I am
not comfortable working in the plan Shen has created for the fall?

7/17/2020 7:50 AM

363

sanitizing process of buses/classrooms, contact tracing procedures

7/17/2020 7:49 AM

364

N/A

7/17/2020 7:43 AM

365

If elementary classrooms are split, meaning some students will go to another space, will it
always be the same students? Who will monitor these students in a separate location?

7/17/2020 7:42 AM

366

What cleaning procedures will be done while students are in school to prevent the spread of
infection? Will wearing masks be enforced at the HS level?

7/17/2020 7:40 AM
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367

Do we fear president Trump this much that our kids are put at risk because of his failures . Can
we just do virtual learning rather than possibly killing one child out of every three class rooms ,
causing illness and horrible side effects in many more , bringing the disease home to sick or old
relatives and more horrible burdens our children shouldn’t have to bear from our governments
failures .

7/17/2020 7:33 AM

368

Will there be a virtual option?should I start researching homeschool curriculums?

7/17/2020 7:19 AM

369

Why is Shen not following the normal class schedule on days where the curriculum is delivered
virtually? How is Shen ensuring that the teaching model is supporting academic success for
high school students to be college-ready?

7/17/2020 7:18 AM

370

What is the main driver in the decision to have all kids attend everyday in K-6?

7/17/2020 7:12 AM

371

Can my sixth grader work from home if I am not comfortable sending her to school.

7/17/2020 7:11 AM

372

I would like to see additional details regarding the testing protocols. With the chance of
asymptomatic carriers, how prepared will the schools be? How will learning for a student who
tests positive be accomplished to maintain the learning at the same pace of remaining class?
What will be the isolation/quarantining protocols be for students/staff be if a person tests
positive in direct or indirect contact. What happens if a custodial staff member cleaning
classrooms at night tests positive

7/17/2020 6:53 AM

373

What will happen if a staff member in the school or a child in the school has COVID? How is
contact tracing occurring? Will the achool be diligent to send any kid home who doesn’t feel
well?

7/17/2020 6:51 AM

374

Will distance learning support be available for parents who want to keep their child home? Are
you considering a later start date to witness and learn from experiences of other schools that
open sooner?

7/17/2020 6:51 AM

375

What is the plan for any positive contacts? If quarantine is necessary, how does that affect
attendance requirements? Will online instruction be more structured on the 2 days off?

7/17/2020 6:50 AM

376

How can you even be entertaining any scenario where children are put at risk of contracting the
virus from other students, teachers or staff members? Education is important please don’t
misunderstand me but what is to be gained from in person instruction of and when children
contract the virus then bring it home to their parents siblings and other family members.
Possible death and or long term health issues are not to gambled. No in person class
experience is worth my child’s health and safety. I hope that Shen does the right thing by its
students and steps up remote learning rather than succumbing to pressures to reopen schools.

7/17/2020 6:45 AM

377

How many students in a classroom? Even though students will be wearing a mask in class
what is the space between students?

7/17/2020 6:44 AM

378

What happens if one of my students gets sick, do I need to stay home? How will the school
coordinate with the health department? Will we continue schooling unless the governor closes
them?

7/17/2020 6:36 AM

379

None

7/17/2020 6:16 AM

380

Can I teach chorus or voice lessons remotely if in person chorus’ are not allowed. Can I teach
remotely general music classes where they are allowed to borrow a ukulele from the school. I
am a music teacher and would like to be used in that capacity still even if my classroom is
being used for a different subject area. If my kids go to another school will or be in
Shenendehowa’s consideration that I teach remotely on the days my kids are home from their
schools?

7/17/2020 6:08 AM

381

What about employees who are considered high risk?

7/17/2020 5:48 AM

382

Will the school nurse be doing daily check ins on the classes to assess for any kids who appear
ill?

7/17/2020 5:22 AM

383

What qualifies my child too sick to attend school? Cold symptoms? How long are kids out of
school for due to a fever? What is the substitute situation for when teachers are sick?

7/17/2020 5:10 AM

384

Can parents suggest a different plan or proposal for reopening?

7/17/2020 5:01 AM

385

Would prefer daily attendance; not 2x per week.

7/17/2020 4:10 AM
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386

1. There is not enough known about this virus at this time. 2. Students need to be provided with
the opportunity for online learning as an option -some students are have medical concerns,
have family members with medical concerns, or elderly grandparents who would be high risk if
exposed. 3. It is surprising/upsetting to see that masks would not be required during periods of
instruction. This is unacceptable for both students and teachers. 4. Ventilation standards should
be at the highest level possible, not minimum standards. 5. This would be way too many people
for use of facilities, including restrooms. 6. Parents should be allowed to make the choice that is
best for their family during an unprecedented time like the one in which we find ourselves. 7.
Only families can determine their level of risk, and the best way for their family to proceed;
especially given the fact that families will have to live with the potential loss of life, or long-term
health challenges, that may result from COVID. 8. It is disappointing that Shen appears to place
more of a value on sending everyone back every day (which would, in my opinion, result in an
unsafe number of people in the building at one time) than on the lives of students, faculty, and
staff, and it makes me question your judgement. 9. I believe that many students will do better in
their home environment where they are able to be nurtured, hugged, and not socially distanced.
10. I believe that the impact of all of the changes in the school, social distancing, lack of a
feeling of normalcy, etc will actually be difficult for students, and may be stressful when it isn’t
even necessary. 11. The plan calls for times of remote learning while physically in school. They
can safe learn online at home. 12. I would like to know what the requirements for quarantining
would be? 13. You cannot rely on parents to temperature check at home as many would not do
it, nor would be honest. 14. I do not want my child, who currently loves school, to lose that love
because of the current conditions 15. Specials would not be possible, or would be dangerous,
such as music - which was done wonderfully online in the spring at Skano. 16. This plan is not
sustainable. I cannot imagine you have enough subs; people will have a difficult time certifying
the health symptoms as the list includes many things that are common, everyday symptoms.
Also, when there are inevitable cases/outbreaks, school will be closed down and moved or
online learning, having our people needlessly at risk 17. Educational issues can be overcome.
But some Covid issues cannot be resolved. 18. There is no acceptable level of loss (of health
or of life) in my mind. -9. There is no greater trauma than the loss of a life and sending kids
back to school right now may result in those kinds of losses for our children 20. I think that this
will be dangerous fo teachers and I am unwilling to put them at risk. 20. Bottom line is that
families need choice

7/17/2020 3:56 AM

387

1. Will I have an option to keep my children home and distance learn? full time? 2. How will
students be kept in cohort groups in middle school? 3. Will middle school band be offered? 4.
How are you protecting our teachers? Plexiglass? Will they alternate two days in, two days out?
5. How will mask use/social distancing be enforced? If non compliant, what action will be
taken? 6. If a child refused to wear a mask, will that child be removed from the classroom? 7.
when will fall tryouts be held? 8. how will families be notified if there is a positive covid case in
the school? What action will be taken?

7/17/2020 3:12 AM

388

What is the cleaning frequency of high traffic areas in buildings, including staff only buildings
like DO and Transportation(i.e. restrooms, shared office equipment, etc.) Are there virtual
learning and/or work options for both students and staff that aren't comfortable and/or can't
return for either medical or personal reasons?

7/17/2020 2:18 AM

389

N/A

7/17/2020 1:47 AM

390

Classroom sizes, mobility of staff and students through the school, timeliness of tracing and
reporting to parents as cases are identified, handling of students with IEPs and how those
accommodations will be met, instruction in special areas like orchestra or physical education.
Honestly more details than what were provided are necessary for me to make an informed
decision.

7/17/2020 1:39 AM

391

Senior students really need to be taken into consideration. They are at a crucial period in their
lives with a potential decision on attending college once they graduate. There has been NO
guidance for seniors on starting their college searches or what they need to be doing to help
find the perfect college for them and be sure that they are taking all necessary steps. Seniors
are more than capable of understanding all precautions such as wearing a mask and are the
most likely to listen and perform all mandatory tasks like wearing a mask. Because if this they
should NOT be limited to two days a week. Compared to younger students, such as K-6, 12th
graders have a far better understanding of the COVID situation they will be able to follow
important in-person requirements more easily. This also allows for potential spreading of
COVID to be lower because they will not be taking masks off or misunderstanding rules like a
younger student would. The younger students have many more years of school to attend while
this is the FINAL and MOST CRUCIAL year for a 12th grader. Seniors should not have to deal

7/17/2020 1:23 AM
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with such a burden or potential disasters to their future higher education. At this point seniors
should be VALUED BEFORE any other students due to the many important life decisions that
will come with their final year of high school. It is NOT FAIR to be trying to convenience parents
of younger students just so they can go to work. How will seniors be able to get a job or attend
college to better their futures when parent’s (who already have jobs and may have completed
higher education) lives and conveniences are being valued more than their futures?
392

See above

7/17/2020 12:54 AM

393

What if parents aren’t comfortable sending their kids to school? What are the
quarantine/closure requirements if someone tests positive in a class/school? What about
temperature checks at school? How can we reopen during a pandemic that is still not in control
and many people are not taking seriously?

7/17/2020 12:26 AM

394

How will temp checks be done? Will testing be available to students and staff on a regular
basis? What consequences will there be for anyone not wearing a mask? Can parents opt their
kids out of activities they deem unsafe?

7/17/2020 12:25 AM

395

Does the district feel that 7th and 8th graders should be left home by themselves for the
duration of a virtual learning school day without supervision? Many of us as teachers will have
no choice but to leave our own children home alone in order to ensure we are performing our
own jobs. We have already been put in the situation of choosing between our own children and
our salary.

7/16/2020 11:44 PM

396

What are the minimum requirements for ventilation and air filtration?

7/16/2020 11:43 PM

397

What plan does the district have in place for parents who children will not attend school in
person?

7/16/2020 11:37 PM

398

Your plan states, "Students and staff wearing masks consistently, except when engaged in
instruction and seated at a desk that is socially distant from peers and staff." Does this mean
that teachers will be un-masked and speaking to a classroom full of unmasked children all day
long? I would like to see a detailed transportation plan. Currently my son sits 3 to a seat on a
bus that is just about full. If I assume 36 seats on a bus, to properly social distance, the bus
capacity would need to be reduced from ~108 kids down to ~18 (one student in every other
seat). Staggering the bus schedule seems unreasonable to me as every route would need to be
driven 5 times just to get the same number of children to school. Parental drop-off of students
also does not seem feasible. Let's assume Orenda has 700 students and the attached school
also has ~700 students. That means that if students were driven to school by parents there
would be 1400 vehicles looping through the parking drop-off area. Now let's assume those
1400 cars can be reduced to 700 because there are siblings traveling together. 700 vehicles
spending 30 seconds each in the drop off area will take 21,000 seconds or 350 minutes or 5.8
hours JUST FOR DROP OFF. Maybe instead we assume that half the kids ride the bus, so you
need 2-3 iterations of the same routes and the other half ride in parent transportation so we can
reduce the number of vehicles down to 350. At 30 seconds per drop off, 350 vehicles will take
just shy of 3 hours. For all of these reasons, I would like to see a detailed transportation plan
before I will even consider sending my son to school. Your plan states that "The traditional
instructional program will be modified with students learning from classroom teachers and at
other times supervised by school personnel during times of independent or remote/livestream
instruction from within the school building." Does this mean that children will be taken in groups
to sit in the classroom with the teacher instructing, and during the time when the other half of
the class is receiving that same instruction, the first group will be placed in an alternate location
such as the gym with school staff to oversee independent study? I cannot imagine that my
energetic 7 year old will be successful in a loose, work-on-your-own atmosphere. Feels like he
will only be receiving instruction half the time, so why not every other week? or some other
version of half-capacity school? This concerns me. Will there be a virtual option for families who
are not comfortable sending students to school that is running at full capacity? How will air
filtration be implemented in Orenda given that Orenda does not have air conditioning? and I
believe has hot water/boiler heat? Where will the filtration system be installed? How will contact
tracing be handled? Will you have full time staff dedicated to contact tracing? How will AIS be
handled? How will specials like music and art be handled? What accommodations will be made
for children with disabilities such as hearing impairment (who cannot hear instruction in a large
space such as a gym)? What is the virtual learning plan for when COVID spikes and school
buildings close?

7/16/2020 11:37 PM

399

What happens if there is a positive case in my child's class? School? Within the district? If we
start in-person, how will students and teachers prepare for an abrupt, but inevitable, shut down

7/16/2020 11:35 PM
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at some point during the school year? How will staggered scheduling work? In my
neighborhood, we share the duty of putting kids on and off the bus. I don't have the flexibility in
my work schedule to be present to put my child on and off the bus each day. We would need to
be ok the same schedule.
400

Do you honestly thi k these kids are going back to school in September?

7/16/2020 11:30 PM

401

Will school personnel undergo routine COVID testing throughout the school year, esp. in light of
asymptomatic carriers? What steps will be taken should knowledge of a positive case arise
during the school year? I have two children attending in the Fall (one is an incoming
Kindergartner). What steps will be taken to insure social distancing and sanitizing amongst
Kindergarten students? Will bus transportation still be accessible for K-students requiring
afternoon daycare?

7/16/2020 11:24 PM

402

Are the children going to have plexiglass around their desks during lunchtime to avoid the
spread of possible germs to one another as used by other countries if they return to school in
person? Also what are the options if a staff member is afraid to return to work fearing coming
into contact with covid-19 because other children or staff may be a symptomatic?

7/16/2020 11:24 PM

403

None

7/16/2020 11:24 PM

404

What are the options if someone doesn’t feel comfortable sending their child. how will you make
the students feel comfortable at school. how will you ensure that kids will be on a schedule... for
7-12 the schedule changes each week can that be made so it is the same each week

7/16/2020 11:19 PM

405

Upgraded ventilation system? Additional sanitizer stations? Gym class/ changing ( leaving
clothes in PE lockers)? Smaller classes?

7/16/2020 11:18 PM

406

What is the nursing staff paradigm going to look like? How will special area classes be held? If
middle school students attend for 2 days and virtually for 2 days, what is happening on the 5th
day? Also, many parents don’t feel comfortable leaving their middle schooler alone for 2 days
since they have to work.

7/16/2020 10:54 PM

407

What will class sizes look like? How do I teach reading to young kids when I can’t do small
group instruction? We share bathrooms with 3 other classes-how will that work?

7/16/2020 10:52 PM

408

Bus size/seating How will students will be cohosted (Same cohort for all 4 core areas & special
area, or all mixed)?

7/16/2020 10:52 PM

409

None

7/16/2020 10:50 PM

410

what will the class size be? how will the classroom look like? what are the procedures when
someone is diagnosed with covid?

7/16/2020 10:49 PM

411

What would happen if a staff member in contact with my child or a child in the same class tests
positive? What steps would be taken and what would be expected of us as parents?

7/16/2020 10:47 PM

412

- offering an alternative for students - virtual classrooms

7/16/2020 10:46 PM

413

No masks!!

7/16/2020 10:45 PM

414

How can we trust that people will stay home/keep kids home when exhibiting symptoms? Will
there be additional social emotional support for students/staff? Will there be extra ppe for
students/staff who forget their masks? Is the district lining up additional substitutes to be ready
to fill in when staff/aides are out? How will classroom aides support students from a distance if
the children don’t need to wear masks during instruction? Can large tents be setup outside with
desks 6 feet apart that teachers could sign out to use? And all the other questions everyone
else has too.

7/16/2020 10:44 PM

415

More info on how they are going to social distance.

7/16/2020 10:43 PM

416

What happens if child has a fever. And what happens to siblings on that scenario?

7/16/2020 10:43 PM

417

Why did the district not plan better for third and forth quarters? This poor planning resulted in
very little engagement and teachers didn’t have internet connections for a month and a half yet
get emails week before school done with no questions answered just more work and little time
to complete? How come teachers and counselors barely were reachable and very resistant to
call or help out when needed? No medication can be properly administered ? The cases are
rising as we start to reopen and no new hepa filtration system will be installed. When is the last
time that all ducts and system are fully cleaned? For virtual classes will there be teacher

7/16/2020 10:38 PM
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assistance that can be scheduled and teachers will actually schedule and follow through? Will
counselors be there virtually for children as this is a difficult time emotionally and 1 time a year
quota discussion is completely Unacceptable even with normal school year? Will the teachers
and staff be readily available and supportive? Younger children will not keep masks on all day
and have more chances for infection outbreaks how does the district plan to handle this?
418

How many children will be on a bus? How many children will be in a classroom? How will the
virtual part of learning, even within the school building, work? How will notification be made to
parents about positive test results? What PPE will staff be using? What happens with students
who are not compliant with masks? What option is available for parents who do not want to
send kids to school? What physical barriers will be in place if students are learning in large
spaces like cafeterias or gyms?

7/16/2020 10:34 PM

419

1. Will the on-line learning have more structure and expectations of the children during on-line
learning days? I hope expectations and requirements will be outlined clearly for students and
parents. The end of last year was certainly not planned, however the on-line learning
opportunities and format were very inconsistent among teachers/schools.

7/16/2020 10:34 PM

420

If kids are unable to go back to school based on cuomos decision, is it possible for them to
have full on virtual learning with in classroom instruction Every day? My kids do not learn
independently and should not be required to.

7/16/2020 10:34 PM

421

If virtual learning, will we receive work packets for students in advanced? How will they be
submitted? How far in time will the packets cover? What will socialization look like did the kids?
Will they be allowed to socialize with other children? I assume with masks on, but it’s important
that they develop friendships as well.

7/16/2020 10:32 PM

422

Too many to list

7/16/2020 10:32 PM

423

Who will be doing the contact tracing?

7/16/2020 10:30 PM

424

How are they planning on sitting the kids on the buses? In classrooms? What if a child takes
their mask off repeatedly. How can you control that in kids this young?

7/16/2020 10:28 PM

425

-Extra measures planned to protect those with compromised immune systems? -If my child opts
to stay home will learning look like? -There are 5 schools days in a week. If high schoolers are
in school 2 days and off 2 days What happens on the 5th day?

7/16/2020 10:26 PM

426

the above

7/16/2020 10:25 PM

427

How can we Protect health and enforce positive psychosocial skills while maintaining academic
progress.

7/16/2020 10:22 PM

428

What policies are in place to encourage and enable proper student and staff behavior of
reporting exposure?

7/16/2020 10:22 PM

429

Where and how will children be screened prior to entering the school building? Will they be
immediately secluded and sent home if there are concerns? Will the school run sick buses
home for families who do not have transportation themselves? What ramifications will there be
for parents who do not pick up their child who is suspected to be sick? Will the school provide
teachers with PPE and also have a supply for children as necessary? What are you doing
about the murder hornets? Just kidding about the last one. seriously though, Shen is doing a
great job.

7/16/2020 10:18 PM

430

What happens when there is a positive case in the district. Does a building get shut down or
district? And for how long? How will distancing guidelines be maintained if there is a sub
shortage on a given day? If students are not required to wear masks during instructional time
can there be a barrier at their desk, similar to check out at a retail store.

7/16/2020 10:16 PM

431

1. Will the school provide masks/face shields for the students? 2. How often will the bathrooms
be disinfected?

7/16/2020 10:14 PM

432

My child will be attending with the belief that the school district is doing all they can. My concern
is parents who will send their children to school when they are sick and put others at risk.

7/16/2020 10:12 PM

433

• If a teacher tests positive for COVID-19 are they required to quarantine for 2-3 weeks? Is their
sick leave covered, paid? • If that teacher has 5 classes a day with 30 students each, do all 150
of those students need to then stay home and quarantine for 14 days? • Do all 150 of those
students now have to get tested? Who pays for those tests? Are they happening at school?

7/16/2020 10:09 PM
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How are the parents being notified? Does everyone in each of those kids' families need to get
tested? Who pays for that? • What if someone who lives in the same house as a teacher tests
positive? Does that teacher now need to take 14 days off of work to quarantine? Is that time off
covered? Paid? • Where is the district going to find a substitute teacher who will work in a
classroom full of exposed, possibly infected students for substitute pay? • Substitutes teach in
multiple schools. What if they are diagnosed with COVID-19? Do all the kids in each school
now have to quarantine and get tested? Who is going to pay for that? • What if a student in your
kid's class tests positive? What if your kid tests positive? Does every other student and teacher
they have been around quarantine? Do we all get notified who is infected and when? Or
because of HIPAA regulations are parents and teachers just going to get mysterious “may have
been in contact” emails all year long? • What is this stress going to do to our teachers? How
does it affect their health and well-being? How does it affect their ability to teach? How does it
affect the quality of education they are able to provide? What is it going to do to our kids? What
are the long-term effects of consistently being stressed out? • How will it affect students and
faculty when the first teacher in their school dies from this? The first parent of a student who
brought it home? The first kid? • How many more people are going to die, that otherwise would
not have if we had stayed home longer? 30% of the teachers in the US are over 50. About 16%
of the total deaths in the US are people between the ages of 45-65. We are choosing to put our
teachers and our children in danger.
434

If a staff member or student within the classroom tests positive for Covid are all students/staff
who have been exposed notified individually and within what time frame? Will all students/staff
in direct contact be required to be tested? Where will testing be performed? How many days
are staff/students required to remain out of school following a positive Covid test? Thank you.

7/16/2020 10:09 PM

435

Will there be a virtual option if we choose not to send our child back in person? What steps will
be taken to ensure safe and clean bathroom facilities? What will occur when someone in the
building tests positive? Who aand when will we be notified and what will the quarantine
requirements be?

7/16/2020 10:06 PM

436

If your doctor is not doing physicals or in person visits yet, can your child attend school without
an updated physical? Based on information from the Health Dept, children are not presenting
with symptoms like adults, rather their symptoms resemble allergy symptoms. Is there a plan if
an abundant amount of teachers get it from the students that are asymptotic?

7/16/2020 10:06 PM

437

What happens if someone in class gets sick, does the entire class quarantine?

7/16/2020 10:04 PM

438

What happens if a teacher, student or monitor is sick, will you inform all students? When Mrs
levy in Tesago had covid you didn’t tell even students she had direct contact with. We need to
know that all will be informed. My child is anxious. Sending kids to school with max, one way
traffic, all these restrictions will not be good for him. What can we do for support

7/16/2020 10:04 PM

439

how can u enforce parents taking temperatures of kids? how can u enforce kids following social
distancing, hand washing, not touching the face, wearing masks?!

7/16/2020 10:03 PM

440

How will you ensure families follow all guidelines? How is being indoors without a mask safe
(especially in school).

7/16/2020 10:03 PM

441

What are the guidelines for being notified of a Covid 19 case? Will a class be quarantined if
anyone in the class test positive?

7/16/2020 9:59 PM

442

What are the plans and precautions/cleaning procedures for bathroom facilities. Will there be a
virtual option and what does that look like if we choose not to send our child. What steps will be
taken if any individuals in the building test positive. How and who will be notified and what are
the quarantine recommendations?

7/16/2020 9:59 PM

443

Will small group cohort model be used? Will children have their temperatures checked by
school officials daily? Will students be required to wash their hands and certain intervals
throughout the day? Will staff be screened daily?

7/16/2020 9:59 PM

444

1. I would like a full remote learning experience to be an option. I just read north colonie’s plan
and they are including one. With this option, the numbers would go down and make social
distancing easier for the students that are planning on attending in person. I would also like
consumable materials provided just like they were during this school year when remote learning
was happening. 2. What’s the districts plan about students that decide to homeschool and then
join the class later if they aren’t being supported virtually by Shen? 3. Is there an option for a
virtual only class for students not wanting to return in sept? With an assigned teacher? 4. I think
the class lists should be the same this year as last year, that way the kids are already

7/16/2020 9:58 PM
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comfortable with each other and you aren’t trying to build that community along with everything
else. It is just already there. 5. Will students be allowed to go back and forth between in school
and home schooling based on the parents decision? 6. How will the kids be taught if they are
forced to quarantine if one of them or their teacher tests positive? 7. Will substitutes be subject
to the same screening and health tracking as regular staff?
445

I want virtual learning offered day one.

7/16/2020 9:57 PM

446

Why can’t the students just do online school?

7/16/2020 9:56 PM

447

How many students will be in a classroom at one time? How will you make social distancing
happen?

7/16/2020 9:55 PM

448

Just want safe healthy protective strict on rules n regulations

7/16/2020 9:52 PM

449

How are we supposed to teach technology classes that require using machines, tools and auto
class? If one student uses a machine we can't clean it and wait 3 days? Students need to use
the tools and machines together during classes. If a case of COVID-19 is in class and teacher
as to quarantine does the time off get taken out of the teacher's sick time? If the teacher does
not have the time how will that e handled? If a sub can not be found to cover class if the
teacher is out, how will that be handled?

7/16/2020 9:52 PM

450

In my opinion, and it may not be a popular opinion, kids need to be in school. Have you
considered a plan having high school students in school 5 days a week with reduced class
times, maybe half in am and the other half in pm? Then doing remote learning at home to follow
up with what was just learned or work in projects, etc.

7/16/2020 9:47 PM

451

What will be the procedure on school closure once a staff member or student is diagnosed with
Covid? Will an incidence of confirmed virus in one building affect the entire campus or only that
building? How can teachers be expected to teach both in person and virtually at the same time?
Are the current air filtration and ventilation systems being overhauled at High school East or will
the same systems be in place in September that were in place in March?

7/16/2020 9:45 PM

452

If there is a parent case of COVID will the school shit down or only student/teacher?

7/16/2020 9:43 PM

453

I want to know that you have a Full online learning plan in place for All age groups.

7/16/2020 9:42 PM

454

1. If a parent decides they don't feel safe sending their child to school, what is their teacher
incharge of providing or if a parent doesn't send their child, the parent is on their own home
schooling. 2. What does music, gym, and art look like? 3. How many desks fit 6 feet apart? My
guess would be not an entire class, our classes being split in half. If so, what is the teacher
responsible for? How do they teach two different groups at the same time? The younger grades
K and 1st are not very independent, so having another school personnel with them during
independent time isn't ideal as that staff member is going to have to help them constantly with
their work and possible teach them. 4. I am a teacher here at Shen and I have two Elementary
kids of my own who go to another district. My concern is their district will go virtual and Shen is
in school. If this is the case, I may have to take a year off of teaching to be at home with my
own kids. Is a leave of absence even an option? 5. The plan states staggered student arrival
and dismissal. Does that mean the school day is extended for teachers? 6. If a positive case is
confirmed at the school, what is the protocol? 7. If a teacher has to quarantine, do they use
their own sick time? What if they do not have enough?

7/16/2020 9:41 PM

455

Will children be able to have outdoor recess/ outside time? - Fresh air and sunlight. ?

7/16/2020 9:36 PM

456

More data on the frequency of asymptomatic COVID in children and how we can keep the
school staff, parents and community safe.

7/16/2020 9:35 PM

457

1. Proper training in block scheduling and standards based grading.

7/16/2020 9:32 PM

458

None

7/16/2020 9:29 PM

459

They need to be in school and will accept that risk. Virtual days must be much more rigorous
than the spring. Teachers need to be trained and given appropriate tools for remote learning

7/16/2020 9:28 PM

460

Do we really have to were masks on the school bus

7/16/2020 9:22 PM

461

Do elementary educators genuinely feel that they can keep children in masks, and safe? I'm
curious to know how many of the teachers agree with these new policies.

7/16/2020 9:19 PM

462

How are we gonna get kids to wear masks all day? How does anyone know how breathing in

7/16/2020 9:16 PM
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your own carbon dioxide is gonna be ok for a long period of time? How is schools gonna have
gym class and lunch while social distancing?
463

None. I don’t feel comfortable sending my kids back to school. Please send an online
curriculum

7/16/2020 9:15 PM

464

What additional qualified teaching staff will be hired/made available during this time when the
teachers will be stretched too thin with all the changes that need to be implemented?

7/16/2020 9:11 PM

465

None

7/16/2020 9:10 PM

466

N.A.

7/16/2020 9:05 PM

467

What happens if parents don't want their child wearing a mask to school? Will we provided with
masks if a child forgets theirs? If there is a confirmed case in a school- what will be the protocol
for shutting down as well as the sister school? (on-campus elementary)

7/16/2020 9:04 PM

468

If there are repurcussions for not being able to have my child (3rd grade) on a virtual class
meeting if the scheduled time does not work with my own work schedule. While that format and
live interaction is important, this was very hard in the spring.

7/16/2020 9:04 PM

469

How will 6th graders new to middle school be grouped? Also, will they still change classes for
all subjects, etc? Will children in grades k-6 still have specials and go outside for recess and
fresh air? One of my children has severe food allergies but would not want to be separated to
eat.... Will desks be cleaned/wiped down in classrooms where food is eaten?

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

470

how can 6th graders attend school everyday in the same school as 7th and 8th graders who
are going alternate days? What are the staggered start and end times? What does "engaged in
instruction" mean? What's the temperature threshold to attend school? How will you determine
who has to learn virtually in another part of the school? How can independent tasks qualify as
being taught in the virtual setting- children need to be educated by a teacher for all classes
every day? How does the school intend to assist with the situation where both parents work even 7-12 grade will need monitoring from a parent?

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

471

What options are available if we are not comfortable with our children attending school in
person.

7/16/2020 9:02 PM

472

1. How will the attendance policy be revised to accommodate COVID, or personal family
choices to not send they're children? 2. When will plans be finalized? 3. What happens when a
teacher is confirmed positive with COVID? 4. What happens when children are not following the
rules/guidelines? There must be serious consequences for the child. Follow the rules or send
the kid home! 5. How will the school be conducting contact tracing inside the building? 6. What
aren't health/ temperature checks occurring at school? Parents lie about the health of children,
we need to test twice per day; upon arrival and 5 hours after to confirm a child hasn't been
medicated to attend.

7/16/2020 9:00 PM

473

why do they kids have to be masked?

7/16/2020 9:00 PM

474

Not a question- feel that on line sessions do need to be scheduled live as much as possible to
engage the students. Also- will there be any way to offer Some clubs on line? This may also
help students to remain connected while remaining safe

7/16/2020 8:59 PM

475

What happens when one student in the high school gets the virus? Do all classmates in each of
his classes and all his teachers have to quarantine for two weeks?

7/16/2020 8:57 PM

476

How are we trusting that parents will take their children’s temperatures every day and not fib
about them being ok. Children come to school sick all the time, why aren’t their temperatures
being taken before getting on the bus or entering school to guarantee more safety. Masks can
be taken off in the classroom if students are socially distancing themselves??? This notion is a
huge liability, especially with younger children. How will they be careful putting them back on, or
not sneezing while off, and not spreading germs they touched back on to their own faces. How
do we deal with helping monitor our own children who will be schooling at home? Anyone who
works full time, will be expected at work everyday. Most kids are responsible to be alone from
7th grade up, but leaving them for 8 hours everyday is a lot, in different levels. Worried about
bringing germs from school back home to my family.

7/16/2020 8:57 PM

477

Specials, specials, specials. Location, protocols, equipment use, spacing, disinfecting, etc.???

7/16/2020 8:56 PM

478

It is illogical to have some children part time and some full time. If its safe for some, its safe for

7/16/2020 8:55 PM
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all, and it is safe for all.
479

How are we monitoring and contact tracing staff if necessary

7/16/2020 8:55 PM

480

How will teachers who need to teach remotely be accommodated?

7/16/2020 8:54 PM

481

Playtime for elementary kids

7/16/2020 8:53 PM

482

Will there be a totally remote learning option available?

7/16/2020 8:52 PM

483

I'd like more specific information about SPED and AIS services for those students who have
these needs. The only information I found was related to self-contained SPED students (or
additional services like speech, ELL, etc). What about those students receiving services that
are not as restrictive as self-contained-possibly consultant teacher? How will their needs be
met? This past spring, needs were met ONLY by the SPED teacher. The general ed teacher
was not involved in any required instruction (synchronous or asynchronous). Additionally, in our
experiences, the most active staff member in one of our children's remote learning was the AIS
provider. While greatly appreciated, isn't the gen ed teacher responsible for ALL students? I
also realize and acknowledge that this was a crisis response, however, an IEP is a legal
document that must be followed. If AIS services have been indicated as part of a student's fall
schedule, will this still occur as part of their regular schedule? On the health/safety side of
things-these are my questions: Has thought been given to also doing temp checks later in the
day before kids go home? My concern is that there are people who give Tylenol in the AM when
child has a fever, which would wear off by the end of the day and ensure students remain home
the following day. Will staying at home until fever-free for 24 hours be enforced to prevent the
spread of illness? (I copy/pasted my answer for question 8 here because maybe this is a better
spot for it).

7/16/2020 8:51 PM

484

Will we have an option for those who choose not to send to school (i.e. can we opt for
virtual/remote schooling)?

7/16/2020 8:49 PM

485

None. Listen to what epidemiology and virologists actually say about reopening. Covid is
ubiquitous in society and this is all a farce.

7/16/2020 8:48 PM

486

Addressed in prior question. Additional question on children with allergies, your plan seems to
ostracize them removing them from their classroom. but what happens if there are peanuts in
that lunch Of another student and when my child returns to class and touches that surface??

7/16/2020 8:47 PM

487

Will students be required to wear masks throughout the day? Will there be multiple staff in
contact with children throughout the day in the classroom? What are the sanitation procedures
in place for classrooms, instructional areas?

7/16/2020 8:46 PM

488

approx. how many hours will our children be wearing a mask? How do science labs get
accomplished if supplies cant be touched for 3 days? Why cant they set teachers in the
classroom and let kids just click from room to room just as if they were walking from class to
class? Why cant they provide instruction for the allotted time for class via web and answer
questions or bring a student in as necessary? What about the staff? some are older and higher
risk, do they plan on hiring more cleaners since food will be in classrooms and need thorough
cleanings daily and nightly? What happens to the food service staffing? Will music still be an
option for students? HOW do you participate in PE at 12 feet apart? Even running track kids
wont space and I refuse to make a child with anxiety to do PE with a mask,,, or even a child
with Asthma....... its unconstitutional and restrictive.

7/16/2020 8:44 PM

489

1) Why would the elementary students need to go to school everyday? 2) How do you make
sure they keep their masks on all day? 3) how will you know if any of them is asymptomatic
Carrier or not?

7/16/2020 8:40 PM

490

How will you manage students when someone is exposed to virus... what quarantine
procedures will be in place?

7/16/2020 8:40 PM

491

Will teachers be required to be tested prior to school starting? Will there be testing of staff
throughout the year? Colleges are requiring students and staff to sign Covid contracts. Will
Shen have the same contracts? With 7-12 being out of school for more days in a week than
they are in it opens up an entire new “world” of exposures that will be brought right back to
school. How will this concern be addressed?

7/16/2020 8:40 PM

492

What will happen if someone in the school tests positive for Covid-19? If I homeschooled my
child, is it possible to enroll him in the middle of the school year if the pandemic improves? Is
there an option for elementary school kids to enroll in virtual education for the year?

7/16/2020 8:40 PM
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493

If the schools close down again, I think the teachers should work out of the school building.
There was a big difference in engagement between my three kids, all students at Karigon. One
of the teachers complained about their internet access at home.

7/16/2020 8:35 PM

494

If any schooling is done remotely, I will need the teachers to be teaching via
skype/zoom/googlemeet, etc. This past spring none of that was done and I am trying to work a
full-time job from home with 3 small children at home, who are unable to do their schoolwork
independently. My husband works all day out of the house and the workload is too much for me
to do. I was caring for my three children all day, providing them with their education and I did all
of their work with them. We did not miss any assignments. I was then working until 12:00am to
complete my own work for my job and getting up before 6am every morning to repeat the
insanity again. I did that for 4 months and it felt unbearable. I should not have to choose
between not doing my work (that pays me bills and provides me with healthcare) and providing
my children with a proper education. It is unrealistic to ask households with working parents to
be the ones providing teachings to their children. The teachers/school districts provided the
work, but nothing was done by the teachers on a daily basis to hold any assemblance of a class
or daily instruction. Virtual instruction has to actually be held all day by the teachers. Working
parents cannot do both full-time work and provide an education.

7/16/2020 8:35 PM

495

It sounds like the district is encouraging students be driven to school. How will that effectively
work? The traffic through the campus is horrendous during a normal school day. Will the
parents need to make a decision yes or no if they will drive their children to school? And if they
choose yes, will their child not allowed on the bus at all? Will there still be after school help with
teachers? In the alternate day model for 7-12, what happens on the 5th day? Would it be
Wednesday or Friday? Would there be an opportunity for those students who are struggling
with virtual learning to be allowed to come in for in school instruction? Kind of like extended
kindergarten. For students with "self-contained, special education programs", does that include
students that have connection classes? What is the plan for students that are supposed to
travel to a BOCES/VOTEC program?

7/16/2020 8:34 PM

496

N/A

7/16/2020 8:33 PM

497

Will home assignments for "virtual days" be practice based on in class instruction from the
week? How will students be evaluated? Will rubrics be provided for virtual assignments? Will
teachers hold office hours virtually for extra help each day?

7/16/2020 8:32 PM

498

I don't have questions. I think the online learning experience this spring was terrible. It is
incredibly important that the kids get back to school not only because it is a more appropriate
learning environment, but it is also vitally important for their social development.

7/16/2020 8:32 PM

499

What does the daily health screening consist of? How much time will this take? The plan
mentioned 2 days on-sire and 2 days of virtual instruction. What about the 5th day? Are use of
paper materials passed between teachers and students acceptable? In the virtual setting, how
is attendance to be taken? Is the curriculum to be taught only the essential content? Will there
be Regents exams? What is expected of teachers when they have students whose parents
have opted to not send them to school? Will a separate all online version of the course need to
be specified for these students? What will happen when a student or teacher tests positive?
Will the entire class need to be quarantined for two weeks? How will that impact the expected
instruction?

7/16/2020 8:31 PM

500

Will will be able to keep them home and do it virtually only? Or must they attend the school
physically?

7/16/2020 8:31 PM

501

Grades k-6 are lumped together, instead of k-5. Why? I will have a 6th grader and an 8th grader
at Gowana in the fall. From what I can understand, 6th graders will go full time while 8th
graders are two days onsite, two days virtual. Is that correct? Do I have a choice about sending
or not sending my kids to school in the fall?

7/16/2020 8:29 PM

502

What’s the protocol for covid infection notifications and is contact tracing going to be in place

7/16/2020 8:29 PM

503

Would they still have time to socialize in small groups with their friends? Would the library and
cafeteria be open with a certain # of kids per table? Juniors and seniors have a few privileges
they look forward to and wait for in these years. Free periods etc. can they still when some of
these? Maybe we could let some juniors also drive to school if they have licenses and classes
will be 2 days a week etc. this would be less kids on buses and they could also drive siblings or
neighbors/friends for less kids on buses.

7/16/2020 8:28 PM
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504

To see classrooms schematics and bus Plans. How to keep kids social distance from each
other

7/16/2020 8:28 PM

505

What other schooling data during the pandemic (from other countries) can we refer to in order
to know what to do and what not to do with our kids?

7/16/2020 8:28 PM

506

How will risk equity be addressed among faculty? How will COVID testing being carried out?
How will COVID related sick leave be handled? Will immunocompromised teachers be allowed
to work from home? How will attendance be taken?

7/16/2020 8:27 PM

507

Is virtual learning an option if I do not feel comfortable sending my child to school? What is the
plan if a student or teacher tests positive for covid?

7/16/2020 8:27 PM

508

How are you planning on keeping older staff safe? What about children that do not present
symptoms of Covid-19? What happens if one person in school gets it? I will not sign a death
waver like some states are requiring. Will you be requiring all students get the vaccine when it
becomes available? What are my options if I decide to home school? (not virtual)

7/16/2020 8:26 PM

509

Considering the current landscape the frame work guidelines seem intentionally vague. For
example, what is does a daily health screening for a student entail? What will daily disenfecting
look like? Who is responsible for doing it and what is being disenfected? Shared books and
supplies should not be an option - the library should be shut down. What is a "school visitor"
and what is "school business" - the school should be limited to teachers/faculty/students during
this period of time and PTA activity can be limited or transitioned to a virtual forum. Will recess
occur and if so, how will students be monitored and asked to practice social distancing?

7/16/2020 8:25 PM

510

See previous question

7/16/2020 8:24 PM

511

Will my child have to spend every day in an alternate location line the cafeteria or gym or will he
be able to rotate Every other day in order to get the classroom experience? What are the
sanitizing protocols?

7/16/2020 8:21 PM

512

Grateful for this plan and continued drive to get any in person school services in the fall. Thank
you

7/16/2020 8:21 PM

513

Will non-teachers be asked to supervise classes for independent work time? How does this
impact the job expectation and requirements of the role they were hired for?

7/16/2020 8:20 PM

514

Education is the key- the more scientific based information the kids & staff are given the better!
Don’t make it about $$ or politics

7/16/2020 8:17 PM

515

1. Staggered/alternate schedules. 2. What happens if there is a positive case reported in home
school, or school on campus?

7/16/2020 8:14 PM

516

- How can you guarantee the safety of students and staff? - Will everyone be required to wear a
mask all day in the building? I hope so. - Are there opportunities for teachers to bring students
outside to teach (when the whether allows it)? - What is the "school closing" plan? What
constitutes not going to school, if there is a local - or school wide - outbreak?

7/16/2020 8:14 PM

517

Do you plan on trying to make parents sign death waivers so their kids can return to school? If
so mine will not be returning and can continue distance learning.

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

518

Bus safety. Hallway density at the middle/upper grade levels between classes. Bathroom
monitoring or cleaning standards.

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

519

How will block schedule work

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

520

What will happen if a student or adult in the building test positive? Will there be an option for
online learning if a parent does not feel comfortable continuing to send their child and schools
are still open? What training are teachers getting for online instruction both with sharing content
and facilitating online meetings? Distance learning shouldn't mean that students are on devices
all day. How much synchronous online time will be required? With other children at home and
working from home, it will be challenging to be on for long periods of time. Will it be held against
them if we can't be on? How will digital literacy be built for the students? How many students
will be in a classroom? If utilizing other spaces, will students stay with the same group and be in
the same space each day? Will there be recess, if so, what will it look like?

7/16/2020 8:12 PM

521

Shen is making decisions and assumptions before hearing from parents, students, unions, etc.
Totalitarian tendencies run deep on the “Great Plains”.

7/16/2020 8:11 PM
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522

None

7/16/2020 8:06 PM

523

Have new air filters been installed in the classrooms? If teaching outside is an option will we
have folding chairs? How will we perform safety drills such as lockdowns and fire drills by
distancing?

7/16/2020 8:05 PM

524

If not comfortable with in school learning, can we opt for remote learning where child watches
and participates via video conferences

7/16/2020 8:05 PM

525

More information on schedules. In order to support at risk students when the are working at
home I will need to be home even though they will be 9th grade or they will not be online. When
the schedule shifts this becomes problematic.

7/16/2020 8:05 PM

526

Will there be an option for distance learning (whether or not schools resume in person) if
parents do not feel comfortable sending their kids to in-person classes? What happens if a
teacher tests positive for COVID-19? What are the protocols that will be followed for all the
students who were in that class? Will all students and all other teachers who came into contact
with the other teacher be required to quarantine for 14 days? What if a student tests positive for
COVID-19? What are the protocols that will be followed for all the students and teacher who
were in that class? Will all the teachers and the other students who had contact be required to
quarantine for 14 days? Please provide more information on exactly when masks will be worn.
This says "consistently, except when engaged in instruction and seated at a desk that is socially
distant from peers and staff." So does this mean masks do not need to be worn in classrooms
at all? The plan mentions that all school spaces will be used as instructional spaces. Please
explain more on what this means and would look like. If someone is taking lessons in the
cafeteria, is that their "classroom"? Will they ALWAYS be learning in the cafeteria and from
whom?

7/16/2020 8:02 PM

527

Bussing the children with adequate spacing

7/16/2020 8:00 PM

528

At this point, I truly feel the safest option is to continue distance learning. In order to do so,
parents need our employers to allow flexible work schedules and options to work from home.

7/16/2020 7:58 PM

529

How are you planning to fit students in their classrooms and keep them distanced? There isn’t
enough space or teachers.

7/16/2020 7:58 PM

530

How are you going to implement the measures needed to keep everyone safe

7/16/2020 7:57 PM

531

Physical education and outdoor recess time?

7/16/2020 7:54 PM

532

What is the structure / enforcing mechanism in place to ensure covid guidelines are followed by
everyone attending the school.

7/16/2020 7:51 PM

533

Can there be an option at the elementary level for a part time in person instruction and the rest
done at home? I am a stay at home parent which allows me to do that. I understand that may
not be practical for full time working homes but it would be a nice option. At this time I am not
certain that I will send my kids back this year.

7/16/2020 7:43 PM

534

What happens if a student in my class has tested positive for covid? Or a member of his/her
family? How will I find out? When will I find out? If I have to quarantine, will I be paid or will it
come out of my sick days? What if I have to be out longer than the amount of sick days I have
accrued? If we go to 100% virtual learning, am I really expected to teach at the same time my
classes are scheduled? What happens when my kids daycare closes and I have two toddlers
home with me? Is Shen going to pay my medical bills when one of my students has covid and
comes into class and passes it to me? Or are we supposed to take the risk of not getting sick
and trust that parents and students are taking necessary precautions of not coming to school
when ill? What is Shen doing to make me feel safe while I'm in school? What happens if one of
my family members test positive and I have to stay home to care for them? Will I still be paid? If
someone in the district tests positive, will every school close for a specific amount of time? How
are you going to enforce students/teachers/staff to wear masks? What if a student refuses to
wear a mask?

7/16/2020 7:42 PM

535

1.) Can students choose to be 100% online if their families have health issues or they are
fearful of returning to the building? 2.) How will the new schedule for blocking be negotiated
for STA or will it just be imposed on us? 3.) What extra duties will teachers need to pickup
(like lunch duty in the room) and how will that be negotiated? 4.) What does Wednesday look
like for 7-12 where we are out of the building? 5.) How will observations be done? No one has
been trained to do virtual instruction observations? 6.) Why aren’t students being required to

7/16/2020 7:41 PM
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stay masked in the classroom? *Is it that you don’t want to admit it’s dangerous to be in the
building? *Is it that you don’t want to pay to supply masks? *Is it that you don’t think the lives of
the teachers and adults who will be hit harder matter much? 7.) Concern – Teachers,
monitors, aides, bus drivers are not babysitters. This seems to be the plan to appease people
who wants kids watched, not to create a strong, viable continuous learning environment that is
SAFE! 8.) How many student or adult hospitalizations and deaths are “an acceptable loss”?
Will Dr. Robinson or Dr. Wood volunteer as tributes? I want an answer to this… 9.) You do
realize numbers are rising again in this area and we aren’t even out of the first wave yet, right?
What about if the expected 2nd wave hits? 10.) Is there a plan for teachers with immune issues
or immune compromised family members? How will you keep them safe? 11.) How will we
know parents are actually taking morning temps? We know they give their kids Tylenol and cold
meds and send them off to school when sick. Why are we risking this when the stakes are so
much higher in a pandemic? 12.) Can teachers mandate and enforce masks in their own
classrooms? 13.) How will the teaching day be impacted by rolling/staggered arrival and
departure times? Who will negotiate this and how? 14.) The CDC just announced yesterday,
much to Trump’s displeasure, that schools were the highest risk category for re-opening. Why, if
we can’t even go to the movies or a concert for two hours are we opening schools for 7 hours a
day? 15.) If a student comes in and is later found to be covid positive, what happens? Does the
entire class, or team or grade or building leave school for 14 days? Does the teacher teach
online? 16.) What happens when a student is exposed and could be asymptomatic? The school
won’t know and the student could become a super-spreader. How is this safe or responsible?
17.) Will families be required to tell schools if there is someone sick in their home? How does
that work with HIPAA and how will it be enforced to keep other kids and teachers safe? 18.) If a
teacher has to quarantine, does s/he teach online from home? 19.) If a teacher has to
quarantine, will the district provide “Covid days” instead of pulling them from the teacher’s
annual allotment? 20.) How will the bathrooms be kept clean? 21.) How much PPE and
sanitizer will be provided in each classroom? Will you provide any PPE? 22.) How can this be
safe??????? 23.) Do you understand the emotional trauma and exhaustion you will be causing
your teachers who you are putting on the front lines for 4-5 days a week??? How will you
support them? 24.) Research shows masks significantly decrease the spread. Why aren’t they
mandatory unless outside? 25.) What is the actual rationale for not making masks mandatory?
You don’t want to fight enforcement? Too hard? Give me a break!!! Protect me and my kids! No
masks is a deal breaker and should be a line in the sand for the union. 26.) How are we
supposed to keep windows open when it’s raining or 20 degrees out? 27.) What happens on
the super-hot fall days? How is this not going to make the petri dish of school germ bloom out
of control? How will masks on busses, etc be enforced? 28.) What will fire drills and lockdowns
look like with social distancing? 29.) How will Shen maintain full transparency with teachers and
families about illness so that everyone can make the best decisions for their safety? 30.) Will
paper even be allowed to be used during instruction now? 31.) Will teachers be given a stipend
to cover at home costs like internet, etc? 32.) Will teachers be required to clean in their own
rooms and what will be provided for this if they are? Are you sure the supply chain will be able
to support schools and extra cleaning? Can you guarantee cleaning materials? 33.) Do you
even know how many teachers are in high-risk groups like immune -compromised? What are
your plans to allow them to teach safely? What about teachers who spouses or children are
high-risk? 34.) Let’s talk substitutes ---- *Do you have a strong sub pool to start with? We know
the answer is no. *Will teachers/monitors/aides be asked or told to cover for a teacher if you
don’t have coverage? Won’t this create a breach in the exposure circles? *Will school close if
we can’t find subs? Seriously, who would want to come into a covid contaminated room? 34.)
Will school cover testing costs for teachers and how often will we be tested? 35.) Why are you
ignoring science? CDC says reopening schools is “highest risk for covid spread?
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/11/politics/cdc-documents-warn-high-risk-schoolsreopening/index.html?
fbclid=IwAR1L4LxVdiMV3HKqKXJBKEb92NLTr_jAIeG1u0KbrU0L_ni5XT8jxLlXeHA 36.) If
prisons are still releasing people due to covid risk, why are we going to put people back in a
tight space together? 37.) The governor said that our children won’t be guinea pigs. Why are
making them and their teachers just that? 38.) Since this is a known danger (a pandemic for
which we closed earlier), will we be covered 100% by workers comp if we get sick? What if we
become gravely sick (need a ventilator, stroke, blood clots, etc) does the school district, state
and workers comp cover everything (including extra out of class paid days beyond 14)? 39.)
Will teachers need to use the sick bank? Will you allow teachers to give more than two days to
keep it operational? 40.) If our biological children/spouse gets covid (test positive) will we have
to quarantine? How does that work with teaching? How does that impact sick time? Do the kids
I likely exposed in the classroom have to quarantine as well? 41.) Can I sue the district for not
requiring masks and not paying attention to science if I become ill with covid? Because either
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you admit it’s a risk and you are willing to risk us, or you aren’t following science… You are
knowingly sending us into a dangerous situation. 42.) What is the threshold for closing the
school back down – one kid, teacher, ten… does someone have to die? I do NOT volunteer as
tribute. 43.) What are the plans for support if a student or teacher does die? 44.) Who teaches
the kids who don’t come back at all and are 100% online? Can they/their parents decide for
them to return in January? 45.) What happens to clubs? 46.) What is the criteria for a teacher to
teach from home if they or a family member are immune compromised? How does that work
with kids in the building who would be in their class? 47.) Will teachers have to share classroom
spaces and computers? 48.) Will study hall students be in 7-12 classrooms or are they being
eliminated so there isn’t as much cross-contamination on surfaces? 49.) Will the libraries be
open and how will they be safely used by multiple groups? 50.) Will the school be buying more
online platform subscriptions for teachers to access? 51.) What if parents are anti-maskers on
the bus and other communal areas? How will that be handled? Safety must be the first concern
over parental appeasement. 52.) Will students be allowed to use the water fountains? 53.) Is
the district taking out extra liability insurance? Will families of kids/teachers who get sick or die
be able to sue and will we have to sign a waiver to return?
536

How will you handle substitutes? How will you handle the issue of parents who give their
children medication before school to control a fever so when they get to school they appear
fine? How many children/adults (total) will be allowed in a classroom space? How will you
handle a student who will not wear a mask? How often will bathrooms be cleaned? Why will
children be allowed to remove a mask during instruction? If they are talking or sneezing won't
they be spreading germs? We also need to protect the teachers.

7/16/2020 7:36 PM

537

see above. for Parents who choose not to send their kids back to school or kids who are sick or
may need to quarantine there should be an direct link to the teachers instructions in the class
room so the student is still engaged and there are less kids in the building

7/16/2020 7:33 PM

538

Tax info

7/16/2020 7:33 PM

539

safety is my main concern

7/16/2020 7:32 PM

540

Will there be an option for virtual learning only? How will the school enforce the wearing of
masks? How will attendance be taken during virtual learning for 7-12? Can teachers bring in
their own air purifiers?

7/16/2020 7:31 PM

541

How/what will the disciplinary actions be for students, staff or teachers that do not follow the
guidelines? How will the guidelines be enforced?

7/16/2020 7:31 PM

542

How many kids in a classroom and how often will it be cleaned, where will they eat lunch, how
will the busses be cleaned, etc?

7/16/2020 7:31 PM

543

What is going to happen with all the normal illnesses that students and staff experience such as
common cold, strep? What will protocols be?

7/16/2020 7:30 PM

544

None

7/16/2020 7:29 PM

545

Since students cannot share materials, why are we making lockers unavailable? It would be
less problematic if they had a place to put their own things.

7/16/2020 7:28 PM

546

Need more details on: "supervised by school personnel during times of independent or
remote/livestream instruction from within the school building"

7/16/2020 7:26 PM

547

How will you guarantee that all students and staff really had their temperatures taken? Will
parents be notified of incidents of noncompliance to safety rules that occurred in classrooms?

7/16/2020 7:22 PM

548

No questions

7/16/2020 7:22 PM

549

How is the school arrange the social distance and have kids keep their masks on when it is
required for them to do so.

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

550

NA

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

551

Details of what a typical day will look like.

7/16/2020 7:17 PM

552

What will happen if a teacher gets sick? Will all students that have that teacher have to be
quarantined? Will learning then be virtual for all those kids with another teacher? What if a
student in my child’s class gets sick? Will the whole class be quarantined?

7/16/2020 7:16 PM

553

Are the buses going to have reduced occupancy? I would want the buses to be at 50% and

7/16/2020 7:14 PM
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someone strictly enforcing face coverings and social distancing.
554

What about lunch cause that is a big class period?

7/16/2020 7:14 PM

555

I would like a remote option as a teacher and a parent. There are many immunocompromised
staff and families of staff and students and I think they should be given choice about whether or
not to return. What reassurance and proof will there be that the air quality in the classrooms is
up to a minimum standard? Going back in September, are fans safe to use? Are classrooms
going to be provided with air filters like those required in malls to reopen? How can schools
safely open when gyms and bars and malls have so far been unable to? Can individual
teachers require masks to be worn in their classrooms? When a student or staff member has
tested positive, will staff and parents be informed? Will they be quarantined? The list of
symptoms is so broad that I will have at least one symptom on any given day. I have allergies
and migraines and stomach issues and am worried about either having to lie on the symptom
form or telling the truth and never being able to attend school. I would like more data on
children contracting this illness because I am concerned that there cases have been so low
because they were pulled out of school and kept safe early on. They haven't had any exposure,
haven't gone out or been to stores and I am worried about them going to school without masks
on in the classroom.

7/16/2020 7:14 PM

556

What would the typical day / week lion like? How are the various classes / teachers handled?
Will they still have all subjects (art, music, etc)? What should we plan to have them bring / do
(hand sanitizer?, wipes?)?

7/16/2020 7:05 PM

557

How can you keep masks on kids in a bus as well as sanitize as each kid gets on and off and
touches railings, seats and more. Same in school kids touch everything and need to use
restrooms and be reminded to properly wash. How can they guarantee that’s all being
monitored.

7/16/2020 7:05 PM

558

If Gov. Cuomo loses his”power” on Sept 7th. will you be considering opening up for a full 5 days
for all grades? And if numbers are good, will you be revisiting the idea of fully opening each
quarter?...or 1/2 year?

7/16/2020 7:04 PM

559

Will they close before the state says to if they feel it unsafe? How will we know who has covid?
How do they plan on telling students if a teacher falls seriously ill vs quarantined. Will subs be
asked to cover for an entire length of quarantine of a teacher, or will the teacher be asked to
teach virtually.

7/16/2020 7:02 PM

560

how will lunch, gym be handled? how will the hallways be clear enough to keep a social
distance during period changes?

7/16/2020 7:02 PM

561

No questions

7/16/2020 7:00 PM

562

How can we as parents and teachers know that our children and students are safe during the
school day. Social distancing and following protocols will be very difficult for small children. How
do we know they are safely following these protocols.

7/16/2020 6:59 PM

563

How will you be isolating students who become ill (showing symptoms of COVID) during the
school day? What will happen if a teacher is showing symptoms of COVID? Will the entire class
be quarantined? How will students who take daily medication at the nurses office be separated
from the nurse potentially handling students who are showing symptoms of COVID? How will
we be IMMEDIATELY notified if a child/staff member in their class becomes symptomatic?
What emergency contact systems will you put into place to contact parents besides email to
contact parents quickly if a staff member or child calls in to say they are positive or suspected
positive under quarantine?

7/16/2020 6:58 PM

564

Concerned over whether there is enough in person instruction. And if not and much is virtual,
then we need more Face time with the teacher. Teaching, and it not being show and tell. My
child needs more structure and schoolwork. This past spring I had to supplement hours of my
time finding additional schoolwork to keep her engaged and it was exhausting For me while
working full time and trying to also teach her how to use technology and all the tools on a
chromebook I had to buy since Shen doesn’t provide them to K-2. As well if in person and
virtual Mix, we need schedules that parents can still WORK. It feels like you are forcing us to
quit our jobs to bring our kids to and from school now at odd times, do daycare, and home
schooling for our kids since the teachers curriculums are so light. And there isn’t enough direct
live engagement with them. I’m also concerned about the language in the plan around who
would be instructing my child. It sounds to me because of social distancing you would put any
Shen staff member at the front of an in person or virtual classroom. This makes me even more

7/16/2020 6:57 PM
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nervous about feeling ‘comfortable’ sending my 2nd grader back to school that untrained
people would be teaching regularly a 2nd grade classroom. I also don’t agree with The idea that
kids can take their masks off when seated. We have been working with my 2nd grader to
become OK wearing a mask. However she still doesn’t feel good putting it on or taking it off by
herself. I think if asked I would recommend the younger grades keep them on at all times. As
well. What if she loses her mask at school? We pay for reusable ones that the kids find visually
appealing to wear. What if when lost, she won’t wear another? How do you handle that?
Especially if on school premises. What about school supply lists and teacher assignments?
When will we know about that. This is just a short list of questions. Or concerns.
565

We would like to see plans encompassing VOTECH

7/16/2020 6:53 PM

566

What will happen if students or staff test positive? Will it result in school closures?

7/16/2020 6:52 PM

567

The plan seems to account for the required safety protocols and I feel confident sending my
child to school.

7/16/2020 6:51 PM

568

What are the expectations of teachers regarding virtual instruction. I would like to see a VERY
SPECIFIC outline created for general Ed and sped teachers and how virtual Instruction will Be
carried out. Need a plan now for this as it most likely will happen

7/16/2020 6:50 PM

569

Nothing. I trust you.

7/16/2020 6:49 PM

570

Is alcohol based hand sanitizer provided to students and staff? What will the procedures be for
using the bathroom?

7/16/2020 6:49 PM

571

If school's closed again, will online learning be better??...have actual lessons??...and teachers
teaching stuff through online videos of them teaching??

7/16/2020 6:46 PM

572

How do you plan on addressing emotions , socialization needs , and processing with younger
children

7/16/2020 6:44 PM

573

N/a

7/16/2020 6:43 PM

574

exposure protocols and attendance. testing (if necessary due to exposure) and cost involvedwho pays since it is an at work ¨injury¨

7/16/2020 6:42 PM

575

Whats the plan for boces classes and their schedule and method of teaching

7/16/2020 6:42 PM

576

How will passing in the halls work? It is one thing to wear a mask in a sparsely populated space
it is another to pack 1200 kids into the High School halls at once and say that a mask is the
only line of defense. Hopefully there will be staggered passing times to thin out the crowds
Same question for school busses

7/16/2020 6:40 PM

577

How will they be handling things if a child does test positive ??

7/16/2020 6:35 PM

578

Parents cannot be trusted to take their own kids temp every morning. What symptoms mean
stay home? For how long? What happens when someone gets a test and is waiting for results?
What if test is positive?

7/16/2020 6:31 PM

579

Primary questions were answered with the summary plan. Distancing/mask protocol, length of
school day, etc were well addressed. Thank you!

7/16/2020 6:29 PM

580

WIth the block scheduling how will the students be able to have all 9 periods?

7/16/2020 6:23 PM

581

None

7/16/2020 6:23 PM

582

As a part time employee at both Acadia and transportation what happens if I am exposed to a
student or other staff who tests positive and therefore expected to quarantine? I do not qualify
for earning sick time, will I still be paid. I typically work my board appointed 3 hours and then an
additional 4-5 as a sub in transportation. Not being paid if I have to mandatory quarantine would
be a huge issue.

7/16/2020 6:19 PM

583

Will there be mandatory testing for staff? Children showing signs of illness? Proof of negative
results? Closure if cases rise in county?

7/16/2020 6:17 PM

584

How will substitutes be kept safe? Will they be assigned to a particular building? Are staff
members going to be tested frequently? How often? What will be done in the event of a covid
positive student or staff member? Will there be financial compensation for the added risk?

7/16/2020 6:16 PM

585

NA

7/16/2020 6:15 PM
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586

What about children in a higher risk category? Why are the elementary children being forced
into a full day of school? I think that since the 3-5 have access to google classroom, they
should have an alternating schedule like the middle school. This would allow for K-2 to spread
out more during the days that they are required to be there. Just thinking of the
Arongen/Shatekon building alone, you are suggesting it appropriate to have approx. 1000
people on site every day in an enclosed building. My child will be wearing her mask all day. I
am not going to risk a child who is higher risk being exposed to something because a
classmate coughed or sneezed near her. How will a single case transmission be handled when
it does happen? What impact will this have on class size? And if the children are to remain in a
class and half split into a virtual learning spot in the school, why are we sending them in the first
place?

7/16/2020 6:15 PM

587

Keeping everyone safe staff students transportation. It’s. Up to all of us also to make the right
choices

7/16/2020 6:13 PM

588

Not a question but suggestion. I dont work from home, and wont leave my child home for a full
day unnattended. Is there a way to survey parents to see who does/can work from home and
keep those children home fulltime, and those children whos parents cant work from home do
onsite learning?

7/16/2020 6:13 PM

589

Sorry...I created questions for the previous question in this survey. What is the plan for coat
hooks space for elementary students? What is being done with the bathroom issue, especially
at Okte? Bathrooms are located in the hallways , and bathrooms are located between some
rooms as well. Who will clean them throughout the day? What are the roles of the special area
teachers? In reading about the distancing needed for PE to , if that is not doable then what will
the PE job be? Will he/she work with classroom teachers on a daily basis? I would think they
would be planning and teaching as well?

7/16/2020 6:13 PM

590

Is there anything to do like an extra mile encouragement activity to make the kids less nervous
during this experience? My only concern that my KG kid will get confused in her first impression
experience with school and that it affects her desire to study

7/16/2020 6:12 PM

591

Will This plan change before school starts?

7/16/2020 6:12 PM

592

How many kids per classroom. Will teaching be livestreamed anyway?

7/16/2020 6:12 PM

593

there is a time between when we get off the bus, and when we go to homeroom (7:10-7:50) will
we still have this time, if so how will it be different

7/16/2020 6:08 PM

594

What happens on the fifth school day each week for 7-12?

7/16/2020 6:04 PM

595

N/A

7/16/2020 6:03 PM

596

How are you going to have kids in classroom, do specials and gym safely. How will you handle
transportation?

7/16/2020 5:55 PM

597

Why? Why even consider putting teachers, students and loved ones at risk? Why not follow the
“better safe than sorry” plan, until covid is nationally under control? If we have to plan so
cautiously to reopen schools, then maybe the smart thing to do is not open them right now.
What’s the rush when lives are in jeopardy. This makes no sense to me.

7/16/2020 5:52 PM

598

How do expect the children (especially the younger ones) to keep social distancing throughout
the whole day? This is great in theory but I’m not confident in it in reality.

7/16/2020 5:50 PM

599

Will there be hand washing stations in every classroom??? How will parents be contacted if a
child or adult in their classes becomes sick?? What will the disinfectant process look like each
day? Will students travel together - or will they be interacting with numerous people each day??
At the High School level - will there be more concern next year about kids cutting classes???
How will you keep kids distanced in the hallways?? What will lunch look like- ie- where will they
have lunch?? Will there be gym??? Will Middle schoolers be allowed to carry backpacks if not
using lockers??? Will parents be given a choice to keep students home and have true online
learning???

7/16/2020 5:43 PM

600

none.

7/16/2020 5:42 PM

601

Will parents be given the option to do schooling virtually, but they are included in the
classroom?

7/16/2020 5:42 PM

602

None

7/16/2020 5:41 PM
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603

Enforcement...How

7/16/2020 5:40 PM

604

How are we going to social distance all the children in the hallways and keep the spread of the
virus under control.

7/16/2020 5:39 PM

605

What precautions/back-up plans will be in place for non-compliance with masking and social
distancing? For example, a child has ridden the bus to school and upon arrival it is determined
that the child has a fever. Or, a child drops their mask into a toilet/sink/puddle/bathroom or bus
floor and is not able to place it safely back onto their face. Will symptomatic children be allowed
to enter the building and will families whose children have ridden the bus or been in the
classroom be notified through NYS Dept of Health contact tracing or by school personnel? Will
the school supplies for elementary aged children (pencils, glue, crayons, etc.) be shared? If
school buildings close again due to rising covid19 rates, will K-6 instruction happen daily? Will
the district or individual elementary schools determine the manner in which instruction will be
provided?

7/16/2020 5:39 PM

606

How often will the school buses be sanitized and what is the procedure? Will the asynchronous
lessons be taught by the children's actual teachers so children have a familiar face and are
more apt to embrace and learn in the asynchronous environment?

7/16/2020 5:38 PM

607

Will the kids still be able to socialize outside and be kids. That’s what’s important. Children don’t
spread COVID for the most part. They deserve as normal a childhood as possible

7/16/2020 5:37 PM

608

Will 6th graders be given the ability to watch classes virtually from home as high schoolers can
do? I do not feel good about sending my sixth grader five days each week.

7/16/2020 5:37 PM

609

I feel I can make an informed decision based on the current science regarding COVID. I am not
comfortable sending my child to school, and he is not comfortable attending even though it is
his senior year. He is a highly motivated student with a good social life, and works very well via
the virtual model. There should be options for students to attend virtually if they can maintain a
high average and complete their work on time.

7/16/2020 5:34 PM

610

how will you decide which students will be in small classrooms, and which in the larger rooms?
I am not convinced arongen can accommodate all of its students and maintain social distancing
What strategies are in place to ensure students are able to safely socialize Will special aides
still be allowed in the classrooms?

7/16/2020 5:32 PM

611

0

7/16/2020 5:32 PM

612

Will we be able to see how the classrooms will be set up in the elementary schools before we
decide if we send our children back?

7/16/2020 5:31 PM

613

Protocols for positives within school or classroom, how are the classrooms being set up to allow
for diatancing, are items being added to the rooms for added precautions like plastic shield or
barriers

7/16/2020 5:28 PM

614

If school is cancelled will teachers and staff be furloughed and school taxes be exempted?

7/16/2020 5:26 PM

615

What teaching alternatives are available for those families who live with vulnerable persons?

7/16/2020 5:25 PM

616

What about the parents who have no choice because they have to work but are worried to
leave their children home alone (7th grade boy) all day for half the year? Kids at this age cannot
all make good decisions. Even if they do their work, then what?

7/16/2020 5:23 PM

617

I have two students , One in elementary school and one in middle school. Having one child
attend daily while the other child does not have to go everyday seems extremely unfair to the
one child. Having to explain that and getting the one child ready and out the door everyday
when the older sibling doesn’t have to do it is going to be chaotic in our household. I
understand the difficulty in determining decisions. But I do not think it’s fair that parents are
going to have to fight a battle with their child on going to school if there older child does not
have to go. I think there should be an alternative option that if my elementary child is fighting
me on going to school he should be able to Do virtual Instruction as well. Anyone who has
multiple children different ages is going to most likely face this dilemma. There should be an
alternative option for parents.

7/16/2020 5:21 PM

618

There has been discussion in the community that is contradictory to the framework provided in
which the school is considering having the elementary/middle school students be taught fully
virtually and the high school students be on site. If this is true, I have deep concerns about this
as a parent of an incoming kindergarten student. The elementary school students are in the

7/16/2020 5:17 PM
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lowest risk pool and are also those that need the most in person interaction with teachers to
ensure they start school off on the right path. As a family, that is fortunate to have both parents
still fully employed and working from home, I think it is unreasonable to expect the parents of
such young children to take on the role of teacher as well. Especially, when you possibly may
have those students who could be more independent on site and those that need the most
attention trying to do this virtually. I do hope the discussion in the community that I mentioned is
not correct as I think you will be putting undue stress on both the students and parents for those
of us with elementary school children.
619

What will happens when a person in any given room is diagnosed with covid to all others who
would have been exposed as well as if a member of someone’s household is diagnosed?

7/16/2020 5:17 PM

620

More specifics about what kids will do on their home days ? Will they could follow their regular
day and attend classes virtually so they have some semblance of a schedule?

7/16/2020 5:15 PM

621

What if a child develops a fever at school? What about children who can't wear a mask all day?
How will bathroom breaks be handled? What if children go to school even if they are sick?

7/16/2020 5:12 PM

622

I need information about my son's schedule and guidance how to home school when I'm
working in a hospital during the day.

7/16/2020 5:11 PM

623

Why are we sacrificing young people?

7/16/2020 5:10 PM

624

as described above

7/16/2020 5:07 PM

625

None

7/16/2020 5:05 PM

626

What happens if teacher or one student is positive or exposed? Who quarantines? Whole
school? Just class? Kids on that bus? How do they catch up?

7/16/2020 5:05 PM

627

None

7/16/2020 5:05 PM

628

Strict guidelines in regards to symptomatic students, area where sick students will stay when
waiting to be picked up. I feel parents are unreliable with temp and symptom checks.

7/16/2020 5:04 PM

629

Will YMCA be running aftercare at the schools as in previous years?

7/16/2020 5:00 PM

630

Will there be an in home option for parents who are not comfortable sending their children
back?

7/16/2020 4:58 PM

631

Will there be recess, gym, art and music? How will a positive case be handled?

7/16/2020 4:57 PM

632

Will there be a mandated 14-day regional quarantine before students/staff are able to attend
school? What additional resources are being implemented for mental/emotional support
through these transitions/scary times for younger students? What plans will be implemented to
ensure all grade-level teachers are consistent in their delivery/plans, especially should we be
required to shift to virtual learning again? What PPE is required? Can students wear face
shields instead of masks? Who is providing the teachers with sanitizing
wipes/sprays/masks/guards for elementary classrooms?

7/16/2020 4:57 PM

633

How can we be assured that the adults (teachers, staff members etc) are responsibly following
the guidelines at all times while at school? Will it be possible for children to still have physical
activity - gym, recess - while at school? Will there by ways of presenting, teaching, enforcing
these guideline to our elementary school students in a way that is fun & not anxiety-provoking?
Will it be possible for students to split time between on-line & in-person schooling...e.g. 2 or 3
days a week in person or half day rather than full days of school 5 days a week?

7/16/2020 4:56 PM

634

How do you plan on getting kids to keep mask on when you can’t make sure they wash there
hands after the bathroom

7/16/2020 4:55 PM

635

None

7/16/2020 4:55 PM

636

I do not have any at this time.

7/16/2020 4:54 PM

637

Will there be enough room on school buses to maintain sufficient distance between students?
Will there be any requirement for testing of those who exhibit symptoms? Will teachers/staff
monitor students to identify potentially ill students?

7/16/2020 4:52 PM

638

Are there considerations being taken for children who have primary caregivers with increased
vulnerabilities? This is a huge concern in having my children return

7/16/2020 4:52 PM
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639

See above.

7/16/2020 4:50 PM

640

N/A

7/16/2020 4:50 PM

641

Are all extracurriculars going to be virtual? What about outdoor activities like gardening; are
they permitted if adhering to social distancing/health guidelines? How will the student body be
split for a hybrid model? By grade level, alphabetically, 1/2 of a class, or otherwise? Will
JCP/senior privileges/free periods be replaced with study halls in the high school? How will
these non-instructional times be regulated/supervised?

7/16/2020 4:50 PM

642

How often will classrooms be sanitized?

7/16/2020 4:45 PM

643

This will be my child’s first year attending this school and I’m nervous she won’t have enough
socialization or play time. She is still very young and I worry with all the precautions if she will
actually get to have a semi-normal experience.

7/16/2020 4:44 PM

644

At this time none!

7/16/2020 4:41 PM

645

How will use of safety measures be monitored and reported on (and noncompliance addressed)
to ensure the safety of students, teachers, and staff, as well as their families?

7/16/2020 4:39 PM

646

For any employee who is able to remote work and has a loved one/child(ren) at home will they
allowed to have a flex schedule or work remote if/when children are required to be home for the
school year. Regardless of age certain family reason or child age may make the parent want to
be home to make sure their child is doing the best the can in the new learning
environment/way.

7/16/2020 4:39 PM

647

What will the virtual onsite for elementary consist of ? Is there a partial day option ? Is this plan
in place indefinitely or to be re evaluated as data dictates ? If children were able to return full
time at the high school level would block scheduling remain in place? What is the plan for when
a classmate or teacher gets sick? Will school be shutting down ?

7/16/2020 4:34 PM

648

I want a parent walk through Orientation of a day in their life. I want to know if my child can
bring her own lunch because she doesn’t eat school food. She eats a certain way as an athlete
and avoid intestinal issues. Bathroom plans!? Will every class have hand sanitation stations?
Will kids be treated with compassion for this brave new world and not be yelled at if they go
wrong way in hall or sit in wrong spot. This is traumatic. I want to know what is going to be done
about AP and labs? What will be done with sports - some services by coach to offer drills and
connection. Devastating for our Juniors and Seniors Varisty year. They need ways to release
stress for sports and physical Ed. There are great coaches out their able to provide zoom drills
and daily workout plans modified for sport. Kids can do challenges like walking and running or
hiking on own. Do not let these gym teachers and coaches give up on them. Zoom calls just for
boring chat is hideous and stressful. Kids have too much zoom screen time that lacks any
quality. Please get the teachers to realize that the kids don’t want their lives on zoom so hve
them use time wisely - no blabbering about their personal lives. Also ... mean teachers suck
and if these teachers don’t show compassion and patience ... it will be scary. The kids are
super shut down and emotionally isolated from their routines and watching the fun things just
disappearing. Please hold the teachers accountable for making it fun too. You can do field trips
by having them take zoom workshop offered in another country or museum zoom virtual etc.
they need to think outside box too. Make a reward based system for any teacher and kid who
comes up with innovate ways to do the things that are being cancelled for time being. I want to
cry but I do have to say I can tell you have put a lot of thought into this. I am so sad for the
families who do not have access to WiFi or printers and all the socioeconomic items that will
help their kids be on an even playing field. I am so incredibly sad we will have kids dealing with
more anxiety and depression because of the added stress of wearing a mask and being unable
to socialize with friends at lunch. I would also like to offer my services in some way if it might
help. This will be a voting year and there is a lot of anger and stress going on in what people
believe in — I want the admin to make sure their policies and services are equal and fair for
kids who are Black, LGBTQ, POC, BIPOC, and any child who experiences other isms like
classism, abelsism, especially as intersects. I want the school to have ways to educate and
offer support to handle these hard times because people are polarized with President esp of
families are suffering financially. NOBODY knows what our kids are juggling at home and in
their family life and social isolation.

7/16/2020 4:34 PM

649

Why is 6th grade treated differently between in-person and a backup of virtual learning? What
happens if someone in the classroom/building/bus gets sick? What happens if they are

7/16/2020 4:34 PM
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exposed elsewhere? Do they need to stay home for 14 days and how will they receive
instruction then?
650

Is there going to be a virtual option? What about transportation - are bus times going to be
staggered? Are start times for the different elementary schools remaining the same?

7/16/2020 4:33 PM

651

Will children that get speech and ais suppprt leave room for services?

7/16/2020 4:28 PM

652

None. Enough of the silliness. Let’s get back to Normal and back to school ASAP!

7/16/2020 4:27 PM

653

How long will the school day be? Will they still have Period 0 for advanced engineering or
DDE?

7/16/2020 4:22 PM

654

I am concerned with having a high schooler and the level of class work required, including end
of year regents exams. Therefore I think it is imperative that the high school Students get some
sort of in person instruction. Also, my son receives AIS for Math. I am concerned about how
lack of in-person instruction will affect these types of learners.

7/16/2020 4:22 PM

655

I have an incoming 6th and 7th grader. My 6th grader had months of getting acclimated to
online learning when schools went to distance learning in March... why are 6th graders being
lumped together with elementary guidelines?

7/16/2020 4:20 PM

656

I have already decided. The facts are clear. Kids need to back in school.

7/16/2020 4:18 PM

657

I really feel that sports should happen to some capacity.

7/16/2020 4:14 PM

658

I am wondering if bathroms will be cleaned in between student use? I am also concerned about
kids/staff breathing each other's air in a confined space (classroom) when they take their masks
off during instruction.

7/16/2020 4:12 PM

659

There needs to be an online option for school. Why isn't it stated ? Parents know their children
and should be able to make.that choice.

7/16/2020 4:10 PM

660

Physical education and other arts are critical in development, without these outlets special
needs student’s especially, as do all students struggle throughout the day, how can safety
precautions take place to ensure these are a part of their day?

7/16/2020 4:10 PM

661

Number of students in class...

7/16/2020 4:06 PM

662

What happens when there is a positive Covid student or teacher?

7/16/2020 4:06 PM

663

I feel worried that if students do not feel well, have been out of state, and family members
feeling sick will not take the correct precautions that they need to and just come to school
because they feel they have to.

7/16/2020 4:04 PM

664

Na

7/16/2020 4:03 PM

665

Lunch issues, hallway movement, class sizes

7/16/2020 4:03 PM

666

None

7/16/2020 4:03 PM

667

1)I would like to know how PE will be adjusted. 2) I would like to know if siblings in the same
school will go automatically be scheduled on the same rotation.

7/16/2020 4:01 PM

668

- Based on the first statement in the plan, can you please clarify when students & staff are
wearing masks? Will they not be required to wear them when in the classroom even if/when
socially distanced? - What will happen to all people who come in contact with a student/staff
member who ends up testing positive? Will everyone involved have to be quarantined? How will
that work for teachers with regard to instruction & sick days? - How would it be handled if a
family member of student/staff member tests positive?

7/16/2020 4:01 PM

669

How does a block schedule effect me as a senior with early dismissal?

7/16/2020 4:00 PM

670

-Why are their NO plans posted for families or teachers who are at risk to have online learning
and instructional opportunities? There are families who are vulnerable -Masks must be
mandatory for everyone at all times -The shear volume of people you are planning to put into
the school building at one time is not safe -The ventilation system needs to not just meet
minimum standards -The published plans are not safe

7/16/2020 3:58 PM

671

Lunch options...will kids need to bring from home, or can they purchase? It wasn’t entirely clear
in the plan

7/16/2020 3:58 PM
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672

~Will children who come to school with any sick symptoms be immediately sent home ~What
happens when a child inevitably forgets their facemask for the day ~What happens if a teacher
or student in the class is found to be positive for Covid19? Will the whole class/school/bus be
quarantined for two weeks? ~How will absences of teachers be handles as there was a
substitute shortages even prior to this pandemic? Teacher and student absences will inevitably
increase as people's kids will possibly be exposed to Covid and then need to be quarantined at
home for 2 weeks resulting in teachers and staff needing to be home with them. ~What
increase of responsibilities will staff be asked to take on?

7/16/2020 3:53 PM

673

how are kids supposed to socialize with these precautions? the thing that’s wrong with online is
we don’t get to socialize however sending us back we still won’t be. Also with some kids going
one day and the other u are splitting us apart from our friends with is wrong.

7/16/2020 3:52 PM

674

How are you going to sociall distance our children

7/16/2020 3:51 PM

675

none

7/16/2020 3:50 PM

676

What rapid Covid testing routine will there be. Will masks be worn at all times, including being 6
ft. apart and/or during instruction. What is done with water drinking during class?

7/16/2020 3:50 PM

677

If we're not wearing masks, what happens when a student/teacher sneezes in the room? Won't
that potentially expose those in the room to illness/Covid-19? Will students be held accountable
for attendance to online classes even if/when doing virtual learning? Can students be graded
on a numeric (i.e. 1-100) scale even if learning online? How do we keep fresh air moving during
the colder months when windows and doors can't safely be open? I typically teach ensembles
of 50+ students. Where/how will these classes be safely taught? Can teachers (or students) opt
to teach/learn entirely online? If a teacher is ill, how will their classes be covered? (I can
presume substitutes will be hesitant to come in to school.) Will it even be possible to request
subs since we want to limit the number of people inside of each building?

7/16/2020 3:50 PM

678

What happens if a student or staff member tests positive for COVID-19? Who will be required to
Quarantine and for how long? How will we be notified? I’m just curious what implications this
can have for working families.

7/16/2020 3:48 PM

679

Will full time virtual instruction be an option for parents who do not feel comfortable sending
their child at all

7/16/2020 3:46 PM

680

What is going to happen with band and orchestra?

7/16/2020 3:45 PM

681

What will happen to students/staff who do not obey the guidelines? Will parents be notified
when there is a postive covid case in the building? What will trigger another complete
shutdown: 1 case, 10 cases, blank # cases? Students need to be educated regularly about
covid otherwise they will quickly resort to not socially distancing. I understand this is partially
the parents responsibility but how will the schools handle? What will gyms class be like? lunch
period? Can the water fountains still be used to fill water bottles? Will car pooling be allowed or
discouraged? When will a student or staff member be allowed to return to campus after
receiving a positive test, even if they showed no symptoms? Will we receive a schedule as to
what days my student attends school and which days they are virtual? Weekends and holidays
will quickly cause some confusion with the 2 days on and 2 days off system. What happens if I
chose not to send my student into school and wish to be 100% online?

7/16/2020 3:45 PM

682

.

7/16/2020 3:44 PM

683

None

7/16/2020 3:43 PM

684

If kids need more help and virtual is not working , is there a possibility of them getting g more
help in person? After school help maybe or an extra day coming into school??

7/16/2020 3:42 PM

685

how many students will be in a classroom in order to keep them socially distanced?

7/16/2020 3:40 PM

686

What are the parameters to close a building? If one human in a building tests positive, does
that shut the building down for at minimum 2 weeks? Will there be extra supplies of things like
child masks or face shields in case a child drops theirs? What will gym and recess look like?
Are there any options where some of the lessons could be just simply recorded at say one
grade level and then that way everyone could have access even if learning remotely ? For
example. Say you have a second grader. Maybe some videos could be posted from any of the
Shen elementary buildings in any 2nd grade, could be put online to help parents teach at home
a little or if like kids had to be out because of a quarantine. Like if one school had to quarantine
but another didn't.... that could be tricky. So if there were some resources per grade level

7/16/2020 3:40 PM
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available for school and home use, that might be awesome. How do you know if it's allergies or
the virus besides a test? Does every day of any cough mean you stay home? That will be a
LOT of days! I agree with it and what needs to be done is terrific. Our family respects and
appreciates the district. We moved into this district on purpose. There is a LOT to consider.
There are many current articles going around full of questions too. This is what I can think of for
the moment. Thank you for your time.
687

School re-opening questions/concerns in no particular order… 1.) Can students choose to be
100% online if their families have health issues or they are fearful of returning to the building?
2.) How will the new schedule for blocking 7-12 be negotiated with STA or will it just be imposed
on us? 3.) What extra duties will teachers need to pick up (like lunch duty in the room) and how
will that be negotiated? 4.) What does Wednesday look like for 7-12 where we are out of the
building and why isn't 6th grade following this schedule as well? It seems they may bring the
biggest risk to the building by being there 5 days/week. 5.) How will observations be done? No
one has been trained to do virtual instruction observations? 6.) Why aren’t students being
required to stay masked in the classroom? *Is it that you don’t want to admit it’s dangerous to
be in the building? *Is it that you don’t want to pay to supply masks? $$$$ *Is it that you don’t
think the lives of the teachers and adults who will be hit harder matter much? 7.) Concern –
Teachers, monitors, aides, bus drivers are not babysitters. This seems to be the plan to
appease people who want kids watched, not to create a strong, viable continuous learning
environment that is SAFE! Let's start and stay online until this is over! Kids need consistency!
8.) How many student or adult hospitalizations and deaths are “an acceptable loss”? Will Dr.
Robinson or Dr. Wood volunteer as tributes? 9.) You do realize numbers are rising again in this
area and we aren’t even out of the first wave yet, right? What about if the expected 2nd wave
hits? 10.) Is there a plan for teachers with immune issues or immune-compromised family
members? How will you keep them safe? 11.) How will we know parents are actually taking
morning temps as directed? We know they give their kids Tylenol and cold meds and send
them off to school when sick. Why are we risking this when the stakes are so much higher in a
pandemic? 12.) Can teachers mandate and enforce masks in their own classrooms? 13.) How
will the teaching day be impacted by rolling/staggered arrival and departure times? Who will
negotiate this and how? 14.) The CDC just announced yesterday, much to Trump’s displeasure,
that schools were the highest risk category for re-opening. Why, if we can’t even go to the
movies or a concert for two hours are we opening schools for 7 hours a day? 15.) If a student
comes in and is later found to be covid positive, what happens? Does the entire class, or team
or grade or building leave school for 14 days? Does the teacher teach online? 16.) What
happens when a student is exposed and could be asymptomatic? The school won’t know and
the student could become a super-spreader. How is this safe or responsible? 17.) Will families
be required to tell schools if there is someone sick in their home? How does that work with
HIPAA and how will it be enforced to keep other kids and teachers safe? 18.) If a teacher has to
quarantine, does s/he teach online from home? 19.) If a teacher has to quarantine, will the
district provide “Covid days” instead of pulling them from the teacher’s annual allotment of sick
days? 20.) How will the bathrooms be kept clean? 21.) How much PPE and sanitizer will be
provided in each classroom? Will you provide any PPE? 22.) How can this be safe??????? 23.)
Do you understand the emotional trauma and exhaustion you will be causing your teachers
whom you are putting on the front lines for 4-5 days a week??? How will you support them?
24.) Research shows masks significantly decrease the spread. Why aren’t they mandatory
unless outside or eating? 25.) What is the actual rationale for not making masks mandatory?
You don’t want to fight enforcement? Too hard? Give me a break!!! Protect me and my kids! No
masks is a deal breaker and should be a line in the sand for the union. 26.) How are we
supposed to keep windows open when it’s raining or 20 degrees out? 27.) What happens on
the super-hot fall days? How is this not going to make the petri dish of school germ bloom out
of control? How will masks on busses, etc be enforced? 28.) What will fire drills and lockdowns
look like with social distancing? 29.) How will Shen maintain full transparency with teachers and
families about illness so that everyone can make the best decisions for their safety? 30.) Will
paper even be allowed to be used during instruction now? 31.) Will teachers be given a stipend
to cover at home costs like internet, etc? 32.) Will teachers be required to clean in their own
rooms and what will be provided for this if they are? Are you sure the supply chain will be able
to support schools and extra cleaning? Can you guarantee cleaning materials? 33.) Do you
even know how many teachers are in high-risk groups like immune -compromised? What are
your plans to allow them to teach safely? What about teachers who spouses or children are
high-risk? 34.) Let’s talk substitutes ---- *Do you have a strong sub pool to start with? We know
the answer is no. *Will teachers/monitors/aides be asked or told to cover for a teacher if you
don’t have coverage? Won’t this create a breach in the exposure circles? *Will school close if
we can’t find subs? Seriously, who would want to come into a covid contaminated room? 34.)
Will school cover testing costs for teachers and how often will we be tested? 35.) Why are you
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ignoring science? CDC says reopening schools is “highest risk for covid spread?
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/11/politics/cdc-documents-warn-high-risk-schoolsreopening/index.html?
fbclid=IwAR1L4LxVdiMV3HKqKXJBKEb92NLTr_jAIeG1u0KbrU0L_ni5XT8jxLlXeHA 36.) If
prisons are still releasing people due to covid risk, why are we going to put people back in a
tight space together? 37.) The governor said that our children won’t be guinea pigs. Why are
making them and their teachers just that? 38.) Since this is a known danger (a pandemic for
which we closed earlier), will we be covered 100% by workers comp if we get sick? What if we
become gravely sick (need a ventilator, stroke, blood clots, etc) does the school district, state
and workers comp cover everything (including extra out of class paid days beyond 14)? 39.)
Will teachers need to use the sick bank? Will you allow teachers to give more than two days to
keep it operational? 40.) If our biological children/spouse gets covid (test positive) will we have
to quarantine? How does that work with teaching? How does that impact sick time? Do the kids
I likely exposed in the classroom have to quarantine as well? 41.) Can I sue the district for not
requiring masks and not paying attention to science if I become ill with covid? Because either
you admit it’s a risk and you are willing to risk us, or you aren’t following science… You are
knowingly sending us into a dangerous situation. 42.) What is the threshold for closing the
school back down – one kid, teacher, ten… does someone have to die? I do NOT volunteer as
tribute. 43.) What are the plans for support if a student or teacher does die? 44.) Who teaches
the kids who don’t come back at all and are 100% online? Can they/their parents decide for
them to return in January? 45.) What happens to clubs? 46.) What is the criteria for a teacher to
teach from home if they or a family member are immune compromised? How does that work
with kids in the building who would be in their class? 47.) Will teachers have to share classroom
spaces and computers? 48.) Will study hall students be in 7-12 classrooms or are they being
eliminated so there isn’t as much cross-contamination on surfaces? 49.) Will the school libraries
be open and how will they be safely used by multiple groups? 50.) Will the school be buying
more online platform subscriptions for teachers to access? 51.) What if parents are antimaskers on the bus and other communal areas? How will that be handled? Safety must be the
first concern over parental appeasement. 52.) Will students be allowed to use water fountains?
I feel like my kids and I are sacrificial lambs. I want to teach my students. I want to be in school,
but I don't think you can protect me or my students.
688

Is there any indication to the number of COVID cases in the district? Of those infected, has
contact tracing been done that can eliminate any association with any student/person
associated with the Shen district?

7/16/2020 3:37 PM

689

Will parents have the option to keep their kids home and continue with virtual learning until a
vaccine and/or cure is developed? I am not comfortable sending my kids back to school. It think
it’s too risky, for kids, teachers, and families. Families should have the option to do virtual or in
person learning.

7/16/2020 3:35 PM

690

I will attend the info meeting and will ask any questions I might have then. Thank you for doing
this! This is much appreciated!

7/16/2020 3:35 PM

691

Will there be an option for virtual learning through the district or will parents have to
independently Home school?

7/16/2020 3:33 PM

692

My primary concern is student accountability for listening to online learning and completing
assignments. On the days when students are home, they should be obligated to sign on at a
specific "class" time and do their work. I know there has to be flexibility with this but there has to
be better accountability than in the Spring. I work at a college so I understand and appreciate
all the hard work you have been doing for our students! Best wishes.

7/16/2020 3:31 PM

693

Class size

7/16/2020 3:27 PM

694

What if a student or staff has a fever. Will it be mandatory for them to have a COVID test before
they return to school?

7/16/2020 3:27 PM

695

How are you accommodating children that have lab requirements and accelerated classes?

7/16/2020 3:23 PM

696

Will resource room be offered daily in addition to individual support as needed?

7/16/2020 3:21 PM

697

Can school please provide an online learning option for families who do not want to send kids
back to school? Not every family is good at homeschooling and the students need social
connections at this special time to prevent emotional and psychological problems.

7/16/2020 3:20 PM

698

If one kid in the class gets it want happens?

7/16/2020 3:19 PM
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699

What will the procedure be if a COVID case is in the building?

7/16/2020 3:17 PM

700

I want to know why SHEN is willingly putting all of us at risk. I want to know why SHEN,
supposedly one of the best school districts in the area and upstate New York, is leading the
way it making one of the worst decisions in educational history. It’s known that this virus Is a
multi system aggressive virus that the medical community still know so little about. It’s absurd
that were even talking about sending our children back to school when the military, major
corporations, colleges and universities, medical centers and community groups will not hold in
person meetings. Why would we willingly gamble on the future of our children’s lives?!?

7/16/2020 3:16 PM

701

How does this plan account for rooms that are shared during the school day? I feel more
comfortable knowing I do not share a room (added students, desk space and supplies) this year
as in years past. If multiple teachers are sharing a room where does the displaced teacher go?
Will we receive guidance/information regarding how positive cases will be handled before the
start of the school year? Will school shut down if there is a positive case like last year? How will
we have sufficient substitutes in our classes if we have to quarantine or are sick ourselves? If
we are required to quarantine because one of our students tests positive will we have to use
sick time? Who will monitor students during their lunch period? Will there be sufficient space for
staff to socially distance and eat lunch? How will it be possible for students to maintain social
distance in the middle school hallways? Will students (7-12) have the option for online learning
if their parents are not comfortable sending them in? Will teachers have the technology
necessary to stream to students on an "off" day or in the event that they are not attending/in
quarantine so they are able to "tune in" to class?

7/16/2020 3:16 PM

702

How will the students pass in the hallways without touching one another? One way passing will
not prevent this. How will lunch be monitored? How will teachers be expected to share a room?
Where will teachers be able to eat lunch with precautions? How will masks be enforced with
students? Will students be disciplined if they do not wear a mask? How can I do partner
activities in the classroom without students being close to one another? How can I use
materials in my classroom. I am not comfortable sanitizing everything and touching germs after
each class. How do students approach me for questions without getting too close? How can we
keep door handles, bathrooms, and water foutains germ free all day long? One student touches
a door handle and then another one does, now that student is affected. All subjects need to be
taught if we go back; it is not fair to make room for some subjects and not others. How will
germs not be passed around on the bus? How will the air be purified in the
classrooms/buildings without having windows open? If one student passes and sneezes,
everyone else is affected with their germs. It is incredibly hard to have so many kids in such
small buildings in close quarters.

7/16/2020 3:16 PM

703

Does the district close (at home learning) as soon as we go back to phase 3?

7/16/2020 3:15 PM

704

What if a teacher in the school gets it? What if a students parent gets it? Who quarantines? The
class? The school? What if one school closes? How does that affect the learning of those kids
compared to schools still open? Or would it be a districtwide closure?

7/16/2020 3:14 PM

705

How will students with IEPs and/or assisted-learning be handled so that they are not completely
on their own.

7/16/2020 3:12 PM

706

None

7/16/2020 3:11 PM

707

Physical exercise classes Advanced tech class Orchestra programs

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

708

I would like to have new subject books covering grades materials to be present at home for
ease of references. Also, why alternating online/in person schedule is not offered for
elementary school?

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

709

How will mask wearing be enforced? What happens when a student/teacher/staff member tests
positive?

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

710

I am a traveling teacher between HS West and Gowana MS. Usually I (and other travelers to
the MS) fall through the cracks when it comes to certain plans and schedule coordination so I
would want that to be remembered. I also have questions about if a teacher needs to take a
sick/personal day (dr's appointments, sick kid, etc) - how will substitutes work? What will
happen if we miss vital instruction time with students that we only are now seeing a few times a
week?

7/16/2020 3:09 PM

711

Social distancing measures

7/16/2020 3:08 PM
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712

I would like the option to continue distance learning until a vaccine is available

7/16/2020 3:06 PM

713

What happens To the class or school if a students family Member tests positive?

7/16/2020 3:02 PM

714

How will socialization (even if it’s at a distance) be promoted in this type of environment.

7/16/2020 3:01 PM

715

How will compliance to standards be monitored

7/16/2020 2:59 PM

716

Bussing question as well as hours if they will be subject to changing

7/16/2020 2:58 PM

717

Options. What will be done for students with chronic health issues. What will happen if a
student or staff presents with symptoms.

7/16/2020 2:54 PM

718

1. Will both of my children (gr 10 and 12) go to school on the same two days? 2. My senior
daughter has applied for parking privileges and is prepared to drive to school. Will the traffic
issues be too significant for drivers to handle? 3. Block scheduling for music ensembles is a
very tough thing especially when singing and wind instrument performance is still discouraged.
What will those students be doing for that length of time? 12th grader has one ensemble and
10th grade is enrolled for two. Both are concerned (This comes from parents who are music
teachers and aware of music challenges for fall). 4. 10th grader is VERY nervous about starting
a new school building and not having support of friends due to scheduling and social limitations.
How can this new class of students overcome the fears of learning a new school with all of the
other changes? 5. One of my children is afraid to go to school this fall. She wants to do
distance learning five days a week. What options are in place for students who fear coming
back to school? -- Thank you for the hard work you are putting in toward re-opening school. We
understand the challenges and appreciate the thought being put in at Shen!

7/16/2020 2:52 PM

719

Will hand sanitizer be offered and promoted?

7/16/2020 2:51 PM

720

How do you social distances with special needs students?

7/16/2020 2:51 PM

721

I would like more information on how lunch, recess, and other downtimes would be run. I would
also like to know how attendance will be factored in, especially if you are keeping your child
home if they are not feeling well.

7/16/2020 2:50 PM

722

If a child or teacher needs to quarantine, will the whole class be expected to as well? How will
instruction be provided in that situation? What accommodations will be made for students who
do not wish to participate in in-person instruction without putting too much on teachers?

7/16/2020 2:46 PM

723

Will parents be notified if a positive COVID case is present in our childs school? What is the
plan for the entire class that is dealing with a positive case?

7/16/2020 2:46 PM

724

What can be done for those who are immune compromised and also those who are responsible
for taking care of immune compromised family members at home?

7/16/2020 2:46 PM

725

If school is in person and bus transportation continues to happen, how will students be kept
safe in this poorly supervised setting. A bus driver cannot focus on driving and behavior
management at the same time. Adding Social distancing and mask compliance to this already
difficult scenario seems untenable.

7/16/2020 2:45 PM

726

If this virus is airborne and has mutated into a more contagious version, social distancing is not
going to do it. Mask wearing, even if it is all day unless eating or drinking, may not be enough.
Bathrooms? Class changes? Lunches? Lockers? How are these things going to be handled
with social distancing? How are the children that like many adults out there, refuse to wear a
mask, refuse to wear it correctly, or get caught taking it off? How is Gym class going to be
handled? When people exercise they increase their breathing, they sweat, I am not sure how
wearing a mask for physical activity would work. If it doesn't, how are the children going to be
protected from breathing in/out the air of the other students. It is cold much of the school year,
having gym class held outside everyday, is not going to be an option. I do not see how schools
can safely open, not now. So many of these children have family members at home that are AT
RISK individuals. Family members that could die if they contract this virus. I am begging
anyone that will listen, please, make it optional. Those who want to send their children into the
schools, can. Those who want to continue at home learning, can.

7/16/2020 2:45 PM

727

If grades 7-12 are only attending in person classes 2-3 days a week I would like to see more in
person focus on academics as opposed to spending time in gym class in person.

7/16/2020 2:43 PM

728

Will we work our normal hours and do we go to work everyday?

7/16/2020 2:43 PM

729

1. What provisions will be made for older workers who are at higher risk of complications or

7/16/2020 2:43 PM
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death from COVID-19? 2. What provisions are being made for parents who are not comfortable
sending their children to school until there is a safe, effective vaccine?
730

As an elementary teacher with school-aged children at home, will it be my responsibility to
teach on-site and virtually? Must I provide the educational materials to those parents who are
choosing to 'homeschool,' knowing full well that what we've done from March through June was
not homeschooling, but rather remote, virtual learning? What will be the protocol for classes
that have a positive COVID case? Whole class quarentines? If the teacher is not sick, but must
quarentine, does he/she now teach remotely? Have our buildings been assessed for proper air
circulation? How will the mental health of our students and staff be addressed safely and
effectively? Have we purchased germ-killing soap? Will teachers be able to accept paper
homework from students?

7/16/2020 2:38 PM

731

Asking children under 10 to restrict their oxygen by wearing masks for any amount of time per
day is preposterous. I'm not sending them on the bus if its required and I'm not sending them to
school if its required. It is absolutely nonsense to say they will have gym class without masks
but demand they wear them in the hallways. It is an illogical and indefensible argument.

7/16/2020 2:36 PM

732

I would need to be told that there is no chance that someone will have or bring COVID into the
school ever. If i can be told that with absolute certainty and the person that will ultimately make
the decision puts their job on the line the make this guarantee, then I will feel comfortable

7/16/2020 2:36 PM

733

I think this whole COVID-19 reaction is overblown. The students have more courage than the
teachers, who it seems will do anything to get out of doing their actual jobs, and who I bet are
hoping all classes are virtual, so they can coast for another year at the expense of my
daughter's education.

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

734

How will children be assessed on what they may have missed or not educated on during the
2019-2020 school year? There was a significant amount of new material not taught. How will
the children be made whole from the lost learning they are otherwise entitled to? I.e. additional
instruction hours offered, free tutoring, Saturday classes, etc?

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

735

How will students bathrooms be monitored?

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

736

Will mask be required? I hope not

7/16/2020 2:35 PM

737

Will children be required to sit with others on the bus? How will lunch time be handled for
middle school?

7/16/2020 2:34 PM

738

Will we have the option to do virtual learning-will classrooms be streamed?

7/16/2020 2:32 PM

739

I have none at this time.

7/16/2020 2:32 PM

740

N/a

7/16/2020 2:31 PM

741

I do not feel schools can stay clean enough nor do I feel students will abide by the social
distancing and mask wearing that would need to happen to stay safe.. Too much risk in my
opinion.. online learning until there is a vaccine is the only real way to stay safe.

7/16/2020 2:31 PM

742

Will the child be in trouble if they take of the mask because of being light headed because of
co2 ingestion

7/16/2020 2:31 PM

743

It is important to know what the remote learning plan will be - with details. Parents need access
to the curriculum, pacing guides and materials to help ensure children stay on track.

7/16/2020 2:30 PM

744

Many schools are offering a virtual learning option. I am on-board with the fact that we are NOT.
However, many parents are requesting that we do. As teachers, would we would be responsible
for my K-5 classroom, 5 days a week AND provide virtual learning opportunities-- or would the
virtual teaching be completed by a separate teacher, teaching 100% virtual. If Shen is
pressured into offering a virtual option, as a classroom teacher, I would not be able to provide a
virtual learning opportunity to my students who CHOOSE to stay home and carry the workload
of teaching full time in person. Again, I am satisfied that Shen is not offering this option and
think that parents who do not want to send their child to school should enroll is a full-time
homeschooling process separate from virtual learning provided by the school.

7/16/2020 2:30 PM

745

If there are staggered arrivals will this change departure time as well?

7/16/2020 2:30 PM

746

Will remote teaching be actual "teaching" if needed or will it be the same systems that closed
out the 2020 School year with videos pulled off of the web and no direct teacher support? I feel
it is imperative that the teachers actually log on to web based meeting sites and give actual

7/16/2020 2:29 PM
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instruction on a daily basis and not leave it up to the kids to watch videos from a stranger that
were downloaded by the teacher from the web. Even pre-recorded videos are not as effective
and the teachers should be online for the scheduled school day every day teaching these kids.
747

What is being done to guarantee the health, safety and well-being of teachers (since it appears
that they will still be in contact with 100% of their populations)? What happens if or when a
teacher is uncomfortable with the guidelines and how they are/are not followed? What happens
if and when a teacher contracts COVID-19 or comes into contact with someone who has?

7/16/2020 2:29 PM

748

I think hybrid approach for home and school is a great plan, but have significant concerns about
the quality of learning for home based session and hope that at least Friday’s ( or 5 th day)
students Will have expectation to “attend” online courses and be present throughout school day
as many students all spring considered online classes “optional” and did not attend. Also, how
will quizzes and tests be conducted. This is also a concern as many students seems to be
“sharing” information.

7/16/2020 2:28 PM

749

Can't think of any. I am very impressed with your plan and happy with it. Thank you so much for
all your work on this and for being so invested in our children!

7/16/2020 2:27 PM

750

we need sports!!!! i know some won't feel comfortable letting their kids participate, but for those
who do -let the HS Kids play! must take daily temp, be interviewed for exposure daily , take
precautions, hand sanitizer , play outside as much as possible

7/16/2020 2:24 PM

751

What happens if someone in a particular school tests positive?

7/16/2020 2:24 PM

752

What would the school do if someone tested positive? Child or staff.

7/16/2020 2:23 PM

753

Parents/guardians should need to certify that in the 14 days prior to the first day of school no
one in their household has traveled out of state. How do you guarantee the safety of students,
faculty and staff from the family who’s just returned from Florida or another hot spot?

7/16/2020 2:23 PM

754

how the district will enforce wearing masks. Not all families take this mandate seriously.

7/16/2020 2:19 PM

755

Is it possible the children is wearing masks every single time?

7/16/2020 2:19 PM

756

What will happen when there is a positive case? What would cause the school to go fully virtual

7/16/2020 2:18 PM

757

The specifics regarding masks.

7/16/2020 2:16 PM

758

I am concerned about leaving middle school age kids home alone for entire days while both
parents are at work.

7/16/2020 2:16 PM

759

Expectations for virtual and in-class work -- will teachers be given more prep time in order to
create materials to do both? Will teachers be given the block schedule ahead of time in order to
plan accordingly?

7/16/2020 2:15 PM

760

She's going back. No questions need to be answered. Between Gov. Cuomo's requirements for
schools to be open and Shen's steps to insure safety, I am 100% confident my daughter will be
safe.

7/16/2020 2:15 PM

761

How will people be made aware of cases within families of students, as students are less likely
to to be symptomatic.

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

762

Would a reliable Covid test be available daily for those who might need it? What would be the
nurse situation? How would you make sure the teachers and students are distant? How much
stuff should a student carry (since the pDF says that students should carry less)?

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

763

Will students have recess or any play time, or will it all be sitting down?

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

764

Will families with a child in middle school and high school have their children be home on the
same days

7/16/2020 2:14 PM

765

i am hoping that after 30 days that shen can shift to regular schedule / bussing. we need to
return to regular schedule as soon as possible.

7/16/2020 2:13 PM

766

How are you going to separate each class. By grade or separate each grade based on each
class. I say you need student input and a team of students to help develop plans.

7/16/2020 2:12 PM

767

1. Will all classrooms be set up for students to sit 6 feet away from each other so that they do
not have to wear masks while learning? 2. What happens if my child just has allergies, a stuffy
nose, or a common cold? Is it expected for him to stay home? My son gets multiple colds

7/16/2020 2:12 PM
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throughout the fall/winter month and would miss school daysvof he had to stay home due to a
minor illness. 3. If students MUST stay home if they have any kind of sickness, will the
attendance rule be waived if they miss onsite school? 6. Most kids get multiple common
illnesses especially in the fall/winter months: common colds, stuffy noses, allergies, etc. Can
you differentiate between symptoms to determine whether or not they MUST stay home? The
reopening plan just states if a "child is sick, they must stay home". What is considered sick?
768

Will there be a virtual option for both students and faculty?

7/16/2020 2:11 PM

769

how will the hands on classes or art/photography and tech classes be done remotely?? if things
stay low with infection can we move the high school to full time like the k-5? I think the high
school should be the ones going full time. They have so much riding on their academic
careeers at this point.

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

770

None

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

771

Can they do remote and work in the evenings when I am home to support. Online at home in
the day would be challenging

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

772

Can elementary students have the option to remote learn? If diagnosed with covid, will my child
be able to stay home and virtual learn if able? 14 days is a lot of school to miss. What capacity
will buses be running at? How big will classes be? If one child in a class has covid, will the
whole class be quarantined?

7/16/2020 2:10 PM

773

n/a

7/16/2020 2:09 PM

774

What if a person gets covid?

7/16/2020 2:09 PM

775

If a vaccine becomes available, will it be mandatory? Will there be support for families with two
full time working parents? How will our teachers be protected?

7/16/2020 2:08 PM

776

I am happy with what is planned

7/16/2020 2:07 PM

777

None

7/16/2020 2:07 PM

778

Homeschooling while in Shen still

7/16/2020 2:07 PM

779

If our child is attending a private kindergarten and we decide to move her to okte, will we have
issues transferring her in?

7/16/2020 2:06 PM

780

A rolling, rotating schedule is not feasible for most parents. Onsite school should be the same
days of the week for each group (half) of students so that would mean the 5th day would need
to be offsite.

7/16/2020 2:04 PM

781

Just honest & open information that is easy to access

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

782

none

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

783

I would like my child to go a couple days a week instead of every day. How Can you assure me
and other parents that temperature checks are enough I work in a school and parents are know
to give their children Tylenol right before heading on the bus. It scares me as a parent

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

784

Is there any flexibility in the block scheduling? During the initial discussions about it When reps
said that the 1st year was going to be a tough transition for the teachers because they,
essentially had to see that they couldn't continue to teach the way they used to even though
they were trained not to for block scheduling. Also, since all the kids have chrome books, can't
the teachers teach 4 days a week. The kids can virtually attend 2 days, attend live 2 days. If
they don't attend virtually or live, the assignments are posted, like they are this academic year.
The teacher has office hours for questions and help.

7/16/2020 2:03 PM

785

Why does 6th grade have the same schedule as elementary instead of being consistent with
the rest of middle school? What happens when there is a positive COVID19 case in the school?
What are the criteria for determining who is quarantined for 14 days? Will there be remote
learning available to families who are not comfortable returning?

7/16/2020 2:02 PM

786

How will this affect special education services (e.g., counseling, speech, OT, etc)?

7/16/2020 2:02 PM

787

- What happens if there is a positive COVID-19 case in the school? - How are you going to get
the young kids to keep their masks on and not constantly be touching their face/mask? - Does
this mean there will be no art class / computer class / gym class / computer lab?

7/16/2020 2:02 PM
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788

Is there an option of fully remote learning that would be in line with instruction recieved in the
class for elementary level?

7/16/2020 2:01 PM

789

This seems to risky. Too much energy to all the protocols will just detract from learning. Too
many Shen teachers don’t even follow mask protocol now and too many Shen families don’t
seem to care about masks.

7/16/2020 2:00 PM

790

Testing for staff/students??? Number of kids per class/bus/hallways??

7/16/2020 1:59 PM

791

No questions. I'm a rising senior and I understand that everything must be hard to plan.
However, when planning which groups of students to come back, please put the class of 2021
together. I miss seeing my school friends.

7/16/2020 1:58 PM

792

Why can’t the 6-8 graders attend all week onsite.

7/16/2020 1:58 PM

793

As a special education teacher, I feel that if it's safe to return full time, our students need to be
in school. As a special education teacher, will I be allowed to pull small groups of students to a
back table in the general education classroom and my room for services? Their services call for
this set up and this is the way that they learn best.

7/16/2020 1:57 PM

794

I think all kids should go part time

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

795

Clarification on what will happen if someone is diagnosed or suspected of having Covid-19.
Clarification on what will occur when other illnesses arise (colds, flu, etc). What metrics/events
will cause the school to move to 100% virtual learning? What will be done to identify
asymptomatic individuals? I would like acknowledgement that having lunch allowed in the
classroom is unacceptable for those with food allergies along with details of how lunch will be
handled. How will classes (ELA, Art, PE, Music, Library, etc) that host all students throughout
the school be handled? Will surfaces be cleaned between classes? Will temperatures be
rechecked throughout the day to send home anyone who develops a fever (or whose meds
have worn off)? Will the nurse perform Covid-19 tests st the school? Who is responsible for
getting a test done if exposed? Will the children have recess? Will the children be able to
interact with each other? What will be done as part of daily disinfecting (wiping all surfaces,
spraying, etc)? How frequently will the bathrooms and other frequently touched surfaces be
cleaned? How will student belongs (jackets, backpacks, etc) be stored? How will music class
be handled (many outbreaks have been linked to choirs singing)? Will students all supply their
own art supplies? Will hand sanitizer be provided to all students? What will drop-off and pickup
look like for parents that choose that option? Will parents be notified of a positive Covid-19
diagnosis within the school? What about notification for a required quarantine due to possible
exposure? Who will need to self quarantine if there is a positive case or suspected case (entire
school, by class, by district, etc)? Will distance learning be provided during a self-quarantine
situation? How will other illnesses be treated (colds, flu, etc.)? Will a cough require you to stay
home since it is also a symtoms of Covid19? Will distance learning be provided for the duration
of symtoms? What was the driving factor for reopening schools (state $, federal $, medical
guidance, etc.)? Why won't children and teachers be wearing masks during socially distanced
instruction? It seems as though a teacher speaking to the class should definitely have a mask
on to prevent germs from spreading as they speak. Why can't a mixture of in-person and virtual
be allowed for K-5 students? Even switching out students every other week. This would allow
smaller class sizes, bus loads, etc. It would also allow a buffer should someone start to develop
symtoms. What options are available to those that do not feel comfortable with the plan put in
place? Will they be offered virtual learning full time? Or must they withdraw from the school
district and figure out their child's education alone?

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

796

How exactly do they think parents can be home from work with children while doing virtual
classes as soon as someone comes down with the flu? Stupid

7/16/2020 1:56 PM

797

How many students will be in a classroom at a time? How will you stagger student arrival to
ensure social distancing while sanitizing buses between runs? How will the attendance policy
change? Will they be allowed to quarantine more than once throughout the school year without
being in jeopardy of repeating the grade due to excessive absences?

7/16/2020 1:55 PM

798

What will the procedures be if a confirmed case of Covid-19 is in a child's classroom? What
does that mean for the class, the sibling(s) class, the school, etc.? More clarification of what the
procedures and protocol will be including if classes will have to stay home vs. the whole school,
what are the statistics for when that needs to happen, ect. Thank you.

7/16/2020 1:55 PM

799

Why is there no mention to schooling options for children of high risk families that will not be
able to attend school physically? Will these families be forced to disenroll and home school? Or

7/16/2020 1:53 PM
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will Shenendehowa provide an alternative virtual curriculum? I feel it is necessary for virtual
curriculum to be provided until COVID-19 is no longer a significant threat.
800

none

7/16/2020 1:53 PM

801

What efforts are in place for teachers with health concerns? What is the protocol for when a
student is out of school to be tested for COVID? How will it be determined who needs to be
quarantined and for how long? Do teachers need to use up their sick days for quarantines? If
parents are caught using Tylenol to cover up symptoms, what will the consequences be? Are
we still using substitutes and if so will they be assigned to specific buildings? Are students
eating lunch in classrooms? What are the guidelines we are using to shut down the school?
How will the school enforce self quarantines for families and staff that are traveling in and out of
state? Will all the districts match up with plans. For example. Are all elementary schools going
to be full 5 day weeks? What if my own children have a different school schedule in my district?
Do I have to take a leave of absence? Do I have to provide virtual lessons to students if their
parents will not send them to school? If parents keep their kids home because they are scared,
is that a legal absence? If students are not traveling for specials, does that mean all specials
are held in the classroom? Will children be allowed to sing in school? Will children be allowed to
respond in unison in the classroom. Will there be desk shields on student desks? What
materials can be shared? IPads? What materials or supplies can never be shared? Can student
work be displayed or does it need to go home each day? Will students be able to browse books
in the library? Will we increase student lab time for K-2 in case we need to go virtual again?
What does Open House look like? Are weekly parent volunteers allowed for centers?

7/16/2020 1:49 PM

802

My only real concern is if a child or parent in the home tests positive how are families notified
and is the classroom or school shutdown for what duration of time?

7/16/2020 1:49 PM

803

I’d like more information on school bus safety, cleaning, etc. I wish the bus drivers could take
the kids temperatures. I don’t have confidence in parents complying with that request.

7/16/2020 1:48 PM

804

Could teachers wear glass shields instead of face masks?

7/16/2020 1:47 PM

805

Why can’t those that can and want to have there child do distant learning be able to

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

806

What’s going to happen if a kids goes to the nurse with a non-COVID issue like upset stomach,
runny nose, cough, etc.? Are they going to be sent home to quarantine for two weeks? Just
would like to hear a plan in that regard.

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

807

I would like more information on the best type of mask - what type meets school standards.

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

808

Are classrooms being disinfected daily? How many students will be in a class? Are parents
being giving the option to do do remote learning only for all grades?

7/16/2020 1:46 PM

809

None. My child will attend 1st grade in the fall at Shatekon and I feel very comfortable in this
decision. Thank you!

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

810

How will subs work? Will we continue to go to every building or are you considering assigning
subs to specific schools? Ventilation: The schools that do not have air conditioning are stifling
and stale, even with windows open. How are we going to have adequate (or better) ventilation?

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

811

How are kids in bathrooms being monitored

7/16/2020 1:44 PM

812

There is already a sub shortage, what is the plan for this? If a teacher needs to be out for 2
weeks because they test positive who will cover their class? If support staff are being asked to
“supervise” a group of students how will they complete their other work duties? Will elementary
students all be getting off the busses at the same time? At combined schools there are close to
a 1000 students walking into school at the same time. What about dismissal time? If we have to
stagger this how much learning time will we loose? Will the district be giving students new
disposable masks daily? Will this take place on the bus? Will the school be providing
appropriate disinfecting wipes and sanitizer to all staff? Will there be special area classes?
Gym, art, music, ELA, library? Will students still be allowed to have recess and play on the
playground?

7/16/2020 1:44 PM

813

Why is the district relying on parents to check student temperatures before they get on the bus
or go to the school? There is no way to check parental compliance. Some parents may already
leave for work before their kids go to school. This issue needs to be re-examined.

7/16/2020 1:42 PM

814

Are we being given options sending or not sending our child? (Ie If I want to keep my child
home, will there be distance learning lessons or would I be considered homeschooling?) Will

7/16/2020 1:42 PM
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you be providing PPE or are we sending our own? If my child should need to quarantine will he
be provided with distant learning opportunities? What types of SEL lessons are you planning?
My son will be entering K for the first time and has never set foot in his school. I worry greatly
about his social emotional health - being away from his primary caregivers and having
teachers/ staff in masks without the ability to give a hug or pat on the back. What is being done
to support the Kindergarteners?
815

1. What is the District’s plan for remote learning, for students whose parents decide not to send
them to in-person school due to COVID concerns? Will there be a specific plan of instruction for
these students, to include necessary consumables, like there was at the end of the most recent
school year? 2. In the context of developing classes for the fall, has the District taken into
consideration the fact that students may not attend in-person school? A class could find half its
population not attending in person. Along these lines, has the District considered a virtual-only
class, for students not attending in-person school, with a dedicated faculty member? 3. As a
recommendation, classes for the upcoming school year should be the same as from 2019-20.
This will foster better community, since the kids have already been in class together and
learned virtually together. There will less of a curve to foster community, especially in a virtual
environment. 4. Does the District have a plan to address scenarios where students begin the
year in-person and then, based on the parents’ decision of weighing risks, transition to virtual?
5. Does the District have a plan to address the scenario where students begin the year virtually,
and then, if the virus becomes less prevalent, transition to in-person? 6. Does the District have
a plan if an instructor or student develops COVID and the entire class is forced to quarantine?
Will this class be transitioned to a virtual environment? 7. If an individual in the building
develops COVID, will the entire building be forced to quarantine or will only certain individuals
be required to quarantine? 8. What is the District’s plan for ensuing the health of substitute
personnel? It is easier to track health knowledge for full-time personnel. 9. Is the District
considering a hybrid learning environment, or in-person only?

7/16/2020 1:42 PM

816

None

7/16/2020 1:41 PM

817

Are you installing hand sanitizers in the building and how will the restrooms work for students.

7/16/2020 1:41 PM

818

n/a

7/16/2020 1:41 PM

819

If a staff contracts COVID-19, do they use all of their sick accrual time? Is there special
accruals in the event that new staff contract COVID-19 and do not have time to use? If a
student or staff develops symptoms similar to those associated with COVID-19, what
precautions will be taken? If students are attending in-person instruction, will they be tested for
COVID-19?

7/16/2020 1:40 PM

820

Why do you think it is safe to send our children & teachers in a school building when adults are
having meeting like these online

7/16/2020 1:39 PM

821

How will you insure social distancing in a classroom if elementary school children. Will hand
sanitizer be provided for each child/classroom? Will the bus drivers need to drive with a mask
on? Is this safe ?

7/16/2020 1:39 PM

822

Will there be online-only classes available to families that don't want children to return? With
increased student drop-offs how will the school manage arrival times since there were already
long lines of cars in the morning causing students to be late? Also with after-school pickups how will the process be improved so students aren't wandering to find where a family member
parked? How will non-compliance with masks be handled to ensure all children are adhering to
guidelines and keeping each other safe? If there's a positive case in a school, either a teacher
or student what can we expect to happen next? Has there been any consideration to having
students assigned to a single classroom for the day and having the teachers rotate to minimize
hallway congestion? Will there be any random testing of teachers/staff to identify asymptomatic
positives?

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

823

What if we have to self-quarantine, will our children be able to access school lessons virtually?
Not just assignments, but the teacher teaching.

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

824

Send them.

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

825

Will virtual learning be an option for those parents/students who are not comfortable sending
their kids back?

7/16/2020 1:38 PM

826

Both of my children received Special ed services and had a very hard time with the online
instruction. My youngest specifically lost alot from March until June. Is there a plan to have a

7/16/2020 1:37 PM
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better system in general for the online instruction. Is there talk about maybe having these kids
meet with their case managers twice a week on site? As I am employeed by shen, if you limit
the transportation and it involves myself having to take my children to school, will that affect my
job?
827

I would like to hear more about the protocol for shutting down the schools and what distance
learning will look like this time around vs what happened in the spring.

7/16/2020 1:37 PM

828

Would prefer online classes for high school students. Not safe to send children at this time.

7/16/2020 1:36 PM

829

How am I supposed to provide live classes at actual time if I have two young children at home
with me? Will we be receiving proper training on standards based grading? If a
teacher/student/my child gets sick with COVID 19 will we be provided with sick leave or will that
be our own time taken? How will we keep students accountable if they get sick and are unable
to complete work during that time?

7/16/2020 1:36 PM

830

Why would you send all of the least responsible age group of kids to school daily? Is your
decision solely based on safety like it should be???? Why re-open schools at all if we know this
pandemic is going to be back in full force? Why are you risking tens of thousands of lives by reopening??!! So kids don't get the best education or socialization for a year, but at least they're
alive and healthy and not spreading this murderous virus to their families. BE SMART!

7/16/2020 1:35 PM

831

We need athletics

7/16/2020 1:34 PM

832

Is there a option for virtual?

7/16/2020 1:33 PM

833

What are specific plans to address positive cases how transparent will reporting be are there
specific criteria metrics in place that will trigger a change in plans or return to virtual learning

7/16/2020 1:32 PM

834

Will students and staff be required to have covid testing done periodically ?

7/16/2020 1:32 PM

835

Will parents have the option to do a hybrid home based/school based learning even if the
school is open full time school based learning

7/16/2020 1:32 PM

836

Need further explanation on the livestream instruction in school and it's benefits (what is the
benefit of livestreaming when the kids are already together in the classroom. Why would we
swap out a teacher for monitors and stream the teacher? How will grades be handled should
the school close? If soemeone within the school tests positive, will it close and for how long?
Will extra technology training be provided for students to make virtual learning easier on them?
Ex. I need my 3rd grader to be able to navigate a chrombook on his own if he can't go to school
but is expected to learn virtually/attend a virtual classroom/google meets, etc. since parents will
still be expected to go to work. It needs to be assumed that parents are NOT home to help their
students (many will be at a daycare, grandparents, with older siblings, etc and older kids alone).
It should be considered that sports are essential to kids mental and physical health. Sports offer
exercise to make the body stronger to fight illnesses such a coronavirus. It is an alternative to
drugs, alcohol and getting into trouble or being alone with growing mental health issues. I am
certain that older students are at a greater risk of mental health issues and/or being exposed to
drugs or alcohol than they are of dying from covid. We cannot forget about these serious risks - it is far more dangerous to their population then COVID.

7/16/2020 1:31 PM

837

Will the teachers/staff need to be Covid tested the week before school starts? Will staff need a
biweekly or monthly test done? If hair dressers must do this along with other professions, I feel
as if a school staff member needs to as well.

7/16/2020 1:31 PM

838

How will protocols be introduced to students? What does the enforcement of those protocols
look like?

7/16/2020 1:30 PM

839

NA

7/16/2020 1:30 PM

840

What criteria will result in a closure? What methods do you have in place for contact tracing?

7/16/2020 1:29 PM

841

As a parent of a HS student, I think it is CRUCIAL that when the students are remote that they
are required to participate in their class at the scheduled class time. ie. if 8am is Algebra, then
they are online for 30+ min for Algebra, if 9:40 is Global, then they are online at 9:40 for Global.
They cannot be up all night like in the spring and then hop on for an optional Google Meet at
1pm. I would also take attendance during each course and I would take it at random times so
they don't tune in and then immediately tune out. It is imperative they are online all day when
remote!!! 8-2:30 or whatever it is! MUST MUST MUST be online the whole school day!

7/16/2020 1:29 PM
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842

For the moment, the above questions. Also, wondering what will happen with all the
specials...art, music, gym etc.

7/16/2020 1:28 PM

843

None. I will be sending my son in the fall

7/16/2020 1:27 PM

844

1. If people have conditions on the CDC's list of higher risk factors what will Shen do to provide
further accommodations? How will immune-compromised staff or students be accommodated?
Will staff/students be required to disclose specific medical issues in order to qualify as high-risk
or will a doctor’s note deeming them high risk be sufficient? To whom will staff members have to
disclose medical conditions that qualify them as high-risk? Will their information be kept
confidential? What about disclosing the health concerns of family members who are high risk?
2. If students and staff are exposed to COVID-19 at school due to a child taking their mask on
and off during the day, is the teacher responsible for this? Would families and staff be allowed
to sue? 3. If staff are not permitted to congregate outside of their cohort and students are eating
lunch in the classrooms, where do staff go to get a break? Similarly, what about specials? Is the
classroom teacher expected to remain in the room to avoid congregating outside the cohort?
Will this be considered a duty? And if so, will we be compensated? 4. Will all staff and students
be provided with the necessary PPE from the district? What about masks for unprepared
students? 5. Who is responsible for cleaning high impact surfaces within the classroom? The
teacher? Custodian? 6. In the case of soiled masks from sneezing, coughing, etc. that may
need to be replaced, will biohazard boxes be in each classroom so they can be disposed of
properly? 7. How will we implement best practices for classroom management --- which include
things like proximity, whispering to a student, pulling them aside for a private word -- if we have
to maintain six feet of distance? 8. If a student in our class or staff member tests positive, will
we be told? 9. If students pretend to cough or sneeze on each other or a staff member, how will
this be handled at a disciplinary level? 10. What procedures will be put in place to ensure that
materials which go back-and-forth between school and home, such as backpacks, coats,
notebooks and lunch boxes, have not been exposed? 11. Will staff be required to teach both inperson and remotely at the same time? If yes, will we be given extra prep time and
compensation for this? 12. Are staff personally responsible for enforcing masks/social
distancing? How are we legally protected if students (expectedly) have trouble following the
new rules in our classroom and become sick? 13. What if a teacher or staff member needs to
use crisis prevention intervention (CPI) with a student? If a child is in crisis, and needs CPI, but
is spitting and biting, how do we protect ourselves? 14. The guidelines recommend keeping
doors propped open. Will Covid-19 precautions overrule active shooter precautions? What
happens to fire drills and evacuation drills? 15. Virus particulates are circulated from toilet
flushing. School toilets do not have lids. Who will clean the bathrooms - including the ones in
classrooms - after every use? 16. What about staff bathrooms? Will someone be sanitizing
them in between uses or will the staff members be required to do so? 17. We often have
students who are sent home sick and are out for days without ever visiting a doctor. If a student
is out for several days after being sent home with symptoms consistent with COVID-19 will
parents be required to provide proof that the child has been tested before we allow them back
in the building? If a parent refuses to provide medical documentation, will we presume the
entire group has been exposed and then all (students and staff) be required to quarantine? 18.
How will it be handled when there are not enough subs to cover classes when teachers are
out? 19. How will PLCs and other in-person staff meetings be organized? Remotely? 20. Who
is ensuring students have access to a clean mask each day? There are families that can not
afford masks or can not wash masks every day. 21. Many schools are not air-conditioned and
scientists have brought up concerns about heat exhaustion brought on by masks. What is the
district’s plan to mitigate this risk? 22. What safeguards will be put in place for the mental health
and well being of the staff and students? 23. Will there be consequences if staff, students,
families, or admin do not wear masks or follow social distancing guidelines? 24. Will staff need
to sign a waiver to work? 25. Will students sign a waiver protecting staff in the event a student
gets sick while in their class? 26. Will the state attendance laws be changed so
students/families aren't compelled to come to school sick? 27. Will there be an option for
families to continue remote learning, if they choose to? 28. How will Back to School Night/Open
House and Parent-Teacher Conferences be handled? 29. If teachers are in the class instructing
students all day, who is responsible for online instruction for the students whose parents
choose to keep them home? 30. Will Shen provide classrooms with amplification systems, so
that students can hear their teachers through the mask?

7/16/2020 1:27 PM

845

-What happens if someone in the class or the school becomes infected or needs to quarantine
because they have come in contact with someone who has been infected or is showing
symptoms? What is the protocol and how does that impact the rest of the
students/faculty/families?

7/16/2020 1:26 PM
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846

IF you are planning on teaching some school virtually, what training do you intend to give to
teachers and students to improve this experience. There was a vast difference in education
level and work expectations from subject to subject and teacher to teacher.

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

847

Basically everything from the previous question.

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

848

What would a "normal" day's schedule look like. Would the parents be involved in the
orientation to understand the new procedures? How exactly will masks me required - while I
totally agree with wearing them, I worry that my son will be one of the harder students to keep
control over him actually wearing it all day and not playing with it.

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

849

1. Is there an option for the students to only do virtual learning? 2. Will it be possible to switch
from in-person learning to virtual if the younger students find the new requirements to be too
stressful? 3. Will grades 7-12 attend school on the same 2 days every week, or will it vary? 4. If
lockers aren’t being used, where will coats, lunch boxes, etc. be kept?

7/16/2020 1:25 PM

850

See question 8

7/16/2020 1:24 PM

851

How will restrooms be cleaned throughout day? How will you know if parents too temperature
and that it was at fever level? What will be the policy if student or staff have no fever but cold/flu
like symptoms?

7/16/2020 1:24 PM

852

The current plan is for students to attend on 2 consecutive days. If a student attends Mon and
Tues, do they then also attend on the Fri of that same week and then the following Monday? Or
would Fridays be an "at home" day for everyone?

7/16/2020 1:23 PM

853

nothing. I have so much faith in Shen and i know you guys are working hard and will keep the
school as safe as possible for the kids and staff. THANK YOU.

7/16/2020 1:22 PM

854

What happens if we do not feel comfortable sending kids? Is there a virtual learning option
being provided by school?

7/16/2020 1:22 PM

855

Exactly when will masks be required to be worn? Will teachers/staff be able to assist children
with putting their mask on? Will there be additional time for kids to get up and move around?
Extra recess? Will school supplies be kept at school or transported back and forth everyday?
How will parents report temperature? How long will a child have to stay home if they are not
feeling well? If they have a fever do they have to be tested for COVID and have a negative
result in order to return to school? If a sibling is sick, does the other sibling need to stay home?

7/16/2020 1:21 PM

856

What about children with medical issues that cannot wear a mask?

7/16/2020 1:21 PM

857

Will schools close if one case in school

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

858

There is always a review period at the start of each year in classrooms. Will students be
grouped so that those who didn't do any distance learning last spring and need everything retaught will not be slowing down those students who are ready to move along to new content?

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

859

What are you doing to protect kids and staff? I don’t see anything here that would lead me to
believe that my family will be safe sending kids in person. Obviously this was developed by
people who don’t work with kids.

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

860

Is vaccacine out? Will social distance continue keep at school? Will kids wear face mask?

7/16/2020 1:20 PM

861

Classroom environment is one of the most important factors in a child's learning experience
especially at the elementary level. The opportunity to build social skills, interact with peers and
have access to extra curricular activities such as art programs, physical education, music,
school plays, concerts are all the reasons we as parents make a decision to send our children
to a public school vs homeschooling. I feel that if they will not have the "normal" classroom
experience then I do not see the point in sending my children in an environment that looks like
out of an apocalyptic movie with masks and strange practices such as one way hallways,
superficial social interaction (such as no touching, no hugging, no high-fives) and inability to get
outside and run around with friends -without these normal practices I do not see the value in
sending them in. I understand that protocol has to be followed per NYS order, however I wish
we as a community would have taken a stronger stand against these orders and have our
voices heard. The logistics of having to work around these new procedures for FT working
parents is a nightmare. I can't even begin to think what parents of special needs kids must be
going through. And even though my kids are not in the high school years I feel remote learning
even for those kids is not in their best interest. Kids especially at that age group isolated from
their peers and left home alone seems tragic in my opinion. Depression will certainly set in. I

7/16/2020 1:20 PM
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worry more about the effects all these post covid changes will have on our youth than the
possibility of illness and even death due to Covid.
862

Where is the transparency? I want to see and access all of the data and information used by
the district to develop this plan so that I can see and gauge for myself the risk to my child.

7/16/2020 1:19 PM

863

I am hoping for online or virtual learning until a vaccine or treatment becomes available.

7/16/2020 1:18 PM

864

Since my 7th grader is in the IEP program will she be one of the students that attends school
daily?

7/16/2020 1:18 PM

865

I am wondering about the teacher 45 minute lunch and students lunch times---recess etc. will
there be modifications of the STA agreement to allow for creative solutions for supervision of
students?

7/16/2020 1:17 PM

866

Will all teachers have access to a classroom with interactive whiteboards? Can we require
students to attend live lessons when they are not in classroom? What kind of training will we be
given? Can we require students to wear a mask at all times even if they are socially distanced?
How will my schedule look for the upcoming school year? Can I have the option to teach
remotely this upcoming school year? Do students have the option to be 100% remote? If so,
will they be taught by a Shen teacher?

7/16/2020 1:17 PM

867

How will they enforce mask wearing. What will max num. Be in classes? Will there be clear
barriers around desks.? Many more

7/16/2020 1:16 PM

868

If my child get infected or something happens to her, who would be responsible?

7/16/2020 1:16 PM

869

Be upfront about any transmission of COVID in the class, school, or school district. With HIPAA,
how would that work?

7/16/2020 1:15 PM

870

no mask requirement for children with asthma. I will not put him at risk for this nonsense pollical
junk

7/16/2020 1:15 PM

871

What happens if a student/teacher/staff member are diagnosed with COVID-19-will the school
be shut down? What will be done for the Senior Class to make this year special? The class of
2020 had 6 months of “normal”. The class of 2021 is starting with nothing normal

7/16/2020 1:15 PM

872

What are the factors that you will be using to decide whether the schools have to be shut down
if it is left up to local schools?

7/16/2020 1:14 PM

873

NA

7/16/2020 1:14 PM

874

My comments are in the #8 comment box. Please look there and comment as you feel. Thank
you.

7/16/2020 1:13 PM

875

“Potential for staggered arrival” is vague - would want more details about that. 100% virtual is
very difficult with younger kids (from a working parent facilitating perspective, and from a child’s
ability to engage virtually for an extended amount of time perspective.) The opportunity for kids
to receive live instruction virtually should be the same across the grade level (not vary by
teacher.) parents should not be expected to print materials at home.

7/16/2020 1:11 PM

876

None...time to get back to school and teachers/staff working. Not right that we are paying for
these services and not getting them.

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

877

Will you quarantine staff/students if they are tested positive and will ALL people involved
around that positive case, be quarantined?

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

878

As a speech provider, I have a small room with a kidney table. I see kids in groups of 5-6 every
30 minutes throughout the day. I don't have room to social distance students and I don't have
the desks either. I would have to wipe down my entire room between sessions which are
scheduled back to back to accommodate the service I need to provide during the day. How
does this happen?? It will take away from the session time. Since students can not share items,
it would be important for me to be able to an interactive white board so students can interact
and see the lesson clearly since they will need to spread all over the room. I don't have these
currently. Speech therapy uses many manipulative (ex: articulation picture cards) and most
groups are working on different skills which impacts various materials during each session
block. These would all have to be disinfected every 30 minute group session as well. I am
working the ESY program now. I am working in a shield and mask. As a speech therapist (but I
also feel that all teachers would benefit ) I really encourage the district to purchase see-through
masks so that students can see my face to learn how to correctly produce their sounds. Its also

7/16/2020 1:09 PM
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very challenging to help kids when you can't see their mouth either. My speech groups are
mixed between classes and sometimes even grade level to accommodate the student
schedules. How does this play into the safety of us all??
879

If school is shutdown again, I want live stream teaching. Video recordings of a teacher is not
helpful in the development of our children. Teachers should be instructing live and interacting
live with their students every day.

7/16/2020 1:09 PM

880

I would like to know what supports will be in place for parents who aren’t comfortable with full
time, in building schooling. I would also like to know the procedures for if a child has symptoms.
Do they have to stay out for 2 weeks every time they get a cold? Do they need to be tested
every time? Is there going to be a different attendance policy in place so that parents can keep
their kids home for the duration of an illness, whether it’s a cold or something else, without
there being any penalties. The average cold lasts 10 days, do they stay home for the whole
time they show any symptoms? Or do they need a Covid test to re-enter the building? It all
seems very vague.

7/16/2020 1:09 PM

881

What will a typical school day look like?

7/16/2020 1:08 PM

882

What options, if any, exist in the elementary levels if the desired comfort level is not achieved to
send my children back to the physical buildings in September?

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

883

See above.

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

884

Will kids be still going to boces

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

885

See above! What type of protections for vulnerable, immune compromised ? How will teachers
manage those students there in person and on line video students? What will this grading rubric
look like as the 4th Quarter rubric last year did not encourage participation or rigor.

7/16/2020 1:07 PM

886

Why hasn't a plan been developed during the last 4 months for virtual learning? We have know
how this virus spreads indoors and that there will not be a viable treatment until late fall at the
earliest. What resources will be made available to parents who will not be sending their children
to school?

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

887

how will attendance during virtual live learning happen, if applicable? Will teachers be able to
directly interact with students during live video learning?

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

888

When exactly would masks be worn? The plan says “except when during instruction), but this is
not clear. What is the plan for if a student or teacher gets tested positive for COVID? What
would happen with the children and teachers who were in the class with the positive child?
Would they all need to stay home for 14 days?

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

889

Will my child be getting the education she needs. We don’t want this to be just review work.
Learning new things and moving forwards.

7/16/2020 1:06 PM

890

What about kids with IEP, will they be able to attend school daily

7/16/2020 1:05 PM

891

What is the procedure for student "non-compliance" with guidelines (e.g. refusing to wear a
mask)? What is the procedure for staff (by "staff, I mean faculty/staff) absence? What is the
procedure for how to handle active Covid cases (student/student families/staff/staff families)?
Will staff with health concerns/family health concerns have alternative work assignments? Will
the playground be used? Will STA, CSEA and SUSA contracts be honored with regard to
calendar vacations, workday planning periods and lunches? My understanding is that masks do
not need to be worn during instruction. Does this include 1-1 instruction and related instruction
closer than 6 feet apart? How will we provide movement breaks? Can we use rugs in the
classrooms?

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

892

Options for home schooling Giving online school options Reduce number of days of in school
presence with minimum number of students. We should still wait and can’t take risk with young
kids. They can’t wear mask effectively, washing hands should be monitored by a person which
is impossible when a whole class is expected to be present. This is plain ridiculous plan of
getting kids back to school, WE SHOULD WAIT.

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

893

More specific information about virtual days for 7th grade students

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

894

a plan for advanced notice given to parents on school closures, what would cause the school to
re-close, what would need to happen for re-opening, etc. Will students be required to self-

7/16/2020 1:04 PM
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quarantine at home if a classmate or family member becomes ill? If so, will remote learning be
provided in those circumstances?
895

How are they going to enforce temperature taking with students of parents who have to work
and will medicate fevers to mask them

7/16/2020 1:04 PM

896

What is going to be done for district residents for whom obtaining Spectrum cable internet
service is not an option due to exorbitant ( > $10000) connection fees? Ask them about Ruhle
Road S. past Avendale.

7/16/2020 1:03 PM

897

How are you going to ensure ALL the parents are being responsible and health checking their
child(ren) each morning? We ALL know some send their kids to school regardless. One sick
child on a bus, in a desk, etc. exposes multiple innocent children!!

7/16/2020 1:02 PM

898

It’s just not possible to create a safe environment with these numbers. Shen is going to end up
with remote learning at some point. I think it’s silly to try and force this for a month or two.
Students and staff will be needlessly exposed and you will be right back with distance learning
come winter. How are you going to police parents sending sick children to school. That is
always a problem as it is. You can’t rely on parents to check temperatures and be on an honor
system when a lot of parents aren’t taking this seriously to begin with.

7/16/2020 1:01 PM

899

What help is the district going to provide for families without access to quality, reliable internet?

7/16/2020 1:01 PM

900

How will kindergarten be half day and kids swapping seats half way through the day? How will
kids keep masks on all day? I am super uncomfortable with school at this time.

7/16/2020 1:01 PM

901

How safe is it? Will there be time frames for opting in or out? For example, my child not attend
September, but re-enter in October/ November.

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

902

How are you going to incorporate specials and social time. What is the point of physically going
to school if children are prevented from sitting near each other and the classrooms are smaller
making it less likely that their friends are even in their classes. As a graduate of Shen I never
felt that this extremely large district was considerate of the social/emotional well being of shy
children and understanding how important it is to feel comfortable with your peers which in turn
helps you to thrive academically

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

903

Distance learning was HORRIBLE in the spring. While i understand it wasn't planned, checking
in 1-2 times a week for a 2nd grader and basically never for a 6th grader left them falling
behind. I hope distance learning will be more structured, live and feedback provided real time,
not at the end of the quarter and just to the students. NO child left behind!

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

904

It is vital that we get back to the business of educating our youth. Learning virtually is not what
is best for children to develop. The disparity that happens with online learning is clearly evident.
Children have fallen behind in so many aspects of their development. I just want to be assured
children go back to normal to learn, play and socialize. I strongly disagree with a partial online
and homeschooling model along with all virtual. I do not fear covid. I have a student with
asthma and I am still based on data okay to send them to school full time without a mask.

7/16/2020 1:00 PM

905

Quarantine process if discovered

7/16/2020 12:59 PM

906

With no gym, recess, lunch, how do you expect to deal with young children being expected to
sit at a desk for 6 hours a day without a break to let off steam? That seems like a huge
expectation on both the kids and the teachers who will have to try and keep these kids
separated from each other and engaged all day.

7/16/2020 12:58 PM

907

Is it remote learning academic year or campus?

7/16/2020 12:58 PM

908

What will be the procedure of sending children home if they become ill while at school? What
would be needed for a child who becomes ill, to return to school? Will they need a negative
COVID test?

7/16/2020 12:58 PM

909

What upgrades to virtual learning are planned?

7/16/2020 12:57 PM

910

1. What protocols will be in place for when teachers need to take time off for quarantine, or to
care for their own children if/when they are sick? Will there be substitutes willing to work? 2.
What will special education services looks like? Are special education students who would
normally be included in a regular classroom (consultant/co-teach) going to be separated out
and essentially self-contained with live streaming classes and staff supervision?

7/16/2020 12:56 PM

911

what are the options for parents who choose virtual education due to high risk family

7/16/2020 12:56 PM
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members/students
912

What happens if my son is unable to keep a mask on for a long period of time?

7/16/2020 12:55 PM

913

Please accommodate for virtual learning as that is the only way my children can remain in the
Shen family.

7/16/2020 12:54 PM

914

How will tech classes work? Last year my son did not have access to the software on the
chrome book so things were done by hand.

7/16/2020 12:53 PM

915

I would like interscholastic sports. Haven't these kids suffered enough??????????????

7/16/2020 12:53 PM

916

How is the bus going to be handled? How is lunch going to be handled at the hs level?

7/16/2020 12:53 PM

917

How will recess, specials, etc work. How will outbreaks be communicated to ensure minimal
exposure. If we are forced to be sending our kids, what liability does the school hold since we
are *forced* to have our children return

7/16/2020 12:53 PM

918

Keeping windows open and/or teaching outside were recommended as options. What will we
do in winter when this is no longer possible? (If air quality is an issue that this is recommended
before, why/how will it suddenly be acceptable during the winter months when people are even
more likely to be sick (common colds, usual flu, possible COVID, etc.). What outdoor spaces
will be available for teachers to use for classes and how preference for this space be given?
How is it possible to fit even 10 HS seniors, plus a teacher or two (this is assuming the class is
cut in half to 10, for argument's sake -- classes are generally never that small, but...) in the
corner of a classroom, social-distanced, and out of the line of sight of the door? Usually the
closets that were in rooms helped to block this line of sight and could also be used to barricade
the door, if there was a real emergency, but those are gone, too. What will this look like?? Will
teachers be charged 14 days of sick leave if we need to self-quarantine due to a possible
exposure at school? If so, will we be receiving more sick leave than usual given that so many of
the COVID symptoms overlap with the common cold, and people may stay home out of an
abundance of caution? If a teacher becomes ill with COVID, what systems will be in place to
cover that teacher's workload during his/her recovery time? (Seems difficult to imagine they
could reasonably provide plans if it's an extreme case.) What are the guidelines that Shen
would follow to shut the school down if cases rise? (ie: a single student or teacher becomes
infected, a percentage of students/teachers, something else?) As noted above, I shared rooms
with 6 other teachers (and three aides) last year, plus all of my students and the students of
those teachers. What will happen if a teacher or student who shares a room with me becomes
infected? Are all students and staff supposed to quarantine for 14 days? What will happen on
the 5th day of school with 4 days of block scheduling outlined? Office hours and digital learning
remotely? Will all teachers be in school and in workrooms/classrooms, but students at home?

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

919

Do we have option to go for virtual school if I do not choose my kids to go back to school until
we have more information what is going to be happening in fall when flu hits?

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

920

how will the block scheduling work? if i have a full schedule this year, how will they all fit into
block scheduling? why are sports on the back burner?

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

921

I am disheartened about the grade school. Why send the kids who are least equip to practice
good hygiene and social distance to school all day, everyday? Particularly if part of that day is
on site remote learning. It’s quite clearly glorified babysitting with no half day option. What
options are there for kids who do not want to go full time on campus?

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

922

I would like to drop off my son at HS west but am concerned about many people doing the
same thing Will teachers move between classrooms or students?

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

923

We need to know if before and afterschool programs will be operational. We need to report to
work full time. We need more specifics to ensure we have adequate child care arrangements
for our youngest child

7/16/2020 12:52 PM

924

Will you give families the option to continue distance/virtual learning?

7/16/2020 12:51 PM

925

How dismissal will be handled at elementary level. We have many parents/caregivers pick up.
Where would this be moved to and handled to allow fur distancing.

7/16/2020 12:51 PM

926

How are you dealing with the space issue? Kids are already crowded into classrooms.

7/16/2020 12:50 PM

927

What are your plans for actually EDUCATING the children. Last year March- June was a
complete joke. The amount of time required for these kids (2.5 hours a week for upper

7/16/2020 12:49 PM
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elementary) is completely ridiculous. I would hope that having all this time March - September
Shen has made strides at requiring more work from the students AND the teachers. There is
absolutely no reason that elementary teachers were not required to have meetings with their
class every day. That is literally their job and they continued to get paid for it. I will be severely
disappointed if the same slapped together teaching that happened for the last quarter of last
year happens again this year. I will give you a pass as it happened quoted quickly. Now there
has been plenty of time to prepare so that excuse won’t fly anymore.
928

Please open school. Our children need to learn and have structure. They will be so far behind if
we as parents are expected to be responsible for teaching.

7/16/2020 12:49 PM

929

Are teachers going to actually teach? There wasn't alot of actual teaching from March to the
end of the year. Students suffered alot.

7/16/2020 12:49 PM

930

What will the instructor led requirements be for staff, if the school closes again, or for those with
split schedule 7-12? Is it up to teacher? The inconsistency was on display across
schools/classes/districts in NY and in Shen. What % of virtual/live instruction vs. prerecorded?
Would hours remain consistent with the school day as they are in person for consistency for
children? Also, what is plans for counseling and the involvement of the guidance counselors?
There should be more for the children in this "new normal".

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

931

What will be the factors that will determine if school shifts to completely virtual?

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

932

What support is there for teachers and families that are high risk? If families decided not so
send students back for in person instruction, how will that be handled? Will there be a
dedicated virtual teacher for each grade to reduce distraction (and ease the burden on
teachers) or will each teacher be expected to host in person and live stream?How will a positive
test be communicated and responded to? Class to quarantine? Whole school?

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

933

If a student in the class must quarantine, does the whole class? What about teacher exposure?
Will they have lots of time with a sub?

7/16/2020 12:48 PM

934

What the process will be if someone does test positive; ie a student in my son's class tests
positive - does the whole class need to quarantine? will my family also have to quarantine?

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

935

1. More information about the ventilation system and any upgrades. 2. How many students will
be placed in a classroom at any given time? From looking at a very tentative schedule, I'd have
at least 15. Will I be instructing in another area if desks can't be 6 ft. apart? 3. What will the
protocols be when a student or staff member tests positive? 4. If staff must quarantine, will we
need to use our sick days or can we teach from home? How about when our own kids have to
stay home because of a Covid-19 symptom (like a runny nose?!) or a quarantine order? What
are the plans for substitute teachers? Can we teach from home on those days? I imagine my
sick days will be gone rather quickly if we have to use our own days for each of these items. 5.
Is there a work from home option being developed for staff who are either A: vulnerable; B:
have vulnerable people in their home or C: are not confident in the measures being taken to
protect them? 6. What are the expectations of staff for assisting with students whose parents
choose not to send them?

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

936

A remote option? How do you handle sick kids/teachers?

7/16/2020 12:47 PM

937

Why is high school getting less direct instruction then elementary school? What kind of over
sight will there be for remote instruction? Last year, one teacher just put assignments in google
classroom without instructing. Another gave a ton of assignments and did not make clear, up
front, which would be graded.

7/16/2020 12:46 PM

938

Would you please define under what measures a visitor is allowed to enter a school?

7/16/2020 12:46 PM

939

Who is directly overseeing that rules and regulations will be followed and maintained? What
type of protocol is set when staff, parents, or students do not abide by safety precautions set
forth.

7/16/2020 12:45 PM

940

none

7/16/2020 12:45 PM

941

If a student or family member of the student tests positive, what will be the actions? Will the
entire class shut down, the school shutdown, all that were on the same bus, be kept out?

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

942

Possibility of choosing distance learning only? Elementary kids lots nearly all instruction once
we let out in spring, what's to say that wont happen again if schools need to close buildings?
Do I have options? What about IEPs? Will there be meetings to adjust if needed?

7/16/2020 12:44 PM
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943

How will hallways be handled? Will lockers still be utilized and socially distanced? How will
bussing be managed and can you expect schedules in different grade levels to be managed for
working parents? Additionally, staggered schedules are unrealistic-all or nothing is better.

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

944

How will the spacing be handled with such large numbers in the elementary schools? will
additional teachers be hired vs just additional staff?

7/16/2020 12:44 PM

945

How can you implement social distancing other than hallways? Classrooms are too small. How
will 20plus children properly stay distanced??

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

946

For 7-12 with extended block schedules, students and teachers will be in classrooms and work
rooms for longer than the usual 40 minutes. While in enclosed spaces, the risk of virus
transmission goes up after just 20 minutes. Understanding, that where there are windows, and
while the weather permits, they are encouraged to be open, there are still many spaces in the
building with no windows and days when they may not be open due to rain or cold weather.
How are we ensuring the building HVAC is actually performing at the minimum requirements
and what are those requirements? The HVAC system at high school east is historically
unreliable. Two adjacent classrooms facing the same direction to the sun can have remarkably
different temperatures on a regular basis. If the HVAC system cannot reliably produce a
predictable or controllable temperature, how do we know there are adequate air changes per
hour and filtration is effective in every space at all times? What can be done to make everyone
in the building comfortable that we aren't rebreathing too much of the same air that could have
an increasing virus concentration over the course of the day if there are asymptomatic people
present or if a sick student or adult comes to school?

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

947

I can you make sure kids keep on masks?

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

948

major questions are addressed in the plan; great job by all involved.

7/16/2020 12:43 PM

949

Will any COVID tests be completed at school on anyone?

7/16/2020 12:42 PM

950

What will an online classroom look like for elementary school kids?

7/16/2020 12:42 PM

951

What would happen if a staff/student is suspected of having Covid19? Does everyone in the
class/school quarantine? If staff/students have a cough like is common all winter, must they get
a test before returning? Reading is essential for students and do is choice in reading. Will
borrowing books from classroom libraries be prohibited? During healthy times, subs were
difficult to find, now that more teachers will be out, how will we accommodate with splitting up
classrooms? How will we meet the social/emotional needs of students who have anxiety
associated with Covid19?

7/16/2020 12:41 PM

952

How is Shen going to ensure ventilation systems exceed requirements. The on campus
elementary schools don’t have ventilation systems. They have a radiator heating system. You
can’t filter that and no AC. Similar question for the bussing transportation. How many children
per bus, does this mean some students will have to be picked up earlier and have longer school
day because busses must do multiple trips due to reduced capacity ?

7/16/2020 12:40 PM

953

Will there be an online option for parents that do not feel comfortable sending their kids to
school or a hybrid option with online and on-site learning?

7/16/2020 12:40 PM

954

What happens when one child in the class tests positive or even is symptomatic and doesn’t
have a test result? Does the entire class then go home and quarantine? Their families as well?
What if the teacher in that class is positive? 6th graders are lumped in with k-5 and going
daily...where will they go? To their middle school? And then they will also then be exposed to
half of the 7/8th graders 2 days, and the other half 2 days of the week? Will their schedules be
block schedules also like the 7-12 graders? This is important for families like my own that have
kids in 4 different grades. What about kids who need to go from the middle school to the high
school for a class because they are accelerated and that class isn’t offered at the middle
school? Then they are also exposed to another whole building worth of kids? As a graduate of
this huge district, a physician, and a parent of 4 kids in different buildings, I have many
questions about how this will all work in a safe way, and also about how this is in any way
beneficial to the kids and families to be on different schedules from their friends and siblings.

7/16/2020 12:39 PM

955

Will staff be undergoing Covid testing on regular basis (monthly or bi-weekly)?

7/16/2020 12:39 PM

956

How will Shen handle teacher absences due to infection, quarantine, staff members own kids
schools being shut down, family member being infected etc? How will Shen handle the current
climate with people refusing to wear masks stating that it violates '"personal freedoms? Will

7/16/2020 12:39 PM
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Shen provide masks to students that forgot them? How can special area teachers teach if all of
our rooms have been turned into classrooms? Will special area teachers be reassigned to
babysitting?
957

how social distance will work with the over crowding in class and buses

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

958

My suggestion is to remotely teaching children . If there is 20 kids in a class split it up . Do 10
kids in the morning and 10 in the afternoon virtual teach them just as if they were in class so
they have to be involved and engage in conversation .

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

959

How can other schools districts in the area (BH-BL based on their virtual meeting last night as
an example) provide a virtual learning option while Shen, one of the largest districts cannot?
How about a survey asking parents how many would chose that option, as it would limit the
amount of kids in the physical classroom. As a district, Shen has not asked for parent input nor
is it allowing any options. More clarification is needed on the independent/livestream instruction
in the school building. 1st and 2nd graders sitting there without a teacher for part of the day
cannot independently do work for the most part. Clarification is needed as to how kids can be
socially distanced even using the additional rooms in the school when they will all be going
fulltime. There can't be enough room to spread everyone out safely. How about bathrooms?
Also traffic on campus is a nightmare to begin with at drop off and pickup. I cannot see any
possible way things will go smooth. Plus those of us who have kids in both an elementary and
middle school would basically be sitting there for 2 hours in the morning and/or afternoon or
having our middle school students eat breakfast in the car or be dropped off early? How about
those who need to work? We cannot be sitting in a car all day.

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

960

What will be done with non compliant children? Kids who refuse to wear masks or fail to
distance themselves? What if parents lie about student temperatures?

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

961

How the schedule for alternative arrival times will be developed - this is crucial for parents
developing a schedule and cooperating with work. What about recess and/or cooperative play?
Will this be completely discouraged? How will students get socialization? Comment - I am very
pleased that students will not be mandated to wear masks the entire day, particularly when the
students are seated for instruction. While we need precautions in place, we need to remember
that our students need some sense of normalcy too. If that was taken away and it was
mandated at all times, we would reconsider and consider homeschooling.

7/16/2020 12:38 PM

962

If we return to on-site learning, how can we provide extra protection for the specials teachers
who service the entire building? We will be exposed to all of the germs in the building and will
also be a point of transfer so that if one of us tests positive for Covid 19 the entire school will
have been exposed and need to quarantine.

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

963

Unsure

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

964

As a parent, I am concerned on what the grading with look like. I understand the model is fairly
vague at this time. However, I do have a child who will be applying for colleges in the fall and I
am concerned that his GPA will not accurately effect with hard work he has put in due to the
EOL status this past spring. Will EOL be a possible grade again this fall? Secondly it states
there will be no interscholastic sports at this time. Will this be reassessed at the school year
goes on? Spring sports have already been canceled- I would hate for all these student athletes
who have worked so hard to make a team have it taken away prematurely.

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

965

none

7/16/2020 12:37 PM

966

How many students per class? Will staff be on site in every role five days a week? Will staff
have a hybrid model to reduce density wherever practical?

7/16/2020 12:35 PM

967

Having a choice to do virtual learning and not being forced to send my Child back. Please
discuss homeschooling options as well.

7/16/2020 12:35 PM

968

What do you do if you work outside the home and kids have to learn virtually? Time frames!

7/16/2020 12:35 PM

969

For students with IEPs, will any priority be given for in class/on site learning, aside from
students who are in self-contained classrooms? For example, my child has an IEP for math and
would benefit from in person instruction vs virtual learning

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

970

If I’m going to work in school everyday (and as of right now I’m ok with that) but if my daughter
ends up in a mix of in person/virtual, who is going to watch my child if the district expects her to
be at home? Again, she’s autistic. Staying home by herself and expecting her to get her school
work done is NOT going to happen.

7/16/2020 12:34 PM
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971

How will children receiving AIS and OT be affected? Will children in SPED pod still have time
with gen ed students? What options for recess/socialization will there be?

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

972

Do all the grades work together to formulate an online forum for learning in the event that
schools close again? We didn’t see my daughters teacher teach a single lesson when school
let out. She did 3 zoom meet ups to read a story or tell a joke. Meanwhile I know teachers in the
same grade in other schools provided daily meet ups, or recorded themselves doing a lesson.
Actually required work to be handed in and assessed work. While I know times were strange
my daughter would said to me “if my teacher wanted me to know this stuff, I would see her
trying to teach me more.” She felt let down by her teacher and didn’t want to continue learning

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

973

Physical spacing and how the kids daily routine will look

7/16/2020 12:33 PM

974

Make sure staff do not go to school/work sick!!!

7/16/2020 12:33 PM

975

How would you help the seniors of 2021 with college admission process?

7/16/2020 12:32 PM

976

What are the parameters for closing and what is plan for when cases are found? Can students
shift to online learning if in a class affected? What about required attendance if quarantine
required? If sick, but mild symptoms, can students participate in classroom instruction via online
streaming somehow?

7/16/2020 12:32 PM

977

How many students in each classroom? Will children get temperature taken at school? Will
district stand firm with students following guidelines if symptoms arise? What if staff becoMes ill
and runs out of sick days? How will buses be cleaned in between runs for each level?

7/16/2020 12:32 PM

978

How is Shen prepared for a possible/likely INCREASE in students as a result of likely reduction
of private school enrollments!?!? Especially if school closure, continuation of virtual learning,
becomes a requirement by the state?? Parents will not pay for private tuition (except, perhaps,
for HS junior/seniors for college reasons), and I know first hand that many are registering with
Shen as a "Plan B" and avoid the high cost of private schools, if online learning is required full
or part time!

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

979

I fully support my child going back to school. My child will be a senior and I want him to be able
to enjoy the experience to the full extent. I am not worried about the pandemic.

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

980

Who is overseeing these procedures? Who is on the committees and panels? All staff needs to
be included, at every job level, as each job function can share vital information that another
staff member may not think of. From teachers to office staff to monitors, etc. Each job family
needs to be involved

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

981

We need a full time virtual option for my son going into 4th grade.

7/16/2020 12:31 PM

982

We have a sixth grader and a seventh grader. We'd I'd much prefer the 2 day option for our
sixth grader, as we really think five days a week is too much risk of exposure. Will parents have
an option not to go five days? That is really important to a lot of families...that option to choose
the hybrid model.

7/16/2020 12:30 PM

983

None. School should open Online does not work. I have 4 kids

7/16/2020 12:29 PM

984

Could it be the same TWO days each week??

7/16/2020 12:29 PM

985

How will the classrooms etc be disinfected properly with the schools still being filled with
students each day?

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

986

What additional precautions are being taken to ensure everyone's safety

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

987

See question #8

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

988

When will a decision be made so that working parents can make plans for childcare?

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

989

With only small numbers of children in a classroom, how do you plan to have enough teachers
to meet the needs of the students? What policies/procedures will be in place for those students
who are unable to wear a mask all day, including students with special needs or children who
are just struggling with the mask? What is the schools plan to help maintain a feeling of
excitement, engagement, and enthusiasm for learning when so much of their experience will
look different? What are the plans for recess?

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

990

Thank you for all of the time put into planning!

7/16/2020 12:28 PM
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991

What happened if there is an outbreak at the school here the kids are attending

7/16/2020 12:28 PM

992

Clarification on virtual - hoping it's more interactive this time, follows normal schedule, and
requires students to be online during school hours. Can they make sure if there are alternating
days of attending school that siblings attend the same day.

7/16/2020 12:27 PM

993

How are you going to keep my special needs son safe? Cause from what I read you cannot do
so.

7/16/2020 12:27 PM

994

Do you really feel comfortable in subjecting kids and teachers to such a dangerous, deadly
environment..fingers crossed that everyone will be safe? At least let parents have a distance
learning option if they don't want to play Russian roulette with their childrens lives. Please!!

7/16/2020 12:26 PM

995

Not sure

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

996

Will there be accommodations for families with kids in different schools to go on the same days

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

997

Will the elementary children be given recess and a chance to move around during the day? It
would be very difficult for elementary aged children to sit at a desk all day.

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

998

N/A

7/16/2020 12:25 PM

999

Clarification on what “during instruction” means in regards to mask wearing. What Will the
health screening be? More specifics on the alternative schedule. Will the same teacher see the
same kids 2 days in a row or will the teacher possibly only get to see students 1 time a week?
For the 2 day on 2 day off schedule currently planned if students come Monday Tuesday, will
that same group now come Friday Monday then Thursday Friday and rotate in that manner?
Will other districts in our BOCES cohort also be using these methods?

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1000

Why are elementary students allowed to remove masks in class? As Per cdc
recommendations, masks are to be worn 6 feet apart, how can promise that the air is safe, that
kids won’t be coughing? Or that kids won’t get out of their seats?

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1001

If the school days and virtual days will be the same each week? What happens in the 5th day?

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1002

will remote learning options be available for parents who are not comfortable sending children
onsite?

7/16/2020 12:24 PM

1003

I want to know how the high school students will be supported virtually when they are not
attending in person classes. How will grading be fair to all when some students may not
perform as well virtually when they are only attending in person classes 2 days a week.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1004

Virtual options More live lessons. No more taped lessons. Teachers responding more than
twice weekly

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1005

Will parents be allowed to pick up kids midday before the students are sent for independent d
work

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1006

Given the trends across the country, how can you justify this plan?

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1007

Too many to ask...so 7 and 8 year olds are going to be stuck in one classroom for six hours??
What about their school supplies? Books? Wearing masks? What about all the staff? There is a
pandemic in America! We are not thinking about the safety of everyone just babysitting

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

1008

What are our schooling options that keep the kids 100% at home?

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1009

I have two children in Acadia. One going into 6th grade the other 7th. I am confused on the
breakdown. Some requirements state k-6 and other states 6-12. Will my 6th grader be on site
daily and my 7th grade two days on campus? Thank you

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1010

Nothing at this time

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1011

I have way too many to list.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1012

What will the consequence be for a student who refuses to wear a mask? Or refuses to wear it
properly? I’m hoping the parents will be called to come pick up their child. This needs to be
made clear to parents beforehand.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1013

what’s going to happen if a kid comes to school who has a parent or family member they’ve
been in contact with that’s tested positive for COVID?

7/16/2020 12:22 PM

1014

Why are there not remote options for parents who do not want to send their children back.

7/16/2020 12:22 PM
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Some children or families could be high risk and can't take the risk.
1015

What will be done to ensure that teachers actually teach during the classroom days where
online instruction is being provided, I am not trying to be provocative but the last quarter of last
year my daughter barely heard from her teachers. What availability will be made for kids who
are having trouble in a class during an online session.

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

1016

Will aides/teachers have to use their sick time if they have to quarantine? Will teachers be able
to work remotely if they are quarantined for precautionary reasons? Will students have to wear
masks all day or only when social distancing cannot be maintained? Why don't parents have to
self certify their children like staff does? Will there be Physical Education? Will Physical
Education teachers be placed elsewhere if their is no PE?

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

1017

What will the hours requirements be on virtual days? My son really struggled with the virtual
environment and most assuredly learned better in the classroom.

7/16/2020 12:21 PM

1018

Would like a distance learning full time Option for first and second quarter

7/16/2020 12:20 PM

1019

No question at this time.

7/16/2020 12:19 PM

1020

Further description of platforms for virtual learning to ensure consistency across grade levels so
parents are not required to monitor or use multiple virtual learning modalities to monitor student
work

7/16/2020 12:19 PM

1021

Unsure at this time

7/16/2020 12:18 PM

1022

My son requires extra help per his IEP, how will this continue during this school uear?

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1023

Can I wear a face shield instead of a mask?

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1024

What factors would need to happen for Shen to close and offer distance learning? Just want to
know how “bad” it needs to get before something is done about it.

7/16/2020 12:17 PM

1025

IF a staff or student get the COVID-19 does the whole school shut down or just the places that
the person was in? Does the district shut down? If student needs extra 1 on 1 help with teacher
can they schedule time with the teacher? If student gets sick with COVID-19 will student need
to make up the work?

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1026

Too many risks even with a rotating schedule.

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1027

How can K-5 go back full time, fully staffed and all students attending yet the middle school
alternates. If we prefer to keep our kids home, will there be guidance for us. If we are to go
virtual - I think the teachers need to be online everyday face to face and do classes as if they
were in school vs just links to pages. I also think every school in the district should follow the
same protocol so it is district wide.

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1028

How will 504 accommodations be altered for distance learning? This did not work well in the
spring. My child has accommodations for prompts to stay on task, etc. that are not feasible for
me to do as a single mother with a full time job.

7/16/2020 12:16 PM

1029

Training in how to help and comfort the very young elementary school children and maintain
social distance. They are hand holders and huggers by nature.

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1030

how many people will be in a classroom at once? when will schedules come out?

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1031

Clarification of schedules for HS, two days on two days off alternating??? Monday, Tuesday
and the Friday, Monday and do on.... What does staggered arrival mean? Who teachers my
high schooler when at home?

7/16/2020 12:15 PM

1032

-access to pivot plans and remote expectations -504 Plan accommodations re:air conditioning
and appropriate filters (MERV)

7/16/2020 12:14 PM

1033

Lunch time- how will kids be able to pick what they want to eat. What if they want to bring food,
can they eat at their desk in class? What about tech, art, gym class? How will remote learning
work? Live teaching lessons? Ability to meet with teachers virtually for questions and their
response time to student emails. This was an issue with my child at the end of the last school
year as teachers took days to respond, had little time available to meet virtually and most
classes did not do live sessions but just recorded videos so students could not as questions
when learning the material in the moment.

7/16/2020 12:13 PM

1034

Will parents and students be notified when positive cases start to show up? How are staggered

7/16/2020 12:13 PM
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arrivals going to work?
1035

Will the schools be able to appropriately and adequately deal with the emotional impact this
"new normal" has on the staff/students.

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1036

I'd like to see a more democratic approach to the discussion. Teachers, staff, parents, and
community members at large need to be on the re-opening committees and be able to hear
each other. Also, the contracts for STA, CSEA, etc. need to be adhered to and not pushed
aside in a rush to reconfigure . Otherwise it looks like the administrative agenda is being
pushed out in a dictatorial fashion. One would certainly hope that this is not the case.

7/16/2020 12:12 PM

1037

Will you be checking symptoms for kids like temperature in School every day before entry ? It
would be good if you do.

7/16/2020 12:11 PM

1038

Will the school building be re-aligned or stay the same?

7/16/2020 12:11 PM

1039

If a teacher cannot work due to being quarantined or has a family member at high risk, how will
that affect student learning? Subs will have to actually teach instead of handing out worksheets.
Subs will be in high demand throughout the state because of this. Can the teachers and the
subs work together in advance/ do you have a system where subs can work with teachers to be
more than babysitters?

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1040

What are your plans to address those with weakened immune systems? What accommodations
are being made for high risk kids and teachers to be remote until there is a vaccine? There
needs to be an option for staff to be remote if they don’t feel comfortable. My friend takes care
of her mother and wouldn’t be able to see her if she had to work in her classroom. What are
you doing for your staff to make sure they are comfortable? If they aren’t, they won’t be able to
support our kids!

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1041

What does block scheduling look like ? Will they still have P.E class? Music?

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1042

How many students per class?

7/16/2020 12:10 PM

1043

Just the question of whether parents will be allowed to opt for virtual learning.

7/16/2020 12:09 PM

1044

As we have continued to identify asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic patients, what will be
done in the event that a child has a cough or other systemic symptoms, but no fever? What is
Shen's threshold for closure once a student or staff member is diagnosed? As a physician, I
have ZERO confidence that Shen - or any other school district of comparable size - will control
the spread of covid and any effort to get children back to school is a futile and unnecessarily
risky endeavor that will have far-reaching local and regional ramifications.

7/16/2020 12:08 PM

1045

I worry most about being infected with someone that comes to school and then taking it home
and infecting my mom or mother-in law that I currently take care of as they are 79 and 80 years
old. One of them does not drive so we are constantly having to get groceries, medications and
take them to appointments. I also worry about parents giving students meds before they come
to school so they do not have a fever. I have heard of this happening. While I do believe
students need some kind of in person schooling especially younger students it still makes me
uneasy with the growing infection rates all around us.

7/16/2020 12:08 PM

1046

How many elementary children are we able to fit in a classroom socially distanced at 6 feet? A
full class of 20 some kids will most likely not fit, so what does this mean for our classes? If I can
fit half, where is the other half of my class? Students and staff wearing masks
consistently...very happy to see this in place. "except when engaged in instruction and seated
at a desk, etc." In an elementary classroom, it is realized that during instruction teachers are
continually needing to check in with students and assist with work? Almost seems like masks
will need to be on during instructional times, right? Without those check ins you don't know
what students have on their papers, and this is key to be doing so one can monitor and adjust
instruction. Who/when is all this cleaning being done? (shared book: disinfected or left
untouched for 3 days?) Will teachers be able to carry on teaching after lunch is eaten in the
classroom or will there need to be a pause for cleaning so learning can continue and desks can
be utilized? Curriculum...where do we start? What will be expected this year?

7/16/2020 12:08 PM

1047

Information on testing/tracing reporting and protocols. Symptom protocols.

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1048

Will parents be able to have their children do 100% distance learning to attend school next
year?

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1049

Will the drop off be a bit more seamless since not using the buses is emphasized? What will the

7/16/2020 12:07 PM
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allergy plans look like in individual lunch spaces? Planned class sizes?
1050

How will cases in the school be communicated to parents, and how quickly? How will social
collaboration and physical activity (recess equivalent) be fostered during the day? What will the
protocols be for kids using the bathroom/keeping them sanitized? Will my child be able to bring
lunch from home?

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1051

Based on the amount of daily time/effort needed to comply with Covid related rules, how much
are we lowering the bar on learning?

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1052

What support will be given for special education students/staff that need to work in small groups
or 1:1 settings? Will staff still get lunch breaks? What does the union say about all of this?

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1053

What is the protocol for mask wearing for kids with asthma

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1054

Can I opt to homeschool since its past the deadline of July 1st?

7/16/2020 12:07 PM

1055

All gioo

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1056

None at this time.

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1057

My biggest concern is that they are actually taught or get real assignments to further their
education when they are home. Our experience in the middle school level was a joke. I
understand that this was new to everyone and we were working through it. However, my kids
had teachers that didn't schedule google meets, didn't show up for them, gave next to no work.
IF they got 1-2 hours a work a day (including meetings) that was considered a FULL day. Best
yet - some teachers never got back to them when my kids asked questions. My kids are honor
roll students and kept up with work - I can't imagine how far back some of the other students
are. Most of the classes are building blocks...how are they going to make up the part of last
year they missed and all of this this year if we experience the same level of teaching we did last
year? What happened to summer reading and math assignments? One would have thought
that this would be MORE important this summer than previous summers to catch kids up.

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1058

When there is a positive case, what is the protocol for that classroom? Will all kids go home for
2 weeks and learn remotely? How quickly are parents told of the situation? Will the school be
giving out any additional masks if teachers see that they are soiled?

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1059

A few concerns I have are. Number of children in the bathroom at the same time; Safety
concerns of children being outside without; Water Fountains; and How are families notified if a
child or family member test positive, i.e. does the classroom get shut down or does the school
get shut down.

7/16/2020 12:06 PM

1060

Can parents/students of 7-12 select method of learning similar to some college models, i.e.
Empire State College, whereas students choose individual classes and the method they want to
learn (online, independent study with syllabus, in person, or combination (residency based)

7/16/2020 12:05 PM

1061

N/a

7/16/2020 12:04 PM

1062

Children should NOT have to wear masks. I run a daycare. We do not have children of any age
wearing a MASK. Absolutely insane that you are considering children wear one on a bus ride
where they are on for an hour sometimes longer.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1063

I need to know that all teachers are on board and will be providing my child with the same
amount of instructional time out of school as he would receive in class. My sons has an IEP and
I need to be assured he will continue to receive the supports he has to date. He will be going to
high school with new and different teachers. I need to be confident they will keep in contact wiht
me as the middle school staff did to allow me to keep up on what my child needs to accomplish.
This puts alot of pressure and work on Parents who are also still working, I need to know the
communication will be there.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1064

Will I have to travel into eight different classrooms during the day?

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1065

Will my child be able to learn from home with support from the school? We have family who
have health conditions. I don't know what's allowed. I don't want her to go straight in there and
bring it home. It's a gamble with our health I don't feel safe with. I also don't know how you're
going to determine what's a cold and what's covid 19. Where will testing be done, who gets
quarantined etc.

7/16/2020 12:03 PM

1066

Is the mask mandatory in school? what if some parent or student not obey the rules? what is
the standard for school to cancel on site learning?

7/16/2020 12:02 PM
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1067

Not so much a question as a remark: I'd love to see a structured schedule on days middle
schoolers are not in school but receive online instruction. Think required Zoom classes, etc.
That helps maintain a daily structure, which helps both students and parents.

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1068

Can I be guaranteed that my three children (12th and 7th) will be in school in the same days?
This is a requirement for me

7/16/2020 12:02 PM

1069

I am excited that the possibility of my children attended school again. Distance learning was not
working for my kids. I worry about them losing even more academics if we go virtually. Will
teachers have a more set schedule to meet with kids virtually? My one child only saw her
teacher once a week on a google meet and that was not enough. As parents we felt like it was
up to us to teach our children.

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1070

Are you confident that your measures are enough to keep them safe? What additional
measures are you putting in place for your staff to protect them?

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1071

Will remote learning or a hybrid model be an option for parents who can make that work?

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1072

How will k-6 class sizes be kept low when we are not hiring additional staff? Will there be a fully
remote option for students? Who will teach it?

7/16/2020 12:01 PM

1073

In my opition, reopening onsite classes is not a good idea, at least till end of the year, there is
no guarantee that kids wont effect to COVID.

7/16/2020 12:00 PM

1074

I trust you will take whatever actions or precautions to protect the children and staff members.

7/16/2020 12:00 PM

1075

Will my children continue to attend school at Tesago? How will their emotional well being be
supported when they return to school?

7/16/2020 12:00 PM

1076

My son would be entering K. I would need to know the specifics of what the inside of the
classroom would look like. Are you taking rugs out? Will they have to sit at their desk for all
instruction & work? No shared materials? No small group instruction? Any play or Phys Ed?
Would the whole school shut down if cases are found? How are you protecting your vulnerable
teachers and staff? Will they have extra sick days? How will you be protecting the mental health
of teachers/staff?

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1077

You’re going to have a mass exodus of highly qualified teachers because you haven’t
considered a plan to minimize their risk. Some teachers have kids in this district and you’re
creating more danger by having them in person. My family deserves to be safe and you are not
keeping us safe. Remote instruction for the community’s sake!!! Kids are not disposable as you
are implying in your reopening plan.

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1078

As a parent and teacher, I am not comfortable being in the school buildings full-time for myself
or my children at this time. I feel the cases are higher than when we were left school in March.
We also know a lot more about this virus now. My youngest is in 6th grade, I'm not sure I want
to send her. I am OK with my junior having just 2 days in the school building. Full time scares
me. As a teacher, I obviously need to work, but it will be extremely stressful worrying about my
safety. With the number of parents who travel out of state for work, this is setting us up for a
dangerous situation. Unfortunately, I don't believe all (most?) parents can be trusted to follow
guidelines. I also have personal concerns for my own health condition as well as seeing and
taking care of my parents (my dad has lymphoma). In addition, I'm concerned as an AIS
teacher, how will we teach small groups safely? My proximity to students is often MUCH closer
than classroom teachers. As well as sharing materials - books, etc. Finally, I'm concerned about
the cleanliness of our buildings. Shen has not been using alcohol based cleaning wipes and
hand sanitizer and truthfully there are days when rooms and surfaces do not look cleaned at all.
Nothing against our custodial staff but I'd imagine we'd need additional staff, more effective
products, overall way more cleaning, etc. As you can see I am very uneasy about a full-time
return to buildings for myself and my children.

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1079

What are you going to do with Middle Schoolers who should need supervision at home but is
not going to get it. Also with every other day schedule in 7-12 if its the same BS that was done
at the end of last year this will be unacceptable.

7/16/2020 11:59 AM

1080

Can students choose virtual only? Will all students be at the schools they typically attend or will
they be moved throughout the district?

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1081

Will parents who do not feel comfortable sending children to school have to option to choose
virtual instruction?

7/16/2020 11:58 AM
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1082

See #8. What types of chemicals are being used to clean the buildings each day? Is it a fog?
How log does it remain in the air? I would plan on cleaning the desks each day to remove this
toxic layer from the desks and other surfaces. Will better filtration systems be installed
throughout the buildings to improve air quality? Will we be able to leave the building each day
during our breaks to minimize exposure to a number of health concerns? Will teachers with
health concerns be able to work from home? Take a leave of absence until this ends?

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1083

How will illnesses be tracked? Will there be a stronger component/ rules regarding sending
home sick children? How will planning for substitute teachers be addressed, given the shortage
/ lack of available subs? Especially since this was already a problem prior to covid? Will families
be informed if / when exposure occurs or is that protected infer HIPPA?

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1084

Are there going to be options to have limited days in school or an option for all virtual school?

7/16/2020 11:58 AM

1085

Will children without masks or who refuse masks be sent home? Will desks be sanitized
between classes? Are they still going to have PE class if so how? Will they have access to
virtual learning if they are home sick? What happens if someone tests positive?

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1086

I am not comfortable with kids possibly being in school one week and the next virtual then back
in buildings. Kids need to have a stable environment

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1087

Exactly what protocol will be in place for when someone, likely inevitably, tests positive? Will we
even know if it is someone my children have definitely had contact with, such as someone in
their classroom? Or will it be an ambiguous "may have had contact with" situation? And will the
school then shut down for cleaning meanwhile everyone is at home quarantined and distance
learning? In which case why not keep everyone safe and just do distance learning for the
undefined future? In numerous states educators say they can catch kids up, so why risk the
health and safety of the children, educators and all other staff by rushing the return to
classrooms when there are still so many uncertainties?

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1088

Can’t think of one at the moment

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1089

How the students will be split between in class instruction/online instruction

7/16/2020 11:57 AM

1090

What happens when a student/teacher has symptoms or tests positive for Covid19? How will
teachers enforce proper use of masks? Will ALL families be notified if there is a person in the
building who tests positive? Or just the families of that classroom? Will masks be available for
anyone who forgets or who requires their mask to be changed mid day? How often will
bathrooms be disinfected? If I decide it's not safe for my child to attend school, will there be an
option to do remote learning? If some students will be getting instruction virtually from another
room, why can't my child receive instruction virtually from home?

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1091

-What will be done if a child or parent of a child tests positive for COVID. Will the entire
classroom then have to quarantine for 2 weeks? Same for a teacher/staff member. -What
exactly are the cleaning and ventilation protocols? -Will Kindergarten be required to wear
masks?

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1092

how would lunch work?

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1093

How many children will be in the hallway at a time? Exactly how will children work without
access to a locker or backpack? What sanitization schedule and procedures will be followed?
How will teachers be monitored for the off site learning days How will students be monitored on
off site learning days How will instruction be equitable for all students between different teams
and teachers How can parents transport when getting on and off campus is already a
nightmare? What will bussing look like? How often will the busses be cleaned? Between runs?
How will busses keep up with the scheduling? Will kids be grouped by Location to decrease the
impact on transportation??

7/16/2020 11:56 AM

1094

How will the scheduling be worked out? What will the safety mandates that will be in place?
How will the classrooms be accommodated with social distancing? How will transportation be
able to properly keep the school buses safe and the workers help up the the responsibilities
they are expected to follow?

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1095

Is it possible to have children and teachers tested for COVID before classes resume?

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1096

How many students per classroom? and how will we deal with the desire of the kids to talk and
interact? We know it will happen and it will be an exciting time for them but how will we handle
the excitement of being with friends with the need to socially distance?

7/16/2020 11:55 AM
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1097

how are we going to be doing half of the school going on one day? won’t half of the class not be
there?

7/16/2020 11:55 AM

1098

What is going to happen if multiple students end up getting Covid? What’s the plan then? What
would the protocol be? Also, parents should have the option to keep their kids at home and
Have the academic support to do so. Still have google meets with teachers and online access
and teaching apps. If we choose to homeschool, we should not be left completely in the dark
with no help. Because realistically, we will probably have to homeschool for 2 years to keep our
children safe but after this passes, they would be going back to school. During that time,
parents would need access to teaching tools to help their children learn safely at home. I’m also
super concerned with the atmosphere at school and feel It will cause so much anxiety and fear
that it will be very hard to learn. I also feel that there will be more importance on following the
guidelines than actually teaching, and therefore, the actual amount of schooling and instruction
will be cut in half. I also feel like even if they do go back to school so much time is going to be
used to social distance them and to follow the regulations that parents are going to have to do a
whole lot at home anyway so why not just homeschool?

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1099

If we choose to keep our children home instead of sending them for in-person instruction, would
they be given virtual instruction or would we - the parents - have to develop our own
homeschool plan?

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1100

Times! You state staggered start but don’t elaborate on that. The end of August is not early
enough to know about before and after care, busing times, etc for working parents.

7/16/2020 11:53 AM

1101

Will virtual learning be an option? Staggered days for the elementary school, not just older
students? I am not comfortable with sending my child to school! I trust the teachers and staff
tremendously but they can not contain a virus!

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1102

Class size?

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1103

How will you protect those with medical conditions. I have autoimmune diseases and immune
compromised. Kids are kids and if they have to sneeze they will pull down their mask and
sneeze. Will you provide plexiglass for staff desks? Will a solid amount of zani it if wipes be
available? I work with chrome books and want students to wipe them down before I handle
them. Thank you

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1104

Why do the kids take off masks in the classroom and teacher? There is too much room for
mistakes and spread of infection

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1105

I want him there in person. It’s wrong to ask parents that aren’t teachers and work fulltime to
teach instead. Despite help from the teacher it relies too heavily on parents.

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1106

-Additional details about the air circulation and ventilation updates. There is no air conditioning
in the elementary or middle schools and the air is often hot and stagnant. -Additional details
regarding spacing regulations -Additional details regarding lunch procedures

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1107

How will you make sure that kids have enough space to keep social distancing? Don’t you think
it’s hard for kids to breathe when having to keep face masks on for long periods of time at
school?

7/16/2020 11:52 AM

1108

will there be alternate daily care if school were to close for those children of essential workers

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1109

No masks.

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1110

Nothing

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1111

Who’s providing us with the thermometers, masks, proper PPE, and who is monitoring if other
families are actually taking this seriously!?

7/16/2020 11:51 AM

1112

If one child gets sick at school, how will this be handled? As a working parent, we would like to
see a schedule ahead of time to make sure that we can make arrangements for our children. I
am finding 6th grade homework is a second job for parents. Are you going to offer assistance to
parents for help?

7/16/2020 11:50 AM

1113

Has anyone proposed/considered what I proposed in question #8?

7/16/2020 11:50 AM

1114

There are no guidelines or criteria for ending these measures. I understand these measures are
preventative, but you are talking about many kids who are truly at very little risk for catching
anything or suffering any real consequences.

7/16/2020 11:49 AM
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1115

Why does your framework not include a 100 % remote option for families that do not feel
comfortable sending their kids to school? Also, flexibility in when kids watch and attend lessons
and do their schoolwork is essential for working families, especially those working from home.
Also, weekend days should be counted as attendance when these are needed for kids to keep
up with the work.

7/16/2020 11:49 AM

1116

I would like to know if you will be making options for an all-remote plan

7/16/2020 11:49 AM

1117

Will the district be able to supply masks to children who don’t have access to them.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1118

I think that not sending students back to school in their customary way is an absolute disservice
to our students! I respect the fact that we need to look out for the health of our teachers and
staff,especially those who are immunocompromised,but the truth is there are many reliable
studies that prove that it's very rare for children to spread the virus. And the truth is that there
are fewer immunocompromised faculty and staff and students than there are healthy. Wouldn't
it make sense to develop a contingency plan for that group? I am all for the extra precautions of
wearing masks and staggered arrival times etc... but to keep gr 6-12 students out of the
classroom over half the week is not conducive to getting a much needed education.I do not
believe this is the way to go with this....it is a mistake and many children are going to fall
through the cracks.I am an essential worker and I do not have the opportunity to do my job from
home and so now you are going to ask my family to take on the additional role of being a
educator at home when I am not at my essential job. I feel like this is adding a whole new layer
of issues that students and parents simply cannot take on. We need to get back to the normal
way or our students will suffer.If a parent feels that they do not want their child to attend for
whatever reason then they should be provided the resources to provide homeschooling for their
children,however,it should not be forced on all of us!

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1119

If it's every two days, how will the fifth day be handled? Are all students home on Fridays? Will
my children have the same two days they attend physically so that dr appts, etc can be
managed more effectively? Will those days shift, based on holidays?

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1120

Availability of sanitary items such as hand sanitizer and masks and ensuring enforcement of
use by all staff. - Not all kids will be able to/remember to bring these items from home with them
every day. Need to ensure the school will provide to all who need. More info on bus safety
protocols. Still unsure about sending my kids on the bus.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1121

The children cannot be expected to be online during class times on the days they are home.
They may be watching younger siblings or having to share internet with a house full of people.
The off day’s must be recorded and flexible so they can be completed in the evenings if that is
what works for the family.

7/16/2020 11:48 AM

1122

Will remote learning be a option to all parents without repercussions for not sending your
children to on site school

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1123

I am extremely concerned with the lack of safety procedures considered in the current
document particularly knowing the numbers of COVID-19 are increasing around the country
and again in our area. While I understand the need for children to take their masks off, it seems
extremely unsafe to have students in a classroom with their masks off for an entire instructional
day. In order to ensure student/staff safety will a specific type of air filtration system be used
(even this is being required in malls)? Additionally, many students, staff members, or family
members of staff members are considered "high risk." Will there be other options for those
students/staff to learn/work remotely like is being done throughout the country and in other
professions? Has any hybrid model (to ensure additional social distancing) been considered or
choice for families? What will be the procedures if a students has symptoms? How will shared
spaces/nurses offices be reimagined? How will the school handle student/staff travel and the
governors guidelines to self quarantine? While I understand that plan follows the governors
guidelines, I am very concerned about the safety of the current plan after hearing what is going
on around the country.

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1124

I'm concerned about the quality of life for the elementary students. Will they be confined to a
desk for the entire day? Will they be given breaks for movement and fresh air? I can't wrap my
head around the idea of my first grader son sitting in one desk for 7 hours. I don't think he will
be able to learn this way. I know their health is the first priority. I'm just thinking of their mental
health as well.

7/16/2020 11:47 AM

1125

I would like to know what happens if/when a staff member or child in school tests positive for
Covid.

7/16/2020 11:47 AM
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1126

Is that possible provide parents option about go to School or online learning? Whoever feel
comfortable in school, they can choose go to school. Whoever feel comfortable online learning,
they can choose online learning. It will provide school more space too. Thanks for considering
it.

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1127

Unknown due to the unknown nature of this entire situation.

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1128

Will there be an option for only online learning and not attending in person

7/16/2020 11:46 AM

1129

None

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1130

I have two children. One entering 10th grade and the other entering 9th. Will they be able to
attend school same days and times

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1131

Will online coursework be an option for parents to choose until the threat of virus has passed?
What happens if the kindergartners cant keep a mask on the whole time? Will coursework be
uniform throughout all kindergarten classes in all shen schools?

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1132

Will the District be transparent with communicating with parents if/when notified that any
students and/or staff test positive for COVID-19 during the school year?

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1133

What accommodations are you making for students, teachers, and staff who are
immunocompromised? You’re going to be sued for discriminating against this population of kids
and adults. It’s immoral of you to open schools in person.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1134

My husband and I are both essential health care workers, who do not have much shift flexibility.
I need to know more about staggered arrival and departure times as soon as possible to figure
out how to navigate getting our child to school. We also need to know about wraparound care
availability.

7/16/2020 11:45 AM

1135

Wearing mask and making these kids social distance is a disaster waiting to happen.

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1136

What will classrooms/class sizes look like? As a teacher with 25-30 kids per class, I have no
idea how to distance them appropriately.

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1137

None. I believe in person is critical and am anxious for resumption.

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1138

As a teacher, I'm concerned about a number of things regarding the proposals listed. 1.
Restricted movement- I understand the idea regarding restricted movement from a "virus"
perspective, but from a learning and enforcement perspective it will be a disaster. Many kids
need movement to assist with attention struggles, social needs, and it really just provides
stimulation that is necessary to alleviate stress and anxiety. Even as an adult, getting up and
moving, getting outside for fresh air, and socializing helps alleviate stress and anxiety. Also,
how will all of these measures be enforced? Staff members are already overwhelmed and I
would argue that we are "understaffed." 2. Block scheduling- I understand the idea for restricted
movement, but in a year with extended change, this will be another massive change to adapt
to. Is it really necessary? 3. Daily cleaning- what kind of chemicals and cleaning products will
be used. I personally don't want to be breathing in or exposed to chemical cleaners in mass
dosage on a daily basis. This is also a health concern is it not? 4. I would expect to be able to
leave the building during planning periods to work on lesson planning, get "fresh air," and
hopefully reduce my exposure time to the virus and any chemical cleaners in the building.
Thank you for this survey. I know you will hear many perspectives. I hope you will seriously
consider my concerns.

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1139

I don't think that I get to make an "informed decision" about working...if in-person school is
open, I believe that I have no choice but to work, regardless of how safe I feel. Questions: If HS
students (group 1) come in 2 days consecutively, followed by group 2 coming in 2 days
consecutively, what happens on the 5th day? If we're moving to a block, how long are those
blocks going to be? If we must move to all remote learning, do students then attend every day
for their 40 minute class? Or do we stay on the block, attending for 2 days on, 2 days off? If we
move to full time in-school classes for all students during this school year, do we stay on the
block? Or do we go back to 40 minute classes?

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1140

As a teacher who works with K students that don’t understand proper hygiene and parents who
continually send their kids sick to school because they have to work, makes me feel unsafe
going back. There’s too many unknowns to determine. If I get COVID, who will pay for my 2
week quarantine? Does my whole class then quarantine for 2 weeks which in turn their families
have to quarantine and not work for 2 weeks? Who will pay for the COVID tests? How do we
ensure the teachers safety and well being? What happens if the school gets a COVID case and

7/16/2020 11:44 AM
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it turns deadly? Who suffers from those repercussions? How will we have enough subs? We
have children and families we want to protect too.
1141

What if the child wants to only due virtual learning? Is that a possibility?

7/16/2020 11:44 AM

1142

How can we make sure wearing masks and following protocols doesn't stress the children out
more then staying home? What can we do to give teachers more confidence that all parents are
adhering to guidelines outside of school and are not putting them in danger?

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1143

It made mention of no lockers and they would need to carry materials. What about their lunches
and coats.

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1144

How many days will ill children/staff be required to stay home from school?

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1145

At the HS, it’s 2 days in class and 2 days virtual. What happens on the fifth day of instruction?

7/16/2020 11:43 AM

1146

Same as stated in question 8.

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1147

how will you keep the students and faculty safe?

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1148

We are seeing long term affects in asymptomatic children. My son, who has asthma and lyme,
may be particularly susceptible. You did not mention any alternatives for high risk students.

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1149

None are you considering the long term cost to all students if you do online, social interaction is
a key to growth, plus online was very underwhelming last year

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1150

Will students be separated from their classroom teacher for part of the day (recorded lesson
with another staff member) & if so how is it determined who goes with the other staff member?

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1151

Will my kids get more then 2 hrs of work like in the spring not acceptable

7/16/2020 11:42 AM

1152

As a high school parent, I would like to see the teachers/instructors all get on the same page
with: (1) when/how 'live' classes or Google Meets will be done and recommend (if possible) that
they be mandatory and have attendance taken. (2) how classwork and assignments are
assigned and made available via Google Classroom. Some teachers were great at it once the
initial kinks were worked out. Things that seemed to work for my child that I would like to see
continue: 1. Knowing what is coming 'for the week' seemed to allow the students to best juggle
their assignments. 2. Utilizing Google Classroom's To Do or 'View Your Work' under 'Classwork'
seemed to be a good way to know what is expected by the teacher as a 'deliverable' vs what is
assigned as part of the 'lesson'.

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1153

How are kids expected to wear masks all day and also not expose themselves to other families
who may not be practicing social distancing?

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1154

How will recess look? Why is there no option for online learning for all grades so parents can
choose what they feel best about? What about specials? That needs more detailed info.

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1155

How are you going to compensate your entire (educational & support) staff for putting
themselves and their families at increased risk of exposure during in-person education?

7/16/2020 11:41 AM

1156

My questions have already been answered, in as far as it's possible at this point.

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1157

I am a teacher in a neighboring district and going through the same process in my district. If my
schedule doesnot work with my daughter's, I would have to pull her from Shen and enroll her in
my school just for consistency purposes.

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1158

If I chose not to send, but wish to maintain a virtual learning experience how does that work?
Would individual plans need to be arranged with the teacher. No guidance in the plan for that.

7/16/2020 11:40 AM

1159

What specific social interactions will be allowed at elementary and middle school levels if
masks are required and social distance is required? Specifics on realistic nightly cleaning of all
Shen spaces and how they are different than the past. How do you plan on addressing wearing
a mask all day and being in the classrooms in the fall which can be HOT from one day to the
next. I’d argue that the fans do not cool it down drastically.

7/16/2020 11:39 AM

1160

What are the options for parents who do not feel comfortable sending their children to school?
Will the school provide online instructions or must the students be enrolled into a home school
program?

7/16/2020 11:39 AM

1161

If we don’t send kids to school, will we be able to do a zoom with the class while it’s being
taught. Or is it a self educate

7/16/2020 11:39 AM
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1162

What precautions being taken for the special education population.

7/16/2020 11:39 AM

1163

none

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1164

There is no safe model until there is a vaccine. Too many risks associated with sending our
children to school mid pandemic.

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1165

Why aren't we taking the temperatures of the students? Why are the parents not required to
self certify that their children are healthy and have no symptoms/fever? Why are we not
compensated it we need to quarantine?

7/16/2020 11:38 AM

1166

What are the Consequences for not following guidelines?

7/16/2020 11:37 AM

1167

If they (K-5) can go and not have to learn from home. They need the social interaction!

7/16/2020 11:37 AM

1168

None. We will send our child regardless.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1169

Why are the elementary schools not staggering the week like the high school? I think I'd feel
better if they did two days in class and three days home.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1170

To what degree will parents be asked to assist their children with learning. I ask this because as
a mom of 3 with another on the way, 4 part-time jobs, and a part-time online masters program I
have very limited time to have to be an educational instructor to my daughter.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1171

Socialization is a big concern of mine as my child is entering Kindergarten and that is such a
huge component of Kindergarten. I don't want my child's first school experience to be one of
having to remain 6 feet apart from peers, not being able to play with her peers, not having circle
time and not forming bonds with peers or teachers. In addition I don't want my child getting in
trouble for trying to be near peers or not wearing her mask.

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1172

N/A

7/16/2020 11:36 AM

1173

Who will do the temperature screening? All parents cannot be trusted. They have sent their
children to school sick for years. Clearly certain people do not know how to use a thermometer
or properly assess their child for signs and symptoms of illness.

7/16/2020 11:35 AM

1174

I will prefer complete virtual but synchronized learning. If that is not an option, then I will send
day for a day or two. I want a reduced class size. Minimize hallway traffic and no free playtime
where kids will be jumping at each other. I am not going to send my child back to school all day
and all week. I am very confident that we will be able to provide her with quality grade level
education at home as long as we have guidelines from school.

7/16/2020 11:35 AM

1175

Can you guarantee my children won't die?

7/16/2020 11:34 AM

1176

Will staff have access to disinfecting wipes and protective gloves provided by the district to use
when cleaning and disinfecting classroom materials and their personal work spaces? Where
will staff each their own lunches? Will faculty rooms be available for heating and storage of
meals?

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1177

More details about bussing/transportation. More specifics on when they need masks. What will
teachers be allowed to do and not do with the K kids? If both parties are wearing masks, will a
teacher be allowed to help a kid tie a shoe or hand them a kleenex? Will the kids be allowed
recess?

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1178

Are you considering not having to have them wear masks? I work in healthcare and as adults
we can barely keep our masks on all day. it's not required to wear a mask if you are 6 ft away.
do you honestly expect children to keep the masks on all day long. It's inhumane and not
feasible.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1179

How they are handling lunch

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1180

I would like to know about a virtual option.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1181

How often will desks, chairs, bathrooms, be sanitized? Are you blocking off water fountains so
no one can use them? Will new transfer students to the HS have an orientation to familiarize
themselves with the school building?

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1182

None - the kids NEED to go back to school!

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1183

What is being done to ensure adequate filtration of indoor air? As a parent who has preexisting
condition (cancer), what is being done for students who either have, or have a family member,

7/16/2020 11:33 AM
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considered "high-risk?"
1184

Children are extremely hard to get to sit still... so for starters, how do you plan on keeping 6
year olds from playing with their mask, not touching their face, etc.? Will the HVAC systems and
filters be improved to handle the possibility of the virus in the air? How will air circulation in
small confined spaces during cold weather where windows can’t be opened on a bus will be
handled? All data from schools which have already opened in other countries have shown
failure and increased cases of Covid. Opening the schools is ridiculous and will cause more
harm than good. A virtual option should be offered to families who do not want to send their
children back to school.

7/16/2020 11:33 AM

1185

I want to be reassured that kids are not going to be treated as if they are diseased. They need
to work together to growing emotional and physically.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1186

More information on how it will be handled if a student or teacher tests positive.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1187

testing rates for students and teachers

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1188

How to make sure someone is not asymptomatic and a carrier of covid without knowing it.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1189

I like the plan.

7/16/2020 11:32 AM

1190

Lunch plans. Changing classes. Mental heath. How to allow children needed social interaction.
How to enforce and penalties for not complying.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1191

If a family is not comfortable sending their child back, what kind of online education/resources
will be given?

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1192

Will the provided hand sanitizer have alcohol in it? https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/show-methe-science-hand-sanitizer.html Also, teachers need to know it's okay to take time out of
instruction to allow for healthy practices (such as hand-washing).

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1193

What happens if a child tested positive for covid 19 - what is the protocol?

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1194

I don’t really have any questions just not happy with the plan

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1195

What is the plan for student movement during the day and how does that impact instruction for
students at different levels of advanced coursework? What is the plan for extracurriculars and
sports if they are permitted? Are you going to allow students to mix with alternate day peers?
What will be the quarantine / observation plan be for infected staff and students, or those traced
but showing no or limited symptoms.

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1196

If a family or teacher decides to take their family to another state that is high risk of infection,
will they be required to quarantine and notify the school and how will the school insure that they
are informed?

7/16/2020 11:31 AM

1197

Would you shut down building by building if there is an outbreak at, say, Okte, or would you
shut down the entire district?

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1198

I am assuming staff will temp the kids each day

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1199

None. You’re irresponsible and risking the lives of my family and your staff. I hope everyone
quits because this plan is terrible. Online is the only safe option. You won’t be in a classroom
35+ hours a week so you shouldn’t have an opinion. My child and my family matter.

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1200

How many kids per classroom? How will they keep the distance? Why not offer distance
learning options for all children?

7/16/2020 11:30 AM

1201

I want to know that we will not shut down school ever again when inevitably there will be cases.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1202

Cough, cold, illness response.

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1203

Will the entry ways @ the Transportation building be buzz in access by September?

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1204

What happens if a child or teacher is exposed? Is the whole class and their family expected to
quarantine for 2 weeks? Are there virtual options for K-5? Why is 6 grade grouped with the
elementary plans? When do we need to decide? Are our decisions final? Can we homeschool
at any point in the year if we feel it is best for our children? Are attendance policies changing?

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1205

Will there be a remote Option for those of us not comfortable sending the kids back at all? Why
is 6th in MS getting the same schedule as ES instead of the rotation of grades 7-8?

7/16/2020 11:29 AM
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1206

Too many to list but I sent a couple in question 8. Add visuals for parents to see the classroom
setup and daily schedule. How long are kids seated without movement for a whole school day?

7/16/2020 11:29 AM

1207

I do not want to send my child into a school building at this time. You are doing all you can to
negate as much risk as possible, but there is still a risk. Those of us who fall into high risk
groups need options for 100% virtual education.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1208

I would need to know more about the remote learning should they not go back right away. I was
very unhappy with the work and the workload. My kids weren’t learning anything new and there
was no consistency with google meets. I’m not sure why the expectation was to teach like your
in school but over google. Very disappointed in Shen.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1209

1. Regarding children with chronic health conditions making them vulnerable to the virus,
household members with vulnerabilities, and families who are not confident this or any school
district can safely return to on-sight learning: will families have the option for their children (of
any grade) to have full-time remote learning until the virus is eradicated/a vaccine is available?
2. As your plan calls for remote learning at least 50% of the time, can a family elect to have
their student do 100% remote learning?

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1210

will students be forced to undergo COVID testing, or will the screenings only include monitoring
for symptoms? I do not want my children to get tested if not absolutely necessary.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1211

How many kids per class hence the desks 6ft apart? Will the in school day be shortened? Will
labs be able to be a part of the curriculum for 11th grade and if so how? If I decide to drive my
son to/from school will there be a guided route? I know the traffic is crazy in and out of the
campus.

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1212

Unsure on busing. Issue I have is normally my daughter goes to after school care (and little
sister daycare). So how does that fit in especially from a minimize risk?

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1213

1)Can students participate remotely every day? 2)Any special considerations for seniors?
3)Grading for seniors who are looking to attend college? 4)How is it being decided which
students go on which days? 5)Can students who drive have the option to leave for lunch?

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1214

How do the children with attention issues sit for the block time? I have a daughter who
struggles to stay attentive for 40 minutes, let alone block instruction time. How will you address
these issues? How will you address student anxiety with going back? Can parents choose to
NOT send their child back and have them schooled remotely?

7/16/2020 11:28 AM

1215

What is the plan for students that refuse to wear a mask or socially distance due to behavior or
parent belief? If parents choose not to send their child at all, what is the teacher responsibility?
We cannot teach in person and virtually. Live streaming sounds like a good idea, but at the
primary level this may not be very effective. There are also privacy concerns involved for other
students that have needs/behaviors. How will classes of 24+ students in every class be
distanced appropriately for instruction? There are some extra spaces, but enough for
everyone?

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1216

How safe socialization will occur (ie what downtime or “recess” will look). I want my child safe,
but also don’t want them anxious, fearful, or prohibited from socialization experiences during
the school day.

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1217

What measures are in place if students or faculty test positive? Will high school students
schedules allow for art/music instruction to take place to ensure credits are met for advanced
regents diploma?

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1218

What will the schools be doing if/when teachers, students, and support staff have confirmed
cases? What measures will be taken to ensure symptomatic students and staff will not be
allowed at school?

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1219

It will be hard to keep students apart from having group discussions, with hat is school plan for
that?

7/16/2020 11:27 AM

1220

What is the protocol for children who will not wear a mask? My daughter currently will not wear
one - that is not addressed in the material. Also, what is the plan for special needs programs if
the school is to go virtual again? Is there potential for them to continue to attend on site, similar
to ESY, so they can continue to receive appropriate in person services.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1221

How are you truly keeping my child safe and distanced?

7/16/2020 11:26 AM
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1222

Unsure about the class sizes and the ability to distance within the classroom. Will there be
more nursing staff to evaluate the students for possible illness? I’m also concerned about what
precautions can and will be taken for school buses. Will there be additional monitors/aids to
ensure children are appropriately distanced?

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1223

I do not feel comfortable to send my children back to school if we still have the pandemic. Is
there an option for home schooling until the pandemic ends?

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1224

I have none.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1225

I am confident sending my kids to school in the fall. I am concerned that the middle schoolers
will not get enough class time. I can speak for my kids, they did not excel in the distance
learning that happened in March/April. However, if the distance learning is more scheduled
(meaning they attend each of their classes virtually) they may be able focus better.

7/16/2020 11:26 AM

1226

What happens if a child or staff member tests positive for COVID? How quickly will we be
notified ? And what actions will be taken to ensure the safety of the other children and staff
members?

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1227

Specific schedule outlines.

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1228

Does the school have enough PPE for teachers and students? Does the school district plan to
stagger the classes to reduce density? this would require two sessions, for ex 8-noon and 1pm
to 5pm? Can the school hire more nurse assistants to control health of the students and
teachers? Are school sports being allowed?

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1229

I will be sending my child to school. However, Will the possibility of returning to a fully onsite
schedule for the high school be reconsidered in January 2021?

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1230

No questions - if school is open I will be sending my child

7/16/2020 11:25 AM

1231

What happens if a faculty member or family member of a classmate tests positive? Will my
child need to quarantine for 2 weeks?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1232

How will parents be informed if there is an exposure and how will it effect each school or
building? How will the staff make children feel safe and not scared or anxious to be at school?
How will sick days work and will children be penalized if there is a period of time they or the
parent doesn’t not feel comfortable going to school?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1233

Kids will be using the same bathroom, how would it be possible to sanitize the bathroom after
each use. Because the kids can cotract the virus from surfaces.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1234

Do we as parents have the option to have our kids online school. Homeschool advice or help?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1235

Are masks required for students?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1236

I teach kindergarten. How can we have staggered times for an already short instructional day?
With our class sizes, how will we be able to properly social distance?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1237

Will you allow remote learning to continue by choice of a parent?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1238

Data on transmission, greater detail on what my children’s daily schedules will be so I can help
reinforce safe behavior, etc. with them.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1239

How will rules on protecting staff be enforced if parents send sick kids to school?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1240

Will teachers be able/encouraged to support students that wont be attending in-person classes.
Or should I be preparing to completely homeschool my kids with no guidance from the school?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1241

I want remote learning to be an option for those who are capable of doing so. Many in this
district are.

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1242

How will transportation address social distancing guidelines? How will the school district’s
alternating onsite/remote learning plan accommodate families are ho have multiple kids in
different schools?

7/16/2020 11:24 AM

1243

None. You need to do the right thing and keep school remote. Stop wasting your time on
reopening until there is a vaccine. Teach the teachers how to work remote!

7/16/2020 11:23 AM

1244

None I am completely comfortable sending my kids to school

7/16/2020 11:23 AM

1245

Will there be any other options for families who are not comfortable sending their children back

7/16/2020 11:23 AM
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to school.
1246

How are you handling lunch periods? Will masks be provided?

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1247

Will parents be given an option for online instruction instead of in school option only?

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1248

I would like to know that the kids WILL NOT be wearing masks while in school.

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1249

safety of bus ride

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1250

How are you so sure parents will take their children's temp every day or even have access to
the means to do so? Not everyone has the same financial situation and assuming they do is
discriminating

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1251

my child will not want to wear a mask all day ... can the day be shortened, especially since no
interaction will be happening? Why keep them longer when they are confined to a room?

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1252

I would like detailed information on how distance learning & in class learning will take place.
Assumption is that the teacher will live stream classes each day.

7/16/2020 11:22 AM

1253

None

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1254

Children should not be forced to social distance. Human connection and a part of learning and
growth. I am disappointed in the reopen plan and feel it does not reflect what is in the best
interest of our children and community

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1255

Whether or not parents can choose to keep their children home and follow the curriculum
remotely.

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1256

How will we make sure the kids are safe yet not scarred from limiting their contact with each
other

7/16/2020 11:21 AM

1257

Why is remote learning not an option? My workplace is asking as many people as possible to
work remotely to keep numbers down within office space through the end of the year, why isn’t
this the same for school? With the current cases in Clifton Park and Saratoga County it’s not a
matter of if, but when someone brings Covid inside the doors. I am not willing to risk my
children’s life and entire health future to get them back into school by September.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1258

“Back to school” will not look like the normal back to school, what mental health opportunities
will you provide for all children? What about recess on the playground? The outline you gave
seems very general ,will you be providing a sample day?

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1259

None as long as school will start again. My son has special needs and cannot make use of
distance learning. The last four months have been very hard on him and us as a family. We
understand that there are risks associated with anything, but there is also a (different type of)
risk associated with not going to have in person education. The latter is much more serious for
us than for some other families as the last few months have shown.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1260

Screening of substitute staff needs to be addressed.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1261

How do you propose to encourage and enforce social distance and safety criteria upon younger
students. It seems daily, non- staggered instruction, in the young student population, is a
possible high risk infection vector.

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1262

Na

7/16/2020 11:20 AM

1263

How many kids will be in classroom. How are you going to ensure you get students keep masks
on and stay distanced from one another. What is going to be the protocol is a student/teacher
tests positive - will whole class be required to quarantine ect

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1264

I will send my child if school is open. Quarantine was brutal, little to no learning occurred, social
skills lost. It was horrific

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1265

If the school is closed due to COVID, do the special needs children go back to a virtual
classroom?

7/16/2020 11:19 AM

1266

If there is a case, we need excellent contact tracing and you need to inform people where the
case was. ( my husbands work Is doing a terrible job at this. ) If people don’t trust that they are
getting the facts, they will keep their kids home. If we don’t feel it’s safe, we will keep our kids
home. I have a son with asthma and his immune system over reacts ( food allergies, croup in

7/16/2020 11:19 AM
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teens etc) ... I need to feel confident in the measures being taken and honest complete
communication with parents.
1267

What will happen if a staff member that you work with is diagnosed with COVID?

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1268

How will older students keep up with their curriculum if they are only in school 2 days a week?
Home learning does not even come close to replicating the in school experience.

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1269

None at this time

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1270

None at this time

7/16/2020 11:18 AM

1271

I am concerned if they don't go back if all teachers will be required to do on line LIVE classes
for the duration they would while in the class. Have kids ask questions and take attendance. My
husband and I both work and need to know our child is being held accountable and will get the
same classroom time as if they are in class. This past year only 1 of his teachers had regular
classes and 2 of them NEVER even had a live class, they just posted assignments. This was
not ideal.

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1272

None. As long as infection % stays reasonable, my children will attend in person!

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1273

N/a

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1274

none.

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1275

N/a

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1276

Lunch?

7/16/2020 11:17 AM

1277

What is BICES doing for hands-on learning? Especially Electrical Trades

7/16/2020 11:15 AM

1278

none

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1279

None-- Let the children learn on site

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1280

Why are the youngest, least hygiene-aware grade levels going back to on-site learning full
time?

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1281

Allow parents of k-6 the options of having their kids learn from home. It should not be forced in
school learning, there need to be more options. One of my kids has ASD and anxiety, this is too
much for him and going to school with these regulations will be very tough for him, virtual
learning at home for him is a better option.

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1282

Do you really believe that parents will take temp of students before sending? How many have
come to school in past sick? I think this is a HUGE risk and unfortunately people are not abiding
to the rules in place already

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1283

I would like to see how my child's specific classroom will be set up, when and how often she will
change locations and the justification for that change. I would also like to know how they will
enforce mask wearing.

7/16/2020 11:14 AM

1284

So many of these safety measures are self reported. We have a part of the population who
think this is a hoax. We cannot rely on every parent to to my kids safe. So much of this is
nebulous still. What does learning in every room look like? How will lunch work? Where will
children have social interaction? Why are the specials not considered in this plan?

7/16/2020 11:11 AM

1285

N/A

7/16/2020 11:10 AM

1286

How are kids going to socially distance in hallways? Are desk surfaces sanitized after each
use? How will busing work?

7/16/2020 11:07 AM

1287

How will busing work? How will the district do temp checks?

7/16/2020 11:07 AM

1288

How are the classrooms exactly going to be set up? How many kids in the classroom? How
many kids on the bus? How will drop off / pick up work if we forego the bus

7/16/2020 11:06 AM

1289

If this is split days and groups. How do you plan to help assist full time working parents with
work assigned on non school days when the child is daycare all day?

7/16/2020 11:01 AM

1290

gg

7/16/2020 10:47 AM
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